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ABSTRACI' 

The performance, strength and ductility of prestressed concrete piles, and their connection to pile 
caps, subjected to severe seismic loading are investigated in this thesis. 

Knowledge of the strength and ductility of the pile within its embedded length in the foundation 
material is of importance due to the large deformations which can occur during an earthquake, 
particularly at the interface of hard and soft layers of foundation material. Connection details are 
of interest since high moments, shears and axial forces need to be transferred to pile caps during 
earthquake loading. 

Two series of tests of piles and their connections, and accompanying analyses, were conducted. 
Design tables and charts were derived. 

The first test series consisted of six full scale octagonal prestressed concrete piles, confined spirally 
with either Grade 275 steel or hard drawn (Grade 485) steel wire and having various confinement 
levels, tested under axial load and cyclic flexure. Results of the theoretical analysis were compared 
with the experimental data. It was found that properly detailed prestressed concrete piles without 
additional nonprestressed longitudinal steel can sustain large displacement ductility factors 
without losing their lateral load carrying capacity significantly if confined according to full 
ductility. 

The second test series consisted of six full scale octagonal piles connected to full scale reinforced pile 
caps. The piles were either fully or partially prestressed. Three types of pile to pile cap connection 
were investigated, namely the precast embedded type, the stripped pile head type, and the type 
where steel dowel bars are used as the connection device. Theoretical analyses were used to compare 
the experimental data. The connection details investigated were found to give satisfactory 
performance. 

Finally, tables and charts obtained for the pile properties are presented for design purposes. The 
design tables are used to assess the enhancement factors of pile cross sections within the length or at 
the interface of the connection at the pile cap. The design charts are used to calculate the yield 
curvatures as well as the available curvatures and available curvature ductility factors. 

Recommendations for future research are proposed to complement the work already done up to this 
stage. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Prestressed concrete piles of the pretensioned type were first developed about 1953. Their 
development was pioneered by the industry. It is not surprising that a trial and error process, rather 
than a rational approach, was employed during the development(20). The purpose of having· 
prestress in piles at that time was to improve the ability of the pile to resist tensile stresses in the 
concrete that arise during transportation, driving, and under service conditions due to gravity 
loading, and hence to prevent or minimize cracking. 

Nowadays, enough experience has been accumulated to enable the utilization of prestressed concrete 
piles, not only for the previous mentioned purposes, but also for fulfilling the strength and ductility 
demand on the pile during a major earthquake. The latter requirement is important, since the 
inertia forces generated in a structure during an earthquake will be transferred to the foundations. 

During severe earthquake attack, prestressed concrete piles, and piles in general, will be subjected to 
large lateral loads in addition to the gravity load from the superstructure. These earthquake 
induced lateral loads may result in large curvatures in critical regions of the pile. The most critical 
regions of the pile, as shown in Fig. 1.1, are at the pile - pile cap interface due to the fixity of the 
connection and at the pile regions embedded in the soil, particularly where interfaces between hard 
and soft soils exist. These areas are the major concern of this research project. 

1.2 SEISMIC DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES FOR PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILES 
AND PILE - PILE CAP CONNECTIONS 

The commonly stated philosophy of seismic design is as follows: (1) during a minor earthquake 
damage in structures should not be tolerated; (2) during a moderate earthquake some non-structural 
damage can be tolerated but not structural damage, and (3) during a major earthquake structural 
damage with ample warning towards impending danger can be tolerated but total collapse of the 
structure must be avoided and the damage should be repairable. 

The desirable design approach for bridge piles, since they are difficult to inspect and to repair after 
an earthqUake, would be to design the piles so as to remain in the elastic range during the severe 
ground accelerations of a major earthquake. However, this would result in a large pile size and cost, 
and in practice design it may be impossible to implement because of the constraint of economy. 
Besides, some uncertainties exist such as conditions of soil layers, soil-structure interaction, etc. 

The base isolation approach, using mechanical energy devices and rubber bearings, is now commonly 
used in New Zealand. These devices, mounted in the properly chosen places, can be designed to 
absorb some seismic energy and thus significantly reduce the seismic response of the bridge piers. It 

is a common practice to mount mechanical energy dissipating devices between the top of piers and 
the superstructure to isolate the superstructure from the piers and the foundation. Hence seismic 
forces acting on the bridge piers and foundations can be reduced. 

1 
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The ductile design approach is used generally for bridge piers to provide resistance during 
earthquakes. In this approach seismic energy is dissipated by the formation of plastic hinges at 
chosen regions of the piers and the ductility capacity of the plastic hinges in the piers must always 
be greater than the ductility demand for the chosen design earthquake spectrum. The piles must 
also posses adequate ductility. The main factor effecting the ductility of bridge columns and piles is 
the quantity of transverse reinforcement needed to preserve the integrity of the core concrete against 
excessive compressive force resulting from significant deformation. Transverse reinforcement is also 
important to prevent buckling of the tendons and to provide adequate shear resistance. 

Fixity at the pile - pile cap connections is generally desirable in order to provide proper transfer of 
forces from the bridge piers to the piles. This fixity will result in a large ductility demand at the 
connection during seismic attack. Careful detailing of the connection must be considered and 
transverse reinforcement must be provided to meet the strength and ductility demand. The region of 
the pile cap around the connection may need special attention, because damage in the connection 
could penetrate into the pile cap. 

In addition to the regions for seismic loading shown in Fig. 1.1, the top and tip of piles also need 
sufficient transverse steel for confinement during driving, since high impact loading is applied to 
the pile top and the pile tip will need to penetrate into layers of soil and often hard layers or 
boulders are encountered. 

1.3 PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND STUDIES OF THE STRENGTH AND 
DUCTILITY OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILES AND PILE - PILE CAP 
CONNECTIONS 

Several experimental and analytical studies have been conducted by researchers in the past on the 
strength and ductility of prestressed concrete piles. However, there have been only very limited 
investigations of the strength and ductility of pile to pile cap connections. A summary of available 
past research into the strength and ductility of prestressed concrete piles, and tests concerning 
embedment length of reinforcement which are applicable to pile - pile cap connections, is given 
below. All tests involved slow (static) loading, either monotonic, repeated (one-directional) cyclic, 
or reversed cyclic loading. 

GERWICK(11) 

Gerwick has discussed several pile-to-cap connections that are commonly used in practice, for 
prestressed concrete piles, such as: 
(a) Mild-steel dowels that are grouted with a sufficient development length into the pile head. 

The holes may be preformed or drilled in after the pile is driven. 
(b) Prestressing tendons that are extended and splayed into the pile cap for a distance of 450 to 750 

mm. It was considered that although this type of connection might be able to develop the full 
strength of the strand,· there may be an excessive rotation of the pile-cap connection during a 
severe loading. Therefore, this type of connection is used for small pile caps where the joint 
rotation is of no importance, e.g. in high railroad trestles. 

(c) Embeddingthe pile end about 450 to 750 mm deep into the pile cap. The surface of the pile end 
to be embedded in the pile cap should first be cleaned and roughened. 

Gerwick also discussed a pile-to-cap connection including post-tensioning that has not been widely 
used in practice. Post-tensioning the exposed pile tendons and anchoring them to the cap is 
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theoretically an excellent means of developing the full moment capacity of the connection, but it 
involves high labour cost and long construction time. Post-tensioning in this case must be done very 
carefully, because the ends of tendons to be stressed are very short and thus small tendon movements 
in the anchoring system will considerably affect the stress in tendons. To reduce the labour cost, the 
tendons could be bundled together into several groups in the pile ends. Each bundle is then led 
through a sleeve in the cap and post-tensioned. Fig. 1.2 shows an example of grouping the tendons in 
the four corners of a square pile using this technique. 

SHEPPARD(46) 

Sheppard investigated the elastic and post-elastic behaviour of prestressed concrete piles in three 
series of tests conducted in California. The first series of tests was the "1972 Santa Fe Pomeroy 
Tests", in which two piles were tested. The test units were of a 406 mm and a 457 mm square piles 
which contained eleven and fourteen strands, respectively, of 11.1 mm diameter. Both piles, 
approximately 13.1 m long, were prestressed to induce an effective precompression of 4.82 MPa and 
were confined with W3.5 (5.4 mm diameter) spiral steel (fyh=414 MPa) spaced at 150 mm pitch to 

give a confinement volumetric ratio of 0.002. At time of testing, the concrete compression strengths 
for the first and second piles were 56.5 and 58.6 MPa, respectively. The piles were subjected to an 
external axial compressive load of 2,700 kN, and this resulted in external axial load levels of 0.29 
and 0.22 fc'Ag' respectively. The pile units were loaded monotonically to failure by transverse 

loading applied to the centre of their lengths. The transverse loads at failure for the 406 and 457 

mm square piles were 67.5 and 121.5 kN, respectively. The maximum curvatures developed at 
midspan were 0.0092 and 0.0079 rad/m, respectively. The failures were complete, sudden and 
brittle, and they occurred shortly after first cracking. 

The second series of tests was the "1974 Santa Fe Pomeroy Test". A 305 mm square pile which 
contained six strands similar to the first series, was prestressed to the same level as the first series, 
and was confined with the same spiral steel configuration as the first series to give a confinement 
volumetric ratio of 0.003. The pile was subjected to an axial load of 900 kN or 0.23 fc'Ag by post-

tensioning and loaded monotonically to failure by transverse loading applied at the centre of the 9.1 

m pile span. The same type of failure as that of the first series occurred soon after the pile had 
undergone a curvature of 0.0110 rad/m at midspan. 

The third series of tests was the "1976 PCMAC/Santa Fe Pomeroy Tests". These tests were 
sponsored by the Prestressed Concrete Manufacturers Association of California (PCMAC). Two 
significant specimens from the several different 305 mm square piles tested are discussed briefly 
here. Specimen 1 had exactly the same section properties as that of the specimen in the second test 
series, whereas Specimen 2 was identical to Specimen 1 except for the confinement steel, which was 
of W8.5 (8.3 mm diameter) spirals spaced at 50 mm pitch. Thus the volumetric confinement ratios 
became 0.003 and 0.021 for Specimens 1 and 2, respectively. Each specimen was loaded axially to 
1350 kN or 0.35 fctAg by post-tensioning and the duct that contained post-tensioned strands was 

subsequently grouted. The transverse loading at midspan was applied cyclically, gradually 
increasing in magnitude and with full load reversals for each cycle. Specimen 1 which developed a 
curvature of 0.0120 rad/m failed after ten cycles of loading in a sudden, complete and brittle manner. 
Specimen 2 developed a curvature of 0.0150 rad/m at first cracking after eleven cycles of loading. 
After a drop to 81% of the maximum moment capacity, eleven more cycles were applied and a 
maximum curvature of 0.0420 rad/m at midspan was sustained. The test was concluded without 
causing further failure of the pile, and the full external axial load was still sustained. The pile 
demonstrated excellent ductility throughout the inelastic range of the loading, despite the spalling 
of the cover concrete, and developed a displacement ductility factor close to four. 
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From the above test results, Sheppard concluded among other things that the W3.5 spiral steel 
spaced at 150 mm pitch does not provide sufficient confinement in the post-cracking situation; and 
that the external axial load level of 0.35 fc'A g used in the 1976 tests was too high, a more 
appropriate maximum value would be 0.2 fc'Ag which could be regarded as the factored axial load 

including seismic effects. 

Sheppard also suggested some details for connecting the precast pile to the cast in place pile cap, 
based on the information on tests conducted by Concrete Technology Associates(8,9), in Tacoma, 
Washington. His suggestions concerning the pile - pile cap connections are explained in detail in 
Section 3.2, and the tests conducted by Concrete Technology Associates are summarized next in this 

section. 

Tests conducted by Concrete Technology Associates(8,9) 
Tests conducted by Concrete Technology Associates in Tacoma, Washington, USA, on the tensile 
pullout strength of prestressing strands and mild steel bars embedded in concrete are of interest, since 
the results give designers information for the design of pile - pile cap connections. 

The first series of tests involved 192 pullout tests covering the parameters such as: embedment 
length of strand, shape of embedded portion of the strand, strand surface condition, strand diameter, 
and concrete strength. Twelve concrete blocks of 305 mm wide x 3658 mm long x 660 mm deep were 
cast, each contained 16 unstressed strands. The embedment lengths of the strands varied from 305 to 
762 mm and the embedded length was either straight, broom, or had a 90° bend. Note that the term 
"broom" was used to indicate the result of unwinding the wires along the 152 mm length at the end of 
the strand. Some unwound wires were also bent through 90°. Fig. 1.3 illustrates each of the 
embedded type of strand. Both bright and lightly rusted 9.5 mm, 11.1 mm, and 12.7 mm diameter 
strands that had an ultimate tensile strength of 1860 MPa were used. To check the reproducibility 
of results, two identical specimens were made for each embedment type, and in every case two 
different concrete (normal weight> strengths ranging from 28 to 56 MPa were used. Relative 
displacement between the concrete and the strand at the concrete surface was monitored and plotted 
against the measured tensile force. A summary of the test results for development length for concrete 
strengths above 41 MPa are given in Table 1.1. Note that the effect of concrete strength was not 
particularly noticeable in the range tested. The concrete block did not contain significant confining 
reinforcement. 

The second series of tests investigated ductile pullout connections, using mild reinforcing bars as the 
connection device. It was determined from the theoretical study carried out before the tests, that 
when a grouted reinforcing bar is subjected to a tensile force, the following modes of failure are 
possible: 

1. Bond failure between the bar and the grout. In this case only the bar pulls out. 
2. Bond failure between the grout and the conduit. In this case the bar and grout cylinder 

pull out. 
3. Concrete shear cone failure. 
4. Bar yielding then breaking above the surface of the concrete, or pulling out after 

yielding. 
The first three modes of failure are obviously not ductile, since they can occur suddenly without 
warning, and are thus undesirable. The fourth mode of failure has a ductile behaviour, and is 
recommended in the design of the steel-grout-concrete connections. The objective of the investigation 
was to develop such connection which is economical, efficient and capable of resisting ultimate 
loads in a ductile manner. A number of series of specimens were tested. The combinations were 
chosen using two sizes of reinforcing bars, several types of non-shrink grout, several types of sleeve 
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Table 1.1 - Summary of the Results on Strand Pullout Tests for fe' > 41 MPa(9) 

660 
mm 

Develo Jment Length* (mm) 

Strand Diameter (mm) Surface Condition Straight Broom 90° Bend 

bright 457 305 
9.5 

rusted 305 305 
bright 610 610 610 

11.1 
rusted 610 457 457 

bright 610 610 
12.7 

rusted 610 610 
* Development length is defined here as the length reqUired to achieve the tensile 

strength of the strand (see Fig. 1.3). 
Note, this table is reproduced from Ref. 9. 

Tendon Concrete 
test block 

Fig. 1.3 - V~rious Shapes of Strand Embedded in Concrete Test Block 
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material, and varying amounts of confinement reinforcement around the embedded reinforcing bars. 
The following set of equations to determine the required embedment length were obtained as a result 

of the test: 

where: ld 
Tu 

<P 

It, 
fb 

b 
n 

= minimum embedded length of the bar, not less than 152 mm, 
= ultimate strength of the grouted steel bar, 

== reduction factor, which is 0.85, 
= circumference of the bar, 

(1-1) 

(1-2) 

(1-3) 

= bond strength, which is 30% of the 2-in (50.8 mm) cube strength of the grout, 

= embedded coefficient determined by tests (the recommended value is 6.5), 
= number of turns of the spiral reinforcement around the embedded reinforcing 

bar (n>2), 
ASh == cross-sectional area of the spiral reinforcing bar, 

fyh == yield strength of the spiral reinforcement. 

IKEDA, TSUBAKI and YAMAGUCHI(14) 

An experimental investigation was conducted to improve the ductility and safety of high strength 
(fc'=87.4 MPa) prestressed concrete piles that were commercially manufactured in Japan. The total 

length and supported length of all the test units were 3.4 and 2.6 m, respectively. The cross section 
was circular hollow with an outer diameter of 400 mm and wall thickness of 70 mm. The load was 

applied by two-point loading placed symmetrically at midspan. Three groups of pile units were 
tested under either one-directional cyclic loading or reversed cyclic loading. 

The first group of the piles tested were similar to two types of commercially available prestressed 
concrete piles in Japan. The first type (which will be referred to as Type A) contained six 9.2 mm 
diameter deformed prestressing tendons to give Pt=0.53%, whereas the second type (which will be 

referred to as Type B) contained twelve identical tendons as Type A to give pt=1.06%. Spiral steel 

with a diameter of 3.2 mm and spaced at 50 mm pitch was provided in both the Types A and B piles, 
which resulted in Ps=0.23%. Under one-directional repeated loading, both types of piles failed 

suddenly due to the rupture of prestressed tendons, at displacement ductility factors of /.1=4 and /.1=5 
for Types A and B, respectively. Under reversed cyclic loading, the mode of failure was basically 
similar to that of specimens subjected to one-directional repeated loading. 

The second group of the test units were modifications of the first group. Type A piles were modified 
to have an extra six 13 mm deformed diameter reinforcing bars which gave an extra Pst=1.05% and 

will be referred to as Type AR. An additional Type AN6 pile was similar to Type AR, except that 
the extra six bars were unstressed tendons (extra Pt=0.53%), not deformed bars; and 6 mm diameter 

spiral steel was used at the same pitch to give Ps==0.81 %. Type AR6 pile had the same longitudinal 

steel arrangement as Type AR, but had similar spiral steel arrangement as Type AN6. Type BR pile 
had an extra twelve 13 rom diameter reinforcing bars (extra Pst=2.10%) in addition to that in Type 

Bi and Type BR6 piles used 6 mm diameter spiral steel at the same pitch to have Ps=0.81 %. Under 

one-directional repeated loading, only one specimen from Type AR piles and Type BR6 specimen 
were tested. The specimen of Type AR failed due to the tendon rupture during /.1=8, and the specimen 
of Type BR6 failed for the same reason at /.1=6. Under reversed cyclic loading, more severe buckling 
of the longitudinal steel was noticed. 
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The third group of the test units were unprestressed piles reinforced either by deformed steel bars or 
unstressed prestressing tendons. One specimen, referred to as Type ANN6, contained twelve 
unstressed tendons; and two specimens, referred to as Type BRR6, contained 24 deformed steel bars. 
All spiral steel was 6 mm diameter spaced at 50 mm pitch. Type ANN6 pile had a yield deflection 
about three times as much that of a standard Type B pile, due to the small bending stiffness and zero 
axial compression. This pile type failed in a brittle manner. Type BRR6 piles behaved in a ductile 
manner. Under one-directional repeated loading, the Type BRR6 pile reached a displacement 
ductility factor above 11=13, and under reversed cyclic loading 11=9, due to buckling of the steel. 

The conclusions from the above tests were that these high strength prestressed concrete piles of 
small steel ratio tend to fail in a brittle manner shortly after the deflection exceeds the yield 
deflection. To improve this unfavourable failure mode, the tests showed the effectiveness of an 
additional amount of nonprestressed longitudinal deformed bars, provided that the amount of the 
spiral steel is sufficient. It was also found to be effective to add unstressed tendons instead. It was 
obvious from the tests that additional longitudinal reinforcing bars can produce fairly ductile 
behaviour even after the rupture of tendons, which is considered important in improving the safety 
of prestressed concrete piles. It was concluded that a proper amount of spiral reinforcement must be 
provided in order to prevent shear failure and hence to ensure the attainment of the flexural 
capacity of the pile. 

FALCONER and P ARK(lO,37) 

Prestressed concrete piles that are commonly used in New Zealand for hard driving were 
investigated. The aim of the tests was to determine whether the specifications of NZS 3101 for 
transverse spiral reinforcement intended for reinforced concrete columns and piers would result in 
ductile behaviour of prestressed concrete piles. A series of five full scale pretension piles with 400 
mm octagonal section and height 3.9 m were tested. The piles were subjected to different levels of 
axial compressive load, namely 0.1, 0.3 and 0.6 fc'A g; and to reversed cyclic lateral loading that 

simulated severe seismic loading. One of the piles contained ten 20 mm diameter nonprestressed 
longitudinal steel in addition to ten 12.5 mm diameter prestressing tendons, and another pile 
contained only nominal spiral steel, with the same spiral steel yield strength fyh=275 MPa, 

intended for shear reinforcement only. It was found from the tests that three piles containing spiral 
steel in the plastic hinge regions according to the NZS 3101 (30) amount, namely Ps=0.0205, 0.0264 and 
0.0380 for Pel fc'Ag=O.t, 0.3 and 0.6, respectively; were able to sustain large post-elastic 

deformations greater than 11=±8 without a significant loss in the lateral load carrying capacity, 
where 11 is the displacement ductility factor. The pile unit that also contained nonprestressed 
flexural steel dissipated more seismic energy during the test and showed higher flexural strength. 
Another pile that contained only nominal spiral steel, namely Ps=O.OO71 for P e/fc'Ag=0.3, lost its 

lateral load carrying capacity suddenly during cyclic reversed loading to a displacement ductility 
factor of 2. 

Among the conclusions from the above investigation were that well confined prestressed concrete 
piles containing the quantity of transverse spiral steel reqUired by NZS 3101 in the potential plastic 
hinge regions of ductile columns will perform satisfactorily during severe earthquake loading. Piles 
with a small amount of spiral steel that only satisfies the shear requirement can undergo a brittle 

failure during seismic loading and thus are not recommended. The presence of additional 
nonprestressed longitudinal steel is considered unnecessary, unless it is required for higher flexural 
strength or for anchorage at the pile end, since the performance of fully prestressed piles with 
adequate spiral steel for ductility is satisfactory. 
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P AM and PARK(34) 

Six pretensioned prestressed concrete pile units almost similar to the above were investigated. The 
aim of this research was to investigate the strength and ductility of prestressed concrete piles 
containing substantially less spiral reinforcement, namely about 34 to 60% of the amount required by 
NZS 3101 for ductile reinforced concrete columns; and also to investigate the use of Grades 275 and 
485 spiral steel. The compressive axial load levels applied were 0.3 and 0.5 fe'Ag. Cyclic lateral 

loading which simulated seismic loading was applied as in Falconer's testl'. All of the pile units 

exhibited satisfactory behaviour up to a displacement ductility factor of J..l=±2. Above a 
displacement ductility factor of J.l.=±4 degradation of flexural strength became excessive as a result 

of severe buckling of the tendons, which was followed by a reduction of the effective concrete core 
and core crushing. The pile unit that was subjected to the axial load of 0.5 fe'Ag failed in a brittle 

manner after it had reached J..l=2 for the second loading cycle. The pile units confined with high 
strength spiral steel failed eventually due to the fracture of the spiral steel, whereas those 
confined with mild steel spirals degraded without fracture of the spiral steel. 

The conclusions from this investigation were that prestressed concrete piles confined with limited 
amount of spiral steel, about 34 to 60% of that required by NZS 3101, and subjected to medium level 
of compressive axial load, can reach displacement ductility factors of about J.l.=±4 without excessive 

reduction in the lateral load carrying capacity. If a limited amount of high strength spiral steel is 
used, fracture of that steel will eventually occur, because of the low fracture strain of that steel. 
Spiral steel fracture will not occur in piles confined with limited amount of spiral mild steel, 
because of the long yield plateau and high fracture strain of mild steel. 

GHOSH and FlNTEL (12) 

Ghosh and Fintel have investigated a variety of topics concerning the development length of 
prestressing strands (bonded and debonded) and the allowable concrete stresses in pretensioned 

members, based on a literature study covering various past experimental and theoretical 
investigations. Note that for this thesis only the topic concerning the development length of bonded 
strands is of interest and will be presented here. 

In pretensioned members the force is transferred from the strands to the concrete entirely by bond. 
There are two types of bond mechanisms by which the force is transferred, i.e. transfer bond and 
flexural bond. Transfer bond exists near member ends and is mobilized by the release of the initial 
tensioning of the strand after the concrete has hardened. The length over which the prestress force 
is delivered to the concrete is called transfer bond length or transfer length. Flexural bond becomes 

mobilized as the member is subjected to bending due to externally applied loads. The additional 
length over which this increase in force is transferred is known as the flexural bond length. If the 

ultimate capacity of member is approached, the length of strand required to transfer the full force in 
the strand is termed the "development length", which is the total of the transfer bond length and 
the flexural bond length. Hanson and Kaar(13) have proven through experimental investigation 
that ultimate strength is governed by bond rather than by flexure if inadequate development length 

is provided. Bond slippage of the strands occurs in three stages: (1) progressive bond slip starts at 
flexural cracks, (2) general bond slip is initiated along the entire development length, and (3) the 

mechanical interlock between the helical strand surface and the concrete is destroyed. 

Present provisions for three- or seven-wire pre tensioning strand are covered in Section 12.9 of ACI 

318-83(1). The equation in ACI 318-83 for the development length of bonded prestressing strands is 

written also in Section 5.3.14 of the New Zealand Code(30) in SI units as: 
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ld ~ (fpS- ~fse )d
b 

(1-4) 

where: ld = development length [mm], 

fps = calculated stress in prestressing steel at design load [MPa], 
fse = effective stress in prestressing steel after losses [MPa], 
db = nominal diameter of strand [mm]. 

Note that the expression in parentheses is used as a constant without units. 

Considerable research has been conducted concerning the bond lengths of prestressing steel, but many 
of these tests were performed with small wires and not the multi-wire strands which are mostly 
used nowadays. Early investigations conducted in the 1950's on the nature of bond concluded that 
strand diameter, method of releasing the strand and the physical condition of the strand all 
influence the transfer bond length and flexural bond length. Hanson and Kaar(13) showed that the 

mechanical bond resistance was an extremely important characteristic of strand performance. In 
most of the specimens there was a significant increase in load carrying capacity between the point at 
which first bond slip was detected by strain gauges and final bond failure. This difference in load 
carrying capacity was due to the mechanical interlock of the strand. 

Kaar, LaFraugh and Mass(16) conducted an investigation on the influence of concrete strength on 
strand transfer length. Test specimens consisted of rectangular members with various concrete 
strengths and contained seven-wire strands of various diameter. Test results indicated that 
although higher strength concrete could develop 75 to 80% of the transfer bond in a shorter distance 
than lower strength concrete, the total distance required to develop 100% of the transfer bond was 
approximately the same irrespective of concrete strength. 
In recent years, several researchers have proposed new equations for transfer and development 
lengths of strands. Martin and Scott(23), in a statistical evaluation of the tests performed earlier by 
Hanson and Kaar(13), proposed bilinear curves of fps as a function of db and lx, where Ix is the 
distance from the end of the member to the section under consideration. For Ix less than 80 db, the 

maximum stress in the prestressing steel was given as: 

f < -- ---+31 Ix [231.46 1 
ps - 80db dt/6 

For Ix greater than 80 db' 
231.46 O.391x 

f <--+--
ps - d1/6 db 

b 

(1-5) 

(1-6) 

Note that the coefficients of the above equations have been modified so that they are applicable to 
the SI system of units. In no case shall fps be greater than that required by ~ection 18.3 of AO 318-83 

(or Section 13.3.2 of the New Zealand Code) or that obtained from a determination based on strain 
compatibility. Criticisms of the above equations came from Zia and Mostafa(55) who evaluated 
using them that the transfer length was 80 db for strands of all sizes and the flexural bond length 
was 160, 187 and 200 db for strands of diameter 1/4, 3/8 and 1/2 in (6.4, 9.5 and 12.7 mm), respectively, 

which were considerably higher than those specified by current ACI Code. 

Based on an extensive literature survey of bond development, Zia and Mostafa(55) proposed the 

following equations: 
1.5 fpi db 

It = f; - 4.6 
Cl 

(1-7) 

lb = 0.18 (fps - fse) db (1-8) 
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(1-9) 

where: fpi = initial stress in prestressing strand before losses [MPa], 
fd' = compressive strength of concrete at time of initial prestress [MPa], 

It = transfer length of prestressing strand [mmJ, 
lb = flexural bond length of prestressing strand [mm]. 

Note that Eq. 1-7 is based on a theoretically derived expression, which is: 

lb = fr - fse db . (1-10) 
uave 

where uave = average bond stress within lb' 
Note that in the ACI 318-83 it is implied that uave=250 psi (1.72 MPa). For the purpose of design 

Zia and Mostafa felt it more appropriate to choose uave=200 psi (1.38 MPa). 

The Zia-Mostafa equation for ~ is applicable for concrete strength ranging from 14 to 55 MPa, and it 

accounts for the effects of strand diameter, initial prestress and the concrete strength at transfer. 
The results of Eq. 1-7 are comparable with those required by ACI 318-83 for small diameter of 
strands, but are more conservative for cases where the concrete strength at transfer is low. The 
flexural bond length specified by ACI 318-83 is increased by 25% by the Zia-Mostafa proposal. 

Conclusion drawn by Ghosh and Fintel concerning the development length of strand was: 

liThe ACI 318-83 equation giving development length requirement for prestressing strand is based on 

good experimental authority. Certain investigators have proposed making the provisions more 

conservative, while others have found the requirements adequate. There does not appear to be any 
compelling basis for any significant change to the current provisions. In the case of short span 

members where the full development length required by the Code cannot be provided, the approach 
suggested in Ref. 23 (Eqs. 1-5 and 1-6) may prove useful". 

BANERIEE. STANTON and HAWKINS(4) 

Banerjee et al. investigated seismic behaviour of prestressed concrete piles in order to prove that the 
requirements in Section 7.5.3(c) of ATC 3-06(3) regarding the prohibition of the use of precast concrete 

piles,thus including prestressed concrete piles, in severe seismic regions, were not necessary. 
Experimental and theoretical studies were carried out to determine the curvature capacities and to 

estimate the curvature demands, respectively. 

The experimental stage of the study was to determine the curvature capacity of 12 solid prestressed 

concrete piles with 355.6 mm octagonal section dimension and 2 hollow prestressed concrete piles 
with 355.6 mm outside diameter. The test units which had structural details comparable to those 

commonly used on the west coast of the United States were subjected to service axial loads and to 
reversed cyclic lateral loads. Note that only one of the pile unit was subjected to monotonic loading. 
After the test specimens failed in the central region, the two end pieces of some specimens were cast 
into a block of concrete simulating a pile cap and were retested as cantilevers. All of the specimens 

were prestressed to have a stress level of 5.2 MPa in the concrete. 

The concrete compressive strength in piles ranged from 38.3 to 53.2 MPa, and the applied axial loads 

from 810 to 1620 kN. Two of the pile specimens contained nonprestressed longitudinal steel in 
addition to tendons. The spiral transverse confinement of the pile specimens was as follows: two of 

the fully pretressed specimens, i.e. an octagonal and a hollow pile, contained W5.5 (6.7 m m 
diameter) wire spaced at 76.2 mm. Another fully prestressed prestressed octagonal pile contained 
W3.5 (5.4 mm diameter) wire spaced at 203.2 mm which resulted in Ps=0.OO35. The remainder 

contained W3.5 wire spaced at 101.6 mm. One fully prestressed octagonal pile had 25.4 mm concrete 

cover thickness and the others had 50.8 mm 
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The pilecap test consisted of 10 specimens, which had end details as follows: 1 unit with no 
connection device, 3 units with 1524 mm long strand extension, 1 unit with 6 no. 8 (25.4 mm diameter) 
grouted bars 1372 mm long, and the remaining 5 units had 6 no. 6 (19 mm diameter) grouted bars 914 
mm long. All of the pilecap specimens had spiral reinforcement of W3.5 spaced at 101.6 mm, except 
one unit that belonged to the group of five had W5.5 wire spaced at 76.2 mm. The concrete 
compressive strength varied between 41.4 to 55.4 MPa, and the applied axial loads between 1072 to 
1460 kN. All of the specimens had cover concrete thickness of 50.8 mm. 

The response to the reversed cyclic loading was similar for almost all of the pile specimens. 
Fracture of the spiral steel and explosive failure due to combined compression and bending took 
place after the concrete spalling had occurred. No pile failed in shear. The resulting observed 
maximum curvatures were scattered, with the largest curvature being about 0.036 rad/m for the two 
pile units that were subjected to a relatively light axial load. The transverse reinforcement of these 
two units were medium and heavy, i.e. W3.5 at 101.6 mm and W5.5 at 76.2 mm, respectively. Two of 
the pile units which contained additional nonprestressed longitudinal steel did not behave in a 
more ductile manner and achieved maximum curvatures of only 0.012 and 0.018 rad/m, respectively. 
The least confined specimen could withstand a maximum curvature of 0.013 rad/m. The two hollow 
piles which were confined by medium and heavy spiral steel, respectively, after the cover had 
spaUed failed by the spiral fracture and by bursting inwards the concrete inside the spiral, 
respectively. 

Although the results of the pile-to-pilecap tests were as scattered, the specimens withstood many 
more cycles to much greater curvatures than the pile bodies from which they were cut, and the 
difference was believed to have been caused by strand slip at the embedded end. All the pile-to
pilecap specimens failed in combined compression and bending of the pile, except one which had a 
light axial load failed in diagonal tension. No sign of pull-out of the piles from the pilecaps was 
observed, and this was due to the relatively large axial load. The maximum pile curvatures 
observed varied from 0.016 to 0.043 rad/m. 

A theoretical investigation of the curvature demands was carried out in order to examine whether 
prestressed concrete piles are suitable for essential structures in severe seismic zones. Several soil
pile interaction analyses were performed for single piles embedded in representative soil profiles 
and subjected to severe earthquakes. The finite element analysis used required modelling of the 
complete pile-soil system using elastic and eqUivalent linear viscoelastic finite elements. The 
analysis was performed in two steps, i.e. free field analysis and soil-pile interaction analysis. 

The first step was to analyse models of soil profiles to obtain the ground response in the absence of 
any structure. This step was necessary to determine the compatible base rock motions and to define 
for the second step of the analysis the boundary forces which originate from the viscous and 
transmitting boundaries. The results of this analysis will not be discussed here. 

In the second step of the analysis, octagonal piles of dimensions 355.6,457.2 and 609.6 mm were 
represented by several beam elements and the mass of the superstructures was represented by lumped 
masses of 534, 979 and 1780 kN, respectively. The maximum curvature induced in the pile at any 
depth was calculated from the peak bending moment at the corresponding depth. The maximum 
induced curvatures appeared to be significantly affected by the characteristics of the surrounding 
soils. The induced curvatures were larger in softer soil, and were especially severe at the interface 
between layers with significantly different modulus values. From the interaction analyses, it was 
noticed that increasing the pile size reduced the induced curvatures, and that the fixed pile-cap 
connection was a critical point where locally high curvatures occurred. The effect of a more intense 
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base motion was also investigated by scaling a particular base motion by a factor of 1.2, and the 
resulted response was similar in shape and approximately 20% larger. The results of these analyses 
indicated that the range of maximum induced curvatures was small. 

Some of the conclusions from the above studies are noted here: 
- Blanket restriction on the use of prestressed concrete piles in high seismic zones, such as by ATe 

3-06 is not warranted. 
- The curvature demand is significantly influenced by the characteristics of the surrounding soils, 

and is especially high at the interface between stiff and soft soils. The above analysis predicted 
curvatures at such interfaces of up to 0.0087 rad/m for extreme soil and seismic conditions. For the 
very similar conditions, Margason et a1.(22) predicted values up to 0.0158 rad/m. The difference 
was attributable to the less accurate analysis procedures available to Margason et al. at the 
time. That is, no account was taken of the interaction between the pile and soil and thus pile 
curvatures were computed directly from the soil displacements. 

- For medium to high intensity of earthquakes the maximum curvature demand is nearly directly 
proportional to the maximum bedrock acceleration. 

- For a given soil deposit the curvature demand reduces significantly with increasing pile size. 
Since the curvature capacity is also believed to reduce with increasing pile size, both effects 
should be considered in choosing piles for a specific site. 

- Rotational fixity at the pile cap can lead to locally intense curvatures and shear forces. This 
may be relieved by several ways, such as by embedment of the pile cap in the ground, by placing 
heavier spiral reinforcement there, by special detailing so as to release the moment fixity, etc. 

- Pile performance is most strongly influenced by the amount of transverse spiral steel, the axial 
load and the embedment conditions. 

- From the experimental tests, three levels of pile performance may be postulated, depending on 
the volumetric spiral steel ratio. Piles that have volumetric ratio of spiral steel less than 0.35% 
are likely to be inadequate for many west coast sites in the USA. Piles with 0.35% spiral steel or 
greater provide curvature capacities of about 0.0118 rad/m, which is adequate for all but the 
most severe circumstances. Piles with spiral steel more than 2% provide virtually unlimited 
curvature capacity. 

- Provision of longitudinal reinforcement alone does not make the pile more ductile unless 
sufficient spiral steel is already present. 

- The maximum available curvature at the pile - pile cap interface observed from the above tests 
varied from 0.0158 to 0.0433 rad/m. These values appear to be well in excess of the demands 
predicted even for severe seismic conditions. 

- Hollow piles may fail by bursting inwards. More work is necessary for a full understanding of the 
failure mechanisms. 

MUGURUMA, WATANABE and NlSHNAMA(29) 
To determine practical methods for improving the flexural ductility of piles commonly used in 
Japan, four groups 0 f piles comprising a total of 13 hollow pretensioned high strength concrete piles 
each 5 m in length and 400 mm in diameter, with wall thickness of 150 mm, were tested under one 
directional pure flexural loading. An analytical study of the available curvature ductility factor 
was carried out for the piles. All of the piles contained 16 deformed prestressing bars having 
diameter 9.2 mm and prestressed to produce a stress in the concrete of 10 MPa. The concrete 
compressive strength ranged from 95 to 106 MPa, and the cover concrete thickness was 10 mm. 

The first group consisted of 2 unconfined piles. The prestressing steel bars had a uniform elongation 
equal to 2%, where uniform elongation is defined as the steel strain where maximum stress is 
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reached in the stress-strain curve. The remaining three groups of piles were confined using spiral 
steel with varying diameters (5, 6 and 7 mm) spaced at 50 mm pitch and having yield strength of 

1000 MPa. The second group consisted of 5 piles containing the same type of prestressing steel as that 
used in the first group, and the third and fourth groups each consisted of 3 piles which contained 
prestressing steel with uniform elongation of 5.13 and 4.73%, respectively. 

Failure of the piles in the first group took place due to crushing of concrete in compression zone when 

the applied load attained the peak value and thus no plastic deformation after the peak load could 
be observed. The measured maximum tensile strain in the prestressing steel was about 1.261 % which 
was below its available uniform elongation of 2%. On the contrary, the confined piles failed by 

tensile fracturing of the prestressing steel after large post-peak deformation. The measured flexural 
strengths of the confined piles at tensile fracturing of the tendon were quite close to those of the 
unconfined piles, but the measured tensile strains in the prestressing steel bars at failure were much 
higher in the confined piles. Those measured tensile strains in the prestressing steel in the second, 

third and fourth groups of piles were about 1.841,4.621 and 4.891 %, which were close to the uniform 
elongation of 2,5.13 and 4.73%, respectively. To quantitatively compare the improvement ductility 

of high uniform elongation prestressing steel, midspan deflection and curvature were put into forms 
of).l and ).lcp' which were the maximum deflection and curvature obtained from the confined piles 

divided by the maximum deflection and curvature obtained from the unconfined piles, respectively. 

The second group of piles that contained tendons with uniform elongation of 2% had ).l=1.326 and 
).lcp=1.602, whereas the third and fourth groups of piles had 11=2.891 and ).lcp=4.779, on average. 

Muguruma et al. also proposed a curvature ductility design approach for piles which was derived 
using idealized stress-strain curves of concrete and prestressing steel. The philosophy of the design 
approach was to estimate the amount of confining reinforcement required for a given design ultimate 
load in order to be able to produce the compressive concrete fibre strain necessary to provide 
adequate curvature capacity at the critical section. Refer to Ref. 29 for a description of the design 
charts and a complete description of their derivation. 

Some conclusions from the above study were: 

High uniform elongation prestressing steel in combination with lateral confinement of concrete 
can extensively improve the flexural ductility of pretensioned high strength spun concrete piles. 

- The tensile fracturing of prestressing steel bars in pile flexural tests takes place when the tensile 
strain of the bar attains its uniform elongation. Therefore, the uniform elongation strain should 

be regarded as the available limit of tensile fracture strain of prestressing steel bars. 
- Flexural failure due to tensile fracturing of the prestressing tendon is generally undesirable even 

if excessive plastic deformation before failure is obtained by lateral confinement of concrete. 
Therefore, the design of confining reinforcement in prestressed concrete piles should consider both 

the improvement of flexural ductility and the increased tensile strain in the pretressing steel 
resulting from the confinement. 

Based on the test results obtained, a simple procedure for the curvature ductility design of 
pretensioned high strength spun concrete pile section was proposed incorporating design charts. 

1.4 AIM AND SCOPE OF RESEARCH 

The main objective of the research in this thesis is to establish the strength and ductility of 
prestressed concrete piles as could be used in New Zealand, and their connections to reinforced 

concrete pile caps, when subjected to severe earthquake loading. In investigating the strength and 
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ductility of the members, the New Zealand Code(30) requirements for the transverse confinement for 
ductile reinforced concrete columns and piers are adopted and used as the reference for the amount of 
spiral steel used. Also the Code requirements for the plastic hinge length for columns and piers and 
also for piles are adopted and the adequacy for the latter is investigated in the tests. 

In investigating the strength and ductility of prestressed concrete piles, the transverse confining 
steel used in the pile test units for spirals were of two distinct types, depending on the stress-strain 
curve or the manufacturing process. Prestressed concrete piles confined by Grade 275 steel were 
designed to have limited ductility and those confined by HD (hard drawn) 485 steel wire were 
designed to have limited as well as full ductility. Test results are presented and compared with 
analytical predictions, followed by discussion. These results are presented in Chapter 2. Also in 
this chapter is described. the methods used to calculate the strength of piles for various conditions. 

In Chapter 3 tests and theory for the strength and ductility of the pile - pile cap connections is 
described. Several types of connections were tested using full scale piles and pile· caps. The 
performance of each type of the connection tested was highlighted. The format in this chapter is 
almost similar to that of the previous chapter. 

The analytical stress-strain relationships of the materials, assumed material properties, criteria 
for the important points at moment-curvature curve are established in Chapter 4. The analytical 
results for design purposes, including flexural strength enhancement factors, and available ultimate 
curvatures and yield curvatures, are presented in Chapter 5. 



CHAPTER TWO 

TESTS AND ANALYSES OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Octagonal precast partially prestressed concrete piles are now commonly used in New Zealand and 
other countries for bridge and building foundations. The piles are pre tensioned and manufactured 
usually at a precast concrete plant. Mass production of piles in a relatively short period is possible 
by using rapid hardening cement, steam curing or chemical admixtures which enable the prestress to 
be transferred to the unit in a very short time. Fig. 2.1 shows 450 mm octagonal partially prestressed 
concrete piles used as foundations for a bridge in New Zealand. The piles were 16 m in length, 
contained 16 - 12.5 mm diameter prestressing tendons and 16 - D20 nonprestressed longitudinal 
reinforcing bars which were arranged alternately around the inner circumference of 12 mm diameter 
spiral confinement steel. 

Up to now doubt exists in some countries as to whether fully prestressed concrete piles (with no 
additional longitudinal non prestressed steel) would survive moderate or severe earthquakes. Some 
building regulations even restrict the use of precast prestressed concrete piles in moderate and severe 
seismic regions. For example Chapter 7 of ATC 3-06(3) states that: 
- For Seismic Performance Category A (minor earthquake zone), no special requirements are needed 

for precast prestressed concrete piles. 
- For Seismic Performance Category B, the upper 2 ft (610 mm) of the precast prestressed concrete 

piles shall have No.3 (9.5 mm diameter) ties minimum at not over 4-in (about 100 mm) spacing, 
or equivalent spirals. 

- For Seismic Performance Category C, precast prestressed piles are not explicitly mentioned but 
are difficult to use because of a requirement for precast reinforced concrete piles that such piles 
shall not be used to resist flexure caused by earthquake motions unless it can be shown that they 
will remain elastic during the earthquake. 

- For Seismic Performance Category D (severe earthquake zone), the use of precast prestressed 
concrete piles is totally prohibited. 

The results of the previous tests summarized in Chapter 1 indicate that the above ATC 3-06 
requirements regarding the amount and spacing of transverse steel are not severe enough for 
prestressed concrete piles that are expected to withstand major earthquakes. That ATC 3-06 amount 
of transverse steel provided in the critical regions will not adequately confine the core concrete if 
high axial compressive load and large curvatures occur. Also that specified minimum spacing of 
transverse reinforcement will not prevent premature buckling of the tendons even during small 
displacement ductility factors. 

Investigation of damage of piled foundations after earthquakes, unlike damage of superstructures, 
has seldom been conducted because it requires excavation and is thus costly. Past experience has 
shown poor performance of some reinforced concrete piles(17, 43) in general and prestressed concrete 
hollow piles(18) in specific. Lack of careful detailing and poor confinement of the core concrete 
accounted for the failure of most of the above piles. 

Tests(lO, 37, 46) on solid prestressed concrete piles have shown that properly confined members could 
withstand considerable displacement ductility factors without significant loss of their load 

16 
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a. Fabrication of spiral cages for 16 m long and 450 mm wide octagonal section piles 

b. The end region of the spiral cage 

c. Octagonal piles ready to be transported to the construction site 

Fig. 2.1 - Commercially Produced Partially Prestressed Concrete Pjles 
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carrying capacity, and that extra longitudinal reinforcing steel did improve the flexural strength 
but did not improve significantly the ductility of prestressed concrete piles(39). However more tests 
are required to seek further understanding of the behaviour of fully prestressed concrete piles. 
Uncertainties also arise regarding the different behaviour of prestressed concrete piles that are 
confined using Grade 275 reinforcing steel and Grade 485 hard-drawn steel wire due to the contrast of 
their stress-strain curves. Ordinary reinforcing steel has a large fracture strain and a long yield 
plateau but relatively low yield strength, whereas hard-drawn wire has a high yield strength but 
low fracture strain and no yield plateau. 

To investigate the above points, six full scale fully prestressed concrete piles were tested. Two of 
the units were confined using Grade 275 reinforcing steel and the remainder using Grade 485 hard
drawn wire. A stub of reinforced concrete was cast around each unit at mid-height to simulate the 
pile cap. The units were subjected to concentric loading applied by a DARTEC testing machine and 
loaded laterally at the central stub by an MTS servo-hydraulic jack attached at the loading frame. 
The longitudinal size of the pile units was governed by the dimensions of the testing machine and 
loading frame. Fig. 2.2 shows the dimensions of the pile and the loading arrangements. A summary 
of the details and properties of all the units can be found later in this chapter. 

2.2 DESIGN OF THE PILE TEST UNITS 

2.2.1 General 
Six piles were designed using as a basis the standard bridge designs(25) of the Ministry of Works and 
Development (MWD) and the provisions for transverse reinforcement of the New Zealand concrete 
design code, NZS 3101(30). The piles varied in transverse steel content, transverse steel grade and 
were subjected to axial compressive load and cyclic flexure. 

It has been the policy of the MWD to include substantial quantities of nonprestressed longitudinal 
steel in prestressed concrete piles, in order to improve the flexural strength and to act as starter bars 
at the pile - pile cap connections. The specified minimum length of the nonprestressed longitudinal 
bars is 2.5 m from the pile head if the pile can be driven to full depth. However, sometimes the 
embedded pile depth is less than that anticipated and hence a greater length of nonprestressed bars 
must be provided leading to large quantities of nonprestressed longitudinal steel. As a result, other 
forms of piling, such as steel sections (mostly H shape), concrete filled steel shell piles or reinforced 
concrete cylinders have been more economical to use, and have virtually supplanted the use of 
prestressed concrete piling in bridge foundation. 

The six prestressed concrete piles tested in this series did not contain any nonprestressed 
longitudinal reinforcement. These tests were conducted in order to study the available strength and 
ductility of prestressed concrete piles with various quantities and grades of transverse 
reinforcement. 

2.2.2 Ministry of Works and Development Standard Specifications 
According to the Ministry of Works and Development Standard Bridge Designs CD 208:1982(25) and 
its standard design drawings, the specifications of octagonal prestressed concrete piles are as 

follows: 
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(i) The width of octagonal pile cross section is 400 mm with gross section area of 132,550 mm2. 

Cover concrete to outside of spiral steel is 30 mm with core concrete area of 90,792 mm2. 

(i i) The specified compressive strength of concrete in the pile is 45 MPa at 28 days and 28 MPa at 

transfer. 
(iii) Seven-wire strand prestressing steel of 12.5 mm in diameter and of normal relaxation type is 

used. Ten strands are distributed around the inner circumference of the spiral steel. The ratio 
of the total strand area to the gross section area of the pile is 0.007. 

(iv) As starter bars, and to increase pile flexural strength, ten nonprestressed longitudinal D20 (20 

mm diameter) steel bars of Grade 275 are also distributed around the inner circumference of 
the spiral steel, alternating with the strands. The minimum length of the starter bars is 2.5 m 
from the pile head or ground level. The ratio of the total steel area to the gross section area 

of the pile is 0.0237. 

(v) The transverse reinforcement consists of spiral reinforcement from RIO bar (10 mm diameter 

Grade 275 steel). The spiral pitch is 50 mm at the critical sections (head and end of piles), 
which results in a volumetric ratio of Ps=0.0190. This Grade 275 steel can be replaced by hard 

drawn wire (NZS 3421:1975)<33) of 5.3 mm in diameter with spiral pitch half of that for 

Grade 275 steel. For non-critical sections, twice of the spiral pitch in critical sections is 
allowed. Splices in the Grade 275 spiral bars must be single flare lap welded in accordance 
with CD 302:1978(26). 

2.2.3 New Zealand Concrete Design Code (NZS 3101) Provisions 
The NZS 3101(30) requirements for piles are discussed briefly in Section 12.5.3. The detailing of 

prestressed concrete piles are not explicitly specified in NZS 3101. However, the requirements for 
ductile prestressed concrete columns in seismic design are similar to those for reinforced concrete 

columns. Although not stated in NZS 3101, it is evident that allowance should be made for the 
additional compression force imposed by the prestressing. 

The important code provisions concerned with the ductility of concrete columns in seismic design are 
summarized below: 
(i) Potential plastic hinge length. 

The length of the potential plastic hinge region in the ends of columns to be confined is taken 

as the larger section dimension in the case of a rectangular section or the diameter in the case 
of a circular section, or where the moment exceeds 0.8 of the maximum moment at that end of 
the member. When the compressive axial load level exceeds 0.3 </lfc'Ag, this length is 

increased by 50% (Section 6.5.4.1 of NZS 3101). 

(ii) Anchorage of transverse reinforcement. 
The anchorage of a spiral bar at the termination of the length or within the length of spiral 
is provided by either at least a 1350 hook which has an extension of at least eight transverse 
bar diameter at the free end of the bar into the core concrete of the member, or alternatively 

the ends of the transverse bars is lap welded. In addition to the spiral bar anchorage, at the 
termination of the length of a spiral an extra one-half turn of spiral bar should be provided 

before the 1350 hook or before it is welded on to the previous tum. The transverse steel should 
not be lap spliced (Section 5.3.29 of NZS 3101). 

(iii) Spacing of transverse reinforcement. 
The centre-to-centre spacing of transverse confining reinforcement in the longitudinal direction 

of the column in potential plastic hinge regions is required not to exceed the smaller of one
fifth of the least lateral dimension of the cross section, six longitudinal bar diameter, or 200 

mm (Section 6.5.4.3 of NZS 3101). 
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(iv) Quantity of transverse reinforcement. 
Generally the quantity of circular shaped transverse reinforcement for confinement is 
expressed in terms of PS' which is the ratio of the volume of spiral or circular hoop 

reinforcement to the volume of the concrete core. In potential plastic hinge regions of 
reinforced concrete columns, the volumetric ratio of spirals or circular hoops, PS' is not to be less 

than the greater of: 

(2-1) 

or 

P, ~ 0.1<: {o.s + 1:5 ( i::
g 

+ f::)} (2-2) 

The above equations are adopted from the NZS 3101 Eqs. 6-22 and 6-23 except that the axial 
load due to prestress, which increases the net compression force to be carried by the concrete is 
added to that applied to the member externally such as gravity and seismic loading(39). Note 
that the total axial compressive load in columns shall not exceed 0.7Ijlfc'Ag, unless it can be 

shown that the load is less than 0.7 IjlP 0' where Po is the ideal axial load compressive 

strength when the load is applied with zero eccentricity. 

The important provisions concerned with the ductility of piles in seismic design are summarized as 

follows: 

(a) Potential plastic hinge length. 

The potential plastic hinge regions of a pile shall be considered to be the end region adjacent to 

the moment resisting connection and extending from the underside of the pile cap over a length 
of not less than either the longest cross section of the pile or 450 mm (Section 12.5.2.2 of NZS 
3101). 

(b) Quantity of transverse reinforcement. 

Section 12.5.3.3 of NZS 3101 states that in potential plastic hinge regions of piles, the 
transverse reinforcement shall be as required for columns and piers, as defined in Section 6.5.4.3 
or in item (iv) above. 

For the plastic hinge length requirement, it was decided to adopt the criteria for piles which are 
independent of the applied axial load level. Hence, the plastic hinge length provided from the 
face of the central stub was 450 mm. It was intended to verify whether this would be sufficient under 

high axial load level and intense seismic loading. 

2.2.4 Prestressing Steel in the Pile Units 
The selection of ten seven-wire prestressing strands with nominal diameter of 12.5 mm in each pile 
unit was made in accordance with the Ministry of Works and Development design practice. The ten 
tendons were placed in a circular array. 

The tendons were pre tensioned such that the stress in them immediately after transfer would not be 
greater than 0.7 fpu (NZS 3101, Section 13.3.4), where fpu = ultimate strength of prestressing steel. 

The initial prestressing stress or force was calculated from the prestressing stress or force 
immediately after transfer and takes into account the loss in prestress due to elastic shortening of 

the concrete. The parameters involved in the calculation are: 
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Modulus of elasticity for prestressing steel Ep :: 194,000 

Cross-sectional area of one prestressing tendon Ap = 93.1 

Ultimate strength of prestressing steel fpu = 1900 

Yield strength of prestressing steel at 0.1 % proof load fpy = 1697 

Note, all the above figures were obtained from the manufacturer's test certificate. 
Other design parameters are: 

Stress in tendons just after transfer is to be not greater than 
Concrete strength for piles at 28 days 

Modulus of elasticity for concrete . 
Gross cross-sectional area of the 400 mm octagonal pile 

The pile unit shortening produced by prestressing is: 
.&e. Fo 

o=E =A E 
e g e 

where: fep = stress in concrete due to prestressing, 
Fo = total prestressing force just after transfer. 

Loss of prestress due to elastic shortening of concrete: 
Ep Fo nFo 

Mp = Epa = A E = A 
g e g 

E 
where n = modular ratio = ~. 

e 
194000 x 1330 x 10 x 93.1 

Hence, Mp = 31530 x 132550 = 57 MPa 

fpo = 0.7 fpu = 1330 
fe' =45 

Ee = 4700 K = 31,530 
Ag = 132,550 

(2-3) 

(2-4) 

Therefore the maximum allowable initial stress in the prestressing steel is: 
fpi = fpo + Mp = 1330 + 57 = 1387 MPa, 

MPa 
~ 
MPa 
MPa 

MPa 
MPa 

MPa 
~ 

which is equal to 0.73 fpu' and this satisfies Section 13.3.4 of NZS 3101 requirement that jacking 

stress shall not be greater than 
0.8 fpu = 0.8 x 1900 = 1520 MPa 

nor 
0.94 fpy = 0.94 x 1697 = 1595 MPa, 

whichever is smaller. 

Assuming a total prestress loss of 22% due to elastic shortening, creep, shrinkage, steel relaxation, 
etc.; the stress in prestressing steel after losses would be 

fse = 0.78 x 1387 = 1082 MPa. 

Hence the assumed compressive prestress in the concrete after losses would be 
1082 x 931 

fep = 132550 = 7.6 MPa. 

Note that the estimate of the total prestress loss of 22% was adopted from the Ministry of Works 
and Development specification design drawing. 

The above calculations are somewhat crude. A precise determination of stress losses in prestressed 
concrete members is a much more complicated calculation because of the interaction between all the 
factors that contribute to the losses. In the calculation of the loss due to elastic shortening of 
concrete, gross cross-sectional area of the member, Ag, could be replaced by net cross-sectional area of 
concrete which results in slightly greater loss. The value of Fo' being the prestressed force after 

transfer, may not necessarily be known exactly in a real design. It must also be noted that the value 
of Ee is not precisely predicted. 
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Section 5.3.14 of NZS 3101 or Section 12.9.1 of ACI 318-83(1) requires that three- or seven-wire 

prestressing strand be bonded beyond the critical section for a development length in mm of not less 
than that specified by Eq. 1-4. A development length of 140 to 150 db is a good approximation for 

design. 

If the actual properties of the prestressing strand used in the pile units tested in this research project 
are substituted for the parameters in Eq. 1-4, and if fps is assumed to be 0.95 fpu' ld is equal to 155 db' 

The maximum length of the pile units in this research project was governed by the available 

clearance in the DARTEC testing machine, and this results in an available development length of 
only 1750 rom (140 db) between the end of the unit and the face of the central stub, as shown in Fig. 

2.2. The requirement of 155 db development length could be met by using smaller diameter strands, 

for example 9.5 rom. However this would necessitate testing model piles. Consideration was given 

to placing permanent anchorages at the ends of the pile units to reduce the required development 
length. The idea was not pursued since those anchorages would interfere with the placing of the 

spiral reinforcement. 

In previous research a development length of 140 db has proven to be adequate. Research done by 

Falconer et a1.(lO) on pile units of the dimensions considered here demonstrated no tendon pull-in in 

some of the pile units, and a maximum tendon pull-in at the end of testing of about 10 rom was 

observed in the other pile units. A maximum tendon pull-in of 7 rom was also observed in research 

done by Pam et a1.(34) using piles of similar dimensions. It is obvious that from that previous 

research that tendon pull-in should not be a major problem in the tests of this research project. 

2.2.5 Transverse Reinforcement 
Structural concrete compression members, such as piles, columns, piers, etc. undergo transverse strains 

when subjected to longitudinal compression (see Fig. 2.3). The transverse strains are not large during 
low level of loadings, since the Poisson's ratio for concrete is in the range of 0.15 to 0.25. However, at 

high compressive longitudinal concrete stresses the transverse strains increase rapidly. The 

increase of transverse strains, near the concrete compressive strength causes an increase in volume of 

the concrete. At this stage, if the concrete is unconfined, the member will fail with splitting cracks 

in the direction parallel to the compressive loading. 

Confinement can be provided by the presence of closed transverse reinforcement; such as rectangular, 

circular or spiral hoops; which produce passive confining pressure and thus prevent splitting cracks 

within the confined core. Confining reinforcement in compression members can considerably improve 

the longitudinal stress-strain characteristics of concrete at higher strains.(38) 

The MWD design specification(25) requires that transverse reinforcement be provided regardless of 

the axial load level in the piles. The transverse reinforcement prescribed for octagonal prestressed 

concrete piles consists of Grade 275 steel 10 rom in diameter (R10). This steel can be replaced by hard 

drawn wire 5.3 mm in diameter (HD5.3) provided the spiral pitch is half of that for Grade 275 

stee1. The spiral pitch for Grade 275 steel is 50 rom at critical sections and up to 100 rom is allowed 

for other sections. 

The ratio of the volume of spiral or circular hoop reinforcement to the volume of the concrete core can 

be written as: 
Ash 1t d s 

Ps = 1 2 
-1t d s 4 s 

(2-5) 
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Fig. 2.3 - Strains Measured on a Plain Concrete Cylinder Loaded Concentrically in Compression(38) 
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CENTRE-TO-CENTRE SPIRAL SPACING ALONG THE PILE DEPTH :-

Unit Spiral Plastic Hinge Region Non - Critical Region Pin Region 
P Steel 
1 R10 SO SO 30 
2 R10 35 4S 30 
3 HD 7.S SO SO 30 
4 HD9.S I 40 80 30 
S HD7.S 30 45 30 
6 HD9.S 30 60 30 

NO R10: ¢ 10mm Grade 27S Steel 
HD7.S: ¢ 7.Smm Grade 485 Hard drawn wire 

All dimensions in mm 

Fig. 2.4 - Reinforcing Details for All the Pile Units 
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ASh = cross-sectional area of transverse reinforcement, 

ds = centre-to-centre distance across spiral diameter, 

s = centre-to-centre spacing of transverse reinforcement. 
Based on the above equation with a 30 mm thickness of cover concrete, the spiral steel specified in 
MWD design practice gives Ps=0.0190 for RIO and Ps=0.0105 for HD5.3 at critical sections. Note that 

hard drawn wire has much higher yield strength than Grade 275 steel. If the assumed specified 
strength for hard drawn wire is 485 MPa, the Ps value for Grade 275 steel can be calculated from that 

for hard drawn wire as 
485 

Ps = 275 x 0.D105 = 0.0185 

which is comparable with the specified value of 0.0190 for RIO reinforcement. 

The approach adopted by the New Zealand Code(30) for columns or piers is to specify quantities of 

transverse reinforcement which should ensure adequate ductility at the plastic hinge regions. NZS 
3101 requires that the volumetric ratio of spiral or circular shaped transverse reinforcement in 
columns/piers shall not be less than the greater of Ps calculated from Eq. 2-1 or 2-2 as mentioned 

before. 

The transverse reinforcement content for the prestressed concrete piles tested in this series was 

different from that used for the previous two series of tests conducted at University of 
Canterbury(10,34). The first test series conducted by Falconer et a1.(1O) investigated prestressed 

concrete piles containing Grade 275 spiral steel designed according to Eq. 2-1 or 2-2 for ductility 
without taking into account the effect of prestress in the equation. The second test series conducted 
by Pam et a1.(34) investigated prestressed concrete piles containing hard drawn wire designed for 
limited ductility, that is Ps less than that specified by Eq. 2-1 or 2-2. In the test series conducted 

presently, the performance of limited ductility piles confined with Grade 275 steel and fully ductile 
piles confined with hard drawn wire were of interest. All the design criteria for confinement were 
based on NZS 3101 provisions for columns/piers. 

A number of assumptions needed to be made before the volumetric ratios of spiral reinforcement in 
this test series were calculated. The external axial load level imposed on a pile during an 
earthquake may not be known precisely. The value of 0.3 fe'Ag was adopted since it was felt to 

represent a realistic upper limit to the level of compressive external load carried by a prestressed 
pile under seismic loading. A higher axial load (0.5 fe'Ag) was applied to one of the pile test units 

because it was considered to represent the maximum likely external axial load during a major 
earthquake, and it was also to check if the code requirements for plastic hinge length of piles is 
sufficient. The value of the axial compressive stress in the concrete due to prestress, fep' used by 
New Zealand designers is difficult to assess precisely. A value of fep=7.6 MPa was employed in 

determining Ps in these tests. The strength reduction factor, <p, was assumed to be I, as is generally 

the case in research programmes. The remaining parameters can be assessed readily, either by using 

the actually measured values or the values specified for design purpose. 

With regard to Eqs. 2-1 and 2-2, Eq. 2-1 always governed the design in this test series because it gave 

the greater Ps' 

Fig. 2.4 shows the reinforcing details used for all the pile units. Note that the region of concrete 
around the end pin is heavily confined to prevent it from bursting due to the concentrated stresses. 

The summary of the transverse steel contents required by NZS 3101, based on the specified and 

actual material properties are listed in Table 2.3 of Section 2.4. 
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2.3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE PILE TEST UNITS 

2.3.1 General 
The piles were constructed in two stages. The first stage involved preparation work conducted in the 
Civil Engineering laboratory, University of Canterbury, and involved mainly the fabrication of the 
reinforcing cages. The second stage was carried out in a commercial prestressing bed at Precision 
Precasting (Canty) Ltd. remote from the University, and involved mainly the prestressing of the 
strands and casting the concrete. 

Having completed both stages, th~ units were then returned to the University for preparation prior 
to testing. The concrete surfaces were finished off, strain gauges checked, and the units painted 
white to facilitate crack identification during testing. 

2.3.2 First Stage 
For each pile a fabrication jig was built for the spirals, consisting of four temporary longitudinal 
steel bars symmetrically positioned so that the spiral reinforcement could be placed around them 
and temporarily tied into position. Then a 12 mm thick steel plate was fitted to each end of the 
fabrication jigs by means of four 10 mm diameter bolts. Fig. 2.5a shows the construction up to this 
stage. 

The spirals of Units Pl and P2 consisted of Grade 275 plain reinforcement which is available only up 
to 6 or 9 m in length. Hence after every 6 or 7 turns (for the 6 metre long steel bar) of spiral there was 
a join achieved by means of 100 mm long lap welds on both sides of the spiral bars. 

The spirals of Units P3 to P6 consisted of hard drawn wire which is available in continuous length 
up to 3/4 tonne. Therefore there was no anchorage problem within the length of the spiral. It is 

worth noting that this hard drawn wire can be formed to the appropriate spiral diameter and then 
stored collapsed accordion style. 

It is of interest to note that the fabrication of Units Pl and P2 consumed approximately twice as 
much labour time per unit as that of Units P3 to P6 per unit. The reason was that Units Pl and P2 
had several spiral joins to be welded while Units P3 to P6 had none. 

Foil strain gauges with a 5 mm gauge length were attached at appropriate locations on the spiral 
steel (see Section 2.5.2 for further detail about strain gauging). 

The central stub reinforcement was of Grade 275 deformed bars of 20 mm diameter. The splices were 
achieved by welding. Six central stub cages were constructed in the laboratory. 

All the spiral and central stub cages were transported to the work site at the precasting works. 

2.3.3 Second Stage 
The spiral cages for two of the pile units were placed in the prestressing bed and the central stub 
cage was assembled for each of the spiral cages. 

Ten tendons, each about 23 m long, were passed through both cages. They were anchored to the 
stressing post at one end and to the anchorage post at the other end. Each tendon was straightened 
by a small capacity jack at the anchorage post. See Figs. 2.5 band c. 



a. Four of the six spiral cages 

b. Tendons passed through both 
cages ready for pretensioning 
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c. Straightening the tendons by a small 
capacity jack at the anchorage post 

d. Ready for casting concrete 

e. Casting concrete 

f. Mould sides and tops s tri pped 
after casting 

Fig. 2.5 - Construction Stages of the rile Test Units 
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Two hydraulic jacks of 100-tonne capacity were then attached to the stressing post and loaded 

incrementally up to the specified tendon stress level. 

Each tendon had the same nominal stress induced into it. The prestressing force was checked by both 
jack pressure that can be converted into tendon force and by tendon elongation calculated using 
Hooke's law, 

A = F L 
Ap Ep 

where: A 

F 

(2-6) 

= tendon elongation, 
= prestressing force of one tendon, 
= distance between two measuring marks on the tendon (20,000 mm), 
= cross-sectional area of one tendon, 
= modulus of elasticity for tendon. 

The stressing procedure was carried out in accordance with Section 8, NZS 3109(31). 

Fig. 2.6 shows the prestressing bed used to construct the pile units. After the tendons had been 
straightened individually, an initial stress was imposed to the tendons by the loo-tonne hydraulic 
jacks in order to take up irregularities and slackness, so that a reasonable starting point could be 
made for measuring elongation. From the starting point the stressing progressed in four load 
increments up to 0.73 fpu or 1387 MPa. At each . increment the elongation of the 10 tendons was 

measured individually. This elongation was the movement of the tendon mark at the stressing post 
less the movement of the tendon mark at the anchorage post (i.e. the tendon slip at anchorage 
grips). The ten measured tendon elongations at each increment were averaged and plotted on a 
graph displaying measured tendon stress versus measured average tendon elongation (see Fig. 2.7). 
A correction was made to the total elongation observed to compensate for the initial straightening of 
the tendons. The intersection of the measured curve with the Y-axis when extrapolated gives this 
correction value. Then, an estimate could be made for the final hydraulic jack pressure that would 
be required to achieve the desired tendon force. The final load increment was made and the 
elongation of the ten tendons was measured again. If the difference between the actual and the 
calculated required elongation was within 4 mm or 3%, no further adjustment was deemed necessary. 

It has to be noted that the measured points on the graphs (Fig. 2.7), did not always lie on a straight 
line. In this case the least square method was used to adjust the position of the straight line so that 

it gave the best fit with the points. Then the actual tendon elongation and the required jack 
pressure were determined. 

After prestressing, each tendon was tied to the spiral steel. Then the four temporary longitudinal 
bars forming the fabrication jig could be untied from the spirals and pulled out from the cage through 
the end plate. Note that, due to the dismantling system of the moulds (see Fig. 2.5b), the 
prestressing tendons at the bottom and on the sides were inaccessible and thus were not tied to the 

spiral steel, leaving a gap between the tendon and spiral of up to 5 mm. 

At each end of the pile units a transverse steel tube of 55 mm in diameter was positioned. These 

tubes were to allow the 50 mm diameter pins of the loading frame to pass through the pile units 
during testing. The spirals at the ends had been bent while in the laboratory where necessary to 

allow the transverse steel tubes to be placed in the correct positions. 

All interior surfaces of the moulds were oiled to facilitate the removal of the pile units at a later 
stage, and to ensure that the moulds would be able to be used frequently. The mould sides and tops 
were then installed and properly sealed to prevent concrete leakage. Potentiometer mounting rods 
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Fig. 2.6 - Prestressing Bed at Precision Precasting (Canty) Ltd. 
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(see Section 2.5.4) which had polystyrene surrounds at both ends in the cover concrete were 
positioned at the appropriate locations and secured against further movement. Note that those 
polystyrene surrounds were removed before installing the potentiometers. The purpose of the 
polystyrene was to prevent cover concrete debris from becoming caught around the potentiometer 
mounting rods and upsetting the curvature measurements during testing of the piles. 

Before casting the concrete, four 16 mm diameter steel inserts for lifting the pile into the testing 
machine were installed, two at each side of the units. Also four 35 mm diameter PVC tubes passing 
through the central stubs, to be used for the jack attachment, were positioned and secured against 
further movement. Finally, for the sake of transportation, two hooks made out of D16 reinforcement 
were installed on the top side of-each pile. 

The concrete was supplied to specification by a ready-mix concrete company, Firth Certified 
Concrete Ltd., Christchurch. The concrete mix specification is given in Section 2.4.5. 

A slump test was conducted before the concrete was cast. Twelve concrete cylinders of 100 mm 
diameter x 200 mm high and three concrete prisms of l00xl00x472 mm were cast with each batch. 
The concrete was compacted by vibration. Because of the small spiral spacing, the vibrator might 
have slightly altered the spacing between some spiral steel, as was evident from inspection of some 
of the pile units after the tests. Note that some small alteration of some of the spiral steel spacing 
also had to be carried out because of the desired spacing of the potentiometer mounting rods. The 
concrete was cured using damp hemp sacks until the destressing was carried out approximately three 
days after casting. 

The destressing was carried out after compression tests on 3 concrete cylinders had shown that the 
concrete strength exceeded the specified level (see Section 2.4.5 concerning the concrete strength). To 
achieve destressing the two hydraulic jacks were loaded up again to a load level that was slightly 
higher than the previous final prestressing force until the nuts holding the anchorage plate at the 
stressing post moved. The tendon force was then released gradually by unscrewing the nuts, thus 
slowly slackened the tendon. After the tendon force was fully transferred to the concrete, the 
tendons protruding from both ends of the units were cut and smoothed by using an electric grinder. 

Note that Demec strain gauge readings were taken on the surface of the piles before and after 
releasing the tendon force, so that the loss of prestress just after transfer could be estimated. The 
Demec gauge readings were also taken just prior to testing the pile units so that the effective 
prestress at testing could be estimated. 

Table 2.1 summarizes the stresses due to prestress from initial jacking stress to effective stress prior 
to testing and their losses. 

2.4 MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF THE PILE TEST UNITS 

2.4.1 General 
All the materials that formed the pile test units were tested to verify the specified strengths as 
well as to obtain the actual strengths which would late r be used to calculate the strength of the 

units. 

Those materials were: 
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1. Plain seven-wire prestressing strand of 12.5 mm diameter, which was used to achieve 
longitudinal prestress. 

2. Plain Grade 275 steel of 10 mm diameter, which was used as transverse reinforcement. 
3. Grade 485 hard drawn wire of 7.5 and 9.5 mm diameter which was also used as transverse 

reinforcement. 
4. Concrete, which had a target compressive strength at 28 days of 45 MPa. 

2.4.2 Properties of Prestressing Steel 
Unindented 12.5 mm diameter seven-wire prestressing strand manufactured by Teikoku Sangyo Co. 
Ltd., Osaka, Japan, was used for all of the test units. 

Several tendon test pieces were subjected to tension tests. Some of the test pieces failed prematurely 
in the jaws of the grips of the testing machine due to the indentation of the jaws. Their breaking 
load was lower than that recommended by the manufacturer. The other test pieces which failed 
away from the jaws had ultimate loads which were equal or higher than those determined by the 
manufacturer. However, due to the shape of the seven-wire strands, it was difficult to obtained a 
reasonable stress-strain relationship without using proper measuring equipments. 

Due to the above reason, it was decided to adopt the tendon properties at the key points of the 
stress-strain curve recommended by the manufacturer for the analYSis of the pile units. Based on 
these properties, the stress-strain curve of the tendon was then idealized using the mathematical 
expressions explained in Section 4.4. The idealized and the manufacturer's curves are identical in 
the elastic and linear plastic regions, but are different in the transition curve. 

Fig. 2.8 shows the stress-strain curves for the prestressing steel. The dashed-curve underneath the 
solid transition curve (manufacturer's) is the idealized transition curve used in the analysis. 

2.4.3 Properties of Grade 275 Reinforcing Steel 
Plain Grade 275 reinforcing steel of 10 mm diameter (RIO) was used for spirals in Units PI and P2. 

Tensile tests were conducted on both straight and restraightened specimens. Three straight test 
specimens were cut from a reinforcing bar that came from the same batch as those formed into 
spirals. The other three restraightened test specimens were cut and straightened from the 340 mm 
diameter (out-to-out) spiral steel coils, similar to those used in the piles. 

The measured stress-strain curves and the properties are shown in Fig. 2.9. Each curve is the 
average of the results from 3 bar specimens. Note that the average stress-strain curve obtained from 
restraightened bars does not show a definite yield point nor yield plateau, since those bars have 
already yielded due to bending prior to testing. 

To measure the strain at fracture, the definition of gauge length given by BS 18:1971(6) was adopted. 
That is, the relationship between gauge length and cross-sectional area is: 

La = 5.65 -{S; (2-7) 
where: Lo = gauge length, 

So = cross-sectional area of the test piece. 
For a test piece of circular section, La=5 d, where d is the diameter of the test piece. Therefore Lo=50 

mm for RIO steel. 
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Table 2.1 - Measured Losses and Stresses in the Prestressin& Tendons and Stress in Concrete Due to 

Prestress for Pile Units 

U PRESTRESSING STEEL CONCRETE 

N Jacking Just After Transfer Just Before Testing Stress at 
I Stress Loss Stress Loss Stress Stage of 
T (MPa) (%) (MPa) (%) (MPa) Testing (MPa) 

P1 1414 9.5 1279.8 14..2 1213.7 8.52 
P2 1381 9.5 1249.5 15.2 1171.8 8.23 
P3 1414 9.4 1281.6 14.5 1209.4 8.49 
P4 1381 8.9 1258.6 14.6 1179.7 8.29 
P5 1410 8.8 1286.4 15.4 1193.5 8.38 
P6 1410 9.3 1278.5 16.0 1185.0 8.32 

Note: Design jacking stress = 1387 MPa 

2000 

Design stress at transfer = 1330 Mpa 

Design stress before test = 1082 MPa 

Losses are a % of jacking stress 

Manufacturer 5 

1791 

16971----

// 
/' 
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Fig. 2.8 - Tendon Stress-Strain Curves 
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Prior to testing, every test specimen was marked at La intervals along the length of the bar. If the 

specimen happened to fracture at one of the marks, the test was repeated with a new specimen to 
measure the fracture strain. If the specimen fractured in between the marks, the new distance of 
those 2 marks, say L', is measured by matching both of the broken pieces. The strain at fracture 
therefore is: 

L' - Lo 
Efracture = -L-

o 
(2-8) 

During the entire test, the strain was monitored using a "Baty" extensometer which had a 2-in (50.8 
mm) gauge length. 

2.4.4 Properties of Hard Drawn Reinforcing Wire 
Hard drawn wire of 7.5 mm diameter (HD 7.5) was used for the spirals in Units P3 and P5, and of 9.5 
mm diameter (HD 9.5) was used for the spirals in Units P4 and P6. This wire was delivered in coils 
roughly 750 mm in diameter. Spirals of the required diameter, that is 340 mm out-to-out, were 
formed from the big coils in one continuous length for the whole length of each pile. 

Tensile tests, similar to those for the Grade 275 spirals, were conducted on the hard drawn wire. 
Three test sample bars were cut and straightened from big and small coils, respectively. The tensile 
test results from each type of the test pieces were in good agreement with each other, and therefore 
all six test results for each steel diameter were averaged to obtain the stress-strain curve. Fig. 2.10 
shows the average measured stress-strain curves for HD 7.5 and HD 9.5. Note that the stress-strain 
curves have no well defined yield plateau, due to the manner of manufacture of the wire. 

A Baty extensometer was also used to monitor the strain during testing. Gauge lengths of 37.5 mm 
and 47.5 rom were employed for HO 7.5 and HD 9.5, respectively, to obtain the fracture strain. 

2.4.5 Properties of Concrete 
The concrete was designed to have a target compressive strength of 45 MPa at 28 days in accordance 
with the MWO(25) design practice for prestressed concrete piles. The design slump was 100 mm. 
This rather high slump value was to give good workability, because of the closely spaced spiral 
steel and also because of difficult access for concrete to flow into the piles. The concrete had an 
aggregate/ cement ratio of 5.0 and a water/cement ratio of 0.45, both by weight. The maximum 
aggregate size was 13 mm. 

The compression tests on 3 concrete cylinders were conducted before the prestressing force was 
transferred to the concrete, at 28 days, and prior to testing. The three results at each time interval 
were averaged. 

The modulus of rupture of concrete at 28 days, ft ', was determined by flexural tests on 3 concrete 

prisms. 

Note that the concrete strength required before the prestress can be transferred is specified in Table 
13.1, NZS 3101(30). It is stated that the concrete stress due to prestress immediately after transfer 
before time dependent losses shall not be greater than 0.6 fci" where fci' = compressive strength of 

concrete at time of initial prestress. In the case of this research project, the design stress in the 
prestressing steel immediately after transfer was: 

0.7 fpu x Ap x 10 
A = 9.34MPa 

g 
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Table 2.2 - Measured Concrete Strengths and Slumps for Pile Test Units 

UNIT SLUMP AT TRANSFER AT 28 DAYS ATTESTING 

P (rom) days fci' (MPa) 

1 50 5 36.8 
2 70 4 30.5 

3 50 5 36.8 

4 70 4 30.5 

5 40 4 30.4 

6 40 4 30.4 
Note: Specified fe = 45 MPa at 28 days 

Specified fci' = 15.6 MPa 

, 
ft (MPa) fe' (MPa) days 

7.95 47.8 35 

6.44 40.9 32 

7.95 47.8 32 

6.44 40.9 35 

5.26 40.7 35 
5.26 40.7 32 

Table 2.3 - Volumetric Ratio of Spiral Reinforcement for Pile Test Units 

a. Based on specified material properties: 

U 

N 

I 
T 

PI 

P2 

P3 

P4 

P5 

P6 

External Spiral bar Spiral pi tch 

axial load diameter 1 within plastic 

level specified fyh hinge region 

Pe/fe'Ag (rom/MPa) (rom) 

0.3 10/275 ... 50 

0.3 10/275 ... 35 

0.3 7.5 1485 + 50 

0.3 9.5 1 485 + 40 

0.3 7.5 1 485 + 30 

0.5 9.5 1 485 + 30 

Note: ... Steel to NZS 3402 P:1973(32) 

+ Steel to NZS 3421 : 1975(33) 

Ps codeX (based , Ps 
on specified (actually 

material provided) 

strength) 

0.0368 0.0190 

0.0368 0.0272 

0.0209 0.0106 

0.0209 0.0214 

0.0209 0.0177 

0.0257 0.0286 

fe' (MPa) 

48.0 
45.1 

50.0 

49.0 

41.7 

43.3 

Ps 

Ps,eode 

0.52 

0.74 

0.51 

1.02 

0.85 

1.11 

x Calculated using NZS 3101 Eq. 6-22, modified to become Eq. 2-1 in this thesis 
Specified concrete strength at 28 days: fe' = 45 MPa 

Specified concrete stress in concrete due to prestress: fep = 7.60 MPa 

b. Based on actual material properties: 

U Applied Actual Measured Material Properties (MPa) Ps code (based , 
N Axial Load Concrete Compressive Spiral steel on actual Ps 
I Pe strength stress in concrete yield strength material Ps,eode 
T (kN) f ' e fep fyh strength) 

PI 1909 48.0 8.52 336 0.0324 0.59 

P2 1793 45.1 8.23 336 0.0306 0.89 

P3 1988 50.0 8.49 615 0.0183 0.58 

P4 1948 49.0 8.29 630 0.0175 1.22 

P5 1658 41.7 8.38 615 0.0158 1.12 

P6 2870 43.3 8.32 630 0.0194 1.47 
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Therefore fci' needed to be greater than 15.6 MPa. Note, the MWD requirement regarding the 

concrete compressive strength at transfer, i.e. 28 MPa, is conservative by comparison. 

The concrete strengths achieved at the stage of transfer for all the units can be seen in Table 2.2, 
together with the concrete strengths at 28 days and at the stage of testing, as well as the slumps 
measured before casting. As can be seen from Table 2.2, the measured slumps were much lower than 
the specified slump of 100 mm. Therefore the placement of concrete in the moulds caused some 
difficulty. 

2.4.6 Summary of the Properties of Pile Test Units 
Table 2.3 summarizes the important properties for all the pile units. The transverse steel contents 
were calculated using Eq. 2-1 modified from the New Zealand Code based on the specified as well as 
on the measured material properties at stage of testing, and also using Eq. 2-5. Note that in the 
calculation of Ps code' the concrete core area was based on the core diameter measured to outside of 

I 

transverse steel. During the design of transverse steel, the transverse steel diameter has not yet been 
determined, but the cover concrete has. Therefore it is convenient in design for the definition of 
concrete core area to be not dependent on the transverse steel diameter. 

2.5 INSTRUMENT ATION 

2.5.1 General 
The pile test units were instrumented so that their behaviour could be monitored throughout the 
test. Three kinds of instrumentation were used for this purpose, as described in the following 
sections. 

2.5.2 Electrical Resistance Foil Strain Gauges 
Twenty 5-mm Showa foil strain gauges and their terminals were attached to the spiral 
reinforcement of each pile unit. Fig. 2.11 shows the target location of the gauges along the pile unit. 
The gauges marked A were meant for measuring strains due to confinement while those marked B 
were for measuring strains due to shear. 

The gauges were attached either on the top or the bottom face of the spiral bars facing towards the 
central stub, but not on the inner or outer face of the spirals. The reason was to measure the average 
strain in the spiral bar without any effect of outwards spiral bending. Note that the actual 
locations of the most strain gauges could not always be exactly as specified due to the fixed position 
of the spiral steel. Therefore the closest locations to those specified were chosen. 

The spiral steel surfaces where the strain gauges were to be placed were polished using fine emery 
paper and then cleaned with cotton swabs that had been soaked in an alcoholic solvent. The gauges 
were attached to the spiral steel with cyano-acetate cement. The terminals, which had a self
adhesive surface on the back, were attached next to the strain gauges. Each terminal was connected 
to twin wire by means of solder. Both the gauge and terminal were then coated with several layers 
of water-proof resin, and finally covered with one or two layers of vinyl mastic tape for shock 
protection. 
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2.5.3 Demec Gauge Points 
Demec (demountable mechanical) gauges were used to estimate the prestress losses directly after 
transfer and also up to the time of testing. 

Four sets of Demec gauge points, with a gauge length of 8 in (about 200 mm), were attached to the 
surface of each pile unit by means of heated wax. Fig. 2.11 shows the Demec gauges. Longitudinal 

strains were measured. 

The readings taken were: 
Before destressing 
Immediately after destressing 

Prior to testing 

This is regarded as the reference reading. 
To obtain prestress loss due to elastic shortening of concrete. 
To obtain total prestress losses up to the stage of testing, such as 
those due to elastic shortening of concrete, shrinkage, creep, etc. 

2.5.4 Linear Potentiometers 
Linear potentiometers of 4-volt capacity were used to monitor deflections and curvatures of the pile 
units. Fig. 2.12 shows the lay-out of all the potentiometers attached to each pile test unit. 

Three potentiometers of 300 mm travel were installed in the horizontal direction on one side of the 
central stub. The centre one gave a measure of the mid-height lateral displacement, while the 
upper and lower potentiometers were used to measure the rotation of the stub. The lateral 
displacement measured by the central potentiometer was plotted against the applied lateral load 
by an X-Y recorder so displaying a set of lateral load-displacement hysteresis loops for the unit as 
testing proceeded. 

Four 100 mm travel potentiometers were installed in the vertical direction and were used for 
measuring the rotation of the pile over the 150 mm gauge lengths adjacent to (above and below) the 
central stub. The readings from these potentiometers were plotted against the applied lateral load 
using two separate X-Y recorders, so displaying the load-rotation hysteresis loops for the critical 
gauge lengths adjacent to the stub as testing proceeded. 

Twenty (ten pairs) additional potentiometers, of either 50 mm or 30 mm travel, were used to obtain 
the curvature profiles of each pile. The gauge lengths over which the curvatures were measured are 
shown in Fig. 2.12. These potentiometers were attached to steel brackets which in turn were 
supported by the 10 mm diameter steel mounting rods that passed through the pile units. The 
potentiometer mounting rods had been cast in the pile concrete. 

2.6 TESTING PROCEDURE 

2.6.1 Installation of the Pile Units and Loading Frame 
Initially, at the ends of the pile unit about to be tested, two L-shaped steel sections were welded to 
each end plate. A steel plate with a semi-circular steel roller on it was then inserted between, and 
temporarily bolted to the two L sections. The matching scalloped plate was bolted to the loading 
platens of the DARTEC testing machine. 

The pile unit, complete with a semi-circular bearing roller bolted at each end of it, was placed in a 
horizontally inclined positioned on two trolleys and manoeuvred so that the top end of the pile was 
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under the DARTEC machine. The pile was then winched and rotated into the vertical position 

using two 3-tonne chain blocks. The chain blocks were attached to the crosshead of the DARTEC 
machine and to the lifting device that bolted to the concrete inserts in the pile unit. 

After the unit was in the vertical position, the semi-circular bearing rollers were made horizontal 

by packing gypsum plaster in between the roller itself and the unit's end plate, so that they could fit 
in their matching scalloped plates on the loading platens of the DARTEC machine. 

The curvature-measuring and rotation-measuring potentiometers were next attached to the pile. 

The travel of all the potentiometers was set to the half way position so that the same amount of 

travel was available during the loading sequences in the positive and negative cycles. 

The loading frame, with a hydraulic jack attached to it, was then attached to the pile. The 

loading frame consisted of two inclined arms with the hydraulic jack acting along the line of 

bisection (Fig. 2.2). The end of each arm was connected to the test unit by a 50 mm diameter steel pin 

that passed through the arm and the steel tube at each end of the unit. A complete description of 

this loading frame can be found in Ref. 10. 

The jack was a 500 kN capacity MTS servo-hydraulic jack which has a maximum travel of about 75 

mm in each direction of loading. The jack was connected to the loading arms by a 75 mm diameter 

steel pin at one end. At the other end the jack was connected by a 38 mm diameter steel pin to a steel 

plate that was bolted to the central stub. Minor adjustments to the jack level were achieved by a 
slotted hole connection in the two angle sections which kept the jack in position. Before the jack was 

installed in the loading frame, its load cell was calibrated using Avery Universal testing machine. 

The pile unit and loading frame plus jack were left suspended from the two chain blocks until testing 

commenced. 

2.6.2 Applied Load and Test Sequence 
Prior to testing, compression tests were carried out on 3 concrete cylinders to determine the actual 
concrete compressive strength, fc·. Having determined fc', the compressive axial load to be applied 

to the pile was calculated for the desired level, P elfc' Ag (see Table 2.3). The DARTEC machine 

ram was activated to apply the axial load and the chain blocks were slackened throughout the test. 

The test sequence of static horizontal displacement cycles followed the pattern commonly conducted 

at the University of Canterbury. The first cycle was to a ductility factor, ~, of ±0.75. Further detail 
about this first loading cycle is explained later in this section. The initial cycle was followed by a 

series of cycles of increasing imposed displacement ductility levels, namely two cycles to each 
desired ductility factors. The tests were terminated when the pile failed or suffered extensive 

degradation of strength. Note that dynamic loading cycles were not applied. 

The first cycle was load controlled, i.e. the unit was deflected incrementally to a specified load and 

the associated displacement was recorded. The subsequent cycles were displacement controlled, i.e. 
the unit was deflected incrementally to a specified displacement and the corresponding applied 

lateral load was recorded. 

Test data were recorded on paper tape by a SOLARTRON data logger at every increment of load or 

displacement. When cracks appeared in the cover concrete, they were marked using felt pens. 

Photographs were taken when necessary. 
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axial force induced 

Fig. 2.15 - Force Diagrams and Induced Axial Load in the Lateral Loading 
Frame for Each Direction of Applied Lateral Load 
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Due to the loading set up, the applied horizontal load from the jack induced an additional axial 
(vertical) load to the unit through the loading frame. Hence, the axial load applied by the 
DARTEC testing machine had to be adjusted at each lateral load increment to ensure that the axial 
load applied to the unit was constant. From Fig. 2.15, it is obvious that when the lateral jack was in 
tension (pull cycle), the compressive load applied by the DARTEC machine had to be increased and 
vice versa when the jack was in compression. 

To determine the "displacement ductility factor", J.L~ a definition of displacement at "first yield", 
tly, is required. The experimental lateral displacement at first yield was obtained from hysteresis 
loops at the first loading cycle, using the method shown in Fig. 2.16. If Mu is the theoretical 

flexural strength of the section when the extreme fibre concrete compressive strain is 0.003, the 
theoretical ultimate lateral load, Hu, can be calculated from, 

2Mu 
Hu -1- (2-9) 

where I = distance from pin at the end of the piles to the critical section. 

In the first half cycle the applied lateral load increments were 0, 1/4 Hu, 1/2 HU' 3/4 HU' 1/2 Hu, 1/4 
HU' 0, and the lateral deflection reached at 3/4 Hu was assumed to be 3/4 !lyl' The lateral load 

increments for the second half cycle were the same as those for the first, except that they went to 
the opposite direction, and _3/4 tlY2 was obtained at _3/4 Hu' The experimental lateral deflection at 

first yield was then calculated from: 

~ = ~ [~~Yl + '~~Y211 
Y 3 2 

(2-10) 

As is evident from Fig. 2.16, this value for tly is given by assuming elastic behaviour up to the 
theoretical HUt where the elastic behaviour is given by the pile stiffness at 3/4 Hu' This definition 
for!ly has been used at the University of Canterbury for many years. 

2.7 GENERAL FLEXURAL STRENGTH ANALYSIS OF PRESTRESSED 
CONCRETE PILES 

2.7.1 Introduction 
The critical sections in piles in general are at the pile - pile cap interface and at regions within the 
soil. Maximum moments and curvatures are likely to occur at these critical sections during 
earthquake attack. 

Several methods for calculating the flexural strength of prestressed concrete piles at the critical 
sections using the ACI(1) concrete equivalent compressive stress block and the Mander et al.(21) 
confined concrete stress-strain curve, and taking into account the slip of tendons, are outlined below: 

Method A 
This method calculates the flexural strength, MA, at the critical sections using the ACI concrete 

compressive stress block, an extreme fibre concrete compressive strain of 0.003, the idealized 
measured stress-strain curves for the prestressing tendons and longitudinal nonprestressed reinforcing 
bars, and assuming no slip of the steel (Le. assuming that sufficient development length was 
available for the tendons and longitudinal reinforcing bars). 
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Method B 
As for Method A above, but assuming that the tendons and reinforcing bars are not fully anchored if 
the length available for development is less than that stipulated by the Codes(l,30). Hence, some 

reduction of the strength might be expected as some slip of tendon or steel could occur and the effect 
of that slip is included in the calculation of MS' 

MethodC 
This method calculates the flexural strength, MC' at ~he critical sections using the confined concrete 

stress-strain curve proposed by Mander et al. (21), a particular strain, fcrn' for the compressive 

concrete core extreme fibre; the idealized measured stress-strain curves for the tendons and 
reinforcing bars; and assuming no slip of the tendon or steel. 

Method D 
As for Method C above, but assuming that the tendon or longitudinal steel is not fully anchored if 
inadequate development length is available. Hence some reduction of the strength is expected as 
some slip of the tendon or steel is likely to occur in MD. 

Note if the flexural strength obtained from Method C (MC) is smaller than MA or if MO is smaller 

than M& then the ideal flexural strength of the section must be obtained from the moment-curvature 

relationship where the maximum moment is considered as the ideal flexural strength. Refer to 
Section 4.6.1 for more detail about the definition of the ideal flexural strength. 

The stress-strain model for confined concrete due to Mander et al.(21) is described in detail in Section 
4.3. 

2.7.2 Confined Concrete Strain at Extreme Compressive Core Fibre (at Centre 
Line of Spiral Steel) 

In Methods C and D it is assumed that a confined concrete member section modelled using the stress
strain curve due to Mander et al.(21) attains its flexural strength when the extreme fibre concrete 
compressive strain of the core reaches a strain beyond fcc corresponding to 80% of fcc' on the falling 

branch of the stress-strain curve. This extreme fibre concrete strain, fcrn' for confined concrete is 

defined approximately in the same manner as its unconfined concrete counterpart, fACI (=0.003) 

whose stress is equal to roughly 80% fc'. For practical purposes, the distribution of the confined 

concrete stress over the compressed part of the section can be replaced by an equivalent rectangular 
stress block. Mander et al. plotted the equivalent stress block parameters for a range of fcrn/fcc 

(note that fcrn in Mander et al. plot was the concrete strain at the extreme compression fibre) and 

fcc'/fc' for a special case where: 

£co = 0.002, 

R = 5, is the ratio of strain increase to stress increase at the peak strength of the 
confined concrete, 

Ec = 1000 fc' for convenience in handling dimensionless numbers. 

However, the magnitude of fcrn for confined concrete depends upon many variable factors, such as 

fco' fc', R, fr' section configuration, etc. For a particular unconfined concrete strength and R if fcc' and 

fcc have been determined, fcrn can be easily obtained by a simple trial and error method using Eq. 4-

21. The trial and error method to obtain fcrn is explained in detail in Appendix A. The values 

obtained through that method are presented here in the form of graphs shown in Fig. 2.17. To plot 

the graphs, it was assumed that 



eco = 0.002, and 

Ec = 4700 -{f; . 
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It is obvious from the figure that a higher unconfined concrete strength results in lower Ecm value, a 

higher R results in higher Ecm value, and a higher lateral confinement level which is denoted by 

large kcc results in higher Ecm value. 

2.7.3 Details of the Calculation of Theoretical Strengths for Pile Test Units 
The critical section in these pile test units was considered to be at the interface between the central 
stub and the pile, where the maximum pile moment occurred during the tests. The section was 
divided into a number of layers to calculate the concrete stresses, and the actual tendon locations 
were adopted for the calculation of the tendon stresses. 

The confined concrete strain at the centre line of the spirals, Ecm, for all of the pile test units based 

on the measured material properties were calculated and listed in the following table, together 
with the ratio of confined to unconfined concrete compressive strength, kcc, and the strain at 

confined peak strength, Ecc' 

Table 2.4 - Strength Ratios (keel, Strains at Peak Strength (Ece)' and Strains at Extreme Core Fibre 

(Eem) for Pile Units 

ECC Eem 
Unit kee R=3 R=4 R=5 R=3 R=4 R==5 

PI 1.382 0.00429 0.00506 0.00582 0.00898 0.01223 0.01609 
P2 1.558 0.00535 0.00647 0.00758 0.01256 0.01815 0.02507 
P3 1.375 0.00425 0.00500 0.00575 0.00869 0.01179 0.01545 
P4 1.712 0.00627 0.00769 0.00912 0.01504 0.02244 0.03179 
P5 1.689 0.00613 0.00751 0.00889 0.01572 0.02353 0.03349 
P6 1.986 0.00791 0.00988 0.01186 0.02178 0.03425 0.05078 

The available development length which was the distance from the end of the pile to the critical 
section was 1750 mm or 140 db, where db is the tendon diameter. This development length has been 

proven sufficient for the pile units to generate full flexural strength capacity(10,34). Therefore only 
Methods A and C (MA and Me) were considered for calculating the theoretical flexural strengths for 

the pile test units. 

Method A 
An equivalent stress block recommended by ACI building code(1) and New Zealand code(30) is used to 

analyse the critical section. The extreme fibre concrete compressive strain is taken as 0.003, the 
concrete stress of 0.85 fe' is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the entire depth (~1 c) of the 

equivalent rectangular stress block, where c = neutral axis depth, and the parameter ~1 is taken as 
0.85 for fe'~ 30 MPa. For fe' > 30 MPa, 

~1 == 0.85 - 0.008 ( I fc' I - 30) , but ~1 ~ 0.65 (2-11) 

The tendon strains obtained from strain compatibility must be added to AEp, which is the 

prestressing strain in tendons just prior to testing. This AEp can be obtained by dividing the tendon 
stress prior to testing (see Table 2.1) by the tendon modulus of elasticity, Ep' The total tendon strain, 

Ep, is then used to calculate fp (Eq. 4-55, 4-56, 4-59, 4-61 or 4-64) from the idealized measured tendon 
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stress-strain curve. Note that the idealized measured tendon stress-strain curve is a stress-strain 
curve plotted using theoretical relations but calibrated employing the actual properties (see Fig. 
2.8). 

MethodC 
For this method the ACI concrete equivalent compressive stress block is not used to calculate the 
concrete compressive force. Instead, the actual strain distribution and the stress-strain relation due 
to Mander et al. for confined concrete is used to calculate the concrete compressive stress, fc (Eq. 4-21), 

and then the concrete force in the concrete element at each section layer can be calculated. The value 
of fcrn set at the centre line of the spiral bar for each test unit at the critical section is listed in Table 

2.4 for several R values. The tendon strains and stresses are obtained as for Method A above. 

Based on the information listed in Table 2.4 and the material properties listed in Table 2.3, the 
theoretical flexural strength of each pile test unit was calculated. The results are tabulated in 
Table 2.5. The increase in flexural strength due to confinement of the concrete is also illustrated in 
the table. 

Table 2.5 - Flexural Strengths at Critical Section of Pile Test Units and Ratios of Flexural Strength 
to That Given by Method A 

UNIT Method A Method C (kNm) 
P (kNm) R=3 R=4 R=5 
1 254.67 271.48 288.40 296.00 

Calculated 2 240.88 299.62 306.41 309.29 
Flexural 3 265.41 282.61 299.96 308.09 
Strengths 4 260.43 335.99 339.79 340.60 

5 223.60 308.59 312.24 313.48 
6 171.28 356.78 361.32 361.23 

Ratio of 1 1.00 1.07 1.13 1.16 
Calculated 2 1.00 1.24 1.27 1.28 

Flexural 3 1.00 1.06 1.13 1.16 
Strength 4 1.00 1.29 1.30 1.31 

toMA 5 1.00 1.38 1.40 1.40 

6 1.00 2.08 2.11 2.11 

2.7.4 Discussion of the Calculation Results 
Flexural strengths calculated using Method C, Me, in Table 2.5 according to the definition explained 
in Section 4.6.1, are the ideal flexural strengths of the pile test units. Hence, Me/MA ratios listed at 

the lower portion of the table are the corresponding flexural strength modification factors, as 
defined in Section 5.2.1. 

The flexunll strength modification factors of Units PI and P3 are the smallest amongst others 
because of the low lateral confining pressures from the spirals. That is, fr/fc' = 0.063 and 0.062 or 

Ps/Ps code = 0.59 and 0.58, respectively for Units PI and P3. Units P2, P4 and P5 had frlfc' = 0.099, , 
0.133 and 1.12, respectively, which led to relatively high flexural strength modification factors. 
Unit P6 had the highest flexural strength modification factor because of two reasons. Apart from 
having a high confining stress ratio, i.e. fr/fc'=0.204 or ps/Ps,code=1.47, Unit P6 was also subjected to 
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an axial compressive load level of 0.5, whereas the rest of the piles were subjected to an axial 

compressive load level of 0.3. 

It is evident from Table 2.5 that the ideal flexural strength increases with increase in R value. 
However, there is an upper limit for the magnitude of the flexural strength where beyond this limit 
the flexural strength will decrease with increase in R value. Large R values result in large confined 
core strains (ecm) too, and at the turning point, depending on the axial load level, these large ecm 
values will result in an adverse effect which causes more cover concrete to spall and thus the moment 
decreases. The example of this phenomenon can be seen in Unit P6. Although not obvious from Table 
2.5, Me of Unit P6 decreases as R increases from 4 to 5. This indicates that the turning point lies 

somewhere near R=4. 

2.8 OBSERVATIONS AND TEST RESULTS 

The testing of each of the six pile units and the test results obtained are described in the following 
section. Photographs, graphs and diagrams illustrating behaviour are also presented. Some 
comparisons of the experimental and theoretical results are given. 

2.8.1 General Observations 
The variables investigated in these pile series were the spiral steel content, the type and yield 
strength of spiral steel, and the external applied compressive axial load level. The complete 
properties of each pile test unit are listed in Table 2.3. 

For an easy identification the side of the pile that faced the lateral loading frame is referred to as 
the east side. Thus the south, west, and north sides automatically follow the points of the compass. 

Some similarities in the behaviour of all the pile units during testing were: 
- During the elastic stage of loading the occurrence of very fine cracks commenced in the vicinity of 

the potentiometer mounting rods near the central stubs. Those fine cracks commenced at higher 
lateral load in Unit P6 due to the higher external compressive axial load. 

- Some yield penetration propagated into the central stub as was obvious from the cracks observed 
during testing. 

(a) PILE UNIT ONE (UNIT P1) 

Flexural cracks first occurred on the tension face (west) 100 mm below the central stub, when the 
displacement ductility factor, Il, reached 1.9 for the first cycle. Slight crushing of the cover concrete 

took place when 1l=-1.9 (see Fig. 2.18a), but spalIing did not start until 1l=2.8. 

By the time the unit reached 1l=4.7, most of the cover concrete within the critical zone below the 
central stub had spalled causing two of the tendons to be exposed. Along with the cover concrete 
spalling, extensive cracking occurred within the tension zone, see Fig. 2.18b. 

The first sign of buckling of the tendons was noticed at 1l=5.6. This buckling occurred where the 
spiral spacing was the largest (about 85 mm). Fig. 2.18c shows this condition during the peak of the 
second cycle at 1l=5.6. Note that the recommended spiral spacing within the plastic hinges for this 
unit was 4 db = 50 mm, where db = tendon diameter, but besides the 85 mm spiral spacing, there were 

also some spirals with spacing 30 mm. The uneven spiral spacing was, as has been mentioned 



a . Crushing of cover concrete in the second 
cycle of j..l=-1.9 

c. Extent of spalling within core concrete during 
the second cycle to j..l=5.6 (note the buckling of 
tendons and uneven spacings of spirals) 
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b. Extent of cracking in the second cycle of j..l=4.7 

d. Overall view of pile unit at j..L=7.5 

Fig. 2.18- Observed Damage of Unit P1 During Testing 
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earlier, due to the derangement of spiral position while installing the potentiometer mounting rods 
and also while vibrating the concrete. 

Fig. 2.18d shows the unit when displaced further to 1-1=±7.5. The test was terminated after it had 
reached 1-1=7.5 for the third time. Note that data at' this stage was not recorded due to the damage 
of one of the displacement potentiometers. 

The failure was not brittle. None of the spiral steel fractured, but considerable concrete spalling 
penetrated into the confined core causing significant loss of load carrying capacity. Although the 
tendons buckled and stretched severely, fracture did not occur. When viewed from the south or north 
face, an S~deflected shape was obvious. That is, the east face below the central stub and the west 
face above the central stub suffered damage, mainly due to compression, whereas the east face above 
the central stub and the west face below the central stub suffered damage mainly due to tension (see 
Fig. 2.18d). At the end of the test the pile shortened about 13 mm. 

(b) PILE UNIT TWO (UNIT P2) 

At the peak of the first cycle to 1-1=1.9, some flexural cracks at the west plastic hinge and slight 
crushing of the cover concrete in the opposite direction took place concurrently. At the peak of the 
second cycle to 1-1=1.9, the previous cracks widened and the crack width varied within the range of 
0.5 to 1 mm. Spalling of the cover concrete and further cracking developed during 1-1=±3.8. The unit 
lost most of the cover concrete within the critical regions, and some of the spiral bars there became 

visible, when it underwent 1-1=±5.7 (see Fig. 2.19a). More spiral bars became exposed during 1-1=±7.6, 
and some spalling occurred within the core concrete, see Figs 2.19 band c. Some of the actual spiral 
spacings within the plastic hinge regions varied within the range of 25 to 43 mm, whereas the rest 
were 35 mm as desired. 

The first few exposed tendons buckled severely at the peak cycle of 1-1=-7.6. Some residual 
compression strain remained in those buckling tendons as they were not completely straight while in 
tension during the subsequent ductility displacement cycles. 

The last two loading cycles were intended to reach displacement ductility factors of ±11.4. 
However, due to the lack of travel in the jack, only 1-1=10.8 could be reached in the positive loading 
cycle. The pile shortened about 10 mm at 1-1=-11.4. 

At the termination of the test the unit was sUlI in good condition, in spite of some spalling within 
the core concrete and the fracture of one of the tendons on the west face 140 mm below the stub. The 
spalling of the core concrete did not cause a Significant loss in the load carrying capacity of the pile. 

The fracture of a tendon was noticed during the inspection after the end of the test. This tendon 
fracture was due to the low cycle fatigue in the tendon. Further inspection after the test showed 
that the damage in the test unit below the central stub was rather worse than the damage above the 
stub at both the east and west plastic hinges, as is illustrated in Fig. 2.19d. This was because the 
spiral pitch above the stub was closer than that below, due to the reasons explained earlier during 
the construction stages. None of the spiral bars from Grade 275 steel fractured. At the end of the test 
tendon pull~in was measured. At the top end of the pile, three tendons were observed to have· 
pulled-in by 2, 6 and 14 mm at the extreme tensile fibre. At the bottom end of the pile four tendons 
suffered pull-in of magnitude 2.5, 7.5,8 and 10 mm at the extreme tensile fibre. 



a. Extent of cover concrete spalling in the 
second cycle of Jl=-5.7 

c. Some spalling within core concrete is 
obvious during the second cycle to Jl=7.6 

so 

b. More spiral bars became exposed during 
the first cycle to Jl=7.6 

d. Unit at end of test 

Fig. 2.19- Observed Damage of Unit P2 During Testing 
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(c) PILE UNIT THREE (UNIT P3) 
During the loading cycles to 1l=±1.9, crushing of the cover concrete was observed within the 
compressive regions below the central stub, and only a few minor cracks appeared within the tensile 
zone. Pronounced spalling of the cover concrete at both plastic hinges below the stub occurred on the 
way to 1l=±2.8, as shown in Fig. 2.20a. 

Most of the spiral steel in the plastic hinge regions below the central stub became exposed due to the 
extensive spalling of the cover concrete during J.1=±3.7 (see Fig. 2.20b). The tendons that were 
exposed at this stage showed no sign of bUCkling. The exposed tendons in the compression zone (east 
face) buckled slightly during the peak of the first cycle to 11=4.7, as did the tendons on the west face 
during the succeeding peak cycle of J.1=-4.7. The lateral load on the pile test unit was held at this 
stage, as usual at every peak loading cycle, for the purpose of inspection, when suddenly two of the 
7.5 mm diameter hard-drawn wire spiral bars, on the west face (the current compression zone) 
pOSitioned below the central stub at 200 and 280 mm, respectively, fractured simultaneously, causing 
the tendons to buckle severely and the core concrete to shatter. This condition is clearly depicted in 
Fig.2.2Oc. 

All the damage was concentrated at the bottom plastic hinge, as can be seen clearly in Fig. 2.2Od. 
The top plastic hinge suffered only a Jew cracks and some minor spalling. Pull-in of the tendons 
occurred only at the bottom end of the pile and the maximum pull-in was 5 mm. 

(d) PILE UNIT FOUR (UNIT P4) 

During the loading cycles to J.1=±1.9, the cover concrete at both the top and bottom plastic hinges 
underwent tensile cracking (crack width about 0.5 mm) and compressive crushing in the tension and 
compression zones, respectively. During the loading cycles to 1l=±3.8, the previously formed concrete 
cover cracks propagated further as wen as widened (the crack width varied from 1 to 2 mm), and 
the previously crushed concrete spalled off significantly, as is illustrated in Fig. 2.21a. Towards the 
completion of the loading cycle to J.1=-3.8, the first spiral bar, on the west face at the bottom plastic 
hinge, became exposed. More spiral bars became visible as more cover concrete spatled off during the 
subsequent loading cycles to 1l=±5.6. In this unit the spiral pitch was reasonably close to the desired 
pitch of 40 mm. The first tendon exposure occurred at the peak of the first cycle to 11=-7.5, and the 
tendons buckled severely (see Fig. 2.21b). 

Due to the unsymmetrical position of the centre line of the jack rod and the limited jack travel, the 
next two cycles had positive and negative peak displacement ductility factors of 11=9 and -9.9, 
respectively, instead of 11=10 as planned. The tendons mentioned before suffered additional severe 
buckling at this stage, as is obvious when comparing Figs. 2.21 band c. At this stage, the load 
carrying capacity of the pile unit was still above the theoretical flexural strength calculated using 
the unconfined concrete strength, and it was decided to displace the test unit to higher ductility 
factors. 

The next ductility factor to be applied was 12.2. To increase the jack travel, when the unit had been 
displaced to the limit of jack travel, the jack was detached from the test unit and the rod attached 
to the load cell was unscrewed to expand the travel. Then the jack was reattached to the test unit. 
The same "reblocking" procedure had to be conducted when the unit was displaced in the opposite 
direction, except .that the rod attached to the load cell had to be shortened by screwing it further 
into the load cell. On the way to J.1= 12.2, the unit failed suddenly in compression, and the spiral bar 
on the east face 160 mm above the central stub fractured causing part of the core concrete that was 
then unconfined to burst. The exact displacement ductility factor when the unit failed was 11.4. The 



a. Extensive spalling of cover concrete in 
the second cycle of 11=2.8 

c. At failure two spiral bars fractured and 
tendons buckled significantly 
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b. Massive spalling of cover concrete in the 
second cycle of 11=3.7 

d. Overall view at end of test (note the contrast 
condition between top and bottom hinges) 

Fig. 2.20 - Observed Damage of Unit P3 During Testing 
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a. Considerable spalling of cover concrete 
in the second cycle of 11=3.8 
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c. More severe buckling in tendons during 
the second cycle to 11=-9.9 
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b. Severely buckled tendons were observed 
at the first peak cycle of 11=-7.5 

d. End of test condition (note the fractured 
spiral above the central stub) 

Fig. 2.21 - Observed Damage of Unit P4 During Testing 
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photograph in Fig. 2.21d was taken after all the measuring equipment had been removed, so that 
the broken spiral can be seen clearly. Note the pile had shortened by about 7 mm. 

(e) PILE UNIT FIVE (UNIT P5) 

During the first displacement controlled cycles to 11=±1.9, some cracks appeared at both the top and 
bottom plastic hinges (west side), followed by a little concrete crushing (west face, top plastic 
hinge) which occurred during the last cycle to 11=-1.9. More spaUing of the cover concrete occurred 
during the displacement cycles to 11=±3.9. Fig. 2.22a illustrates the spalling condition of the cover 
concrete when the unit reached 11=-3.9 for the first time. 

Two spiral bars on the east face below the central stub became exposed when the first cycle to J.l=5.8 
was reached. More spirals were exposed during the next cycles to 11=±5.8. Note that the actual 
spiral spacing was the same as the required spacing of 30 mm. The damage propagated further 
when the unit was displaced to cycles of 11=±7.7, see Fig. 2.22b. 

The first exposed tendon was at the west face of the top plastic hinge and was noticed at the peak of 
the cycle to 11=9.6. This tendon, which was positioned next to the extreme compression fibre, still 
looked straight although it was subjected to severe compression when the unit underwent 11=-9.6. 
More tendons became visible and most of them severely buckled as testing progressed further to 
J.l=±11.6, see Fig. 2.22c. Due to the limitation of the jack travel, the last cycle had positive and 
negative peak displacement ductility factors of 12.3 and -12.7, respectively. 

At the termination of the test, the pile was still in good condition. The cover concrete at the top 
plastic hinge had spalled off, but the spalling did not penetrate into the core concrete. Only a small 
part of the core concrete at the bottom plastic hinge had spalled. Fracture of the spiral bars or 
tendons did not occur. The lateral load carrying capacity of the pile at the termination of the test 
was much larger than the theoretical flexural strength calculated using the unconfined concrete 
strength. The pile could have withstood much further ductility if there had been sufficient jack 
travel to continue the test further. 

(f) PILE UNIT SIX (UNIT P6) 

During the first cycle to 11=±1.8, no flexural cracks were observed in the cover concrete, and only a 
little crushing of concrete occurred in the compression zone. Some very fine cracks and further 
crushing of the cover concrete appeared later during the second cycle to 11=±1.8. At the peak of the 
first loading cycle to J.l=3.5, a vertical splitting crack extended 700 mm up above the central stub in 
the cover concrete of both the south and north faces; followed by an extensive spalling of the cover 
concrete at the top plastic hinge (east face). As can be seen in Fig. 2.23a spalling caused some spiral 
steel bars to be exposed. Some of the spiral spacings were 5 mm different from the specified spacing 
of 30 mm. Some spalling of the cover concrete also took place during the loading to 11=-3.5 at the 
west plastic hinge, but with depth and extent less than that shown in Fig. 2.23a. The condition of 
the unit during the second cycle to 11=±3.5 was not significantly different from the previous 
condition. 

The concrete spalling became worse during the loading cycles to 11=±5.3. Fig. 2.23b shows the same 
plastic hinge as in Fig. 2.23a but in a worsened condition as the unit underwent further ductility. 
During the next two cycles to J.l=±7.1, the spalling of the cover concrete spread to the extent that the 
pile lost almost all of the cover concrete around the perimeter of the spirals in a region which 
extended beyond the length of the plastic hinge. Despite the extensive loss of the cover concrete,· 
the condition of the core concrete was still sound. Spalling had not penetrated into the core concrete 

at this stage. 



a. Spalled condition of cover concrete in 
the first cycle of 1l=-3.9 

c. Bottom hinge in compression during the 
peak cycle of 1l=-11.6 (note the severe 
buckling of tendon) 
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b . Bottom hinge condition in the first cycle 
of 1l=7.7 

d. Condition of pile unit at end of test 

Fig. 2.22 - Observed Damage of Unit P5 During Testing 



a. Extensive spalling in top plastic hinge 
at 11=3.5 (first cyde) causing spiral bars 
to be exposed 

c. Condition of unit at end of test (note the 
buckled tendons and fractured spiral bar 
at 480 mm below the central stub) 
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b. Further condition of plastic hinge shown 
previously at the first peak loading 
cycle of 11=5.3 

d. Close-up of the failure zone 

Fig 2.23 - Observed Damage of Unit P6 During Testing 
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When the unit reached J.l=8.8 in the first cycle, the core concrete in the east plastic hinge above the 
central stub spalled to a depth of 2 to 3 rnrn measured from outer surface of the spiral steel. As the 
testing proceeded to both loading cycles of J.l=±10.6, spalling of the core concrete progressed. At the 
last cycle to J.l=-10.6, two of the tendons were expo~ed in the west plastic hinge 460 rnrn below the 
central stub and buckled. 

More tendons became visible during the subsequent cycles to J.l=±12.7 and J.l=±14.1. At these stages 
the tendons around the extreme fibre zones remained buckled even when they were in tension. This 
was because the tendons had lost their effective prestressing stress. 

The next peak displacement ductility factor was 15.3 which was the limit of the jack travel. 
During the attempt to apply the next peak of the negative loading cycle to J.l=-15.3 or 16 if possible, 
one of the spiral bars on the west side 480 rnrn below the central stub fractured, and the tendons there 
buckled permanently, see Figs. 2.23 c and d. 

2.8.2 Hysteretic Behaviour of Pile Test Units 
The hysteresis graphs obtained using X-Y plotters during the testing of the pile units were a series of 
lateral load - lateral displacement curves (Figs. 2.24 - 2.29) and two series of lateral load -
curvature curves (Figs. 2.31 - 2.36) which measured curvatures in the plastic hinge regions above and 
below the central stub, respectively. 

The inclined lines, identified as A, CR=3 and CR=5' on the lateral load - lateral displacement 

graphs denote the theoretical flexural strengths calculated taking into account the P-a effect. 
These strengths were obtained using Methods A and C. Strengths CR=3 and CR=5 were obtained using 

Method C with R = 3 and 5, respectively. 

A theoretical cyclic lateral load - displacement graph obtained from the computer program 
"PSCOL',(21,51) was plotted for each pile test unit for comparison with the corresponding measured 
load-displacement hysteresis curves. The computer program PSCOL is described in Section 4.7 and 
in Appendix B. 

Throughout the tests of these pile series, there was an unintentional mistake regarding the axial 
compressive loading applied by the DARTEC machine. According to the truss force diagram 
illustrated in Fig. 2.15, the axial force induced by the lateral load should be lh H tan 43.5°, where 

H is the applied lateral load. A correction should then be introduced to the DARTEC applied axial 
load so as to keep the total external axial compressive load (P e) constant. However, the total P e 

actually applied was not constant due to the use of a false correction of H tan 43.5°. This resulted in 
a lower P e during the push or positive loading cycles and a higher P e during the pull or negative 
loading cycles. The range of P e applied varied between ±12% of the formally specified axial load 

at high lateral loads. At low lateral loads the error was much less. This would be expected to 
affect the magnitude of the P-d moment which occurred during the loading cycles, especially at the 
displacement ductility peaks. However, the measured yield displacement, a y' was not much 

affected, since it was obtained by averaging the yield displacement measured in the positive and 
negative loading cycles. The difference in the P-a moment caused by the actually applied P e which 
was not constant and the formerly specified P e which was supposed to be constant, was negligible as 

is evident in Figs. 2.24 to 2.29, where all of the theoretical lines are nearly parallel. Theoretical 
flexural strength A was drawn allowing P-a effect based on the specified constant P e' whereas 
strengths CR=3 and CR=5 were drawn using the real Pe applied at the displacement ductility peaks. 

Note that two magnitudes of P-a moment were available from every two cycles having the same 
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Fig. 2.25 - Lateral Load - Lateral Displacement Hysteresis Loops for Unit P2 
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Fig. 2.26 - Lateral Load - Lateral Displacement Hysteresis Loops for Unit P3 
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Fig. 2.27 - Lateral Load - Lateral Displacement Hysteresis Loops for Unit P4 
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displacement ductility. To be conservative, the smaller value was adopted when calculating the P

II moment for strengths C. 

From Figs. 2.24 to 2.29, it can be seen that most of the measured peak loads are well beyond the 
theoretical flexural strengths A, whereas only some of the measured peak loads at the early stages 
reached the theoretical strengths C. Units Pl and P3, which had confinement levels of 59% (Rl0) 

and 58% (HD7.5) of the Code(30) provision for spiral reinforcement, exhibited good ductile 

behaviour with respect to strengths A only up to J.1 = 4.7 and 2.8, respectively. Owing to the high 
fracture strain of the confinement steel, Unit Pl withstood more cycles without spiral fracture in 
spite of the very low lateral load carrying capacity towards the end of the test. The low fracture 

strain of the steel that confined Unit P3 resulted in the unit failing in a brittle manner when two of 
the spiral bars fractured. 

Comparing the measured and theoretical lateral load - displacement hysteresis curves, it is evident 
that the theory gives a reasonable prediction of the measured response of the pile units. The 

theoretical peak loads are in good agreement with those measured. A discrepancy is that the 
theoretical loops have a larger enclosed area (that is, they are fatter) than the measured loops. 

As can be seen in Figs. 2.25,2.27 and 2.28, the hysteretic behaviour of Units P2, P4 and P5, which 
contained 89% (RlO), 122% (HD9.5) and 112% (HD7.5), of the NZS 3101 (30) specified quantities of 

confining reinforcement, respectively, are more or less similar. It is evident from the three figures 
that the strength and stiffness degradation was worse for units that contained Grade 275 spiral steel 

than those that contained hard-drawn spiral steel. Consequently better enhancement strength was 
obtained in the latter case. Fracture of the spiral bar occurred in Unit P4 because the unit was 

displaced much further than Units P2 and PS. 

Unit P6 had the highest specified external axial load level, i.e. O.S fc'Ag, and the highest lateral 

confinement level, i.e. 1.47 times the Code full confinement provision. Fig. 2.29 shows that Unit P6 

withstood a considerable number of cycles with little loss of strength and stiffness. Flexural 
enhancement with respect to theoretical strength A is large, whereas strength C overestimated the 
measured peak loads in the negative cycles and is marginally reached by the measured peak loads 
in the positive cycles. Fracture of the spiral bar was inevitable, since eventually the large amount 
of energy stored in the confined concrete could no longer be met by the energy capacity available in 
the spiral steel. 

Note that the unsymmetrical shapes of the lateral load - displacement hysteresis loops were due to 
the application of a non-constant P e and were also due to the rotation of the central stub. 

In all the pile units the central stub rotated when the lateral load was applied. The direction of 

the rotation could not be controlled, and was dependent on the condition of the materials within the 
top and bottom plastic hinges. The magnitude of the rotation was monitored by two horizontal 
potentiometers placed near the top and bottom edges of the stub. This rotation led to different 
displacement ductility factors actually achieved by the top and bottom halves of the pile units, as 

is illustrated in Fig. 2.30. 

The actual displacement ductility factors for the top and bottom halves of all the pile test units, I!t 
and J.1b, respectively, were calculated. The I!t or J.1b which represented the worst condition was 
listed in the load-displacement hysteresis loops for the corresponding unit. Note that the I!t or J.1b 

listed was selected from the peak of either the first or the second loading cycle, whichever gave the 
larger absolute value. It can be seen in Figs. 2.24 to 2.29 that in most of the units, as the nominal 



Fig. 2.30 - Unsymmetrical Plastic Hinging Due to Rotation of Central Stub 

Table 2.6 - Theoretical Ultimate Lateral Loads and Theoretical Flexural Strengths for the Pile 

Test Units 

Unit Method A Method C, R=3 Method C, R=5 

P H (kN) M (kNm) H (kN) M(kNm) H (kN) M (kNm) 

1 318.34 254.67 339.35 271.48 370.00 296.00 

2 301.10 240.88 374.53 299.62 386.61 309.29 

3 331.76 265.41 353.26 282.61 385.11 308.09 

4 325.54 260.43 419.99 335.99 425.75 340.60 

5 279.50 223.60 385.74 308.59 391.85 313.48 

6 214.10 171.28 445.98 356.78 451.54 361.23 
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displacement ductility factor (J.L) increased, the percentage difference between J.L and J.Lt or J.Lb became 
larger. Depending on the rotation of the central stub, J.Lt or J.Lb could reach twice J.L. 

Table 2.6 lists the theoretical ideal lateral loads for all of the pile test units prior to being affected 
by the P-A effect, together with the corresponding theoretical ideal flexural strengths. 

The lateral load - curvature diagrams for both the top and bottom plastic hinges of Units PI to P6 

are shown in Figs. 2.31 to 2.36. It was expected that some rotation of the central stub would occur 
which resulted in an unequal curvatures at the top and bottom plastic hinges, and made worse by the 
unequal magnitude of P e in the positive and negative loading cycles. 

Fig. 2.31 illustrates that the top plastic hinge of Unit PI underwent considerable plastic rotation 
during the negative loading cycles, whereas most of the plastic rotation at the bottom plastic hinge 
mainly occurred during the positive loading cycles. Fig. 2.32 (Unit P2) shows rather symmetrical 
plastic hinge rotations above and below the stub caused by the positive and negative loading cycles. 
A similar behaviour to Unit P2 also occurred for Units P3 and P4 (see Figs. 2.33 and 2.34). The top 
plastic hinge of Unit P5 had slightly more plastic rotation during the negative loading cycles and 
the other way round for the top hinge, as can be seen in Fig. 2.35. Both plastic hinges of Unit P6 

suffered intense damage during either direction of the loading cycles, see Fig. 2.36. 

2.8.3 Curvature Profiles of Pile Test Units 
Curvature profiles for Units PI to P6 are presented in Figs 2.37 to 2.42, respectively. Those profiles 
consist of curvature values obtained, at each peak displacement ductility factor, along the length of 
the pile up to about 570 rnm above and below the central stub. The variations in the curvature values 
with loading, immediately above and below the central stub, have the same characteristics as the 
lateral load - curvature diagrams. 

It is evident from the curvature profiles of Unit PI in Fig. 2.37 that a concentration of plastic 
rotation occurred at the top plastic hinge during the negative loading cycles and at the bottom 
plastic hinge during the positive loading cycles. This confirms the S-shaped deformation of Unit PI 

which occurred at large displacement ductility factors. Note that in most of the loading cycles the 
curvatures immediately below the central stub are smaller than those at the next gauge length 
further down. Unit P2 had larger curvatures at the bottom plastic hinge when fQ±7.6, whereas for 
Unit P3 this occurred when J.Q:2.8. Unit P4 had rather well spread curvatures along both the top and 
bottom plastic hinges. From the curvature profiles of Unit P5 in Fig. 2.41, a tendency towards an S
shaped deformation is apparent. Unit P6 had curvature profiles that are well spread up to the 
positions of the furthest potentiometers above and below the central stub. 

2.8.4 Moment-Curvature Curves of Pile Test Units 
For each pile unit the theoretical monotonic moment-curvature curve, calculated based on Mander et 
al.(21) concrete stress-strain curve (for R=3) for confined sections, was obtained. The theoretical 
moment-curvature curve was calculated using the computer program MOMENT described in Section 
4.7 and in Appendix B. On the same curve, experimental moment-curvature points at the peaks of 
the inelastic cycles were plotted for both loading directions and for the top and bottom plastic 
hinges. Note that if the points of the same J.L from the top and bottom hinges coincide, only those of 
the top plastic hinge are plotted, and if more than one point from the positive and negative 
loadings coincide, only those from the positive loading are plotted. Note that Unit PI underwent an 
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S-shaped deformation, and hence some of the measured moment-curvature points were excluded 
since the moments and the corresponding curvatures had different directions. 

A theoretical cyclic moment-curvature graph obtained using the computer program PSCOL(21,51) was 
also plotted for each pile test unit for comparison with the corresponding theoretical monotonic 
moment-curvature relations. 

Figs. 2.43 to 2.48 illustrate the moment-curvature curves of Units PI to P6, respectively, together 
with their experimental points. There is significant scatter of the experimentally measured 
moments at the peaks of cyclic loading above and below the theoretical monotonic moment
curvature relations. For Unit PI the maximum measured curvature exceeded the predicted ultimate 
curvature, and for Units P2 and P3 the measured curvatures approached the predicted ultimate 
values. For Units P4, P5 and P6 the measured curvatures were less than the predicted ultimate 
curvatures. The spirals in Units PI and P2 were from Grade 275 steel and in Units P3 to P6 were from 
hard drawn steel wire. Spiral fracture was observed only for Units P3, P4 and P6. It is evident that 
the computer program tended to underestimate the ultimate curvatures available from piles 
confined with Grade 275 steel and tended to overestimate the ultimate curvatures available from 
piles confined by hard drawn steel wire .. see Section 4.6 for the definition of the theoretical 
ultimate curvature used in the computer program MOMENT. 

The comparison between the theoretical monotonic and cyclic moment-curvature curves of Units P1, 
P2 and P3, showed that at low curvatures the monotonic curve serves well as the cyclic envelope, but 
at large curvatures the cyclic envelope curve underestimates the monotonic moment-curvature curve. 
For Units P4 and P5 a good agreement between the monotonic and cyclic envelope curves is observed . 

. The cyclic envelope moment-curvature curve of Unit P6 slightly overestimates the monotonic curve 
at low curvatures, and at large curvatures the opposite phenomenon occurs. 

2.8.5 Transverse Steel Strains of Pile Test Units 

2.8.5.1 General 
The transverse steel strains, measured by the strain gauges on the spirals marked A and B, 
respectively, at each peak of the displacement ductility factor, are plotted together with the yield 
strain of the corresponding spiral steel in Figs. 2.49 to 2.60. Some missing portions of the lines in the 
diagrams of the transverse strain profiles were due to the failure of some strain gauges while 
testing. 

The confinement and shear strains obtained from the transverse strains during testing are plotted 
separately for the negative and positive loading cycles. The full and dashed lines denote the 
strains obtained from the first and second loading cycles, respectively. 

2.8.5.2 Confinement Strain Distributions 
Distributions of the measured confinement strains for Units PI to P6 are presented individually in 
Figs 2.49 to 2.54. The yield strain of the corresponding spiral steel is marked as a vertical dashed
dotted line on each direction of the loading cycle. 

Unsymmetrical behaviour between the top and bottom plastic hinges is apparent in some of the test 
units, such as in Units P1 and P3. In most of the cases, the yield strain of the spiral steel was 
reached when the piles underwent inelastic loading cycles. 
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In Unit Pl, the plastic hinging concentrated above the central stub. The spiral steel below the 
central stub, as can be seen in Fig. 2.49, hardly yielded. Concentration of the radial pressure on the 
core concrete above the stub caused the spiral steel yielding to spread up the pile to about 525 mm 
above the face of the stub. The relatively low volumetric ratio of the Grade 275 spiral steel in Unit 
Pl would have accounted for that. 

Compared to Unit Pl, Unit P2 had a much better confinement strain distribution between the top and 
bottom plastic hinges, but the radial pressure was slightly greater in the core concrete of the top 
plastic hinge, especially at a distance about 175 mm above the face of the central stub. 

The spirals of Units P3 to P6 were of Grade 485 hard-drawn wire which had a relatively high yield 
strain at the 0.2% proof stress. The spiral steel above the central stub of Unit P3 did not yield at all, 
since a concentration of yielding occurred below the stub. Yielding of the spiral steel in Unit P3 
commenced at a much earlier stage of loading (at ~=±3.7). In Units P4 to P6, the onset of the spiral 
yielding did not occur until the last 2 to 6 loading cycles before the test was terminated. The reason 
was obviously due to the smaller volumetric content of the spiral steel in Unit P3 compared to that 
in Units P4 to P6. In Unit P6, because of the application of the high axial load level, yielding of the 
spirals spread further along the pile than in the other pile units. 

2.8.5.3 Shear Strain Distributions 
The measured shear strain distributions for Units Pl to P6 are shown in Figs. 2.55 to 2.60, 
respectively. In some of the units the yield strength of the spiral steel is not drawn since it is 
outside the diagrams. 

It was expected that the low volumetric content of the spiral steel in Unit Pl would result in a very 
large shear strains, as illustrated in Fig. 2.55. It can also be seen from the same figure that some of 
the data readings were so large that they were beyond the capacity of the strain gauge elongation, 
and thus caused the failure of the strain gauges. Only spiral steel below the central stub of Unit P2 
suffered yielding. Note that Unit P2 had 43% more spiral steel than Unit Pl. None of the spiral 
steel in Units P3 to P5 yielded due to shear. In Unit P6 the spiral steel just yielded during the last 
two loading cycles before the test was ended. Although Unit P3 contained much less spiral steel, 
and there was a concentration of shear strains below the central stub, the shear strains in the spiral 
steel towards the end of the test remained below the yield strain. 

2.9 DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

2.9.1 General 
The non-symmetrical plastic hinge behaviour inmost of the pile units was to be expected. The cause 
was not only due to the non-constant P e applied during the tests but also due to the presence of a stub 

at the mid-length which simulated the pile cap. The central stub could rotate as the lateral load 
was applied to it, leading to different displacement ductility factors achieved by. the top and 
bottom halves of the pile unit. 

Crushing of concrete generally commenced in the piles at a displacement ductility factor. of about 

~=2. 

The buckling of tendons at large pile displacements in the inelastic range is inevitable when the 
curvature of piles is large no matter how close the spirals are spaced. However the buckling of the 
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tendons in Unit PI would have occurred at a later stage of testing if the spirals had been properly 
spaced according to the specified pitch, i.e. 50 mm or 4 db, where db is the tendon diameter. The 

spiral spacings of 50, 40, 35 and 30 mm used in this test series were found to be adequate to prevent 
premature buckling of tendons. A spiral spacing of 4 db for prestressed concrete piles in potential 

plastic hinge regions is recommended. 

2.9.2 Transverse Spiral Reinforcement 
The distinct differences between the behaviour of spirals from Grade 275 steel and Grade 485 hard
drawn wire were exhibited in this test series. 

In members that have limited amounts of transverse spiral steel, Grade 275 steel is preferred to 
hard-drawn wire because the unit confined by Grade 275 steel exhibits ductile behaviour even when 
at large deflections its lateral load carrying capacity is reduced, whereas the unit confined by hard 
drawn wire tends to fail in a brittle manner. An example of this comparison can be found in Units PI 
and P3. Both units contained confining steel which was 58 ..... 59% of the Code(30) specified level for 
ductile members, using Grade 275 steel and Grade 485 hard-drawn wire, respectively. Both units 
behaved almost similarly up to J1=3.7 ..... 3.8 when the load carrying capacity was still satisfactory. 
Unit P3 failed suddenly at the next loading cycle with the fracture of two of the spiral bars, 
whereas Unit PI sustained another seven loading cycles, at which managed to reach J1=7.5 before 
the test was terminated. 

The ductile behaviour of Unit PI was due to the characteristic of the stress-strain curve of Grade 275 
steel which had a long yield plateau and also a very large fracture strain (about 40%), and thus 
fracture of the spiral steel was prevented. In contrast with Grade 275 steel, the stress-strain curve of 
hard-drawn wire had no yield plateau and a low fracture strain (about 11%). The modified Code 
recommended equation, i.e. Eq. 2-1 or 2-2, which was used to calculate the spiral steel contents of all 
the pile test units, was obtained from research based on hot-rolled transverse steel which had yield 
strength less than 400 MPa and had stress-strain characteristics similar to Grade 275 steel used in 
Unit Pl. Thus it is inappropriate to calculate the transverse steel content from Eq. 2-1 or 2-2 for 
members of limited ductility type if the transverse steel is not hot-rolled and has a very high yield 
strength. Research is currently being conducted at the University of Canterbury to determine 
suitable coefficients for the equations to calculate the volumetric ratio of transverse steel (low or 
high strength) for limited ductility members(47). 

In compression members having confinement steel levels equal to or larger than the Code required 
amount for ductile members, for example in Units P4, P5 and P6, hard-drawn wire as the spiral steel 
gave satisfactory performance. Fracture of .the spiral did occur in Units P4 and P6, but that fracture 
occurred at a very large displacement ductility factors that are unlikely to be encountered in a real 
situation. It is worth noting that Unit P2, which was confined using Grade 275 steel to a slightly 
less amount than required by the Code, performed as well as its counterparts (Units P4 and P5) 
without fracture of the spiral steel. 

2.9.3 Plastic Hinge Region 
As it has been mentioned earlier that the length of the potential plastic hinge regions confined in 
all of the units (450 mm) followed that specified for piles according to Section 12.5.2;2 of NZS 3101. 
The requirement is independent of the level of the axial load applied and is less stringent than the 
requirements in Section 6.5.4.1 of the same Code for columns or piers. 
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Observation of the failure of the pile units leads to the conclusion that the confined potential 
plastic hinge length of 450 mm was sufficient for piles that were subjected to an axial load of 0.3 
fc'Ag or less. The extent of damage in those piles (e.g. Units PI to PS) was within the plastic hinge 

regions provided. The fracture of some of the spiral steel bars at about 200 and 280 mm below the 
central stub of Unit P3, and at about 150 mm above the central stub of Unit P4, was well within the 
plastic hinge length. 

However, this was not the case for Unit P6 which was subjected to a higher axial load of 0.5 fc'Ag. 

The damage of this unit towards the end of the test propagated beyond the confined plastic hinge 
region and fracture of the spiral bar occurred just outside the plastic hinge region at 480 mm below 
the face of the stub. Figs. 2.23 c and d (photos of Unit P6 at the end of the test) illustrate this 
situation very clearly. 

For piles the positions of the critical (plastic hinge) regions are at the connection between piles and 
pile caps, and at region of maximum bending moment in the embedded length of the pile 
particularly where an interface of soft and hard layers of soil exists. However, the exact 
distribution of moments along the entire buried length of piles cannot normally be determined 
accurately, due to the uncertain condition of the soil layers which may be different from what had 
been predicted in the soil investigations. In addition the driven length of piles might not be known 
exactly when the piles are designed. Hence for piles it would appear to be necessary to carry some 
confining steel along the most of the length of the piles. 

2.9.4 Hysteretic Behaviour and Analytical Strength 
From the magnitude of J.l.t or I1b listed in Fig. 2.24 to 2.29 for the pile units, it is obvious that the 

plastic hinges were locally subjected to displacement ductility factors which were much higher 
than the nominal displacement ductility factor, 11. This proves that the pile test units here were 
able to undergo large plastic rotation without brittle failure at an early stage, except for Unit P3. 

It can be seen from Figs. 2.24 to 2.29 that the theoretical flexural strengths A are well below the 
measured strengths for all the pile units up to the expected displacement ductility factors. The 
strengths calculated using Method C for R=3 predicted well some of the measured peak loads at low 
displacement ductility factors, for example, for Units PI, P2, P3, P4 for positive loading cycles, and 
for Unit PS. For Unit P6 the theoretical strengths C overestimated the measured strengths. 

The theoretical strength calculated using Method C was based on the confined concrete stress-strain 
relationship proposed by Mander et a1.(21). The fact that the theoretical strengths C overestimated 
or did not predict well the measured strengths throughout the loading cycles was mainly due to the 
presence of the prestressing tendons. The theoretical strengths C above were calculated assuming 
that a constant effective stress after all losses, fse' was present in the tendons throughout the test. 

However, for prestressed members subjected to cyclic loading in the inelastic range, it is likely that 
fse would diminish as the large displacement cycles are applied. This was evident in all of the test 

units since once the tendons had buckled, they did not straighten next time when subjected to tension. 
Although the enhanced flexural strength was large in some of the pile test units, the actual 
theoretical flexural strength was somewhat below the analytical strength C for R=3, due to the loss 
of some prestress. 

Concerning the theoretical load-displacement and moment-curvature hysteresis loops, the fatness of 
these loops is related to the tendon cyclic stress-strain curve. The tendon stress-strain curve adopted 
here was of the elasto-plasttc type either in the tensile or in the compressive region, whereas in the 
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real situation the cyclic stress-strain curve of seven-wire tendon in compression is obviously close to 
the elastic type (see Section 4.4). However in general the loop shapes agree quite well. Note that 
the different agreement between the theoretical and measured hysteresis curve in the positive and 
negative loading cycles is due to the unsymmetrical application of the axial load. 

2.9.5 Tabulation of Moments, Yield Displacements and Ultimate Curvatures 
Obtained Analytically and Experimentally from Pile Tests 

Tables 2.7 and 2.8 compare the theoretical and experimental maximum moments, yield 
displacements and ultimate curvatures for the pile units. 

Table 2.7 - Theoretical and Experimental Maximum Moments for Pile Units 

UNIT MA Mmax (kNm) Mmax,thr Mmax,exI: Mmax,exE 
(kNm) Theory Exp. MA MA Mmaxthr 

PI 254.67 281.23 318.12 1.10 1.25 1.13 
P2 240.88 299.62 330.26 1.24 1.37 1.10 
P3 265.41 289.93 336.64 1.09 1.27 1.16 
P4 260.43 336.33 330.69 1.29 1.27 0.98 
P5 223.60 309.02 332.63 1.38 1.49 1.08 
P6 171.28 359.57 399.85 2.10 2.33 1.11 

Table 2.8 - Theoretical and Experimental Values of Yield Displacement and Ultimate Curvature of 
Pile Units 

UNIT L\r(mm) ay,exp ejlu (rad/m) $u,exp 
Theory Exp. A;,thr Theory Exp.* ejlu thr 

PI 5.85 6.4 1.09 0.1426 0.3655 2.56 
P2 5.55 6.3 1.14 0.2506 0.2290 0.91 
P3 6.16 7.7 1.25 0.1375 0.1348 0.98 
P4 5.87 7.3 1.24 0.3287 0.1695 0.52 
P5 5.69 5.6 0.98 0.3364 0.2140 0.64 
P6 4.08 4.3 1.05 0.2964 0.2120 0.72 

* Note fracture of spirals occurred only for Units P3, P4 and P6. 

In other case the maximum curvature reached in the test is listed. 

The moments, MA' in Table 2.7 were calculated using Method A explained previously, and the 

theoretical maximum moments were obtained from the moment-curvature relationship for the 
critical section using confined concrete properties. 

The theoretical yield displacements in Table 2.8 were calculated using the computer program 
PSCOL (see Section 4.7 and Appendix B) created by Mander(21) and modified by WhUtaker(51), by 

replacing the octagonal cross section with a circular one which had the same diameter for the core 

section and the same gross section area. 
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2.10 CONCLUSIONS 

The piles had a 400 mm octagonal cross section and were tested subjected to axial load and cyclic 
flexure which simulated severe seismic loading. The conclusions drawn from the experimental study 
of the six prestressed concrete pile units tested are as follows: 

(1) The New Zealand code equations for the volumetric ratio of spiral confining steel for ductile 
columns or piers, modified to take into account the effect of prestressing (Eq. 2-1 or 2-2) were 
found more than adequate for prestressed concrete piles, with an axial load level of 
Pe/fc'Ag=0.5 or lower, confined either by Grade 275 reinforcing steel or by Grade 485 hard 

drawn steel wire. Displacement ductility factor higher than 10 were reached by Units P2, P4, 
P5 and P6 without severe loss of their load carrying capacity. 

(2) The Grade 485 hard drawn steel which has a low fracture strain is not suitable to be used as 
transverse spiral confinement steel in prestresed concrete piles having confining steel 
quantities less than 60% of that specified by the New Zealand code. The failure caused by 
fracture of the spiral steel is brittle and sudden. This is clearly shown in the behaviour of 
Unit P3. It is concluded that the magnitude of the fracture strain and the shape of the stress
strain curve of the transverse spiral steel play an important role in the behaviour and 
ductility of members. 

(3) For prestressed concrete piles having confining steel quantities less than that specified by the 
New Zealand code, Grade 275 steel which has a long yield plateau and high fracture strain is 
recommended to be used as the spiral steel. For such piles the failure is not brittle and sudden, 
and ample warning is obvious, as illustrated by Unit P1 proved these phenomena. Again, the 
magnitude of the fracture strain and also the long yield plateau are concluded to have 
participated in the behaviour and ductility of Unit P1. 

(4) The development length for prestressing tendons specified by ACI 318-83 or NZS 3101 was 
shown to be sufficient to permit the development of the flexural strength in the pile series 
tested here. The pull-in of the tendons after the termination of the tests was minor and it did 
not cause a reduction of the flexural strength. 

(5) The spacing of spiral steel in prestressed concrete piles having seven-wire tendons is 
recommended to be not more than 4 db, where db is the nominal tendon diameter. This spiral 

spacing is sufficient to prevent premature buckling of tendons during cyclic loading in the 
inelastic range. Spiral spacing less than 4 db will be more advantageous in preventing the 

buckling of tendons, but such small spacing might hinder the placement of the concrete. 

(6) Nonpretressed longitudinal steel is not needed to improve the ductility of prestressed concrete 
piles provided that enough confinement from transverse reinforcement is presence. However, 
nonprestressed longitudinal steel may be needed as starter bars at the pile - pile cap 
connection. 

(7) The length of the confined plastic hinge region adopted in all of the pile units tested here 
followed the code provision for piles (Section 12.5.2 of NZS 3101). This provision does not 
take into account the effect of the axial load. For units having external axial compressive 
load of 0.3 fc'Ag' the length of the plastic hinge where the required confinement is provided is 
barely satisfactory. The same length of plastic hinge for units subjected to 0.5 fc'A g 
compressive axial load is not sufficient at all. It is recommended that the length of the 
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confined region specified by the Code be increased by 50% when (Pe/f,:'Ag + fcp/fc'> exceeds 

0.3. 



CHAPTER THREE 

TESTS AND ANALYSES OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILE ~ PILE 
CAP CONNECTIONS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

It has been common practice to connect precast prestressed concrete piles to reinforced concrete pile 
caps using nonprestressed steel reinforcing bars. These steel bars which are usually bent outwards 
(see Fig. 3.2b) can be either extended from within the pile by stripping the pile head concrete, or 
inserted into grouted holes as dowel bars within the pile head. Additional anchorage if reqUired is 
obtained by embedding the extended tendons within the pile cap. 

Some research has been carried out on the performance of individual steel bar(8) and tendon(9) 
embedded in concrete under applied tensile force. However, not much research has been conducted on 

full-scale pile to pile cap connections subjected to flexural cyclic loading. Inspection of pile - pile 
cap connections immediately after earthquakes has shown that some reinforced concrete piles broke 
out of the cap or abutment(43) and the others(40) failed due to inadequate anchorage of the main 
reinforcing bars. 

Six full-scale tests on prestressed concrete piles connected to reinforced concrete pile caps were 
conducted to investigate the adequacy of the development length of reinforcing steel bars and/or 
tendons which act as anchorages for the connection. Three main types of connection which are used 
in practice were chosen, namely: (1) precast prestressed piles embedded in pile caps, (2) stripped 
pile heads with the projecting steel bars and/or tendons embedded in pile caps, and (3) steel dowels 
as the connection device between precast prestressed piles and reinforced concrete pile caps. The test 
units were subjected to a compressive axial load and to a cyclically lateral force simulated 
earthquake loading. Details of the connections, loading arrangements and properties of the test 
units can be found later in this chapter. 

3.2 DESIGN OF THE PILE - PILE CAP CONNECTIONS 

3.2.1 Previously Recommended Details for Pile - Pile Cap Connections 

(a) MWD Standard Specifications(25) 

The Ministry of Works and Development, in the standard design drawings for 400 mm octagonal 

prestressed concrete piles, recommend two types of pile to pile cap connection. The first type 
involves casting the end of the pile in the pile cap. The second type involves stripping back the pile 
concrete at the end of the pile and casting the exposed reinforcement in the pile cap. These two 
types of connection are illustrated in Fig. 3.1. 

(b) Suggested Details of Connections by Sheppard(46) 

Sheppard has proposed several types of pile to pile cap connection, with reference to the tests 
carried out by the Concrete Technology Associates(8,9), Tacoma, Washington. Fig. 3.2 shows the 

suggested connections. There are four types of pile - pile cap connection depicted in the figure. The 
first three types involve jack hammering the pile to cut off elevation to expose the prestressing 
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tendons. For the first type of connection, the 2-ft (610 mm) long exposed strands are unravelled to 
form a broom-like shape. For the second type, the exposed strands are bent 90° outwards at a height 
of 610 mm from the cut-off elevation. For the third type, the exposed strands (3 ft or 914 mm long) 

are left straight. 

Fig. 3.2b shows the fourth connection type. Flex tube dowel sleeves are cast in the pile within the 

spiral of transverse reinforcement. The reinforcing anchor dowels are then placed inside the sleeves 
as deep as the development length (ld) required for the corresponding reinforcing bar and grouted in 

place. 

Note that in the pile - pile cap connections suggested by Sheppard, no transverse reinforcement is 
mentioned or recommended within the region of pile embedded in the pile cap. 

3.2.2 Outline of the Pile - Pile Cap Test Specimens 
The pile to pile cap connections tested in this research project, because of the reinforcement 

arrangement in the cap and the loading frame set-up, was a simulation of a pile at the edge of a 
group of piles that share a common pile cap. The outline of the pile and cap is shown in Fig. 3.3. 

The variables investigated in this test series were the type of connection between the piles and the 

pile caps, and the longitudinal steel in the piles. The connection details tested were based on the 
recommendations of the MWD(25) and Sheppard(46), with some modifications. Details of the six 

pile - pile cap specimens, PCl to PC6, are shown in Figs. 3.4 to 3.6. 

3.2.3 Design of the Piles 
All the piles in the six pile - pile cap connection specimens were designed basically in accordance 
with the requirements of the Standard Bridge Designs of the Ministry of Works and Development 
and the provisions for transverse reinforcement of the New Zealand concrete design code(30). 

The only variable in the piles of the pile - pile cap specimens was the longitudinal steel. Four of 
the six units (PCl, PC3, PCS and PC6) were prestressed, containing ten 12.5 mm diameter seven-wire 
strands to give a ratio of the total strand area to the gross section area of the pile of Pt=0.007. The 

other two units (PC2 and PC4) contained, in addition to the ten 12.5 mm diameter strands, ten 20 mm 

diameter Grade 275 nonprestressed deformed steel bars which gave a ratio of the nonprestressed 
steel area to the gross section area of the pile of Pst=0.0237 in addition to Pt. The arrangement of 

longitudinal steel in the piles is shown in Fig. 3.3. 

The transverse reinforcement content and arrangement was identical for each pile unit except Unit 

PC6. For Unit PC6, the volumetric ratio of spiral steel around the four dowel bars embedded in the 

pile cap was about one-half of that within the pile plastic hinge region, and there was no 
connection between the spiral steel of those two regions. In all other units the spiral steel in the pile 
continued in the pile cap to the end of the prestressing strands. 

The design provision of NZS 3101 for the length of the potential plastic hinge region for 

columns/piers instead of for piles was adopted here. That plastic hinge length depends on whether 
P e is less than or greater than 0.3 fe'Ag' where fe' and Ag were the concrete compressive strength and 

gross area of the member cross section, respectively. In these units the axial compressive load on the 
piles was less than 0.3 fe'Ag if the prestressing steel force is not included, but greater than 0.3 (Ag if 

the prestressing force is taken into account. The plastic hinge length assuming P e<0.3 fe'Ag would be 
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the greater of the section dimension (400 mm) or the lenl?th of member where the moment exceeded 
0.8 of the Mmax (560 mm), whereas assuming P e>0.3 fc Ag would be one and a half of that for the 

former case. In these tests, the potential plastic hinge length was assumed to be 560 mm. 

The target level for the quantity of the transverse spiral steel for all the pile units within the 
potential plastic hinge regions was 90 to 100% of the NZS 3101 requirements, given by Eq. 2-1 or 2-2 
which included the prestressing force in the term for Pc' Elsewhere in the piles one-half of that 
amount was provided. Values of the parameter used in Eq. 2-1 or 2-2 were: Ag=132,550 mm2, 

Ac=90,792 mm2, fc'=45 MPa, fyh=275 MPa, P c/(fc'Ag)=0.2, fcp=7 MPa, and $=1. The transverse 

reinforcement was determined from the greater of Ps found from Eq. 2-1 or 2-2 using Eq. 2-5. Note that 

for transverse steel which restrains pre tensioned prestressing strands from buckling, it was found in 
previous research(10,34) that the centre-to-centre spacing of the transverse steel should be not 
greater than 4 db' where db = diameter of the prestressing strand. 

Grade 275 plain round steel bar of 12 mm diameter at 47 mm pitch was used for the spirals. 
Anchorage of the spiral steel within the length of the piles was achieved by welded laps. The 
actual Ps was 0.0293 which was 92% of the Ps=0.0326 calculated from Eq. 2-1 using the specified 

material properties. 

3.2.4 Design of the Connections 
Three basic types of pile to pile cap connection were investigated by the six pile - pile cap units 
illustrated in Figs. 3.4 to 3.6. 

(a) Pile - Pile Cap Units PCl and PC2 
The details of these two pile - pile cap connections were similar to that recommended by the 
MWD(25). The precast concrete pile of Unit PCl contained ten 12.5 mm diameter pretensioned 
tendons, whereas the pile of Unit PC2 contained ten D20 bars of Grade 275 steel in addition to the 
ten tendons. The other details of Units PCl and PC2 were identical. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.4, the end of precast concrete piles was embedded over a 800 mm length in the 
cast-in-place pile cap. A light spiral cage, from 010 - Grade 275 steel bar, was placed around the 
pile in the pile cap. This spiral cage was held in position by two sets of steel brackets which in tum 
were attached to the sides of the pile by means of screws. The surfaces of the embedded ends of the 
piles were scabbled in accordance with type "B" construction joint as required by the New Zealand 
Code NZS 3109:1980(31), to give a surface roughness with an amplitude of apprOXimately 3 mm. 

(b) Pile - Pile Cap Units PC3 and PC4 
The details of these two pile - pile cap connections were also similar to that recommended by the 
MWD. The quantity of longitudinal steel of Unit PC3 (prestressing steel only) and Unit PC4 
(prestressed plus nonprestressed steel) was similar to that of Units PCl and PC2, respectively. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.5, only the steel from the precast concrete pile was embedded over a 600 mm 
length in the cast-in-place pile cap. In practice the end of the precast pile would be jack-hammered 
to remove the concrete from the steel. However, jack-hammering was avoided in these laboratory 
specimens by blocking out the ends of the piles when they were precast to leave the required length 
of end steel exposed. The projecting prestressing strands and nonprestressed longitudinal steel bars 
were left straight and were surrounded by the same spirals as in the pile. The embedded length of 
the pile was 600 mm plus 50 mm seating. 
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(c) Pile - Pile Cap Unit PC5 
This connection detail was basically the same as that of Unit PC3, except that each projecting 
strand had within its length an "olive" shaped anchorage to aid development of the strand. Fig. 
3.5 shows the details of the connection and the olive shaped anchorage. The method of 
transforming a straight seven-wire tendon into an olive shaped anchorage is explained in detail in 
Section 3.3. The steel nut at the centre of the anchorage was at a distance of 600 rom from the soffit 
of the pile cap. The length of tendon beyond the anchorage was to prevent the anchorage from 
unravelling, and this length must be sufficient to permit twisting back the wires to their original 
strand form after the nut has been placed in position. 

(d) Pile - Pile Cap Unit PC6 
The connection model for Unit PC6 was a modified version of one of the connections proposed by 
Sheppard(46), with reference to the tests carried out by the Concrete Technology Associates(8,9), 
Tacoma, Washington. 

Two changes to Sheppard's proposals were made. Firstly, the hooks of the four D20 steel dowels 
(see Fig. 3.2b) were bent 90° inwards instead of outwards. The inwards bent hooks have been shown 
in tests on beam-column joints to have a better performance when transferring the joint core shear 
forces by a diagonal compression strut mechanism(36). Secondly, the flex tube dowel sleeves were 
replaced by drilled in situ holes (40 rom diameter) and instead of neat cement-water grout, an epoxy 
resin was used. These changes were made because in practice often the exact elevation of the ends of 
piles after driving is not known because of the variables condition of soil strata. This makes the use 
of precast dowel sleeves impractical. Since the drilling produced a smooth surface in the holes, 
epoxy resin was used to give better bond. Fig. 3.6 shows the detail of the connection and the pile cap 
reinforcement. The spiral steel in the pile cap was separated from that in the pile within the 
plastic hinge region (not shown in Fig. 3.6), and the amount was one-half of the amount of the spiral 
steel within the plastic hinge. The length of the dowel bars embedded in the pile was equal to the 
development length of the D20 bar according to NZS 3101, namely 480 rom. The bends of the end 
hooks within the pile cap also followed the requirements of NZS 3101. 

3.2.5 Design of the Pile Caps 
The pile caps were designed with the following points in mind: 
(a) The pile cap was to be designed to withstand a moment resulted from the overstrength moment 

of the pile. 
(b) No flexural reinforcement in the cap was to pass through the embedded part of the pile. This 

was to reduce the congestion of reinforcement, and to avoid the pile end in Units PCl andPC2. 
(c) Punching shear was not a problem. The axial load on the pile was resisted by a reaction at the 

far free end of the pile cap in line with the longitudinal axis of the pile (see Fig. 3.17). 
(d) The joint core was the embedded pile end. The spiral and longitudinal steel in the pile end 

would help to resist the joint shear. 
(e) The ends of the flexural reinforcement in the pile cap were attached at one end to the steel 

loading frame (see Fig. 3.17). Therefore the positions of the longitudinal reinforcement in the 
pile cap were arranged such that they matched the holes in the end plate of the loading 
frame, and enlarged ends of the bars were threaded for connection to the loading frame. 

Flexural overstrength factors as a function of axial load levels, developed empirically by Ang(2) 
were adopted to calculate the enhanced moment capacity of the pile in order to determine the 
required flexural strength of the pile cap. The relationship is in the form of: 
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where P is the total (external and prestress) axial load carried by the unit, and Mi is the ideal 

moment capacity of the pile. Eq. 3-1 was plotted by Ang together with the experimental data from 

tests on reinforced concrete columns which were conducted at the University of Canterbury. The 
experimental data points fall within ±15% of the equation. 

To be conservative, the upperbound limit of Eq. 3-1 was used. On this basis, for an axial load ratio of 
0.2 fc'Ag' a compressive stress in the concrete due to prestress of 7 MPa, and a concrete compressive 

strength of the pile of 45 MPa, the overstrength factor would be 1.47 or rounded up to be 1.50. 

The ideal moment capacities of the pile - pile cap interfaces were assumed to be those of the piles, 

namely: 240 kNm for Units PCl, PC3, PC5 and PC6; and 305 kNm for Units PC2 and PC4. Hence the 
pile caps were designed to have ideal moment strengths of 360 kNm in the case of PCl, PC3, PC5 and 

PC6, and 458 kNm in the case of PC2 and PC4. 

The amount of flexural reinforcement required in the pile caps was then calculated. This led to 

eight D24 bars for pile caps of Units PCl, PC3, PC5 and PC6, arranged symmetrically with four bars 
at the top and four bars at the 'bottom of each cap. A similar arrangement was used for pile caps of 

Units PC2 and PC4, except that D24 bars were replaced by D28 bars owing to higher moment 

capacity needed. 

In order to allow for the loading and counterweight frames to be attached at the sides of the cap, 
the ends of the reinforcement bars had to be threaded (see Figs. 3.6 and 3.17). At the loading frame 

end of the cap, where the moment was transferred fully from the pile to the pile cap, D40 bars of 290 

mm length were welded to the ends of the D24 or D28 bars and were threaded to fit 34.9 mm steel 

nuts. 

Even though the height of the cap (928 mm) did not exceed 1 m, face steel in accordance with NZS 

3101 was provided. That is, two D12 longitudinal bars were placed at each side of the pile cap. 

The shear force transferred across the pile cap was conservatively assumed to be half of the 
external applied compressive axial load, that is 0.1 fc'Ag. Calculations for the shear reinforcement 

were carried out based on the recommendation of NZS 3101 and assuming that fc'=30 MPa for the 

concrete cap. The result was four-leg stirrups of R12 Grade 275 steel placed at 300 mm spacing. 

Fig. 3.6 illustrates the details of the pile caps used for all units together with the connection details 

for Unit PC6. 

3.3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE PILE - PILE CAP TEST UNITS 

3.3.1 General 
The PC units were constructed in four stages. The first stage, conducted in the Civil Engineering 

laboratory of the University of Canterbury, involved the fabrication of the pile reinforcing cages. 

The second stage involved the pre tensioning of strands and the casting of concrete for the piles and 
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was carried out in the stressing bed of a commercial precast concrete factory, Precision Precasting 
(Canty) Ltd. of Christchurch. The third and fourth stages were carried out again at the University 
of Canterbury and involved the preparation and the construction of the pile caps and the 
connections. 

3.3.2 First Stage 
Most of the activities of the first stage were similar to those of the previous series of pile test 
explained in Section 2.3.2. 

The spirals were placed around a jig formed from four temporary longitudinal bars. At one end of the 
jig a 12 mm thick octagonal steel plate, which had two l-in (25.4 mm) diameter bolts protruding out 
for the top bearing plate and jack attachment, was fitted to the temporary longitudinal bars by 
means of four 10 mm nuts. At the other end of the jig, after the spiral reinforcement had been placed 
around the jig and tied into position, an octagonal dummy plate made of plywood was slotted in 
through the four temporary longitudinal bars and positioned at the required location. 

The spirals for all of the pile units consisted of Grade 275 plain steel reinforcement of 12 mm 
diameter. Each spiral steel bar was 9 m in length. It was joined to the next length after 9 or 10 turns 
of spiral by means of welding 100 mm long laps. 

Electrical foil strain gauges with a 5-mm gauge length were attached at appropriate locations on 
the spiral steel. Refer to Section 3.5.1 for further detail about strain gauge instrumentation. 

In the case of Units PC 2 and PC4, after all the strain gauging work for the spiral steel had been 
completed, 10 nonprestressed longitudinal steel bars (D20) were placed in the spiral cage. The four 
temporary longitudinal bars making up the jigs for Units PCZ and PC4 were then untied and removed 
from the spi'ral cages. 

The completed spiral cages were then transported to the precast concrete factory for the next 
construction stage. 

3.3.3 Second Stage 
The prestressing bed at Precision Precasting (Canty) Ltd. could only accommodate two of the units at 
a time. Therefore the six spiral cages were grouped into three pairs, namely: Units PCl and PC2, 
PC3 and PC4, and PC5 and PC6, respectively. The overall procedure is shown in Fig. 3.7. 

The prestressing procedure was similar to that of the previous pile test series and is explained in 
detail in Section 2.3.3. Fig. 3.9 displays the relationships for the measured tendon stress and 
measured average tendon elongation for the piles in this series. 

For the piles of Units PC1, PC2, PC4 and PC6, the concrete was cast throughout the length of the pile 
from the steel end plate to the dummy end plate. Note that although the pile length from the 
soffit of the pile cap to the steel end plate was identical for each PC unit, the actual length of pile 
cast varied for each unit, depending on the type of the pile - pile cap connection. 

The length of pile cast for Units PCl and PC2, which had the same connection detail, was 3600 mm, 
this being 2800 mm the clear length of pile plus 800 mm for the embedded length within the pile 
cap. The length of pile cast for Units PC3 to PC6 was 2850 mm, this being 2800 mm for the clear 
length of pile plus 50 mm for the length of pile in the cap. However, beyond this length were 
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; . A pair of spiral cages ready for prctensioning 

b. Ready for casting concrete 

c. Ready for detensioning 

Fig. 3.7 - Second Stage of Construction of 

Pile - Pile Cap Units 

a . Octagonal rubber plate 
viewed from the pile region 

b. Wooden backing (more to 
install) and rubber plate 

c. After the concrete cast and the mould stripped 

Fig. 3.8 - Concrete Blocking Device Us g 
for Units PC3 and pes 
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protruding prestressing strands and D20 bars (for Unit PC4), tied to spiral steel and extending 600 to 
850 mm into the pile cap, except for Unit PC6 which later had separate dowel bars and spiral steel. 

For Units PC3 and PC5 which contained only prestressing strands, the concrete was blocked 
approximately at the required casting elevation. The blocking device, shown in Fig. 3.8, consisted of 
a 10 mm thick octagonal flexible rubber plate and several pieces of backing made of plywood. Holes 
for prestressing strands were punched on the rubber sheet in advance and a radial slit between each 
hole and the edge of the sheet was made to facilitate fitting. For Unit PC4 which contained 
nonprestressed longitudinal steel in addition to prestressing strands, the above blocking device was 
difficult to use due to congestion of the additional steel. Instead, the dummy wooden plate was used 
to block the concrete and to facilitate its placing the spiral steel was terminated approximately at 
the required position. 

Nevertheless for Units PC3, PC4 and PC5 a small scale jack-hammering job was inevitable at a later 
stage. After the removal of the blocking device, the concrete there was jack-hammered to obtain 
the correct elevation, and also in the case of Unit PC4 to expose one turn of the spiral steel so that it 
could be lap welded to the next coil of spiral steel. 

After prestressing had been carried out, the strands were tied to the spiral steel. Note that the 
dismantling system of the mould enabled all the prestressing strands but one at the very bottom to be 
tied to the spiral steel, as is shown in Fig. 3.7a. For all of the units but Units PC2 and PC4, the four 
temporary longitudinal bars forming the fabrication jig were then untied from the spirals and pulled 
out from the cage through the holes provided at the steel end plate. 

All the interior surfaces of the wooden moulds were oiled. The mould sides and tops were sealed to 
prevent concrete leakage. For each unit, ten potentiometer mounting rods which had polystyrene 
surrounds at both ends were placed at the appropriate locations and secured against further 
movement. Eight steel inserts of 16 mm diameter were installed in each unit. Two inserts were 
placed each at the bottom, top and both side surfaces of the unit. These inserts were later used to 
lift and manoeuvre the completed PC unit from the horizontal to the vertical position. 

The concrete for the piles was supplied to specification by Firth Certified Concrete Ltd., 
Christchurch. Further details concerning the concrete specification are given in Section 3.4.4. A 
slump test was conducted each time concrete was cast. Twelve concrete cylinders of 100 mm diameter 
x 200 mm high and three concrete prisms of lOOxlOOx472 mm were cast with each batch. The concrete 
was compacted by vibration. The concrete was cured using damp hemp sacks until the destressing 
was carried out approximately three days after casting. 

The procedures for the destressing and for taking Demec strain gauge readings were similar to those 
explained in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.5.3, respectively, for the previous series of test units. 

Having completed this construction stage, the piles were transported back to University. 

Table 3.1 summarizes the stresses due to prestress from initial jacking to the effective stress prior to 
testing and their losses. 

3.3.4 Third Stage 
The piles were prepared for the construction of their pile caps in the University laboratory. 



.1. 010 spirals tied to a pair of 
brackets in the embedded portion 
of pile of Unit PCl or PC2 

b. Close-up of type" "construction joint of 
pile of Unit PCl or PC2 

c. Embedded portion of pile of Unit 
PO in the mould for its pile cap 
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d. Each projecting strand 
transformed into "olive" 
shaped anchorage in pile of 
Unit PCS 

e. Close-up of the "olive" shaped anchorage 

f. 020 d owe l ba rs in 
p redrilled holes filled 
with epoxy esin (Unit PC6) 

Fig. 3.10 - Third Sta&e of Construction of Pile - Pile Cap Units 
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Table 3.1 - Measured Stresses and Losses in the Prestressing Tendons and Stresses in Concrete Due to 
Prestress for PC Units 

IJ') 
10 
'.t - ..... 

~ 

U PRESTRESSING STEEL CONCRETE 
N Jacking Immediately Immediately Stress at 
I Stress After Transfer Before Testing Stage of 
T (MPa) Stress Loss 

PC (%) (MPa) (%) 

1 1339 7.7 1236.1 22.9 
2 1339 5.4 1266.6 13.1 
3 1348 5.7 1271.0 19.6 
4 1348 5.2 1278.3 12.8 
5 1350 6.7 1259.9 22.0 
6 1350 6.4 1263.7 23.7 

Note: Design jacking stress = 1387MPa 

n 

Design stress at transfer = 1330 MPa 

Design stress before test = 1082 MPa 

Losses are expressed as a % of jacking stress 
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The embedded surfaces of Units PCl and PC2 were prepared as a type "B" construction joint in 
accordance with NZS 3109(31). A type B construction joint is a roughened concrete surface that has 
irregular depths of approximately 3 mm above and below the average level so as to be capable of 
developing substantial shear friction across the interface. Though scabbling is not preferred in the 
above mentioned Code, it was chosen as a convenient method for producing a type B construction 
joint. The scabbling was carried out using an air-compressed 17.5 mm diameter jack hammer. The 
result of the scabbling procedure is shown in Fig. 3.1ob. 

Two pre-made steel brackets (see Fig. 3.1oa) were secured at the predetermined position in the joint 
region of Units PCl and PC2 and coils of Dlo Grade 275 bar, having a spiral diameter of 600 mm, 

were then tied around these brackets. 

The ends of the piles of Units PC3, PC4 and PC5 were jack-hammered only to rectify the pile 
elevation. Also, as explained previously, in the case of the pile of Unit PC4 the jack-hammering 
had to expose the spiral steel so that the additional spiral steel to be placed around the protruding 
longitudinal bars could be lap welded to the end of the exposed spiral. 

For the pile of Unit PCS, after jack-hammering had been carried out, the projecting strands were 
untied from the spirals and the "olive" shaped anchorages formed. Then the strands were tied back 
to the spirals. The procedure for forming olive-shaped anchorages in unstressed strand is as follows: 
1. Determine the position of the anchorage centre on the strand. 
2. Place a boss around the strand at about 75 mm towards the pile from where the anchorage centre 

is to be. The boss can be replaced by tying wire. The function of the boss or tying wire is to stop 
the strand from unravelling beyond it. 

3. Unravel the strand from the end of the strand up to the boss. Note that a seven-wire strand 
consists of one straight wire in the middle surrounded by six others. Each of the outer six wire 
when unravelled forms curves close to sinusoidal shape with a wave length for 12.5 mm 
diameter strand of approximately 225 mm. 

4. Insert through the middle straight wire a 1/ rin (12.7 mm) nut and position the nut at the closest 

crest or trough point to the reqUired centre of the anchorage. Note, because of the limitation due 
to the wave length and the amplitude of the wave, nuts for bolts bigger than 1/2 in (12.7 mm) are 

inappropriate. 
5. Twist all the outer wires back to their original position one after another in sequence. To 

achieve this properly, the length of wires to be twisted needs to be at least 300 mm measured 
from the nut, or 225 mm (about one wave length) measured from the end of the olive. The length 
of the completed olive anchorage is about 150 mm. 

In the case of the pile of Unit PC6 the drilling of holes in the pile end was conducted at the 
University by a commercial firm. The four holes were 40 mm diameter and 530 mm in depth. Due to 
the presence of prestressing strands, spiral steel and potentiometer mounting rods, the holes could 
not be arranged symmetrically around the perimeter of a circle (see Fig. 3.11). The holes were not 
drilled directly beside the spiral steel so as to prevent the spiral from being cut while drilling. 
After the drilling had been completed, the holes were cleaned using a degrading agent named 
"zylol". With the pile in the vertical position, an epoxy resin mixture, consisting of 2 parts resin 
and 1 part hardener or curing agent, was then poured into the holes until the holes were half full. 
Then the D20 dowel bars were inserted into the holes and tied temporarily in position. The pouring 
of the epoxy resin was resumed until the holes were topped up. Some epoxy resin samples, in the 

form of cylinders 25 mm diameter x 55 mm high, were taken for compression tests. These samples 
were later machined to a height of 50 mm. After the epoxy resin set, the four dowel bars were tied 
to spiral steel (see Fig. 3.1of). 
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a. Pile cap PC3, PC4 or PCS with mould side yet to be installed 

b. Pile cap PCI or PC2 ready to pour concrete 

c. Completed and uncompleted PC units (note lying on trestles is the 
mould side with S70x4S0xl0 mm steel base plate attached on it) 

Fig. 3.12 - fourth Stage of Construction of Pile ... Pile Cap Units 
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3.3.5 Fourth Stage 
Both ends of the 024 and 028 Grade 275 flexural reinforcement bars of the pile caps for the units 
were threaded to enable the loading and counterweight frames to be attached to the ends of the pile 
cap. For the attachment of the counterweight frame, the ends of four of the eight bars were 
machined to have either a 22.2 mm diameter thread for the 024 bars, or a 25.4 mm diameter thread 
for the 028 bars, whereas the other four bars were bent through 90° within the pile cap. For the 
attachment of the loading frame, each of the other ends of all eight bars were welded to a 40 mm 
diameter bars with a 34.9 mm diameter thread. The reinforcement in each pile cap is illustrated in 

Fig. 3.6. 

The mould for the pile caps was constructed for the pile caps to be cast on their side, that is with the 
pile axis in the horizontal plane. In this manner no frame for holding the pile and no scaffolding 
was required. Four steel inserts of 16 mm diameter were cast in the concrete of the cap for lifting 
purposes. Fig. 3.12a shows the cap reinforcement in position. Nuts were screwed to the threaded 
ends of the flexural reinforcement that protruded through the mould, to prevent movement of the 
reinforcement cage during casting of concrete. 

Before the last mould side was fitted, a 10 mm thick rectangular steel plate, 570x450 mm in 
dimensions, was also installed at the centre of the base of the pile cap. This plate would later be 
used for the seating of the roller bearing under the base of the cap when the PC unit was under load 
in the OARTEC testing machine. After the last mould side had been installed, the lateral form ties 
were tightened. The mould was then sealed to prevent concrete leakage during casting. The inner 
surfaces of the cap mould had already been oiled before the installation of the reinforcement. Fig. 
3.12 illustrates part of the construction procedure of the fourth stage. 

3.4 MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF THE PILE - PILE CAP TEST UNITS 

3.4.1 Properties of Prestressing Steel 
The prestressing strands used in the piles of the PC units came from the same batch as for the 
previous pile test series. Hence the same stress~strain relationship as used in the analysis of that 
previous test series was adopted. Section 2.4.2 gives the properties of the prestressing steel and Fig. 
2.8 shows the tendon stress-strain curves. 

3.4.2 Properties of Reinforcing Steel 
Tensile tests were conducted on the Grade 275 020 steel which functioned as nonprestressed 
longitudinal bars in the piles of Units PC2 and PC4, and as dowel bars in the pile of Unit PC6, and 
also on the Grade 275 R12 steel which functioned as transverse spiral steel in all of the pile units. 
Fig. 3.13 shows the average measured stress~strain curves and properties of the 020 and R12 steel. 
For the details concerning the tensile testing of those steel bars, see Section 2.4.3. 

The material properties in compression are estimated from the tensile test results, as suggested by 
Mander at al.(21), as follows: 

f- = -f+ 
Y Y 

E - = E + 
S S 

csh = ey- - 05 (csh+ - ey+) 

(3-2) 

(3-3) 

(3-4) 
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(3-5) 

The ultimate compressive strain (esu) and stress (fsu) can be determined by considering the inelastic 

buckling characteristics of the reinforcement. Zahn et al.(54) has conducted an analytical study of 
the permissible compressive strain and stress in longitudinal reinforcing bars in relation to the hoop 
spacing to bar diameter ratio, s/db' in order to control buckling. From his study, it was determined 
that for Grade 275 steel that is restrained by hoops spaced less than 4 db: 

esu - = -0.07 (3-6) 

(3-7) 

3.4.3 Properties of Epoxy Resin 
The term epoxy resin is used in engineering to describe a two component resin-hardener mix. The 
most common ratio between the volumes of resin and hardener is 2 : 1. Information on the chemical 
properties and reactions of epoxy resin are given elsewhere(28). Epoxy resin in civil engineering is 
widely used for structural connections, concrete repairs, coatings for protection, grouts for anchorage, 
etc. 

A compression test was performed on the epoxy resin used for the dowel bars of Unit PC6 in this 
. project. The test samples were cylinders, cast to dimensions 25 mm diameter x 55 mm high and 

machined to a height of 50 mm. The purpose of machining was to obtain a flat top surface on the 
samples. A loading rate of 4.4 kN/minute was used, this being a standard rate for epoxy resin 
testing. The test results from three samples were averaged. The average longitudinal stress-strain 
curve is shown in Fig. 3.14. The "yield" stress is regarded as the stress value at 10% strain or 5 mm 
compression when failure takes place plasticaIly(28). The measured properties of the epoxy resin 
are shown in the figure. The stress-strain curve in the figure was obtained from the epoxy resin test 
samples which were 127 days old, which was the age of the epoxy resin when the testing of Unit 
. PC6 was carried out. 

3.4.4 Properties of Concrete 
The concrete in the prestressed piles had a target compressive strength of 45 MPa at 28 days. The 
specification for this concrete is outlined in Section 2.4.5. Induded in that section is the NZS 3101 
requirement for compressive strength to be reached by the concrete before the prestress can be 
transferred, fci" The actual concrete strengths at various stages, and the slumps measured before 

casting for the piles, are tabulated in Table 3.2. The actual concrete strength immediately after 
transfer of prestress to the piles of Units PCl and PC2 was about 10% less than the minimum required 
strength at that stage. However, at time of the destressing no adverse signs were observed. 

The concrete in the pile caps had a target compressive strength of 30 MPa at 28 days. The 
aggregate/cement ratio was 6.83 and the water/cement ratio was 0.55, both by weight. The 
maximum aggregate size was 19 mm. For each pile cap, compression tests were carried out on three 
concrete cylinders at 28 days and also prior to testing of the PC unit. These concrete strengths are 
listed in Table 3.3. 

3.4.5 Summary of the Pile Properties of PC Units 
The actual material properties for the piles were different from the specified values used in the 
design calculations. 
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Table 3.2 - Measured Concrete Strengths and Slumps for Piles of PC Units 

PILE SLUMP AT TRANSFER AT 28 DAYS ATTESTING 
UNIT (mm) days fei (MPa) ft (MPa) fc (MPa) days fe (MPa) 

PC1 83 3 14.1 5.77 41.1 187 43.5 

PC2 83 3 14.1 5.77 41.1 200 43.6 
PC3 87 5 30.2 6.19 45.1 195 56.0 

PC4 87 5 30.2 6.19 45.1 203 51.4 
PC5 75 2 18.6 5.51 45.2 232 53.2 

PC6 75 2 18.6 5.51 4.52 238 50.2 
Note: Target fe' = 45 MPa at 28 days 

Minimum required fei' = 15.6 MPa according to NZS 3101 

Table 3.3 - Measured Concrete Strengths and Slumps for Pile Caps 

CAP SLUMP fe (MPa) 

UNIT (mm) AT 28 DAYS ATTESTING 

PC1 135 31.4 33.2 

PC2 130 31.0 37.1 

PC3 75 30.1 30.8 

PC4 85 30.9 33.9 

PC5 90 29.5 31.6 

PC6 82 22.8 24.9 
Note: Target fc = 30 MPa at 28 days 

Table 3.4 - Pile Axial Loading to be Applied and the Volumetric Ratio of Spiral Steel for PC Units 

U Applied MEASURED PROPERTIES 
N Axial Concrete Compressive Stress Ps,aetual 
I Load Strength in Concrete due to Ps,code Ps,eode 
T Pe (kN) fe' (MPa) Prestress (MPa) 

PCl 1153 43.5 7.25 0.0258 1.14 

PC2 1156 43.6 8.17 0.0265 1.11 

PC3 1485 56.0 7.61 0.0318 0.92 

PC4 1363 51.4 8.26 0.0302 0.97 

PC5 1410 53.2 7.40 0.0304 0.96 

PC6 1331 50.2 7.24 0.0289 1.01 
Note: Pe =0.2fc Ag 

Ps code calculated from Eq. 2-1 using the actual measured properties and including , 
the prestressing force 

Ps actual = 0.0293 
I 

fyh = 335 MPa 
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The axial compressive load P e=0.2 fc'Ag to be applied based on the measured fc', the Ps,code value 

required according to NZS 3101 based on the measured material strengths, and a comparison of the 
ratio Ps,actuall Ps,code' is shown in Table 3.4. 

3.5 INSTRUMENTATION OF THE PILE - PILE CAP UNITS 

3.5.1 Electrical Resistance Foil Strain Gauges 
To measure the transverse strains, 5-mm Showa foil strain gauges and the corresponding terminals 
were attached to the spiral steel at eight different levels above the pile caps and two different 
levels within the pile caps, as shown in Fig. 3.15. The gauges deSignated E (east) or W (west) 
monitored steel strains mainly due to confinement of the concrete, whereas those designated S 
(south) and N (north) monitored steel strains mainly due to shear. The positions drawn on the figure 
were the target locations for the spiral strain gauges. However the actual locations of those strain 
gauges may have been a little different because of the uncertainty of the precise positions of the 
spiral bar when placed in the piles. 

3.5.2 Demec Gauge Points 
As in the previous pile test units, Demec gauges were used to estimate the prestress losses directly 
after transfer and prior to testing. The readings were taken in the manner explained in Section 2.5.3. 
Eight pairs of Demec gauge points were attached at the north and south faces of the pile units at 
four different levels, as shown in Fig. 3.15. 

3.5.3 Linear Potentiometers 
The lateral displacement at the top of each pile was measured using a 300 mm travel linear 
potentiometer, which at the time was the potentiometer with the greatest travel available. It was 
found during the test on the first unit (PCl) that the 300 rom travel of the potentiometer was not 
sufficient for the unit to undergo a displacement ductility factor, ).I., greater than 7 in both the 
positive and negative loading directions. However, with the displacement measured manually 
beyond ).1.=9, the testing of Unit PC1 was carried out until ).I.=±9.2 was reached. The lateral load 
versus displacement hysteresis loops for the unit (Fig. 3.28) was then hand-plotted for those parts 
that were unable to be recorded by the X-V plotter. For the subsequent test units, the potentiometer 
travel was doubled by using a more appropriate system for mounting the potentiometer, as shown in 
Fig. 3.17. 

A series of linear potentiometers, aligned vertically on the east and west sides of the pile, were used 
to measure the curvatures of the pile. The arrangement of these curvature measuring potentiometers 
was exactly similar to that used in the top plastic hinge of the previous pile test series, see Fig. 
2.12. A more detailed illustration showing the potentiometer mounting device is given in Fig. 2.14. 
The pile curvatures were measured over the sequential gauge lengths, similar to the previous pile 
series, of ISO, ISO, 150, 200 and 200 mm above the pile cap. Interpolation of these potentiometer 
readings also enabled the concrete core strains, longitudinal bar strains, etc. to be calculated, 
assuming that plane sections of the pile remained plane. 
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A pair of 100 mm travel linear potentiometers were also attached beside the first pair of the 
previous potentiometer series, to measure plastic hinge curvatures which were directly plotted using 
an X-Y plotter. 

3.6 TESTING PROCEDURE 

3.6.1 Installation of the Pile - Pile Cap Units and Testing Frames 
The pile - pile cap unit before testing was initially lying hOrizontally in its position of construction 
on the laboratory floor. Fig. 3.16 shows a pile - pile cap unit being manoeuvred from its initial 
horizontal position across the laboratory floor and into the DARTEC testing machine. 

In order to provide sufficient space for manoeuvring, the pile - pile cap unit was first lifted and 
shifted horizontally (see Fig. 3.16a). This manoeuvre was carried out using 5-tonne capacity over 
head crane. The pile - pile cap unit was then rotated into the vertical position. To do this the 
lifting chain was connected to the brackets on both sides of the pile, and the bracket at the bottom 
face of the pile was connected to a horizontal wire hoist. The pile - pile cap unit was rotated slowly 
with the pile cap side that was supported on the floor, acting as the axis of rotation, as shown in 
Figs. 3.16 b and c. The maximum moment at the pile -pile cap interface, as a result of the 
manoeuvring, was approximately 15 kNm, which was only about 15% of the cracking moment of the 
pile. 

A steel bearing plate, of dimensions 750x750x50 rom, was placed on the top of the pile and secured by 
two existing hold down bolts from the pile. Before securing this plate gypsum plaster was used, if 
necessary, to ensure that the bearing plate was at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the pile. 
The unit was then painted white to facilitate the identification of cracks during testing. All of the 

. linear potentiometers placed to measure curvatures were installed using steel brackets which were 
screwed to the mounting rods cast in the pile section. 

Next the pile - pile cap unit was lifted and two four-wheel trolleys were inserted underneath the 
base of the unit. The test unit was then pulled on the trolleys by the horizontal hoist until it was 
directly underneath the DARTEC machine, where four 3-tonne chain blocks were hooked to the four 
lifting brackets provided on top of the pile cap, and the test unit was hoisted vertically until the 
eight horizontal bars protruding from the pile cap reached the same level as the corresponding 
holes in the loading frame (see Figs. 3.16 d and e) which had been pOSitioned in advance. Next, the 
loading and counterweight frames were attached to the pile cap. The counterweight frame was to 
balance the large weight of the loading frame. Fig. 3.17 shows the concrete blocks placed on the 
counterweight frame to achieve this balance. 

The horizontal loading jack used with the loading arm was a 300-kN capacity MTS hydraulic 
actuator which has a maximum travel in both directions of about 750 mm. The rear part of the jack 
was connected to the top end of the cantilever loading arm by a 50 mm diameter pin which passed 
transversely through a pair of 40 rom thick lugs. A load cell that had been calibrated was connected 
to the front of the jack and to a 100 mm extension rod at the other end. The extension rod was 
positioned above the bearing plate. A 50 mm diameter transverse axle passed through the extension 
rod and the lugs from the bearing plate. 

Fig. 3.17 shows the test set up, and Fig. 3.27 shows the loads applied to the pile - pile cap unit. 



a. Shifting the PC unit horizontally some 
distance away from its original position 

c. Final touch-down controlled 
by horizontal wire hoist 
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b. Rotating the PC unit into the vertical position 

d. Attachment of loading arm 
to pile cap 

e. PC unit in the DARTEC testing machine 
(note counterweight frame has not been 
installed) 

Fig. 3.16 - Manoeuvring Procedure of a Pile - Pile Cap Test Unit 
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3.6.2 Applied Load and Test Sequence 
The compressive axial load level applied to all the pile - pile cap units by the DARTEC testing 
machine was 0.2 fe'Ag. The magnitude of the axial load depended on the compressive strength of 

the concrete cylinders for the particular unit and is listed in Table 3.4. 

The pattern of static horizontal displacement cycles adopted in the tests was that commonly used at 
the University of Canterbury. The first cycle was load controlled to a displacement ductility level 
of ±0.7S. This was achieved by applying a lateral load so as to reach 75% of the theoretical ideal 
flexural strength of the pile in both the positive and negative directions. From the resulting lateral 
load - lateral displacement graph, an experimental value for the "first yield" displacement, Ay' 

was obtained by drawing a straight line from the origin through the point on the lateral load -
displacement graph at 0.75 of the ideal strength up to the lateral load at the ideal strength (see 
Fig. 2.16). That is, the first yield displacement was assumed to be the displacement measured at 
0.75 of the ideal strength of the unit multiplied by 1.33. This definition has become commonly used 
in New Zealand in ductility tests. The initial cycle was followed by a series of displacement 
controlled cycles, consisted of two complete cycles to target displacement ductility factors, Il=A/ Ay, 

which was increased in every two cycles, unless premature failure of the specimen, or the limitation 
of the loading equipment, caused a halt to the test programme. Dynamic loading cycles were not 

applied. 

The data recording system was similar to that used in the previous pile test series. 

3.7 STRENGTH ANALYSIS OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILE - PILE CAP 
CONNECTIONS 

3.7.1 Introduction 
The strength of the pile - pile cap unit connections, as designed, was governed by the flexural 
strength of the piles. The critical region of the pile was at the face of the pile cap where the 
bending moment in the pile was a maximum. 

The flexural strength of the piles at that critical section was calculated by the methods explained 
in Section 2.7, for comparison with the experimental results. The methods are briefly outlined here. 

Method A 
This method calculates the flexural strength of the pile at the pile - pile cap interface using the 
ACI(1) concrete equivalent compressive stress block, an extreme fibre concrete compressive strain of 
0.003, the idealized measured stress-strain curves for the tendons and D20 bars, and assuming no slip 
of the steel (i.e. assuming sufficient development length for the tendons and D20 bars). 

Method B 
As for Method A above, but assuming that the tendons and D20 longitudinal bars were not fully 
anchored if the length available for development was less than that stipulated by the ACI code(l) 
or NZS 3101 (30). The development lengths according to the ACI code or NZS 3101 are 1750 mm (=140 
db) and 480 mm (=24 db) for 12.5 mm diameter tendon and D20 bars, respectively. Some reduction of 

the strength could be expected if some slip of tendon or nonprestressed longitudinal bars occurs. 
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For Unit PC 6, this method is also used to calculate the strength at various cross-sections away from 
the pile - pile cap interface. 

Method C 
This method calculates the flexural strength of the pile at the pile - pile cap interface using the 
confined concrete stress-strain curve proposed by Mander et a1.(21); a particular strain, Cern' for the 

compressive concrete core extreme fibre; the idealized measured stress-strain curves for the tendons 
and D20 bars; and assuming no slip of the tendons or D20 longitudinal bars. 

Method D 
As for Method C above, but assuming that the tendons and/or nonprestressed longitudinal bars were 
not fully anchored if inadequate development length was available. Hence some reduction of 
strength would be expected as some slip of tendons or nonprestressed longitudinal bars occurs. 

3.7.2 Details of the Flexural Strength Analysis for PC Test Units 
Fig. 3.18a shows the critical sections of Units PC1, PC3 and PC5; Fig. 3.18b shows the critical 
sections of Units PC2 and PC4, and Fig. 3.18c shows the critical sections of Unit PC6 within both the 
pile and the pile cap. Figs. 3.18 d and e illustrate the strain and stress distributions used in Methods 
A and B. Fig. 3.18f illustrates the strain distribution used in Methods C and D. 

The section was divided into a number of layers to calculate the concrete stresses, and the actual 
steel locations were adopted for the calculation of the steel stresses. The details of Methods A, B, C 
and D are discussed below: 

(a) Method A 
An equivalent stress block recommended by ACI building code(1) and New Zealand code(30) is used to 
analyse the critical section. The extreme fibre concrete compressive strain is taken as 0.003, the 
concrete stress of 0.85 fe' is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the entire depth (~1 c) of the 

equivalent rectangular stress block, where c = neutral axis depth and the parameter ~1 is taken as 
0.85 for fe' ~ 30 MPa. For fe' > 30 MPa, then Eq. 2-11 governs. 

All of the longitudinal tendons and steel bars are assumed not to have slipped at the critical section. 
The strains of D20 bars in Units PC2, PC4 and PC6 are obtained from Fig. 3.18d based on strain 
compatibility. Using the idealization for the actual steel stress-strain relationship, the steel 
stress, fs' can be calculated using Eq. 4-85, 4-87 or 4-89. For the tendons of Units PCl and PC2, the 

strains obtained from strain compatibility must be added to .1cp' which is the prestressing strain in 

the tendons just prior to testing. This .1cp can be obtained by dividing the tendon stress prior to 

testing (see Table 3.1) by the tendon modulus of elasticity, Ep' The total tendon strain, cp' is then 
used to calculate fp (Eq. 4-55, 4-56, 4-59, 4-61 or 4-64) from the idealization for the actual tendon 

stress-strain curve. For Units PC3, PC4 and PC5, due to the removal of the prestressed concrete in the 
part of the pile embedded in the cap, the tendons at the critical section act as nonprestressed steel, 
and hence .1cp is zero. For Unit PC6, the tendons are assumed not to contribute to the moment of 

resistance at the critical section because of the very short length to the end of the pile, namely 50 
mm. Note that the idealization for the actual steel or tendon stress-strain curve is a stress-strain 
curve plotted using theoretical relations but employing the actual properties. 
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(b) Method B 
The calculation of concrete stresses and forces follows that of Method A. The calculation of the 
longitudinal steel and tendon stresses takes into account slip where appropriate. 

Since the 020 bars in Units PC2, PC4 and PC6 had available development lengths of 800,650 and 480 
mm, respectively, and the required development length for anchorage was 24 db = 480 mm, €s can be 

obtained directly from the strain compatibility (Fig. 3.18d) and hence calculations as for Method A 
can be carried out for these 020 bars. 

Since it is assumed that some slip may occur in the tendons, the fp obtained must be checked so that 
it is within a stress limit, fplim' The assumptions used for determining fplim are explained later in 

Section 4.4.6. If the strand is able to reach its ultimate strength because sufficient development 
length is available, fps can be replaced by fpu of the magnitude 1901 MPa. For Units PCl and PC2 
which had measured effective prestressing stresses, fse' of 1032.6 and 1163.4 MPa (see Table 3.1), 
respectively, and Ix value for both of 800 mm (64 db), fplim can be calculated using Eq. 4-81 (from Fig. 

4.15), as 1168 and 1278 MPa for those two units, respectively. For Units PC3 and PC4, the tendons act 
as nonprestressed steel which have available development length beyond the critical section of 600 
mm (52 db), and fplim as calculated from Eq. 4-83 is 706 MPa. For Unit PCS, the total embedded 
length of the strand with an olive type anchorage was 900 mm (72 db), and fplim as calculated from 

Eq. 4-83 is 978 MPa. Note that no extra available development length is added in the calculation of 
fplim for Unit PC5 due to the existence of the olive type anchorage. 

For Unit PC6, this method is also used to calculate the flexural strength at various cross-sections. 
The steel stress in both the 020 bars and the tendons used in the moment calculation is a function of 
its development length, and thus varies depending on the position of the section considered. The 
variation in tendon stress along the pile follows that explained in Section 4.4.6. It is assumed that a 
linear variation of steel stress in the 020 bars occurs beyond the critical section, near the pile - pile 
cap interface, to the bar end. If the 90° hook is assumed to be effectively anchored, the stress 
variation in the 020 bars will have a trapeZOidal shape with zero stress at both tips of the bars 
and yield stress at regions beyond the development length. The assumed steel stress variation is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.19. Three regions are considered in this calculation. The first region has 
sections located within the pile 480 to 2800 mm away from the pile - pile cap interface and contains 
ten 12.5 mm diameter prestressing tendons. The second region is similar to the first one but in 
addition it has four 020 longitudinal bars, and is located within the pile -50 to 480 mm away from 
the pile - pile cap interface. The third region contains four 020 longitudinal bars and is located in 
the pile cap, and the section is assumed to have the same size and shape as that of the pile. Note, 
it is assumed that the pile is sufficiently long that its flexural strength beyond 1700 mm from the 
pile - pile cap interface can be considered to be constant (see Fig. 3.19). 

(c) Method C 
For this method the ACI concrete equivalent stress block is not used to calculate the concrete 
compressive force. Instead, the actual strain distribution and the stress-strain relation due to 
Mander et al. for confined concrete are used to calculate the concrete compressive stress, fe (Eq.4-21), 

and then the concrete force at each section layer can be calculated. The strain distribution is shown 
in Fig. 3.18f with fem set at the centre line of the spiral bar. For each pile cap unit, after the kce 

and fee values have been determined, the value of fem was calculated or obtained from Fig. 2.17. 

The value of fem for each test unit at the critical section is listed in Table 3.5 for several R values. 
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Table 3.5 - Strength Ratios (ked. Strains at Peak Strength (fcc)' and Strains at Extreme Core Fibre 

(fern) for PC Units 

fcC fern 
Unit PC kee R=3 R=4 R=5 R=3 R=4 R=5 

1 1.603 0.00562 0.00682 0.00803 0.01366 0.01999 0.02793 
2 1.621 0.00572 0.00697 0.00821 0.01400 0.02059 0.02887 

3 1.488 0.00493 0.00591 0.00688 0.01020 0.01433 0.01932 
4 1.542 0.00525 0.00634 0.00742 0.01155 0.01653 0.02263 

5 1.510 0.00506 0.00608 0.00710 0.01081 0.01531 0.02078 
6' 1.542 0.00525 0.00634 0.00742 0.01167 0.01673 0.02292 
6" 1.535 0.00521 0.00628 0.00735 0.01155 0.01652 0.02260 
6* 1.279 0.00367 0.00423 0.00479 0.00705 0.00916 0.01158 

6" 1.552 0.00531 0.00642 0.00752 0.01658 0.02465 0.03511 

Note: ' within pile -50 mm (pile seating within the cap) to 480 mm from interface 
within pile 480 to 560 mm from interface 

within pile 560 to 2500 mm from interface 
A within pile cap 

As for Method A, all of the longitudinal steel, namely: the prestressed tendons in Units PCl and 
PC2; D20 bars in Units PC2, PC4 and PC6; and the unstressed tendons in Units PC3, PC4 and PC5, are 

assumed to have sufficient development length. The longitudinal strain for the corresponding steel 
is obtained from Fig. 3.18f based on strain compatibility. For more detail, see the explanation given 
for Method A above. 

(d) Method D 

The calculation of the concrete stresses and forces follows exactly that of Method C, but the 
calculation of the longitudinal steel follows that of Method B using Fig. 3.18f. 

As for Method B, this method is also used to calculate the flexural strength at various cross-sections 

for Unit PC6. Four cross-sections are considered in this calculation. First, a cross-section that 
contained ten 12.5 mm diameter prestressing tendons, confined by 12 mm diameter spiral steel with 

328 mm spiral diameter and 92 mm pitch is considered. This section is located within the pile 
within the region 560 to 2500 mm away from the pile - pile cap interface. Second, a section similar 
to the first one but with spiral pitch of 47 mm is considered, located in the region 480 to 560 mm 
away from the interface. Third, a section similar to the second one but in addition with four D20 

longitudinal bars is considered, located in the region -50 to 480 mm from the interface. Last, a cross

section that is assumed to have the same size and shape as that of the pile, confined by 12 mm 

diameter spiral bars at 92 mm pitch and with 300 mm spiral diameter, and with four D20 bars as 
longitudinal steel, is considered, located in the region within the pile cap. Note, it is also assumed 

here that the pile is sufficiently long that its flexural strength beyond 1700 mm from the interface 

can be considered constant (see Fig. 3.19). 

(e) Calculation Results 

All of the results calculated using the above methods are listed in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. To facilitate 
comparison, the results are also presented as proportional values with respect to a reference value. 

Maximum moments are also quoted when necessary. 
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Table 3.6 - Flexural Strengths (in kNm) at Critical Section of PC Units, and Ratios of Flexural Strength to That Given by Method A 

R= 3 
UNIT Method A Method B MethodC Method D 
PCl 233.53 228.76 281.28 235.24 
PC2 306.87 303.91 372.89 337.80 
PC3 242.92 242.92 306.54 234.76 
PC4 316.56 316.56 388.98 322.52 
PC5 234.10 234.10 301.56 248.17 
PC6 213.26 218.81 180.05 193.83 

PC1 1.00 0.98 1.20 1.01 
PC2 1.00 0.99 1.22 1.10 
PC3 1.00 1.00 1.26 0.97 
PC4 1.00 1.00 1.23 1.02 
PC5 1.00 1.00 1.29 1.06 
PC6 1.00 1.03 0.84 0.91 

R= 4 
MethodC Method D 

284.44 236.65 
380.88 345.82 
314.04 234.54 
397.55 326.37 
307.70 247.57 
180.97 200.75 

1.22 1.01 
1.24 1.13 
1.29 0.97 
1.26 1.03 
1.31 1.06 
0.85 0.94 

R= 5 
MethodC 

284.93 
391.71 
316.10 

·407.11 
309.52 
184.14 

1.22 
1.28 
1.30 
1.29 
1.32 
0.86 

Method D 
236.65 
356.62 
234.64 
336.11 
247.31 
204.78 

1.01 
1.16 
0.97 
1.06 
1.06 
0.96 

Note for R=3: 

Unit PC3: 
Mmax =25 

Unit PC6: 
Mmax.=21 

Mmax=22 

5.55 kNm (Method D) 

5.78 kNm (Method C) 

1.49 kNm (Method D) 

....... 
N ....... 
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Table 3.7 - Flexural Strengths (in kNm) of Unit PC6 at Various Sections and Ratios of 

Flexural Strength to That Given by Method A 

I Method Method D Method Method D 
(mm) B R=3 R=4 R=5 B R=3 R::::4 R::::5 

-290 143.06 104.48 103.02 103.99 0.55 0.40 0.40 0.40 
C 

-180 143.06 107.89 106.62 107.65 0.55 0.41 0.41 0.41 
A 

-100 143.06 110.32 109.05 110.10 0.55 0.42 0.42 0.42 
P 

-50 143.06 110.61 109.35 110.04 0.55 0.43 0.42 0.42 
'---

- -SO 213.26 180.05 180.97 184.14 0.82 0.69 0.70 0.71 

0 218.81 193.83 200.75 204.78 0.84 0.74 0.77 0.79 

50 221.45 197.81 201.60 198.72 0.85 0.76 0.77 0.76 

100 224.03 201.76 205.59 201.01 0.86 0.78 0.79 0.77 

200 228.38 209.51 213.50 205.60 0.88 0.81 0.82 0.79 

300 232.06 217.34 221.47 222.38 0.89 0.84 0.85 0.85 

400 237.76 224.97 228.88 229.67 0.91 0.86 0.88 0.88 

450 240.99 228.91 232.57 233.26 0.93 0.88 0.89 0.90 

p 480 238.67 228.54 231.96 232.52 0.92 0.88 0.89 0.89 

I 560 247.61 238.56 241.67 242.30 0.95 0.92 0.93 0.93 

L 560 247.61 215.43 219.38 224.28 0.95 0.83 0.84 0.86 

E 575 249.18 217.01 220.97 225.96 0.96 0.83 0.85 0.87 

700 254.24 223,14 227.13 232.22 0.98 0.86 0.87 0.89 

800 257.86 '228.01 231.97 237.22 0.99 0.88 0.89 0.91 

900 260.02 232.74 236.80 242.25 1.00 0.89 0.91 0.93 

1000 260.21 237.41 241.64 247.03 1.00 0.91 0.93 0.95 

1100 260.21 242,12 246.47 251.82 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.97 

1300 260.21 249.30 254.99 261.30 1.00 0.96 0.98 1.00 

1500 260.21 253.77 261.76 268.79 1.00 0.98 1.01 1.03 

1700 260.21 253.77 263.34 273.48 1.00 0.98 1.01 1.05 

Note: 1 :::: distance from pile - pile cap interface 
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Fig. 3.19 illustrates the stress limits for both the D20 longitudinal bars and prestressing strands at 
various locations. The flexural strengths from Table 3.7 are also plotted in Fig. 3.19. To reduce 
congestion, only the values calculated by Methods Band D for R=3 are plotted. The figure also 
shows the ultimate moment capacity (for R=3) of Unit PC6 at the pile - pile cap interface for full 
confinement (confinement level similar to that in the plastic hinge) of the section and full 
development length of the tendons. 

3.7.3 Discussion of the Calculation Results 
The flexural strengths at the critical section listed in Table 3.6 for each test unit are divided by that 
of the corresponding section calculated using Method A. In the case concerning the flexural strengths 
of the pile as well as the cap of Unit PC 6 at various sections, the flexural strength calculated using 
Method B assuming all the tendons have full development length is taken as the reference moment. 

As can be seen from Table 3.6, the percentage difference between the results calculated using Method 
A and Method B is very small. This is due to the small extreme fibre compressive strain and the 
deep neutral axis depth which result in low tensile strains and hence the resulting tensile 
reinforcing stresses for Method B are still within or slightly over the limit stress explained in 
Section 4.4.6. In Units PCl and PC2, only a few tendons slip whereas in Units PC3, PC4 and PC5 none 
of the tendons slip. 

In contrast with the two previous methods, the percentage difference between the results calculated. 
using Method C and Method D is relatively large (see Table 3.6). This is because of the large 
extreme fibre core compressive strain and the relatively shallow neutral axis depth which require a 
large tension zone in order to balance the compressive force resulted from the external load and the 
compression zone. For Method D, this causes some tendons which are located close to the extreme 
tensile fibre to slip as their stress exceeds the stress limit, fplim. Note that about 50% of the tendons 

were found to slip in Units PCl to PC5. 

Note that for Methods A and B which have an extreme fibre compressive strain lower than the 
spalling strain the full concrete section is utilized, whereas for Methods C and D which have an 
extreme core fibre compressive strain larger than the spalling strain most of the cover concrete 
remote from the centre line of the section is lost. 

The results of Unit PC6 are a special case in Table 3.6. There is an increase in flexural strengths 
calculated by Methods Band D with respect to those calculated by Methods A and C, respectively. 
It has to be remembered that as explained before, in Methods A and C the presence of the tendons is 
ignored, because the required development length is 1750 mm and the available development length 
is only 50 mm. On the other hand, Methods Band D take into account the presence of the tendons. 
Although the stresses are small (the largest stress is only 4.3% of fpu)' their contribution towards 

the flexural strength is Significant, especially for Method D. 

As was expected, the moment of resistance increases with increase in R value. However, the 
increase is not great for the results calculated using Method D. For the test units that contained 
prestressed or nonprestressed tendons without sufficient development length, the increase in moment 
for high R values is negligible, due to the slip of the tendons which practically results in no 
additional tensile force and this results in the same moment, e.g. Units PC1, PC3 and PC5. For the 
test units that contained D20 bars and/or tendons with sufficient development length, there is an 
increase of moment though only a few percent. This is because of the capability of the steel to 
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develop higher tensile stress up to the ultimate, from which a higher moment results, e.g. Units 

PC2, PC4 and PC6. 

In Table 3.7 for Unit PC6 it can be seen that the theoretical flexural strengths within the pile cap 
are considerably lower than those within the pile in all cases. This calculation was conducted 
assuming the same pile section in the pile cap as outside it. The lower flexural strength in the pile 
cap is due to the lower concrete strength, less lateral confinement steel, and much lower longitudinal 
steel ratio within the pile cap compared to those within the pile. Although in reality the critical 
section does not always occur exactly at the pile - pile cap interface but some distance away from it 
within the pile, it is not recommended that the pile cap should have such a low flexural strength. 
The tests conducted showed that some damage could penetrate into the cap around the joint, and the 
most severe damage occurred in the connection of Unit PC6. To increase the magnitude of the flexural 
strength within the cap, one or several of the following suggestions could be adopted, namely: 
increase the concrete strength of the pile cap; place more lateral confining steel around the joint; 
and/or install more longitudinal steel that has sufficient development length beyond the joint 
within the cap to maintain continuity. However, in reality the resisting moment within the pile 
cap is not as low as shown in Fig. 3.19, since the lever arm of the moment of resistance will increase 
within the cap and the cap concrete is confined by the extent of the cap. 

For Unit PC6, as can be seen from Table 3.6 as well as from Table 3.7 for most of the cases, the 
flexural strengths calculated using Methods C and D are lower than those calculated using Methods 
A and B. This is because. the section either contained a small quantity of longitudinal reinforcement 
(only 4 D20 bars), or when ten tendons were also present their contribution towards the moment of 

resistance was not significant due to a limited available development length, or for the section that 
contained ten tendons with sufficient development length the lateral confinement level was small. 

For comparison, in Fig. 3.19 a vertical line is plotted showing the flexural strength of Unit PC6, 

calculated using R=3 for the cross section that is fully confined and contains fully developed 
prestressing tendons. The flexural strength calculated this way is 295.28 kN or 1.13 times the 
reference flexural strength. 

3.8 OBSERVATIONS AND TEST RESULTS 

This section covers test results and observations. The figures are in two groups. Firstly, test results 
which were plotted whilst testing was in progress, which are all in the form of lateral load versus 
displacement or curvature hysteresis diagrams. Secondly, those which were plotted from the 
results of data reduction analysis. 

As has been described previously, all of the piles had the same amount of transverse spiral steel, 
that quantity being equal to the full code requirement(30). Also the compressive axial load level 
was the same for all units. The main variable investigated in this series of tests was the method of 
forming the connection between the pile and its cap. The types of connection in this test series are 
discussed in·Section 3.2.4. 

For the configuration of the east, south, west and north faces of the unit used in describing the tests 

refer to Fig. 3.15 .. 
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3.8.1 General Observations 

(a) Unit PCl 

The pile cap connection used for this unit was similar to a detail shown in the MWD standard 
specification drawing(25). The end of the precast prestressed pile was cast 800 mm deep into the pile 
cap. The pile surface had been roughened to improve bond with the cast in situ concrete cap. 

The first loading increment, which was intended to be one quarter of the theoretical ideal ultimate 
load, was inadvertently increased rapidly and passed the ultimate load. This loading was 
terminated at 89 kN, which was about 7% above the theoretical ideal ultimate load of 83.4 kN 
calculated, using Method A. Despite this relatively large initial lateral load, the unit exhibited 
very ductile perfonnance during the subsequent loading cycles. 

The stage of appearance of the first flexural cracks in the pile were not observed because of the 
unintendedly fast loading rate. When the load was held at 89 kN, several flexural cracks in the 
pile were observed and some fine cracks were also present in the central region of the sides of the cap 
at the south and north faces. A few large cracks (crack width=0.8 mm) due to loss of bond between 
the short D40 bars (see Fig. 3.6) and the surrounding cover concrete were also observed at the upper 
comer of the cap. Note that these cracks are of no structural importance, since the D40 bars were 
only used as a means to transfer the tensile force produced by the loading frame to the 024 bars (028 
for Units PC2 and PC4) which acted as the cap's flexural reinforcement. In real design practice the 
flexural reinforcement in the cap would have sufficient development length to transfer 
satisfactorily the tensile force produced by the adjacent piles. In addition it was noticed also that a 
crack ran along the pile-cap joint on the east side. 

The experimental yield displacement was obtained in the manner explained in Section 2.6.2, except 
that the first half cycle of loading was not applied in the appropriate sequence. However, the 
displacement at three quarters of the theoretical ideal ultimate load was obtained from the lateral 
load - displacement graph. 

The first sign of crushing of compressed concrete was detected at the first half cycle of Jl=1.8 at the 
west face of the pile. Spalling was observed on the opposite side of the pile when Jl=-1.8 was 
applied for the second time, and extended during 11=±2.8 (see Fig. 3.20a) and ±4. 

By the time the unit reached ductility factor of Jl=±5.5, the pile had lost most of the cover concrete 
within the plastic hinge area causing some spiral bars to become exposed (see Fig. 3.20b). Up to this 
stage none of the tendons were visible because the core concrete was still intact. 

The first exposure of a tendon occurred at the first half cycle of 11=-7.4. This tendon, which was at 
the outermost fibre, buckled so severely that the concrete in the adjacent core area became 
unconfined resulting in a reduction in the load carrying capacity. The extent of tendon buckling and 
spalling of the concrete core is shown in Fig. 3.2Oc. The test was terminated after the second cycle to 
a displacement ductility factor of 11=9.2. 

Note that during unloading in the elastic cycle, cracks in the pile closed gradually and closed 
completely when the lateral load was zero. This is typical of prestressed concrete members. Cracks 
in the pile cap were monitored and the crack widths were measured throughout the test. It was 
noted that flexural cracks due to loading cycles in the elastic or inelastic range always occurred int 
he central region of the cap. The crack widths measured on the cap ranged from 0.06 to 0.6 mm during 
the tests. 



a. Extent of spalling of cover concrete in the 
second cycle of J..l=-2.8 

c. Tendon buckling at the first half cycle of J..l=-7.4 
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b. Some spiral bars exposed at the second 
cycle of J..l=5.5 

d . Condition at end of test 

Fig. 3.20 - Observed Behaviour of Unit PeI During Testing 
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Visual inspection after the test indicated no sign of tendon slip within the pile. Damage was 
concentrated in the pile over the plastic hinge region. The cover concrete at both the east and west 
extreme fibres of pile spalled over a length of 450 mm above the cap, but the east fibre lost more core 
concrete since the tendons there buckled more severely. Further above the spalled region (450 to 650 
mm above the cap) there was a zone with major cracks in the cover concrete at both fibres. The 
experimentally observed damaged length of 650 mm was reasonably close to the designed plastic 
hinge length of 560 mm. The joint between pile and cap was in a very good condition at the end of 
the test, with only some minor spalling and fine cracks around the pile at the cap surface. The 
condition can be seen in Fig. 3.20d. There was only minor cracking visible on the cap at the end of the 

test. 

(b) Unit PC2 
The pile-cap connection used for this unit was similar to that of Unit PC1, except that this pile 
contained nonprestressed longitudinal steel (10 bars of 020) as well as the prestressed tendons, and 
therefore was a partially prestressed pile. The details of the connection are given in Section 3.2.4 
and Fig. 3.4. 

The first loading cycle, which led to the determination of the experimental yield displacement, 
was applied incrementally. At both peaks of the first loading cycle fine flexural cracks in the pile 
were initially detected near the holes where the potentiometer mounting rod~ were cast in the 
section. Several fine cracks were also observed in the cap in the central region of its north and south 
faces, with widths ranging from 0.04 to 0.1 mm. Fig. 3.21a shows the unit at the peak of the 
negative elastic loading cycle. 

The cover concrete of the pile started to crush when 1l=2.1 had been reached. The previously formed 
cracks propagated further and new flexural cracks appeared in the pile in the region up to 1.8 m 
above the cap (see Fig. 3.21b). The wider spread of cracks was due to the greater flexural strength of 
the pile, compared with Unit PC1, due to the presence of the nonprestressed longitudinal 
reinforcement in Unit PC2. Also at this stage a crack in the pile of about 0.5 mm width at the pile
pile cap joint was detected. The cover concrete spalled at the second cycle to 1l=-2.1. Further 
spalling occurred during the loading cycles to 1l=±3.1. Significant spalling of the cover concrete took 
place at the first cycle to 1l=4.2, which led to exposure of a spiral bar at 215 mm above the cap. More 
spiral steel bars became visible as the testing progressed. 

A tendon became visible on the west side of the pile and buckled at J.l.=6.3. At J.l.=-6.3 the buckling of 
a tendon on the east side of the pile was worse than that on the west side (see Fig. 3.21d. 

The last two loading cycles were to have been to 1l=±8.4. However, because of the unavailability of 
the required jack travel in the negative cycle, it was decided to limit the displacement ductility 
factor to J.l.=-7.3. Although the second last negative loading cycle nearly reached J.l.=-8.4 (see Fig. 
3.29), no data was recorded. During these last two cycles a few nonprestressed 020 bars became 
visible but showed no sign of buckling, as is evident in Fig. 3.21d. 

The test was eventually terminated due to lack of travel of the jack. The unit at that stage was still 
behaving extremely well and it is evident that if the test had not been ended there, the unit could 
have withstood a displacement ductility factor of ±10 without further damage. 

Visual investigation after the test showed that the pile - pile cap joint suffered only minor spalling 
and cracking. The measured crack widths in the cap did not exceed 0.2 mm, and there was no sign of 
tendon slip in the pile throughout the test. Cover concrete at the west face of the pile spalled over a 



a. At peak of negative elastic loading cycle 

c. Buckling of tendon at the first loading 
cycle of J.I.=-6.3 

1.29 

b. Extent of cracking at the first loading 
cycle of J.I.=-2.1 

d. East face of the pile at end of test 

Fig. 3.21 - Observed Behaviour of Unit PC2 During Testing 
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length of 640 nun above the cap. The east face of the pile, which suffered more damage than the 
west face, lost its cover concrete over the 450 nun length of pile above the cap, and in the region from 
450 to 650 nun above the cap the cover concrete was barely attached to its core. 

(c) Unit PC3 
Again the pile-cap connection of this unit was similar to a detail in the MWD standard 
specification drawing (see Fig. 3.1b). For this detail the prestressed pile was cast to the required 
length leaving the spiral steel and a 600 nun length of straight (unstressed) tendons extending 
beyond the end of the pile. In practice that prestressing steel would have been bared by breaking 
back the concrete of the pile using a jack hammer. 

The first flexural cracks appeared in the pile during the first loading cycle. Several cracks were 
also observed in the cap, but one particular crack of width",0.2 nun ran across the top of the cap at a 
distance 160 nun from the east extreme fibre of the pile (see Fig. 3.22a). 

Slight concrete crushing at the pile's east face over the 180 nun length above the cap was noticed at 
the first cycle to ll=2.7. It was also observed that the cap concrete in the southeast part of the joint 
bulged slightly upwards due to the compressive force from the pile seating. Note that the precast 
pile concrete was embedded 50 mm deep into the cap. 

Extensive spalling of the pile did not take place untilll=±4 was reached. The cap concrete around 
the pile at 1l=±4 swelled markedly as can be seen in Fig. 3.22b. More minor spalling of the cap 
concrete occurred around the joint during the second loading cycle to 1l=±4. 

At the first loading cycle to ll=5.3, the cap concrete shown in Fig. 3.22b eventually spalled to a 
depth of about 20 nun and there was a slight separation at the joint (Fig. 3 .. 22c), followed by 
sporadic cracking and spalling of the cap concrete around the joint during subsequent loading cycles. 
The spalling of the cover concrete of the pile eventually caused two spiral bars at the west face to 
expose. 

At 1l=8 the tendon at the extreme fibre of the west face became visible and buckled, resulting in 
spalling propagating into the concrete core. Fig. 3.22d depicts the joint condition at this stage. The 
gap between the pile and cap concrete widened to about 4 mm. 

The pile and its joint deteriorated further during the last two loading cycles to 1l=±10.7. The pile 
core in the plastic hinge region had lost some of its concrete, whereas the unspalled area, such as the 
north and south faces, were extensively cracked and the joint was badly damaged. This situation is 
well represented in Fig. 3.22e, which was taken when a ductility factor of ~10.7 for the first cycle 
was reached. 

Visual inspection after the test revealed that despite the damage at the joint, no sign of slip of the 
tendons in the pile was evident. The damaged length on both the east and west sides of the pile was 
observed to be only 300 nun above the cap, which is less than the design plastic hinge length of 560 
nun. It is very obvious that, compared with the performance of Units PCl and PC2, this unit suffered 
more damage in a more concentrated region, therefore its performance was rather inferior. 

(d) Unit PC4 
This pile connection detail was as for Unit PC3, but contained in addition ten D20 nonprestressed 
longitudinal reinforcing bars in the pile which were left straight and embedded in the pile cap (see 
Fig. 3.5) 
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a. Cracks on top of the cap at 84% of ideal 
pile strength 
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c. Spalling of cover concrete in the pile and 
cap, and also slight gap at the joint at ~=5.3 

e. Condition of the pile - pile cap joint at 
the first loading cycle at ~=10.7 

b. Extent of damage of the joint on tension 
side at the first cycle to ~=4 

d. Gap at the pile - pile cap joint about 4 
mm wide at ~=8 

f. Condition of unit after test 

Fig. 3.22 - Observed Behaviour of Unit PC3 During Testing 
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The first sign of fine flexural cracks in the pile was observed during the first loading cycle when the 
lateral load reached about one-half of the ideal flexural strength of the pile. No cracking was 
observed in the cap until the lateral load reached three quarters of the ideal strength, which was 
at the peak of the first loading cycle. At this stage the maximum crack width in the pile was about 
0.2 mrn, whereas in the cap was only about 0.1 mrn. 

When J.l=2.2 was applied, crushing of the compressed concrete commenced and caused the cover 
concrete to spall as deep as 25 mm over the 450 mm length above the cap. The same phenomena 
occurred at the east face of the pile during the negative loading cycle (J.l=-2.2), but there the spalled 
length was only 300 mrn above the cap. 

On further loading, one of the spiral bars on the west side became visible when J.l=3.4, and next a 
tendon on the east side was uncovered during the second loading cycle to J.l=3.4 (see Fig. 3.23a). 
During the second loading cycle to J.l=-3.4, this exposed tendon buckled slightly, and also more spiral 
bars became visible. 

The condition of the test unit during J.l=±4.S was a result of further propagation of the damage from 
the previous loading cycles. Further cracking, concrete spalling, and buckling of tendons in the pile 
occurred during this stage of loading. 

The nonprestressed longitudinal steel was not exposed until the unit reached J.l=6.7. Despite the 
high compressive concrete strain, signaled by severe buckling of the prestressing tendons (see Fig. 
3.23b), no apparent buckling was observed in the exposed nonprestressed reinforcement next to the 
buckled tendons. 

The test unit was able to reach J.l=9 with the load carrying capacity still greater than the 
theoretical ideal strength of the unit. However, during the loading cycle to J.l=-9, two of the seven 
wires of the tendon at the extreme fibre of the west face (155 mrn above the cap) fractured, resulting 
in a sudden drop of lateral load carrying capacity from 106.3 to 97.8 kN. However, this load after 
the drop was still above the predicted theoretical ideal strengths (calculated using Methods A, B 
and D) which can be seen in Fig. 3.31. Therefore, it was decided to continue the loading until J.l=-9 
was reached. Two more wires from the same tendon and at the same location fractured while the 
unit was held at ).1=-9, and the load then dropped from 101.5 to 95 kN. The test was then terminated 
and the lateral load brought back to zero. 

Visual inspection was carried out after the test had been completed. It was discovered that one of 
the wires from the tendon on the extreme fibre of east side had also fractured at a location of 100 mrn 
above the cap. The experimentally observed damaged length was identical for both the east and 
west sides, namely 460 mrn above the cap, but the condition of the east plastic hinge was worse than 
that of the west. As is typical for partially prestressed members, above the east and west plastic 

. hinges fine flexural cracks spread over a length of up to 1670 and 1780 mm above the cap on the east 
and west sides, respectively. The pile -pile cap connection, as can be seen in Fig. 3.23c, was in a very 
good condition at the end of the test. Only a few minor cracks were present in the cap around the 
pile. It is also of note that none of the nonprestressed longitudinal bars buckled, and slip of the 
tendons in the pile - pile cap connection was not noticeable. 

(e) Unit PCS 
The pile cap connection for this unit was a modification of the connection detail of Unit PC3. In this 
unit an "olive" type anchorage was formed near the end of each bared strand to improve the 

anchorage. 



3. Tendon became visible during second cycle to 1-1=3.4 

b. Tendon buckling during second cycle to 1-1=-6.7 

c. Four out of seven wires of the tendon that fractured during 
loading cycle to 1-1=··9 (photographed at end of test) 

Fig. 3.23 - Observed Behaviour of Unit PC4 During Testing 
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The first flexural cracks were noticed at the tension face of the pile (east side) and in the cap during 
positive loading cycle when the applied load was one-half of the theoretical ideal ultimate load 
calculated using Method A. A similar crack pattern developed at the west side of the pile during 
the negative loading cycle when the same magnitude of load as above was reached. 

When )l=2.6 in the first cycle was reached, crushing of the cover concrete of the pile over a 300 mm 
length above the cap occurred at the west face of the pile, and also some new flexural cracks formed 
in the cap. Next, when )l=-2.6 was reached, a crack of about 1 mm wide developed at the west face 

of the pile 30 mm above the cap, as is shown in Fig. 3.24a. Spalling of the cover concrete at the east 
face of the pile occurred as deep as 15 mm at the corresponding location. No further crack 
propagation in the cap concrete was observed during the next subsequent loading cycles. 

During loading to )l=±3.9, four spiral bars at the west face of the pile became exposed. During the 

loading cycles to )l=±5.2, two spiral bars were exposed at the east face of the pile. 

Several tendons at the west face of the pile were exposed when )l=-7.9 was reached during the 
second loading cycle, and buckling of these tendons was not observed. Tendons at the east face of the 
pile were not exposed until the first cycle of )l=-10.5 was applied. Note that during )l=±10.5 the 

extent of tendon buckling at the west face of the pile was more severe than that at the east face. 

The pile - pile cap unit reached a displacement ductility factor of )l=13.1 with almost the same 

stiffness as that during the previous loading cycle. At this stage the tendons at the west face of the 
pile buckled very severely (Fig. 3.24b). As the test progressed to )l=-13.1, two wires of the tendon at 
the extreme fibre on the west face fractured at 160 mm above the cap when )l=-11.4, causing the 
lateral load to drop from 74.6 to 68 kN. At )l=~11.8 one other wire from the same tendon fractured at 

50 mm above the cap, and almost simultaneously a wire from another tendon fractured at 105 mm 
above the cap. The test was then terminated .. 

Visual inspection after the test showed that the measured damaged length on both the east and 
west sides of the pile was 460 mm. Damage concentrated in the plastic hinge region of the pile, 

whereas the pile - pile cap connection was perfectly sound apart from the presence of a few minor 
cracks on the cap around the connection. No sign of tendon slip in the pile was observed throughout 

and after the test. The absence of tendon slip and fracture of some wires in two different tendons, 
indicated that the olive type anchorage had functioned well in anchoring the tendon within a 
relatively short development length (900 mm). 

(f) Unit PC6 

This connection detail was a modification adopted from one of the details suggested by 
Sheppard(46), which in turn was based on test information published by Concrete Technology 
Associates(8,9). The hooks of the four D20 steel dowels were bent inwards in order to achieve better 

anchorage, instead of outwards as suggested by Sheppard. The dowel sleeves were not preformed, 
because in practice there is uncertainty as to the elevation of the pile after driving. Holes for the 

dowel bars were drilled in situ and when the dowels were inserted, were filled with epoxy resin 
instead of cement-water grout to achieve better bond. 

The first flexural cracks in the pile and cap were detected when the lateral load reached one-half 
of the ideal· lateral load capacity calculated using Method A. When three-quarters of the above 

lateral·load capacity was reached, slight crushing of the compressed concrete occurred at the west 
fibre of the pile. At the east fibre of the pile the cracks propagated further, as did the cracks in the 
pile cap. One particular crack occurred across the top of the cap at a distance 160 mm from the east 
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a. A wide crack of width"'1 mm located 30 b. Extent of tendon buckling on west side 
mm above the cap at 11=-2.6 when 11= 13.1 

c. At 160 mm above the cap 2 wires of the extreme west 

tendon (middle) have fractured 

At 50 mIn above the cap 1 wire of the extreme west tendon 
(middle) has also fractured 

At 105 mm above the cap 1 wire of tendon next to the 

extreme west tendon (on the left 

hand side) has fractured 

Note: only the first item is obvious here 

Fig. 3.24 - Observed Behaviour of Unit pes During Testing 



a. Spal1ing of cover concrete which occurred 
at ~=3.1 on the way to ~=4.1 (first cycle) 

c. Bulging and cracking which 
appeared when J.l=-4.1 (first cycle) 
in the southwest region of the cap 

e. Spalling of cap concrete (depicting 
further condition of a and b) 
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b. Gap at pile - pile cap joint which resulted in 
concrete bulging underneath the potentiometer 
at J.l=4.1 (note that cracks in the pile cap were 
formed during the elastic cycle) 

d. Further bulging of cap concrete 
at the second cycle of J.l=-4.1 

f. General view of the test unit at 
the first loading cycle of J.l=-8.3 

Fig. 3.25 .- Observed Behaviour at Early Sta~es of Testin~ of Unit PC6 



a. Bulging and spalling in northeast region 
of the cap when 1l=8.3 (second cycle) 

c. Concrete cap after rectification 

e. Condition at end of test (viewed from 
north side) 
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b. Condition after loose cap cover concrete 
had been chiselled off (note that one of 
the cap's stirrups was exposed) 

d. Pronounced gap across pile-cap joint 
(occurred at the first cycle of 1l=-12.4) 

f. Condlition at end of test (viewed from 
west side) 

Fig. 3.26 .. Observed Behaviour at Final Stages of Testing of UnLt PC6 
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fibre of the pile. Also a crack was formed at the east of the pile - pile cap joint. When the load 
reached about three-quarters of the theoretical ideal lateral load in the other direction, the west 
pile - pile cap joint bulged very slightly. 

During the loading cycle to J.1=4.1, at J.1=3.1, significant spalling of the cover concrete took place at 
the west face of the pile (see Fig. 3.25a) and the load carrying capacity dropped off slightly as the 
loading progressed to J.1=4.1. At this stage, a pronounced gap had opened at the east of the pile -
pile cap joint causing the nearby cap concrete underneath one of the potentiometers to bulge (see Fig. 
3.25b). By the time J.1=-4.1 was reached, the southwest region of the cap concrete had bulged (see 
Fig. 3.25c) and spalled at a later stage, as shown in Fig. 3.25e, when J.1=-6.2. 

The condition of the test unit during loading to J.1=±6.2 worsened. The northeast region of the cap 
concrete started to bulge when J.1=6.2 (first loading) was reached, whereas the southwest region, 
spalled to a depth of 15 mm when J.1=-6.2 (first loading). At the same stage a few spiral bars became 
exposed. During the second cycle to J.1=±6.2 the test unit deteriorated further. 

Bulging was observed in the northeast region of the cap during the first loading cycle to J.1=8.3, and 
eventually spalling occurred there when the second cycle of the loading was applied (see Fig. 
3.26a). At the same stage, the spalling in the pile propagated further into the concrete core. The 
bulging of the cap affected the curvature measurements, that were recorded immediately above the 
cap, so that the curvature measured at the second loading cycle was less than that measured at the 
first loading cycle. To rectify this, the bulged cover concrete of the cap was chiselled off leaving the 
firm concrete undisturbed. Then the potentiometer points were levelled back to the reference 
position by packing, using a metal plate with gypsum plaster beneath it (see Figs. 3.26 b and c). The 
gypsum plaster acted as a cushion while wet, which facilitated the levelling adjustment. The same 
problem arose in the southwest region of the cap, and was rectified using the procedure described 
above. 

During the last two cycle to J.1=±12.4, a wide gap across the pile-cap joint occurred alternately on the 
east and west sides as the loading advancing from positive to negative cycles (see Fig. 3.26d). A 
tendon at the extreme fibre on the west side of the pile underwent slight buckling, whereas the 
tendons at the east side remained perfectly straight. 

Visual inspection after the test revealed that the damage occurred mainly in the connection and 
only over a limited region in the pile. The gap at the joint between pile and pile cap that occurred 
during the last two cycles caused a significant separation between the pile and the cap, and the 
connection was provided only by the four D20 bars. The measured damaged length of the pile was 
160 mm for the east face and 200 mm for the west. This short damaged length was due to the weak 
pile-cap connection which inhibited the spread of inelastic deformation along the pile away from 
the face of the pile cap. The general condition of the pile cap was good apart from the extensive 
spalling on the top face near the joint area. 

3.8.2 Hysteretic Behaviour of the Pile - Pile Cap Units 
The measured hysteresis curves presented in Figs. 3.28 - 3.39 for the PC units were obtained directly 
from X-Y plotters operated whilst testing. Two hysteresis graphs were plotted for each pile - pile 
cap unit; namely, a lateral load - lateral displacement graph and a lateral load - curvature graph. 

The lateral load - lateral displacement hysteresis graphs shown here display good energy 
dissipating capability and loop stability. During unloading, more deflection recovery occurs for the 
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test units that contained only prestressing tendons, namely Units PC1, PC3 and PCS. It is of interest 
that for Units PC3 and PCS, although the tendons were barely prestressed at the critical section, the 
deflection recovery is still much greater than that of the test units which contained prestressed and 
nonprestressed longitudinal steel. The units that contained prestressed plus non prestressed 
longitudinal steel, namely Units PC2 and PC4, had fatter hysteresis loops due to the yielding of the 
nonprestressed steel. During the second loading cycles at constant ductility factors, some stiffness 
degradation is apparent. The strength degradation which occurred in the second complete cycle at 
the same ductility factors is similar for each test unit. It is worth noting that for Unit PCS, a 
marked increase in flexural strength took place during the positive loading cycles up to J.1.=7.9. Unit 
PC6 displayed low measured strengths and large stiffness degradation. The reasons are discussed 
later in Section 3.9. 

The four inclined lines on the lateral load - displacement graphs denote the theoretical ideal 
strengths at the critical cross section of the pile - pile cap units allowing for the P-ll effect. For an 
easy identification, those ideal strengths are named A, B, C and D. Those strengths were obtained 
from the corresponding methods, explained and calculated in detail in Section 3.7. 

All of the above lines in the figures drop as the displacement increases owing to the secondary P-ll 

moment effect due to the compressive axial load. The derivation of this P-ll effect is illustrated in 
Fig. 3.27, and it can be seen that the P-ll moment is equal to 0.2533 P ell, where P e is the applied 

compressive axial load, II is the pile lateral displacement, and the coefficient 0.2533 is the ratio of 
the distance from the centre of rotation at the base seating of the top of the pile cap (=a) to the 
distance from the same former place to the top transverse loading axle (=b). The nature of the 
loading system, namely rotating the pile cap instead of displacing the pile top, results in a 
considerable reduction in P-ll effect. 

It is evident from the lateral load - displacement hysteresis graphs of Units PCl to PCS, that the 
measured peak loads at most of the cycles are well above the theoretical ideal strengths A, Band D. 
Strength C, which assumes full development of the longitudinal reinforcement and full confinement 
of the section, overestimates the measured strength of all of the test units, except that of Unit PC6 
and some loading cycles in Unit PCS. In Unit PCS, strength C touches the measured peak loads at 
positive loading first cycles of J.1. = 7.9 and 10.5, and negative loading first cycles of J.1. = -5.2, -7.9 and -
10.5. In Unit PC6, strengths A and D are in good agreement with the measured strength. Strength C, 
which is the lowest of all, underestimates the measured strength of Unit PC6. Table 3.8 lists the 
theoretical ultimate lateral loads at the critical section, prior to being effected by the P-ll effect, 
together with the theoretical flexural strengths. 

In Figs. 3.28 to 3.33 theoretical cyclic lateral load - displacement hysteresis loops are also shown for 
comparison. These theoretical loops were obtained using the computer program PSCOL(21,51). Note 
that in the program, it is assumed that the tendons are fully developed. 

From the comparison between the measured and the theoretical hysteresiS loops, it can be seen that 
for Units PC1, PC3 and PCS, which contained only tendons as the flexural reinforcement, the 
theoretical loops are fatter than the measured loops; and for Units PC2, PC4 and PC6, good 
agreement is obtained. The theoretical peak loads agree well with the measured values in Units 
PC1, PC2 and PC4i and agree reasonably in Unit PC3. In Unit PCS the theoretical peak loads 
underestimate the measured values at high displacement ductility factors when the olive type 
anchorage became effective. The theoretical peak loads underestimate the measured values of Unit 
PC6 throughout the cyclic loading. 
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Fig. 3.27 - Loading of PC Unit and Induced P-il Effect 

Table 3.8 - Theoretical Ultimate Lateral Loads H (in kN) and Moments M (in kNm) at Critical 

Section for PC Units 

Unit Method A Method B MethodC Method D 
PC H M H M H M H ..... 

1 83.40 233.53 81.70 228.76 100.46 281.28 84.01 235.24 

2 109.60 306.87 108.54 303.91 133.18 372.89 120.64 337.80 

3 86.76 242.92 86.76 242.92 109.48 306.54 83.84 234.76 

4 113.06 316.56 113.06 316.56 138.92 388.98 115.19 322.52 

5 83.61 234.10 83.61 234.10 107.70 301.56 88.63 248.17 

6 76.16 213.26 77.15 218.81 64.30 180.05 69.23 193.83 
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The measured lateral load - curvature graphs for Units PCl to PC6 are shown in Figs. 3.34 to 3.39, 
respectively. The curvatures were measured by two linear potentiometers, one at each side of the 
pile, over a gauge length of 150 mm immediately above the cap. These lateral load - curvature 
relationships are analogous to moment-curvature relationships, except that P-8 effects are included 
in the former case. Furthermore, the shape of these loops is quite similar to that of the measured 
lateral load - displacement loops. Some marked reduction in curvature at the second cycle of higher 
ductility factors is due to bulging of the concrete of the cap around the pile as explained in the 
previous section. The unsymmetrical appearance of some of the graphs is expected, being due to the 
unsymmetrical extent of damage at the plastic hinges during east and west direction loading of the 
pile. For example, Units PCl to PCS underwent more plastic rotation during positive loading because 
the east hinge suffered heavier buckling of the tendons in the compression region. In Units PC4 and 
PCS, several wires of the tendons fractured at the west side of the plastic hinge during negative 
direction loading. Note that the graph scale of Unit PCl is different from that of the rest of the PC 
units. For Unit PC6, the last two loops for the loading cycles at 1!=±12.4 were off the scale and are 
not shown in the figure. 

3.8.3 Curvature Profiles of the Pile - Pile Cap Units 
Curvature profiles for all of the PC units are presented in Figs. 3.40 to 3.45. Each curvature value 
was calculated from a pair of linear potentiometers mounted on each side of the pile. These 
curvature values are the average over the gauge length of the potentiometers. They are plotted for 
every peak of displacement ductility factor, at the mid-point of the potentiometer gauge lengths, 
and joined by straight lines. 

As the bending moment increases from zero at the top of the pile to a maximum at the pile-cap 
connection, the curvature increases down the pile. The curvature also increases with displacement 
ductility factor. However, some irregularity of the curvature profiles that violates the above 
characteristics sometimes exists due to random nature of flexural crack formation and non
homogeneity of the materials. 

Units PCl and PC6 exhibit a somewhat symmetrical curvature distribution, for positive and 
negative loading, compared to the other units, but the tendency of greater plastic rotation that 
occurred during the positive loading cycles is apparent. The irregularity and non-symmetrical 
distribution of the curvature profiles are fairly obvious in Units PC2 to PCS. From all of those 
graphs, it can be seen that the plastic hinge spreads over a significant region of pile above the pile 
cap in Units PCl to PCS, whereas in Unit PC6 it tends to concentrate in a short length above the pile 
cap. 

3.8.4 Moment-Curvature Curves of the Pile - Pile Cap Units 
For each PC unit two theoretical monotonic moment-curvature relationships based on the Mander et 
a1.(21) concrete stress-strain curve (for R=3) for confined section were computed. The first curve was 
obtained from moments calculated using Method C, where the tendons at the critical section are 
assumed to have full development length according to the code specification(1,30); and the second 
curve was obtained from moments calculated using Method D, where the available actual tendon 
development length was used and thus some slip of tendon was to be expected. On the theoretical 
moment-curvature curves, experimental points at the peaks of the inelastic loading cycles were 
plotted. Figs. 3.46 to 3.51 show the analytical moment-curvature plus the experimental data points 
for Units PCl to PC6, respectively. 
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Figs. 3.46 to 3.51 also show the theoretical cyclic moment-curvature loops calculated using the 
computer program PSCOL(21,51). Note that in the program, a full development length of tendons is 

assumed. 

From Figs. 3.46 to 3.50, it can be seen that for Units PCl to PC5 the moment-curvature relationships 
calculated using Method C are higher than those calculated using Method D within the inelastic 
region of the moment-curvature. For Unit PC6 (Fig. 3.51) the opposite occurs. This is because, as 
explained before, when calculating Me for Unit PC6, the effect of the tendons was omitted due to the 

very short length. 

For Units PC1 and PC2 (Figs. 3.46 and 3.47), most of the experimental points lie between the moment
curvature curves C and D, and only a few points which obtained from the peaks of negative loading 
cycles are above the curve C for curvatures less than 0.13 rad/m. Most of the experimental moment
curvature points of Units PC3 and PC4 also lie between the two theoretical curves, but at large 
curvatures several measured points lie above the curve C. Note that the measured maximum 
curvature of Unit PC3is much higher than the theoretical ultimate curvature (see Table 3.10), but it 
is not plotted on the figure since it is beyond the scale. In Unit PC5 almost one-half of the 
experimental data points are above the moment-curvature curve C at large curvatures and the 
remainder lie between curves C and D. For Unit PC6, most of the experimental data having 
curvatures less than the theoretical ultimate curvature are above the theoretical curves. It is 
interesting to note that the experimental moment-curvature points of Unit PC6 reach further and lie 
beyond the theoretical ultimate curvatures. 

A comparison between the envelope of the cyclic moment-curvature curves and the monotonic 
moment-curvature curves is of interest. Note that only the cyclic moment-curvature curves that 
assume full development length of tendons are considered, except for Unit PC6, where the cyclic 
curves that neglect tendons are considered. The monotonic moment-curvature curves of Units PC1, 
PC3 and PC5 agree very well with the envelope of the cyclic curves. The envelope of the cyclic 
curves of Units PC2 and PC4 also agree well with the monotonic curve, but reach slightly higher 
moments than the monotonic curves at large curvatures. However, the envelope of the cyclic 
moment-curvature curve of Unit PC6 underestimates the monotonic curve, but it has a higher 
ultimate curvature. 

3.8.5 Transverse Steel Strains of the Pile - Pile Cap units 

3.8.5.1 General 
The transverse steel strains discussed herein are the measured strains due to confinement and to 
shear. Four strain gauges were attached on one full tum of spiral steel at various levels to monitor 
these strains. The strain gauges marked E (east) and W (west) measured the confinement strains at 
the extreme fibre of the pile core section, whereas those marked 5 (south) and N (north) measured 
shear strains on the side faces of the pile. The full details concerning these strain gauges are 
explained in Section 3.5 on instrumentation. 

Owing to the unsymmetrical behaviour of the units, instead of averaging the confinement strains 
from east and west faces, and the shear strains from south and north faces, the strain profiles were 

. drawn separately for each row of strain gauges on each face. Note that the numbers on the vertical 
scale denote the actual strain gauge positions on the spiral steel with respect to the pile - pile cap 
interface. Most of these actual strain gauge locations were slightly shifted from the target locations 
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mentioned in Section 3.5, depending on the spiral steel coil position. To reduce congestion, some of 
the strain gauge readings were not included in the graphs. 

3.8.5.2 Confinement Strains 
Profiles of the measured transverse confinement strains at the extreme fibres of the core concrete at 
displacement ductility peaks are presented in Figs. 3.52 to 3.57. Note that due to irregularity in the 
data, representative confinement strains from east or west only are plotted. 

As can be seen from the figures presented, symmetrical behaviour was demonstrated by the strains on 
the west face of the units. For all of the units, the tensile strains in the steel due to confinement on 
the west face are higher than those on the east, which are not shown here. From the graphs it is 
evident that most of the spiral steel within the design plastic hinge region is capable of absorbing 
the energy resulting from the concrete core expansion beyond the elastic range. This phenomenon is 
marked by yielding of the spiral steel far beyond its elastic limit or yield strain and not fracturing. 
Note that the poor performance of Unit PC6 is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3.57. For this unit the 
spiral steel strains on the west face reached only about three to four times the strain at yielding, 
and a short plastic hinge length of pile is noticed. Most of the energy in Unit PC6 was absorbed by 
the joint, resulting in a considerable damage to it. The measured strains due to confinement in Unit 
PC5 are slightly higher than those in Unit PC6, but here the plastic hinge spreads further along the 
length of the pile and also the damage was not concentrated within the pile - pile cap joint. From 
the linear interpolation of strains above and within the pile cap, it is evident that some yielding of 
spiral steel also occurred within the pile cap just below its connection with the pile. 

3.8.5.3 Shear Strains 
Profiles of the measured strains in the spiral steel due to shear at the displacement ductility peaks 
are presented in Figs. 3.58 to 3.63. Note that due to vast irregularity in the data, shear strain 
profiles which are less irregular from the south or north face only are plotted. 

However, irregularity is still extensive in the selected graphs. These irregularities may have been 
mainly caused by local bending of the spiral steel. Because the strain gauges were attached only on 
one side, that is on the top or at the bottom of the spiral bar, local bending of the spiral bar results in 
a much higher or much smaller tensile strain (sometimes even a compressive strain) than the 
average given by the actual tensile force in the bar. Although the characteristic behaviour of the 
variation in strains is rather difficult to investigate, nevertheless there is an overall tendency for 
an increase in strain magnitude with increase in displacement ductility factor. 

In spite of some localized and insignificant yielding due to shear which occurred in some of the units, 
the magnitudes of shear strains in general are far below the steel yield strain. This result was 
expected, since the spiral steel in the units was detailed according to the NZS 3101 requirements for 
the confinement of fully ductile columns, and as shear reinforcement the spiral steel in the units was 
in excess of that required to resist the shear force resulted from the overstrength in flexure. It is 
obvious that the concrete shear resisting mechanisms played a major role in resisting the shear 
force. Most of the shear force was carried by the concrete, and only a small percentage was carried 
by the spiral steel. However shear was transferred from the concrete to the spiral steel as the 
displacement ductility factor increased as inevitably some deterioration of the concrete shear 
resisting mechanisms occurred during the inelastic loading cycles. 
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3.9 DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.9.1 Performance of Pile - Pile Cap Units During Test 
From the test observations, the extent of damage at the pile - pile cap joint can be ranked in an order 
from the worst to the best performance as follows, Units PC6, PC3, PCS, PC4, PCl and PC2. The 
extent of damage at the joint is obviously related to the details of the pile - pile cap connection. 
Continuity and stiffness along the pile, from the plastic hinge region to the end of the longitudinal 
reinforcing bars embedded within the cap, play an important role in transferring the resisting 
moment and shear induced by an earthquake between the pile and the pile cap. Also, the 
compressive strength of the precast pile concrete was greater than that of the cast in place cap 
concrete. 

Fig. 3.64 illustrates the compressive, shear frictional and bond stresses in the concrete within the 
pile cap of two types of connections, when lateral load H and axial load P e is transferred from pile 
to pile cap. The extent of the regions of compressive stresses, cl; c2; c3i CSi c6 and c7 are mainly 

dependent upon the magnitude of the applied moment (H and length of pile), axial load, embedded 
length of pile in the cap, contact surface area between the precast embedded pile and the cap (see 
Fig. 3.64a), diameter and stiffness of the longitudinal reinforcement embedded in the cap (see Fig. 
3.64b), etc. The depth of compressive stress q is always the same as the depth of pile seating. 

For precast embedded pile ends, such as Units PCl and PC2, the applied moment and shear are 
resisted by compressive, bond and shear frictional stresses which are distributed over wide and deep 
contact surface areas of the high strength precast concrete. Hence, damage of the pile - pile cap joint 
region is less severe, as was observed in the tests. A contributing factor to the smaller damage was 
the fact that the pile was prestressed at the pile - pile cap interface in Units PCl and PC2, unlike 
the other units. 

For cast in place pile ends, the applied moment and shear are resisted by bond and shear frictional 
stresses, dowel action at the jointing face between the end of the precast pile and the cast in place 
concrete, and compressive stresses between the pile seating and the pile cap. In the units that 
contain only prestressed or nonprestressed tendons, only a small amount of lateral force is transferred 
by dowel action since the tendons are relatively flexible. The majority of the lateral force is 
transferred by shear friction at the pile ends and by compression between the pile seating and the 
surrounding cap concrete. This latter mechanism causes a concentration of compressive stresses at the 
seating, and with the application of cyclic lateral loading, both sides of the cap concrete that 
surround the pile seating spall and thus weakens the pile - pile cap connection. The pile - pile cap 
joint of Unit PC3 that contained ten tendons displayed this type of damage. The pile - pile cap 
joints of Units PC4 and PC5 displayed a far better performance than that of Unit PC3. Unit PC4 
contained an additional ten 020 bars that could resist larger dowel forces due to larger diameter and 
hence stiffer longitudinal bars. Unit PCS had olive type anchorages in the tendons which improved 
the anchorage of the tendons. It is important to note that for cast in place pile ends, the spiral steel 
within pile caps helps to improve stiffness and bond conditions. Small spacing of spirals will reduce 
the required anchorage length of the tendons. 

The pile - pile cap joint of Unit PC6 had only four 020 longitudinal bars. For this joint there was 
spalling of the cap concrete around the pile. Towards the end of the test, the four 020 bars and the 
compressed part of the core concrete satisfactorily sustained the applied moment, but the joint 
stiffness degraded significantly. This demonstrated that the epoxy resin provided the required 
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bond strength between the 020 bars and the pile, but that significant bond deformation occurred. 
Unit PC6 would have performed better if it had had more dowel bars across the joint. 

The 12.5 mm diameter seven-wire strands used in the piles of this test series were prone to buckle 
when large ductility factors were reached. Spacing of spiral steel in plastic hinge regions must be 
such that: 
- It is adequate to confine the core concrete and provide the required shear resistance up to the 

required ductility. 
- It is sufficient to prevent premature buckling of compressed tendons. 
- There is enough space to place and vibrate the concrete in piles. 
The ratio of spiral spacing to tendon diameter, sldb, which was provided within the plastic hinge 

regions and within the pile caps, except the pile cap of Unit PC6, was 3.76. This ratio, although 
was rather tight for concrete to be placed and vibrated internally, nevertheless was found to result 
in excellent confinement of the core concrete and shear resistance, and in prevented excessive 
buckling of the tendons during large inelastic displacements. Significant buckling of the tendons in 
Units PCl to PC5 was not observed until the first or second cycle of 1.1 reached -7.4, 6.3, 8.0, -3.4, and 
10.5, respectively. Note that the tendon buckling in Unit PC4 observed when the second cycle of J.1=-
3.4 was not significant. Buckling of the tendons hardly occurred in Unit PC6 due to the low flexural 
strength and due to ineffective embedment of the tendons beyond the joint. 

Low cycle fatigue fracture of some tendons in UnitsPC4 and PC5 occurred after repeated buckling and 
straightening of the tendons at extreme cyclic displacement ductilities. Note that the same type of 
fracture could have happened in the tendons of Unit PC2 if it had been displaced further during the 
cyclic loading. 

It is evident from these tests that in order to prevent premature buckling of tendons, the sl db ratio 

should not be greater than 4. 

The bond slip of the tendons within the pile cap was not monitored during the tests. However since 
there is good agreement between the analytical flexural strength that takes into account the slip of 
tendons and the measured flexural strength, some slip of tendons must have occurred in the pile cap. 
Recommendations for the tendon anchorage length required beyond critical sections are discussed 
below. 

3.9.2 Hysteretic Behaviour and Analytical Strength 
Reference to the analytical flexural strengths described in Section 3.7 and to the hysteretic 
behaviour described in Section 3.8.2, indicates that the analytical flexural strengths at the critical 
cross section which gave best agreement with the measured values are those calculated using 
Methods A, Band O. The analytical strength calculated using Method C for R=3 was found to be an 
upper bound for all of the test units except for Unit PC6, due to the reasons explained in Section 3.7.3. 
To reduce congestion, the theoretical strengths calculated using Methods C and 0 for R = 4 and 5 are 
not shown in Figs. 3.28 to 3.33 .. 

The tendon anchorage lengths within the pile caps beyond the critical section in Units PCl and PC2, 
PO and PC4, and PC5 were 800 mm (64 db), 650 mm (52 db), and 900 mm (72 db), respectively. These 
anchorage lengths are significantly less than that the 140 db recommended by the Codes(1,30) for full 

development of the tendons. The tendon anchorage was evidently improved by the presence of the 
spiral steel around the tendons in the pile cap, and in Unit PCS also by the presence of the olive type 
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anchorages. However some slip of tendons would have occurred in the pile cap as was evident by 
the upperbound nature of the theoretical strengths calculated by Method C. 

In the lateral load - displacement graphs, Figs. 3.28 to 3.33, it can be seen that if the unconfined 
section was adopted in the strength calculation (Le. MA), slip of the tendon could be ignored. If the 

confined section was adopted, slip of the tendon had to be taken into account by limiting the tendon 
tensile stress, according to the anchorage lengths available. Note that Concrete Technology 
Associates(9) recommend an anchorage length of 610 mm for 12.7 mm diameter tendons, as can be seen 
in Table 1.1 in this thesis. On that basis Method Dusing R=3 can be recommended as a reasonable 
and realistic approach for the flexural strength analysis in prestressed concrete piles. 

From the hysteresis graphs (Figs. 3.28 to 3.33), it can be seen that the enhancement of flexural 
strength is not excessive with respect to the theoretical strength calculated using Method A. This is 
typical for members subjected to low compressive axial load since such members are not so dependent 
on the strength contribution from the concrete and need only small extreme fibre concrete compressive 
strain in order to obtain the maximum (ultimate) resisting moment. Hence for Units PC2 and PC4 
that contained D20 bars in addition to the tendons, the strains in the D20 bars were seldom greater 
than Esh' They were greater than Esh, only when most of the cover concrete and part of the extreme 

core concrete had spalled and thus gave little contribution towards the resisting moment. For fully 
prestressed units, such as Units PC1, PC3 and PC5, the low enhancement of flexural strength was also 
due to the shape of the tendon stress-strain curve whereby the increase of stress in the plastic range 
is not large. That is, the percentage increase in steel stress due to strain hardening at high strains is 
lower for prestressing tendons than for nonprestressed steel. 

From the shape of the hysteresiS loops, it is obvious that the prestressed pile units which contained 
D20 bars had higher load capacity and greater capability to dissipate energy than the prestressed 
pile units without non prestressed longitudinal reinforcement. For fully prestressed test units, the 
behaviour is more elastic at high curvatures. However it could be considered that this is a useful 
feature for piles since it limits damage to the piles and hence difficult repair work can be prevented. 

Unit PC6 had fairly low measured strengths throughout the test, and the joint was much more 
flexible than for the other units. At the critical section of Unit PC6, only the four D20 bars acted as 
the longitudinal reinforcement, and there was no sign of flexural overstrength in the inelastic range, 
no doubt because of the long yield plateau of the D20 steel. 

Regarding the theoretical cyclic lateral load - displacement graphs, it is obvious that for the units 
containing only tendons as the flexural reinforcement, more energy diSSipation is exhibited in the 
theoretical graphs than was measured in the tests. This is because the stress-strain model chosen 
for the prestressing steel in compression is of the same type as that for nonprestressed steel. 
However, in the units that contain nonprestressed longitudinal steel as an addition to the tendons, 
the fatness of the theoretical loops agrees well with the measured ones. This would be caused by 
the high percentage of the nonprestressed longitudinal steel, which meant that the effect of this 
steel on the theoretical hysteresis loops became more dominant than that of the tendons. 

3.9.3 Moment-Curvature Relationship 
In all of the theoretical moment-curvature curves illustrated in Figs. 3.46 to 3.51, the effect of tendon 
slip is apparent beyond the elastic range. Slip of tendons in Units PCl and PC2 occurred at lower 
curvatures than for Units PC3 to PCS, due to the presence of prestress in the tendons in the embedded 
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ends of the piles of Units PCl and PC2. The tendons of Units PC3 to PCS had zero prestress at the 

critical section. 

The experimental moment-curvature points of Units PCl to PC5 are scattered mainly within the two 

theoretical curves. This proves that the assumed available development length used for the 

calculations was reasonable. In Unit PCS the effect of the olive type anchorages was not taken into 

account during the calculation of the theoretical moment-curvature curves, but the higher moments 

measured, which exceed the theoretical values at high curvatures proves that those anchorages 

were effective. 

In Unit PC6 the omission of the influence of tendons for moment-curvature curve C was justified, since 

otherwise the resulting theoretical moments would be unrealistically high if tendons with full 

development length were assumed. It is obvious from Fig. 3.51 that the much higher value of the 

experimental maximum curvature compared to the theoretical ultimate curvature is due to the 

ductile performance of the D20 dowel bars. The failure criterion which gave the ultimate curvature 
in curve C was governed by 0.8 Mmax, where for Unit PC6 Mmax is the moment just before the 

spalling of the cover concrete. In the moment-curvature curve D the failure criterion was governed 

by the fracture of the tendon at the extreme tensile fibre. It can be explained that in the computer 

program model as the section curvature or the extreme tensile fibre strain become larger, the tensile . 

strain of the tendon will approach its ultimate capacity and thus fracture of tendon would 

eventually occur regardless of the magnitude of the stress in the tendon. However physically the 

tendons in Unit PC6 do not behave according to the above assumption. The tendons at the critical 

section will not fracture because of the very short length (50 mm). It is more likely that the 0.8 
Mmax criterion will govern this case. If in the moment-curvature curve D of Unit PC6 the tendon 

strains had been assumed not to be critical, the theoretical ultimate curvature at 0.8 Mmax would 

have more or less the same as the experimental maximum curvature. 

3.9.4 Tabulation of Moments, Yield· Displacements and Ultimate Curvatures 
Obtained Analytically and Experimentally from Pile - Pile Cap Tests 

In Table 3.9 MA is the moment calculated using Method A. For each PC unit two values of the 

theoretical maximum moment are listed. The first value is obtained by assuming a full development 

length of tendon, except for Unit PC6 where the influence of tendons was omitted, and the second 

value is obtained using the actual tendon stresses developed by the available length of tendon 

anchorage. These theoretical maximum moments were obtained from the moment-curvature 

relationship using the confined concrete section properties. It is to be noted that the measured 

maximum moments listed in the table are generally greater than the theoretical maximum moments 

which assume full development of tendon. 

The measured yield displacements shown in Table 3.10 were obtained from the tests using the 

procedure outlined in Section 2.6.2. The theoretical yield displacements were calculated using the 
computer program PSCOL, created by Mander(21) and modified by Whittaker(51). In calculating the 

yield displacements full development length of tendons was assumed, and the octagonal section was 

replaced by a circular one which had the same diameter of core section and the same gross area .. As 

for the maximum moments, two values of theoretical curvature for each PC unit are also introduced. 

It is to be noted that the theoretical yield curvature and yield displacement are defined in Sections 

4.6.2 and 4.7.3, respectively. 

Scatter is evident in the ratios of experimental to theoretical ultimate curvatures. It is to be noted 
that q,u,exp is the maximum curvature measured, and greater curvatures could have been measured if 



Table 3.9 - Theoretical and Experimental Maximum Moments for PC Units 

U Theoretical Mmax (kNm) Experimental 

N MA Assuming full Using actual Maximum Mmaxl Mmax,2 Mmax,exp Mmax,exp Mmax,exp , 
I dev. length length of tendons Moment 
T (kNm) of tendons to allow for slip (kNm) MA MA MA Mmax,l Mmax,2 

PC Mmaxl Mmax 2 Mmaxexp : 

1 233.53 281.28 242.87 292.01 1.20 1.04 1.25 1.04 1.20 

2 306.87 372.89 337.80 389.92 1.22 J.10 1.27 1.05 1.15 

3 242.92 307.70 255.55 298.99 1.27 1.05 1.23 0.97 1.17 

4 316.56 389.60 336.89 397.71 1.23 1.06 1.26 1.02 1.18 

5 234.10 302.35 258.11 321.18 1.29 1.10 1.38 1.06 1.24 

L 212.26 215.78 221.49 227.24 1.01 1.04 1.07 1.05 1.03 
Note: Theoretical Mmax was calculated using the confined concrete stress-strain relation due to Mander et al. 

...... 

Table 3.10 - Theoretical and Experimental Values of Yield Displacements and Ultimate Curvatures for PC Units 
&; 

U !ly(mm) Theoretical «Pu (rad/m) 

N ~,exp Assuming full Using actual Experimental «Pu,exp $u,exp 
I Theory Experiment dev. length length of tendons $u --
T ~,thr of tendons to allow for slip (rad/m) $u,l «Pu,2 

PC $u,1 «Pu,2 

1 17.77 20.9 1.18 0.3170 0.3024 0.1988 0.63 0.66 

2 20.67 25.8 1.25 0.3426 0.3133 0.2637 0.77 0.84 

3 21.01 17.8 0.85 0.2683 0.2530 0.3571 1.33 1.41 

4 24.72 29.3 1.19 0.3199 0.3293 0.2756 0.86 0.84 

5 21.23 18.5 0.87 0.2989 0.3044 0.2876 0.96 0.94 

6 19.18* 17.8 0.93 0.2120* 0.2496 0.4923 2.32 1.97 

Note: * Tendons are excluded. 
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the units had been displaced further, except for Units PC4 and PC5 for which the maximum 
measured curvature was the stage of fracture of the tendons. Hence in general the theory seen to give 
conservative estimates for the ultimate curvatures of the piles. 

3.10 CONCLUSIONS 

Four different details for achieving a moment resisting connection between a precast prestressed 
concrete pile end and a cast in situ reinforced concrete pile cap were tested. The connection were 
between 400 mm octagonal prestressed concrete piles and reinforced concrete pile caps. The 
connections were tested subjected to axial load and cyclic flexure which simulated severe seismic 
loading. Conclusions reached from the test results of the six pile to pile cap connections tested are as 
follows: 

1. All connections were found to permit the flexural strength of the pile to be reached and 
permitted satisfactorily ductile behaviour of the connection. Only minor cracking was observed 
in the pile cap. The large displacement ductilities were reached before failure. 

2. For Units PCl and PC2 the ends of the precast piles were embedded over a 800 mm length (64 
tendon diameters) in the pile cap. Spiral steel was present in the end of the pile in the pile cap 
at the same pitch as in the potential plastic hinge region of the pile. The surface of the 
concrete of the pile ends was scabbled in accordance with Type B construction jOints. The pile 
concrete was not broken back. The theoretical flexural of the pile calculated using the ACI 318-
83 or NZS 3101 approach was exceeded during cycles of lateral loading up to displacement 
ductility factors of at least J1=±8. The spiral steel around the prestressing strands in the pile 
end in the pile cap was evidently beneficial in aSSisting to maintain strand anchorage. This 
type of connection was the easiest to construct. 

3. For Units PC3 and PC4 the pile steel was exposed over the end 600 mm (48 tendon diameters) 
and embedded in the pile cap with the total embedment length of 650 mm (52 tendon 
diameters) including pile seating. The exposed longitudinal pile steel was left straight and 
surrounded by the same spiral as in the potential plastic hinge region of the pile. For Unit PC5 
the same detail was used except that the exposed length of the pile steel was 850 mm (68 
tendon diameters) and anchorage was also aided by the use of an "olive" type anchorage on 
each tendon formed by unravelling the tendons back to the anchorage position, placing a 12.7 
mm diameter steel nut over the central wire, and twisting back the other six wires to take up 
the original strand form. The theoretical flexural strength of the pile calculated using the ACI 
318-83 or NZS 3101 approach was exceeded during cycles of lateral loading up to displacement 
ductility factors of at least J1=±9. Unit PC5 with olive type anchorage was flexurally stronger 
than the other two units, but the behaviour of Units PC3 and PC4 was adequate. The spiral 
steel around the prestressing strands in the pile cap was evidently beneficial in assisting to 
maintain the strand anchorage. 

4. For Unit PC6 the connection was made by four dowel bars of 20 mm diameter Grade 275 steel 
deformed bars bonded to the pile by epoxy resin in 40 mm diameter holes drilled 530 mm deep 
into the pile end and anchored in the pile cap by 90° standard hook. The flexural strength of 
the connection calculated using the ACI 318-83 or NZS 3101 approach was exceeded in cycles of 
lateral loading up to displacement ductility factors of up to J1=±12. Beyond that displacement 
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the flexural strength reduced and the plastic rotation concentrated undesirably at a wide crack 
at the pile - pile cap interface. 

5. On the basis of the performance of the pile-to-cap connections, the type with the precast pile 
embedded in the cast in situ pile cap is the most preferred type. Apart from the least damage 
found in the cap surrounding the joint, this type is very practical and easy to construct. Note 
that if the pile after being driven is too long, it is easy to cut the pile through the section down 
to the required length. The second most preferred connection type is the stripped pile head 
with the projecting tendons and/or nonprestressed longitudinal bars left straight within the 
cast in situ pile caps. Dowel bars as the connection device between piles and caps are not 
preferred, unless more dowel bars than that used in Unit PC6 are installed to increase the 
strength and to stiffen the connection. However, the amount of dowel bars that can be installed 
is limited by the availability of space within the concrete core and by the diameter size of the 
holes for the dowel bars. 

6. Good connections (with sufficient embedment length) between piles and caps will result in a 
better spread of yielding, and hence less damage within the plastic hinge region in the piles. 
Bad connections will result in more damage within a concentrated region in the pile and the 
damage may even penetrate into the pile cap. 

7. An embedded length of tendons within pile caps of about 52 db (=650 mm for 12.5 mm tendons) 

could be regarded as a reasonable lower limit of length, provided sufficient spiral steel is 
present. 

8. Comparison of the lateral load - displacement hysteresis diagrams of Units PCl and PC2, also 
of Units PCS and PC4, shows that the presence of D20 bars in the piles did not improve the 
available displacement ductility factor of the units, but did increased the flexural strength 
and the capacity for energy dissipation. Because of the large difference in fracture strain 
between the tendons and D20 bars, the failure of units that contain both will definitely govern 
by the fracture of tendons (see Unit PC4). However, the presence of nonprestressed longitudinal 
steel in the pile· pile cap connection, especially in the stripped pile head type, can help to 
minimize the damage within the connection. 

9. As concluded in the previous section, the recommended maximum spiral spacing for fully 
prestressed piles is 4 db, where db = nominal tendon diameter. This is smaller than the 

maximum spacing of 6 bar diameters recommended for non prestressed longitudinal steel. The 
reason is that the tendon is a strand and hence is more prone to buckling than a steel bar. 

10. From the comparison of the theoretical monotonic moment-curvature diagrams and the 
experimental data points, it can be concluded that the theoretical assumptions made concerning 
the slip of tendons were reasonable, although in Unit PC5 the assumption is rather 
conservative due to the presence of the olive type anchorage which gave better performance. 
The theoretical monotonic moment-curvature curves were found to be the envelope for the 
theoretical cyclic moment-curvature curves. 

11. Spiral steel should be provided within the region of piles that is embedded in the pile cap, 
especially in the stripped pile head type. The major role of this spiral steel is to improve bond 
and also to assist the transfer of the lateral forces to the surrounding concrete within the pile 
caps. 
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12. The lenpth of the potential plastic hinge regions for aU the PC test units which were subjected 
to 0.2 fc Ag compressive axial10ad followed the provisions in Section 6.5.4.1 of NZS 3101. The 

code requirements were found to be adequate for this case. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

ANAL YTICAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING MOMENT
CURVATURE RELATIONSHIPS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

If piles are to be designed for ductility so that they can withstand considerable lateral soil 
displacements during major earthquakes, it is necessary to estimate the maximum curvature or 
deformation capacity based on the section properties (internal factors) of the pile and the curvature 
or deformation demand based on the external factors (properties of surrounding soils, soil-pile 
interaction and displacement produced by a particular chosen earthquake record). It is outside the 
scope of this thesis to cover the curvature or deformation demand of prestressed concrete piles. 
Research which investigates the curvature demand of piles is available, for example Ref. 4. The 
curvature capacity or the available curvature of prestressed concrete piles is discussed in Chapter 5. 

Moment-curvature analysis plays an important role in determining the available curvature of a 
member cross section. This chapter deals with the material properties and their mathematical 
stress-strain relationships to be used in moment-curvature analyses. The key points on the moment
curvature curve, such as the yield curvature, the ideal moment and the ultimate curvature are also 
defined. 

4.2 FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE AVAILABILITY OF STRENGTH AND 
DUCTILITY OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILES 

Some of the factors that can influence the strength and ductility of prestressed concrete piles are: 
- The volumetric ratio of confining steel provided in the plastic hinge regions, Ps' Together with 

the yield strength of the confining steel, fyh' this results in the effective lateral confining stress, 

fro 
The applied axial load level, P e/ fe'Ag. 

The aspect ratio of piles, 1/0. 
The mechanical reinforcing ratio, pm. For fully prestressed piles, pm = Pt Inti and for partially 

prestressed piles, pm = Pst fist + Pt Int i 
where: Pt = ratio of total area of tendon to gross area of the pile cross section, 

Pst = ratio of total area of nonprestressed longitudinal steel to gross area of the pile 

cross section, 
fit = fpalfe', 
fist = fyffe'. 

- The stress-strain properties of prestressing tendon. 
- The prestress level of tendon. 
- The yield strength (fy) and stress-strain properties of nonprestressed longitudinal steel for 

partially prestressed piles. 
- The concrete compressive cylinder strength, fe'. 

- The ratio of cover concrete thickness to overall dimension of pile cross-section, or the ratio of core 
diameter to overall dimension of pile cross section, ds/D. 

- The imposed curvature history during cyclic loading. 

172 
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4.3 MATHEMATICAL STRESS-STRAIN MODEL AND MATERIAL 
PROPERTIES ASSUMED FOR CONCRETE 

4.3.1 Introduction 
In order to conduct moment-curvature analyses for a particular member cross section, it is necessary to 
use appropriate stress-strain relationships for the concrete for the confined and unconfined regions. 
The fully and partially prestressed concrete members analysed in this thesis were confined by spiral 
reinforcement. Several investigators, for example, Iyengar et al.(15), Leslie et a1.(19), Shah et 
al.(44), and Mander et al.(21), have proposed mathematical stress-strain relationships for circularly 
confined concrete members. These models are discussed below. 

(a) Model proposed by Iyengar et al. (15) 
Iyengar et al. tested a number of circular concrete cylinders (152 mm diameter x 305 mm high, and 102 

mm diameter x 203 mm high) confined wi.th various volumetric ratios of spiral reinforcement. The 
test units contained no longitudinal steel and had no cover, and were subjected to a concentrical axial 
compressive load applied at a quasi-static strain rate. Iyengar et al. found that, provided the 
spiral pitch does not exceed the diameter of the cylinder, the increase in the compressive stress and 
strain at the peak stress were: 
- Directly dependent upon the increase of the volumetric confining steel ratio, Ps' 
- Directly dependent upon the increase of the yield strength of the spiral steel, fyh' 
- Inversely dependent upon the increase of the cylinder strength of the unconfined concrete, fe'. 

- Directly dependent upon the decrease in the spiral pitch, s. 

The peak of the stress and strain were given as: 

fcc' = fe' (1 + 2.3 Ie) 

tce = teo (1 + 23 Ie) 

where: 

I =(l-~Jp fyh cds . 
e fe 

and de is the spiral diameter (out-to-out). 

(4-1) 

(4-2) 

(4-3) 

Iyengar et al. also presented expressions for the strains at 0.85 and 0.90 of the maximum stress on the 
falling branch of the stress-strain curve to determine the slope of the falling branch: 

eo.9 = eeo (1.5 + 41.5 Ie) (4-4) 

eo.85 = teo (1.8 + 46.5 Ie) (4-5) 

(b) Model proposed by Leslie et a1.(19) 
Leslie et al. proposed a four-part stress-strain curve for spirally confined concrete based on the 
experimental study of Iyengar et al. The first part of the curve consists of the commonly used second 
degree parabola that terminates and has a zero slope at the point (teo,fe'). This part of the curve is 

the same as for unconfined concrete. The parameter feo is the concrete compressive strain at fe', and 

is usually assumed to be 0.002. The second part of the curve consists of another second degree 
parabola with the origin redefined at the point (feo,fe') and terminates with a zero slope at point 

(feofee\ which is the peak of the confined concrete stress-strain curve. Note that fcc' and tee are 

calculated using Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The third part of the curve is a linear line with a 
slope of falling branch, Z, which was obtained from the Iyengar et al. expressions for the confined 
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peak strain and the strain at 0.85 of the confined peak strength. The falling branch terminates 
when the confined concrete stress has reached 20% of the unconfined cylinder strength. The fourth 
part of the curve starts at this termination point and the stress is assumed to remain constant 
indefinitely. 

As a summary, the proposed mathematical equations are presented as follows: 
For 0 < ce S Ceo , 

fe = f~[2ee - [~]2] 
eco eeo 

(4-6) 

(4-7) 

For cee < ec S e20c ' 
fe = fcc' ( 1 - Z ( Cc - ccc ) J (4-8) 

where: 

Z 
0.15 

=-...;;.-....;....- (4-9) 

C20c (4-10) 

For Cc > c20c' 
fe = 0.2 fc' (4-11) 

(c) Model proposed by Shah et al.(44) 

Shah et al. also tested a large number of small concrete cylinders (76x152 mm) which had 
practically no cover to the spiral steel and longitudinal reinforcement was not provided. The spiral 
wires were 3.2 mm diameter and 413 MPa yield strength. Variables investigated in the experiment 
included the concrete mix (normal weight and light weight>, the spiral pitch, the strain rate (slow 

and fast), and the type of loading (monotonic and cyclid. 

Based on the test results, Shah et al. proposed a theoretical model for the complete stress-strain 
curve of spirally confined concrete members. The curve consists of two parts, namely ascending and 
descending branches. Both branches meet at the peak with a zero slope, hence there is no 
discontinuity. 

The ascending part consists of a parabolic function that terminates at the peak of the curve, namely 
point (Ecofcc'>. This ascending curve is a function of the unconfined concrete Young's modulus (Ec) and 

the peak coordinate (Ecofec'), which in turn are the function of the unconfined concrete cylinder 
strength (fc') and the effective confining stress (fr) resulted from the spiral steel. Note that the 

effective confining stress or the confinement index is negligible if the spiral pitch is larger than 1.25 
times the cylinder diameter. 

The descending branch is an exponential curve that assymptotically approaches zero stress at 
infinitely high strains. The parameters of this curve are the same as those of the ascending curve, 

excluding the unconfined concrete Young's modulus. 

The mathematical relationships proposed by Shah et at. are presented as follows: 
For 0 < Cc S Ecc , 
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For £e > £ee, 
, 1.15 

fe :::: fcc exp [ -k ( £e - £ee ) ] 

where: A = Ee tee/fcc', 
k = 25 ( exp (-1.45 fr), note: fe' and fr in MPa, 

and 

Ee = 4700 K [MPa], 

-5 • fr 
tee = 1.491 x 10 fe + 0.0296 f + 0.00195, 

c 

fcc' :::: fe' + (1.15 + ~ ) fr , 

f = 2 Ash fy h (.: __ 1 _ ) 
r s 1.25 de 

(4-12) 

(4-13) 

(4-14) 

(4-15) 

(4-16) 

(4-17) 

(4-18) 

(4-19) 

where Ash is the spiral bar area, fyh is the yield strength of the spiral steel, de is the spiral 

diameter, and s is the spiral pitch. 

This model is relatively simple to use and can also be applied to unconfined concrete by taking fr=O. 
Note that when fr becomes very large, k tends towards a value close to zero which means the 

descending part (Eq. 4.13) remains nearly horizontal, similar to a perfectly plastic material. 

Shah et al. also found that when the load is applied at fast strain rates, the envelope of the cyclic 
stress-strain loops agreed well with the curves measured for similar specimens tested 
monotonically, either for normal or light weight concrete. The effect of varying the strain rate as 
well as using light weight aggregate can be accounted for by modifying the values of A and k. 
However, sufficient experimental data were not available to statistically express A and k in terms 
of strain rate or for light weight aggregates. Note that only the data for the slow loading rate and 
normal weight concrete were used in the analysis to evaluate constants in Eqs. 4-12 to 4-19. 

(d) Model proposed by Mander et al.(21) 

Mander et al. proposed a complete, general purpose, monotonic and cyclic stress-strain model for 
unconfined and confined concrete. To verify the proposed model, Mander et al, conducted tests on full 
scale column units complete with concrete cover and longitudinal steel. The units tested were 
circular columns (500 rom diameter x 1500 rom high), square columns (450 rom square x 1200 rom high) 
and walls (150 rom x 700 rom x 1200 mm high) subjected to concentrical cyclic axial compressive load, 
with either slow or fast strain rate. 

The stress-strain model proposed by Mander et al. has a number of advantages compared with 
previously proposed models: 
- The entire stress-strain curve is defined by one single function which can be used also to represent 

the stress-strain curve for unconfined concrete. 
- The model is suitable for either low or high strain rate loading. For the fast strain rate or 

dynamic loading, dynamic magnification factors are introduced to modify the unconfined concrete 
properties, namely the cylinder strength (fc'), peak strain (teo)' and Young's modulus (Ee). This 

enables the stress-strain model to be used for fast strain rates in the same manner as for the low 

strain rates. 
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- The model can be applied to any shape of concrete member section confined by any kind of 
transverse reinforcement, such as spirals; cross ties; circular or rectangular hoops. The model can 
also be applied to wall sections where unequal confining stresses exist along each of the two 

perpendicular axes. 

The model is able to determine the stress-strain relationships for concrete sections confined by 

different arrangements of transverse reinforcement by incorporating a confinement effectiveness 
coefficient (ke) which enables the effective lateral confining pressure (fr) to be determined for a 

range of arrangements of transverse reinforcement. 

The confinement effectiveness coefficient is the ratio of the effectively confined core area (Ae) to 

the core area of the section. The effectively confined core area is related to the arching action (see 
Fig. 4.1) and occurs mid-way between the levels of the transverse reinforcement. For sections where 
the centre-to-centre distance across transverse reinforcement (ds)' and the clear spacing between the 
transverse reinforcement (s') are the same, the ke value decreases for sections confined by continuous 

circular spiral steel, circular; square; and rectangular hoops (one of the distances across the hoops is 
d s)' in that order. 

4.3.2 Monotonic Concrete Stress-Strain Relationship 
The monotonic stress-strain relationship used here was proposed by Mander et al.(21) and is 
expressed as follows: 

(a) Tension loading (Be> 0) 

A linear stress-strain relation is assumed provided the concrete tension strength (ft ') has not been 

exceeded. The longitudinal concrete stress is given by: 
fe = Be Be' if fe < ft' (4-20) 

Once ft ' has been exceeded, fe = O. 

(b) Compression loading (Be < 0) 

Mander et al. incorporated an equation due to Popovics(41) to describe the whole range of the 
monotonic stress-strain relation. The relation also served as the skeleton curve in compression. The 
longitudinal stress in the concrete is given by: 

fcc' x r 
fe = r _ 1 + xr (4-21) 

where: fcc' = peak strength of confined concrete (defined later in this section), 

ec 
(4-22) x = 

Bee 

Be = longitudinal concrete strain corresponding to stress fe, 

Ec 
(4-23) r = Ee - Esec 

, 

fcc 
. 

Esec = (4-24) 
Bee 

Bee = strain corresponding to peak strength fcc' (defined later in this section). 

Note that to define the stress-strain behaviour of plain (unconfined) concrete and cover concrete, fcc' 

and Bee are replaced by fe' and BCD' respectively, and also the part of the falling branch in the region 

where I Be I> 12 BCD I is assumed to be a straight line which reaches zero stress at the spalling strain, 

Bspall' 
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Maximum confined concrete compressive strength: fcc' 

As for the model by Shah et al., the location of point (ecc,fcc') is a function of the effective lateral 
confining pressure, ff' 

Mander et al. assumed that the arching action between the reinforcement at the surface of the 
concrete core was in the form of a series of parabolas, which enables the calculation of ke, and hence 

the calculation of the effective lateral confining pressure, using an almost identical concept to that 
proposed by Sheikh and Uzumeri(45), with some modifications as follows: 

- Mander et al. extended the concept to include sections confined by rectangular hoops, circular 
hoops and spirals. 

- Instead of assuming arching between the centre lines of transverse bars, and between the centres of 
reinforcing bars supported by the corner of a hoop or cross tie, Mander et al. assumed arching 
between the clear spacing of transverse bars and between the clear spacing of longitudinal bars in 
the vertical and horizontal planes of the concrete member, respectively. For the case of 
confinement by spiral steel, see Fig. 4.1. 

- Mander et al. assumed that the angles between the slope of the tangents at the ends of the 
parabola and its base line was 45°, whereas Sheikh and Uzumeri had determined the area of the 
parabolas by regression analysis from their test results. Note that the 45° angle assumed by 
Mander et at. is close to the magnitude of the angle found by Sheikh and Uzumeri by regression, 
namely 43°. 

The effective lateral confining pressure, fr' is the main parameter of the model. It is linearly 

dependent upon: 
- The yield strength of the confining steel, fyh. 

- The volumetric ratio of the confining steel, Ps' 

- The confinement effectiveness coefficient, ke' which is a ratio of the reduced core area (mid-way 

between two sets of hoops at the level of deepest penetration of the parabola into the concrete 
core) to the net core area (measured to the centre line of the confining steel and excluding the area 
of the longitudinal steel). 

For spirally confined sections, according to Mander et al.: 

fr = 0.5 ke Ps fyh 

where: 
1 - 0.5 s' / ds 

1 - Pcc 
• s = clear spacing between spirals, 

ds = diameter of spiral ( measured to centre line of spiral bars), 

(4-25) 

(4-26) 

Pcc = ratio of longitudinal steel area to total core area (measured to the centre 

line of spiral bars). 

Enhancement of the concrete strength due to the confining stress, fr' was evaluated by Mander et al. 

using a failure surface model suggested by William and Warnke(53). This model is capable of 
predicting the ultimate strength surface for concrete in triaxial compression with unequal lateral 

confining pressures. 

For sections confined by spirals, circular hoops or square hoops, the confining stresses are equal in 
both perpendicular directions, that is frx=fry=fr. In this case the relationship between the strength 
enhancement factor, kcC' and the uniform confining stress, frf is expressed as follows: 
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fcc fr fr 
kec = -. = 2.254 1 + 7.94 -;- - 2 .. -1.254 (4-27) 

fc fc fc 

For sections which have unequal confining stresses in the X and Y directions, Mander et al. presented 
a diagram(21) that can be used to read off kcc for any set of dimensionless confining stresses, frx/fe' 

and frylfe', respectively. However, for cases where the ratio frx/fry lies between 0.5 and 2.0, Eq. 4-27 

can be used as an approximation by substituting 0.5 (frx + fry) for fr' The error in this approximation 

is less than 3.3%(54). 

Concrete compressive strain at the peak concrete strength: £ce 

The concrete compressive strain when fcc' is reached is a function of kcc, and thus indirectly is also a 

function of fr, namely: 

£ec = lOco { 1 + R ( kec - 1 ) ) (4-28) 

where: £eo = strain at maximum unconfined concrete compressive stress, 

R = ratio of the strain increase to stress increase due to confinement. 

The parameter R is an experimentally determined value which, according to Mander et al., can vary 

from 3 to 6. Mander et a1. recommended R=5 for analytical modelling purposes. As R decreases, the 

slope of the ascending as well as the descending branch increases, as can be seen in Fig. 4.2a, but the 

magnitude of strain at the peak of the curve decreases. 

Fig. 4.2b shows how the stress-strain curves proposed by Mander et al. change with values of the 
effective lateral confining ratio, frl fc'. To vary fr value for a particular member section (where ke is 

a constant parameter), hold Ps constant and vary fyh' or vary Ps and hold fyh constant, or vary both 

Ps and fyh' Unlike the models proposed by Leslie et al. and Shah et al., the model by Mander et at. 

is not so sensitive to the changes in the spiral pitch, s, and the spiral steel diameter, dh' in which 

both give the same Ps value. An extreme change in dh and s results in only a few MPa stress 

difference in the stress-strain curve given by the Mander et al. model. 

Fig. 4.2c illustrates curves obtained from the stress-strain models proposed by Leslie et al., Shah et 

at. and Mander et at. (for R=5); all using the same magnitude for the common parameters, such as 
lOCO' fc', PSI fyh and the section geometries. As can be seen from the figure, for the range up to £c=0.OO2, 

the model of Leslie et at. gives the largest concrete stress. In the inelastic range at high strains for 

a relatively high lateral confinement level, the concrete stress given by the model of Leslie et at. is 

lower than that of Shah et al. However, for a low confinement level, the reverse is true(34). Note 

that all the stress-strain curves in Fig. 4.2 are calculated for the typical geometry of fully 

prestressed concrete pile sections used in this test series. 

4.3.3 Cyclic Concrete Stress-Strain Relationships 
The relationship for the cyclic concrete stress-strain hystereSiS loops used in this thesis is adopted 

from the model proposed by Mander et a1.(21). The cyclic model is condensed and presented here. 

4.3.3.1 Unloading Branch 

As has been mentioned before, it is assumed that the monotonic skeleton stress-strain curve form an 

envelope to the cyclic loading stress-strain response. 
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Unloading of the concrete may occur from either the compressive or tensile portion of the skeleton 
branch as follows: 
(a) Compressive unloading 
Fig. 4.3 illustrates unloading from the compressive loading curve (Eq. 4-21) from the point (eun,fun). 

Based on the coordinates of this point, a plastic strain, epV can be determined through a common 

strain, lOa' which is at the intersection of the initial tangent and the plastic unloading secant slopes. 

The procedure used is similar to the approach used by Takiguchi(49), but has been modified so that 

it is suitable for both unconfined and confined concrete. 

The plastic strain is given by: 

where: 

Bun - Ea 
Bpl = Eun - E e 

e a 
I-

fun 

lOa = a ...Jeun eee ,and 

a is the greater of: 

or 

a = 0.09 £un 
Eee 

(4-29) 

(4-30) 

(4-31a) 

(4-31b) 

The unloading curve is then assumed to be defined as a modified form of Eq. 4-21 with the origin 
redefined at (Eun,fun) as shown in Fig. 4.3, 

fun x r 
fe = fun - 1 (4-32) r - + xr 

in which: 

x = (4-33) 

r (4-34) = Eu - Esec ' 
fun 

Esec = -.....;;;;:.:...-
eun - epl 

(4-35) 

= initial modulus of elasticity at the onset of unloading and is given by: 

Eu = b c Ec ' where: (4-36) 

fun 
b =-:-r-

fc 
but b must not be less than 1, (4-37) 

C __ (:cnc )0.5 '1l but c must not be greater than 1. (4-38) 

Note that if strain reversal occurs from a reloading branch rather than the skeleton curve assumed 

above, then the current plastic strain is still used. 

(b) Tensile unloading 
Based on test results investigated by Morita and Kaku(27), the deterioration of concrete behaviour in 

tension due to previous compressive strain histories was idealized as shown in Fig. 4.4. 

On unloading as a continuation from the compressive branch, the tensile strength becomes, 
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(4-39) 

If epl < eCCI then ft = O. 

Note that because of the sign convention used in which compression is negative, epl<ecc means epl 

lies to the right of ecc in Fig. 4.4. 

Thus the stress-strain relation is as follows: 

ft = Et (ec - epl) 

where: Et = ft'l et, 

9: = ft'l Ec' 

Hence, Eq. 4.40 can also be written in the form of: 

ft = Ec (ec - epl) 

(4-40) 

(4-41) 

(4-42) 

(4-43) 

When the tensile strain is exceeded, i.e. ec > (et + epl), cracks open and the tensile strength of 

concrete for all subsequent loadings is assumed to be zero. 

4.3.3.2 Reloading Branch 
The reloading stress-strain coordinate (ero,fro) may occur from either the unloading curve or from the 

cracked state in which, ero = 9: + epl' and fro = 0, as is shown in Fig. 4.5 

Mander et al. assumed a linear stress-strain relation between ero and eun to a revised stress 
magnitude, fnew1 to account for cyclic degradation. This linear relationship is formulated by: 

fc = fro + Er (ec - ero) (4-44) 

where: 

= is the slope of the reloading branch, 
ero - eun 

fnew = 0.92 fun + 0.08 fro 

(4-45) 

(4-46) 

A second degree parabola is used as the transition curve between the linear line defined by Eq. 4-44 

and the monotonic skeleton curve defined by Eq. 4-21, as can be seen in Fig. 4.5. The common return 
strain, erel is assumed to be given by the following equation: 

(2 + fcc' I fc') (fun - fnew) 
ere = 

The parabolic transition curve is then described by: 
fc = A x2 + Ere x + fre 

where: x = E - ere 

A= 
(fnew - fre) - Ere (eun - Ere) 

(4-47) 

(4-48) 

(4-49) 

(4-50) 

Note that Ere and fre are the tangent modulus and stress of the common return point, respectively, 

detennined from the return strain (ere) using the monotonic relation (Eq. 4-21). 

4.3.4 Material Properties Assumed for Concrete 
The constitutive model described in the previous sections has been put into a subroutine by Mander et 

al., to be used in a computer program for analysing reinforced concrete sections, with or without 
transverse confining steel, for either monotonic or cyclic loading. The resulting program subroutine 
CONCRT is listed in the Appendix B, together with the complete program, PSCOL, which has been 

modified to account for the prestress. 
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A set of concrete stress-strain data was used in application of the program MOMENT to produce a 
series of design charts and tables for prestressed concrete piles. The same set of data was also used in 
application of the program PSCOL to produce the theoretical lateral load - displacement and 
lateral load - curvature hysteresis loops for the pile as well as for the pile - pile cap units. The 
concrete stress-strain data used for the material properties are: 
- The strain corresponding to the unconfined concrete strength is taken as Eeo=0.002. 

- The spalling strain, EspaU=0.006, if once exceeded, the cover concrete in a strip of the section is 

assumed to be ineffective. 

- The initial tangent modulus of elasticity is taken as Ee = 4700 ...[i; in MPa, in accordance with the 

New Zealand Code(30) for normal weight concrete. 
- The tensile stress in a concrete strip is assumed to be zero once the tensile strength, ft'=0.1 fe', has 

been exceeded in the corresponding strip for the first time. 
- The parameter R in Mander et al. Eq. 4-28 is taken as 3. 
- Other parameters used in the Mander et al. stress-strain model, such as fcc'; Eee; kce and fre; ke' 

are dependent mainly on the configuration of the transverse confining steel and its confinement 
ratio. 

It is acknowledged that there is a difference between the concrete cylinder compressive strength «() 
and the real in situ unconfined concrete compressive strength. The former is based on standard 
cylinder (100 mm diameter x 200 mm high) tests and the latter is the probable in situ strength of real 
size concrete members. Due to the scale effects, the latter value is smaller than the former one. 
However, this reduction varies, depending on the member sizes, types and properties of the concrete, 
etc. Zahn{S4) assumed that the in situ concrete strength was 85% of the cylinder strength. In this 
section, the cylinder strength, fe', is written in all of the related equations with the intention that 
the user should replace fe' by a suitable strength for the in situ concrete, for example 0.85 fe'. 

4.4 MATHEMATICAL STRESS-STRAIN MODEL AND MATERIAL 
PROPERTIES ASSUMED FOR PRESTRESSING STEEL 

4.4.1 Previously Proposed Models 
Stress-strain models for prestressing steel subjected to monotonic and cyclic loading have been 
proposed by Blakeley{S) and Thompson(SO). The model for monotonic stress-strain behaviour was a 
"linear-hyperbola-linear" curve. This curve was also adopted as the envelope of stress~strain curve 
for cyclic loading. 

For cyclic loading Blakeley proposed a hysteretic model composed of a series of straight lines for 
unloading and reloading paths. The hysteresis loops at high strains were idealized using straight 
lines with the loop width and tangent modulus taken as a function of the maximum steel strain 

currently sustained. 

Thompson improved Blakeley's idealized hysteretic loops by the use of curved loops with a 
different approach. A continuous mathematical function in the form of Ramberg-Osgood function 
was used to describe the behaviour of prestressing steel subjected to repeated loading within 
inelastic range. The resulted loops are reasonably close to the actual measured shape of the stress
strain curves for tendon subjected to repeated tensile loading. 
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Although prestressing strands or wires are more likely to buckle in compression than reinforcing 
bars, little is known about their behaviour in compression. The greater tendency to buckle for 
prestressing strands or wires in compression is because of their higher stress levels and lower 
moments of inertia due to smaller diameters. It is difficult to conduct compression tests on specimens 
of prestressing strand because of the problems in accurately measuring the steel compressive strains 
while buckling is taking place. 

Blakeley used two different assumptions for the stress-strain behaviour of tendon in compression for 
monotonic and cyclic moment-curvature analyses, respectively. Stress-strain curves illustrating both 
assumptions are shown in Fig. 4.6. Fig. 4.6a illustrates the tendon stress-strain curve used in 
Blakeley's monotonic moment-curvature analysis. The compression branch of this curve is assumed 
to follow the elastic slope of the stress-strain curve to a strain of -0.005 and then, in order to make 
some allowance for buckling, the tendon is assumed not to undergo further increase in stress with 
additional compressive strain. Fig. 4.6b illustrates the tendon stress-strain curve used in Blakeley's 
cyclic moment-curvature analysis. Here, the stress-strain envelope relationships for tension are 
assumed to apply also in compression, hence the effect of tendon buckling is not included. 

Thompson made some allowance for tendon buckling in his computer program to analyse cyclic 
moment-curvature hysteretic behaviour. Once the concrete surrounding the tendon has become 
ineffective, and hence does not apply lateral support to the tendon, the stress in the tendon in 
compression is limited to the buckling stress, sb' given approximately by the tangent modulus 

equation: 
7t2 Et I 

sb = 2 
Ap Is 

where: Et 

I 

= tangent modulus of tendon, 

= second moment area of individual tendon, 
= area of individual tendon, 
= effective length of tendon between two supports. 

Thompson assumed that the ends of the tendon are held rigidly at the stirrups spaced a distance s 
apart, hence Is=s/2. For a round tendon bar II Ap can be replaced by rw2/4, where rw is the wire 
radius; but for three- or seven-wire tendon I and Ap values depending on the configuration of wires 

should be adopted. The compressive strain, Eb at which buckling of the tendon in compression 

commences can therefore be calculated. 

As illustrated in Fig. 4.7, once Eb has been reached in compression the stress is limited to sb' On 

unloading from compression to tension the stress reduces to zero, and then remains at zero until the 
strain reaches Eb, at which stage the tensile stress increases with a slope of <PEp until the current 

tensile loading envelope is reached. The behaviour then follows that envelope curve. Note that 
Thompson followed a convention that compression is positive and tension is negative: 

. Although the assumptions made by Thompson are reasonable, the use of Et create difficulties. The 
value of Et varies with the value of stress, and the Ramberg-Osgood function results in an implicit 
equation so that an iterative method is required to solve for sb' 

4.4.2 Equations for the Monotonic Stress-Strain Relationships of Tendon 
It is assumed that the monotonic stress-strain relationship also forms the envelope curve for 
repeated loading of the same sign. The sign convention used here is positive for tension and negative 
for compression. The monotonic curve is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. 
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The· tension branch of the curve comprises three regions, namely: a linear elastic region, a transition 
region in the form of hyperbolic curve, and a linear inelastic region. 

The compression branch of the curve also comprises three regions. The assumptions made to model 

the compression envelope curve are: 
1. The absolute value of the ultimate compressive strain is equal to its tensile counterpart, Epu' 

2. The absolute value of the buckling stress, sb, is half of the ultimate tensile stress, fpu' i.e. 

sb = - fpu /2 (4-52) 

This assumption is close to Blakeley's where the buckling of tendon in compression starts at strain 
equal to 0.005, from which will result a buckling stress of about one half of fpu' 

3. The transition curve is identical in length and shape with the one in the tension region. This 
results in (see Fig. 4.8): 

Eb - Epa- = Epa - Epb ------> Eb :::: Epa - Epb + Epa (4-53) 

sb - fpa- :::: fpa - fpb ------> fpa- = sb - fpa + fpb (4-54) 

where: Epa:::: elastic limit tensile strain, 

Epa- = elastic limit compressive strain, obtainable from the assumption number 4, 

Epb = strain at beginning of upper linear branch, 

fpa = stress at strain of Epa' 

fpa- = stress at strain of Epa-' 

fpb = stress at strain of Epb' 

Note that once the buckling strain, Ebl has been exceeded, the tendon stress is assumed to remain 

constant at the buckling stress (sb) until the ultimate compressive stress (Epu -) is reached. The 

tendon stress becomes zero at Epu- and beyond. 

4. The linear elastic part of this branch has the same slope with that of the tensile region up to the 
point (Epa-,fpa-)' Therefore the strain, Epa- can be calculated if the linear slope is available and 

thus Eb can be determined. 

As a summary, the following relationships between the prestressing steel stress, fp' and prestressing 

steel strain, Ep' are presented. 

Tension branch: 

For 0 ::::; Ep ::::; Epa' 

fp = Ep Ep 
where Ep:::: Young's modulus of tendon. 

For Epa < Ep ::::; Epb ' 

where: 

W 
fp::::- + Y 

Ep 

Epb - Epa 

Y = fpb Epb - fpa Epa 

Epb - Epa 

For Epb < Ep < Epu , 

where: 

fp = fpb + U (Ep - Epb) 

u = fpu - fpb 

Epu - Epb 

(4-55) 

(4-56) 

(4-57) 

(4-58) 

(4-59) 

(4-60) 



Compression branch: 
For Epa - < lOp < 0, see Eq. 4-55 

For lOb < lOp ::; Epa - , 

where: 

f W -p=-+Y 
lOp 

eb - epa 

Y_ = sb lOb - fpa- Epa

lOb - epa 

For epu - < lOp ::; lOb , 

fp = sb 
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4.4.3 Equations for the Cyclic Stress-Strain Relationships of Tendon 

(4-61) 

(4-62) 

(4-63) 

(4-64) 

The stress-strain relationship for cyclic loading in the tensile range, developed by Thompson(50) 

us~ a :~:)7::~:~:::[1:1:~::~:~~r (4-65) 

where: eo' fo = strain, stress at the beginning of the curve or at the point of reversal (see 

Fig. 4.9), 

cjl, feh and r are explained below. 

Young's modulus modification factor: cjl 

This is the ratio of tangent stiffness at the beginning of each curve to the initial value of Young's 
modulus. 

Thompson plotted experimental cjl values against the current values of the maximum imposed tendon 
strains, em' Then a regression analysis was used to fit a second order parabola to these values. The 

resulting relationship is 
cjl = 58.270 em 2 

- 7.506 £m + 1.043 (4-66) 

Since the stiffness degradation is expected to occur at the subsequent stress-strain cycles, cjl maximum 

is limited to 1. 

Characteristic stress: feh 

The characteristic stress is taken as the stress at the point of intersection between a straight line 
which passes through point (Eo,fo) with slope cjlEp/2 and the linear plastic portion of the current 

stress envelope, as shown in Fig. 4.10. 

For loading in tension, feh is obtained from the point of intersection of the line defined by Eq. 4-59 

with the origin redefined as in Fig. 4.12, namely: 

fp = fpb + U (lOp - ezmn - Epb) 

and the line 

(4-67) 



fp = fo + (tp - to ) <I> Ep / 2 

Therefore 
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$~U [fpb 2fo 1 
fch = $~-2U u-£pb-Ezmn- $E

p 
+£0 

Note: tzmn or tzmx in Fig. 4.12 is the redefined origin and is equal to to - fo/Ep' 
Using the similar definition, fch for compression loading or unloading in tension is 

fch = sb 

This is because the linear plastic portion in compression curve is horizontal or U = O. 

Ramberg-Osgood parameter: r 

(4-68) 

(4-69) 

(4-70) 

The value of r can be varied so that the function gives a range of sweeping curves. Large values of r 

give curves tending towards a bilinear function, whereas smaller values of r give curves tending 
towards a straight line. For all values of r the function passes through the point: 

(~: -_ ';0 ) ~ Ep = 2, (:,~ -_ 1;0) = 1 as can be seen in Fig. 4.11. 

Having defined <I> and fch' Thompson determined the Ramberg-Osgood parameter, r, by performing a 

regression analysis on the individual loading cycle for all of his six tendon test specimens. Then the 
resulted r values were plotted against the plastic strain, tpl' imposed during the previous cycle for 

both loading and unloading in tension. Because of the wide scatter of data, he suggested that any 
relationship more complicated than a linear one was unwarranted. The resulted linear 
relationships are: 
For tensile loading: 

r = 57.883 - 59116 tpl' but not less than 20 (4-71) 

For compressive loading (or unloading in tension): 
r = 5.003 - 194.5 Epl, but not less than 3.5 (4-72) 

More detail description about <1>, fch and r can be obtained in Ref. 50. 

In order for small strain reversals not to influence the stress-strain history, in this model Thompson 

assumed that if a limiting value of plastic strain (0.001 for tensile direction loading or -0.0003 for 
compressive direction loading) is not reached, the reloading curve is only continued until it reaches 
the previous loading curve and then this previous loading curve is resumed. See Fig. 4.13 for more 
detail on this point. 

The stresses cannot exceed the values of the monotonic stress envelope (see Fig. 4.12), which: 

During tension loading: 
For 0 S; tp - tzmn S; Epa ' 

fp = Ep (Ep - Ezmn) 

For Epa < Ep - Ezmn S; Epb , 
W 

fp=---- +y 
Ep - Ezmn 

For Epb < Ep - Ezmn < Epu ' 

For Ep - Ezmn ~ Epu , fp = 0 

During compression loading: 

For Epa - < Ep - Ezmx S; 0, 

(4-73) 

(4-74) 

seeEq.4-67 
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fp = Ep (ep - ezmx) 

For eb < ep - ezrnx ::;; epa-' 
W-

fp = + y-
ep - ezmx 

For epu- < ep - ezrnx ::;; eb, see Eq. 4-64 

Forfp-ezrnx::;;epu-, fp = 0 
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(4-75) 

(4-76) 

If the monotonic curve commences at the origin point, ezmn and/or ezmx are zero and the above 

equations are identical to Eqs. 4-55 - 4-64. 

4.4.4 Solution of Stress Given Strain 
The Ramberg-Osgood function for reversed loading branches given in Eq. 4-65 is obvious an implicit 
equation of the form 

ep = Hfp) (4-77) 

Thus for a given strain the stress must be determined by an iterative or a trial and error process. 

The iterative method adopted to solve for stress is the bisection or interval halving method. The 
lower bound (fl) and upper bound (fu) values of stress are taken for tensile loading as fo and fpu, and 

for compressive loading as sb and fo, respectively. The first stress trial was then taken' as the 

average of the lower and upper bound values, 
fl + fu 

f 1 = -- (4-78) p, 2 

The firs' ~:u::: ::::: ~:' [:e:b~~; _g::e:~l stress value was obtained from Eq. 4-65 as :::~:~s: 
, l/l Ep ch - 0 

If ep,l does not agree with the given strain value, ep' the stress is updated for the next trial. 

For tensile loading, if ep,l < fp then fl = fp,l' or 

if ep,l > ep then fu = fp,l . 

For compressive loading, if ep,l < fp then fu = fp,l' or 

if ep,l > ep then fl = fp,l . 
Thus the updated stress value (fp,2) is fed into Eq. 4-79 to obtain ep,2' 

The iterations are continued with revised stress values averaged from the updated lower and upper 
bound stresses until either 

I fl - fu I < 0.01 MPa, or 

I ep - ep,n I < 0.00001 

where ep,n is the strain obtained from the nth iteration. 

4.4.5 Assumed Hysteretic Behaviour of Prestressing Steel 
Some previous researchers for example Paranagama(35) have assumed theoretical cyclic moment

curvature analyses that the unloading and reloading curves for prestressing steel are coincident, 

which means that no hysteresis is evident. However in fact the actual behaviour of the 
prestressing steel is different from the above assumption, as has been demonstrated experimentally 
by Blakeley(5) and Thompson(SO) by conducting repeated tensile tests on a number of tendon 

specimens. 
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The significant hysteretic phenomena observed during the repeated tensile tests on tendons 
conducted by Blakeley and Thompson were: 
- A considerable amount of hysteresis was evident on reloading at high strains. The area within 

the hysteresis loops increased with increasing values of maximum strain before unloading. 
- A reduction in the slope of the unloading lines was evident with increasing maximum strain before 

unloading. 

As has been mentioned previously, not many tests have been conducted to investigate the hysteretic 
behaviour of tendons in compression. Some investigators, for example Blakeley and Thompson have 
made simplifying assumptions in the absence of test results. In fact the behaviour of tendons in 
compression depends on the types of tendon and the material properties. The actual buckling 
behaviour is very complicated. Some tendons are more susceptible to buckling, such as three- or 
seven-wire strands; others are less, such as round wires or bars. Although strands, wires or bars are 
highly prestressed within the structural members, some of the tendons will inevitably go into 
compression during a major earthquake, since the members will be subjected to large curvatures in 
plastic hinge regions. 

The key parameters for compression are the buckling stress (sb) and buckling strain (Eb)' For the 

monotonic or envelope stress-strain relationships, it can be assumed that once Eb has been exceeded a 
buckling plateau is assumed to form at sb until the ultimate compressive strain is reached where the 

tendon fractures. Note that this buckling plateau can also be modelled to have the same slope as its 
tensile counterpart. 

The hysteresis behaviour of tendons in compression could be modelled in various ways. The two 
extreme models involve purely elastic and elasto plastic buckling. More realistic models lie in 
between. 

The model involving purely elastic buckling is an ideal state where beyond the buckling strain (Eb) 

the unloading path is assumed to trace exactly the same curve back to Eb' When the strain reaches 

cb' the curve follows the Ramberg-Osgood function with the initial slope tj>Ep' Hence no energy is 

dissipated during unloading between the reversal strain (Eo) and the buckling strain (Eb)' The 

hysteresis loops for purely elastic buckling is illustrated in Fig. 4.14a. 

The model involving elasto plastic buckling is assumed to have a similar shape to its tensile 
hysteresis curve, as shown in Fig. 4.14b. Here energy is dissipated during the full range of the 
unloading curve. 

In reality, the shapes of the hysteresis loops in compression lie between the above two extreme 
cases, as is illustrated in Fig. 4.7 which was used by Thompson and in Fig. 4.14c. It can be seen from 
these figures that only part of the energy is diSSipated, and fo' (the second unloading stress of tendon 

in compression) in Fig. 4.14c must be obtained experimentally. 

It is considered that three- or seven-wire strands and prestressing steel bars that have a relatively 
long support length are more likely to have compressive hysteresis loops similar to those described 
in Fig. 4.7, 4.14a or 4.14c, whereas prestressing round bars and those that have a short support length 
could have compressive hysteresis loops similar to that described in Fig. 4.14b. However, it was 
decided to adopt in the moment-curvature analyses a cyclic compressive stress-strain relationship 
similar to the elasto plastic buckling shape as shown in Fig. 4.14b, by limiting the tendon stress in 
compression to account for buckling. This relationship is easy to simulate using the existing 
Ramberg-Osgood relationship which is also used for the tensile range. 
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4.4.6 Stress Limit in Prestressing Steel Near the End Region as a Function of 
the Development and Transfer Lengths 

The stress within a prestressed tendon near the end region is dependent on its distance from the end 
region and the bond conditions. The tendon stress that can be developed at a section if the member 
loaded flexurally is dependent on the magnitude of the effective prestressing stress, fse' stress at 

flexural strength, fps' the transfer length and the development length of the tendon. It is assumed 

that the relationship between the limit of steel stress and the distance from the end is linear as 

shown in Fig. 4.15. At any section in the region within the stress free end up to the development 
length, tendons are assumed to be not fully developed and hence some slip occurs meaning that if the 
tendon stress obtained from compatibility of strains with the adjacent concrete is greater than its 
limit (fplim)' only fpUm is sustained. Tendons beyond the development length are capable of 
attaining the stress fps. 

In the end region of a prestressed tendon, the variation in stress is divided into three parts. The 
stress at distance Ix from the end is given as follows: 

For 0 < Ix S It, 
Ix 

fplim = 1 fse 
t 

For It < Ix S ld ' 
Ix -It 

fplim = fse + Id _ It (fps - fse) 

For Ix > Id , 
fpUm = fps 

(4-80) 

(4-81) 

(4-82) 

For nonprestressed tendons it will be assumed that the variation in stress is divided into two parts. 
The region beyond Id has the same relationship as that for fully prestressed tendon. For region from 
the end of tendon up to the length of ld , 

Ix 
fpUm = Id fps (4-83) 

In the above equations the notations are: 
Id = development length of tendon, 

Ix = distance between the section considered to the stress free end of tendon, 

It = transfer length of tendon, 

fse = prestressing stress in tendon after losses, 

fplim = limit of stress in tendon at that section, 
fps = stress in tendon when the section flexural capacity is reached. 

Tests(13,16) have shown that for strand the transfer length required to develop stress fse in the 

tendon is: 

(
fse) It = 2T db (4-84) 

where db = nominal diameter of the tendon. As an approximation, a transfer length of 50 db will be 

used in this thesis. 

Both the ACI building code(l) and the New Zealand code(30), based on the same references, require 

that three- or seven-wire pretensioning strand be bonded beyond the critical section for a 
development length of not less than that stated in Eq. 1-4. As an approximation, a length of 140 db 

will be used for the full tendon development length in this thesis. 
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4.4.7 Program Subroutine and Material Properties Assumed for Prestressing 
Steel 

A program subroutine concerning the cyclic stress-strain curve of prestressing steel written by 
Thompson(50) is chosen. This subroutine has been modified by Whittaker(51} so that it could be 

attached to Mander's program(21) and acted as an additional subroutine. Changes were also made to 

alter the sign convention used by Thompson so that tension is now positive and compression is 
negative. For this thesis a further modification was made, for example the replacement of the 
existing buckling model with the one shown in Fig. 4.14b. The listing of subroutine PSTEEL is given 
in the Appendix B. 

In summary, the prestressing steel stress-strain relationship for the program subroutine PSTEEL is 
put together as follows. The modified Ramberg-Osgood function is used throughout the cyclic 

loading, (i:'_'o)0 Ep ~ (fp-f
o

{ + 1::-_f;JI] 
2 where: cp = 58.270 em - 7.506 f:m + 1.043, but cp ~ 1. 

For loading in tensile direction: 

$ " U [fpb 2 fo 1 
fch = $" _ 2 U U -~ b - ezmn - $" + eo 

r = 57.883 - 59116 epl' but r 2: 20. 

For loading in compression direction: 
fch = sb 
r = 5.003 -194.5 epl' but r 2: 3.5. 

(4-65) 

(4-66) 

(4-69) 

(4-71) 

(4-70) 

(4-72) 

Fig. 4.16 shows the typical hysteresis stress-strain loops calculated using the subroutine program 
PSTEEL. 

For the design charts and tables computed for prestressed concrete piles in Chapter 5, using the 
program MOMENT, the prestressing steel material properties assumed are listedin Table 4.1. The 
tensile properties are adopted from those recommended by the manufacturer whose tendons were 

used in the piles tested as part of this research project, but modified to be more conservative. The 
compressive properties were obtained using the assumptions explained in Section 4.4.2. Note that 
the program MOMENT uses the monotonic stress-strain relationships of prestressing steel. 

Table 4.1- Material Properties Assumed for Tendon 

STRESS (MPa) STRAIN OTHER PARAMETER'" (MPa) 

Lfpa = 1242 v e pa = 0.0064 v Ep = 194000 

I..- fpa - - 642 * .,. 0.0033'" U 6122 -" '"" Epa = = 
dpb = 1500 vEpb = 0.016 W = - 2.752 

j...sb = -900 Leb = - 0.0129 * W- = -1.144 

t. fpu = 1800 v Epu = 0.065 Y = 1672 

fse = 1080 -
!.- Epu = - 0.065 y- = - 988.7 

Note: fse = effective stress in prestressing steel after all losses. 

Variables marked'" were obtained by calculation from the corresponding 

equations. 
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4.5 MATHEMATICAL STRESS-STRAIN MODEL AND MATERIAL 
PROPERTIES ASSUMED FOR NONPRESTRESSED LONGITUDINAL 
STEEL 

The monotonic and cyclic relationships used for nonprestressed longitudinal steel in partially 
prestressed piles are adopted from the model suggested by Mander et al.(21). This model has been 
shown to be accurate for medium strength and high strength reinforcing steel cyclically loaded at 

low rates of strain. 

4.5.1 Monotonic Stress-Strain Model 
The monotonic curve consists of 3 branches, namely elastic branch from strains ° to 7' yield plateau 

from strains Ey to Esh' and strain-hardened branch from Esh to Esu' where Ey = strain at first yield, Esh 

= strain at first strain hardening, and Esu = strain at ultimate strength. Fig. 4.17 shows the 

monotonic curve for which the mathematical relations are expressed as follows: 

For ° s Es S Ey , 

fs = Es Es 
Et = Es 

where: fy = fy / Es, 

For 7 < Es S Esh' 

Es = Young's modulus of elasticity, 
Et = tangent modulus of elasticity. 

(4-85) 

(4-86) 

fs = fy (4-87) 

Et = ° (4-88) 

For Esh < Es < Esu , 

(4-89) 

(4-90) 

where: 

P = Esh (~su -_ ~Sh) 
\: su y 

(4-91) 

Esh = strain-hardening modulus of elasticity at Esh' 

4.5.2 Cyclic Stress-Strain Model 
When the load is reversed, the stress-strain curve will form a softened branch due to the well
known Bauschinger effect. It is assumed that the monotonic curve is the skeleton curve which forms 
an envelope curve for reversal loading branches but with a readjusted origin at point (Emo,O) to 

account for cyclic loading history. When the monotonic curve has been relocated at the new strain 
origin, the softened branch of the reversed curve merges with the skeleton strain. Reversals may 

occur from either the skeleton or the softened branch (see Fig. 4.18). 

Reversal From Skeleton Branch 
The strain of a revised origin point (Emo'O) is assumed to be a function of the previous plastic 

deformation history, namely: 
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fo 
fmo = fO - if" + fshift 

s 

fO' fo = coordinates of reversal point, 
Es = Young's modulus of elasticity, 

(4-92) 

Eshift = 0, for cyclic loading within the yield plateau, that is I fs I < I Esh I; and 

Ess fy 
Eshift = Ess +2- (4-93) 

Esu Es 

for cyclic loading from the strain-hardened curve. 

The coordinates of the junction point (fb,fb), where the softened branch merges with the skeleton 

curve, are dependent on whether the reversal is from the yield plateau or from the strain-hardened 
portion of the skeleton curve (see Fig. 4.18a), as follows: 
(a) If reversal is from the yield plateau, where fo = fy, 

- - + 
fb = Emo - fss 
fb = fy 

(b) If reversal is from the strain-hardened skeleton curve, where I fy I < I fo I < I fsu I, 
p 

(4-94) 
(4-95) 

(4-96) 

(4-97) 

Note that the + and - superscripts may be interchanged depending on whether reversal is from 
a tension or compression branch. Due to this reason, Eqs. 4-94 and 4-97 are of the same form. 

Reversal From Softened Branch 
If the stress-strain path is following a softened branch relation but prematurely reverses before the 
merging strain, fb' has been reached, there is a strain shortfall of the magnitude Eo + - fb- or fo -.., fb + 

as shown in Fig. 4.18b. This strain shortfall causes a strain shift in which the junction point (fb,fb) 

is offset from the previous maximum strain coordinate (fmax,fmax) by an amount fshift. Therefore, 

Eb = Emax + fshift (4-98) 
fb = fmax (4-99) 

where fmax is the greater between the minimum previous reversal stress (fo) or the last junction 
stress (fb) when cycling between softened branches. 

The magnitude of fshift was found experimentally and could be defined as a linear expression in 

terms of the strain shortfall as follows: 
(a) For reversal from yield plateau, where I fmax I < I fsh I, 

E;h ift = E;u( E; -E~) (4-100a) 

or 

E~h itt = E;u ( E~ - E; ) (4-100b) 

(b) For reversal from strain-hardened branch, where I fmax I > I fsh I, 

+ +(+ _) f; 
Esh ift = Esu Eo - Eb - 0.5 E+ 

s 

(4-100c) 

or 
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(4-100d) 

Softened Branch Relation 
A non-linear analytical relation is used to described the Bauschinger effect on the stress-strain 
curve between the reversal (Eo,fo) and junction (Eb,fb) coordinates. Mander et a1.(21) adopted an 

explicit formulation for the softened branch curve from a modified form of the Megegotto and 
Pinto(24) equation as shown in Fig. 4.19. The formula is: 

f':fO+("-~)Em[ Q+ [1+ Em~:;;o Rrl 
The secant modulus between two points on the curve is expressed as: 

fs - fo 1- Q I 
Esec = -Es - Eo = Em Q + [--R---:-=l1/R 

Es - EO 

1 + Emfch - fo 

The tangent modulus of elasticity is given by differentiating Eq. 4-101, and results in: 
Esec· QEm 

ES-EO 
1+ E -

mfch -fo 

(4-101) 

(4-102) 

(4-103) 

Notations: Em = modified initial modulus of elasticity at reversal, which must be adjusted 

so that the stress-strain curve passes through a fictitious yield coordinates 
at [(Eo+£y),(fo+fy)]; but Em<1.5 Es ' 

fch = characteristic stress, usually I fy I < I fch I < I fb I, 

Q = ratio of final tangent slope at large strains to initial tangent slope; Q is 
analogous to the post yield stiffness ratio in a bilinear model, 

R = curva ture parameter. Note that for large R the curve tends towards a 
bilinear shape; whereas for small R the curve tends towards a hyperbolic 
shape. For numerical analysis purposes it was found necessary to restrict 
the range of R to between 1 and 20. 

The principal control parameters Em' Q and R are sought using an iterative approach. A computer 

orientated numerical analysis procedure to evaluate the above parameter is described as follows: 

Step 1: Determination of Et 

The tangent modulus of elasticity is made dependent on the junction coordinates (Eb,fb)' Two 

possibilities might occur as follows: 
(a) Reversaltowards the yield plateau when fb=fy- The point (Ej,9 shown in Fig,4.18ais defined 

as the intersection between the line of the initial skeleton elastic branch (Eq. 4-85) and the 
extensionol the slope Esh from the point where the skeleton strain-hardening commences, 

namely: 

fs = Esh (Es - Esh) + fy 

From Eqs. 4-85 and 4-104, the skeleton strain Ej is obtained as, 

. _ fy - Esh esh 
Ej - Es - Esh 

(4-104) 

(4-105) 
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thus 
fj = Es Ej (4-106) 

The coordinates (Ej/fj) is assumed to be common for all junction slopes, thus 
fb - f· 

& = ! (4-107) 
eb - emo - ej 

(b) Reversal towards the strain-hardened curve when 1 fb 1 > 1 fy I. From Eq. 4-90 the tangent 

modulus is given by 

(

f - f J
1

-
1/P 

su b 
I\=E h --

s fsu- Y 

Step 2: Determination of fch 

The characteristic stress is given by: 

(4-108) 

Es (eb - eo) - (fb - fo) 
fch = fb - 0.5 Et E E (4-109) 

s - t 

The above equation was chosen so that the post-elastic slope (QEm) is less than the tangent modulus 

given by Eq. 4-107 or 4-108 to ensure that the softened branch curve merges tangentially with the 
skeleton curve at the junction point (eb,fb). 

Step 3: Initialization of 0 and Em 

The initial values of Q and Em are taken as Q = 0.5 Et/Es and Em = Es' 

Step 4: Calculation of R 

By rearranging Eq. 4-103, the curvature parameter is obtained as 

1 n I Esec - Et I 
Et - QEm 

(4-110) R = ---:------; 

where: 

(4-111) 

Step 5: Re-evaluation of 0 as Of 
The value of post-elastic ratio, Q, is revised to become Q' by rearranging Eq. 4-102 for junction point 
(eb,fb) and averaging with the old value of Q used in step 4 as follows: 

K fb - fo 
----1 
Em Eb-Eo Q 

Q ;" + - (4-112) 
2(K-1) 2 

where: 

(4-113) 

Step 6: Re-evaluation of Em as Em' 

Again by rearranging Eq. 4-102 such that the softened branch passes through a fictitious yield point 
at [(eo+ey),(fo+fy)]' The revised value of Em can be written as: 
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Em = --------- (4-114) 

Q + l/R 

[1 + 1\~~/EfJ 
Step 7: Error test 
The revised values of the parameters Q' and Emf obtained from Steps 5 and 6 are renamed as Q and 
Em' respectively and later used in Eq. 4-103 to determine the tangent modulus of the softened branch 
relation, Et

f
. The error between the softened and skeleton branch tangent slopes is defined as: 

, 

ERROR = (4-115) 

If the ERROR is less than 0.5%; Q, R and Em values derived above are validated and can be used in 

subsequent stress-strain calculation. Otherwise, it is necessary to use the current values of the 
parameters and return to Step 4, until the error criterion is met. 

4.5.3 Material Properties Assumed for Nonprestressed Longitudinal Steel 
A program subroutine REBAR was written by Mander(21) to simulate the analytical hysteresis 
stress-strain curve of nonprestressed reinforcement. Parameters for the skeleton curve both in tension 
and compression are required for the input data. 

The material properties used for the analytical design charts herein are adopted from Zahn(54). 
(a) Properties for the skeleton curve in general: 

fy = 275 MPa 
Es = 204,000 MPa 

(b) Properties for the skeleton curve in tension: 
fsu = 420 MPa 

Esh = 0.022 

Esu = 0.200 
Esh = 4900 MPa 

(c) Properties for the skeleton curve in compression: 
fsu = -400 MPa 

Esh = - 0.012 
- 0.070 

6869 MPa 

The above properties are used in the computer program MOMENT for calculating design charts and 

tables. Note that only partially prestressed concrete piles that contain ten D20 Grade 275 steel 
bars, in accordance to the Ministry of Works Standard Bridge Design Drawings(25), are investigated 

in this thesis. 

4.6 DEFINITION OF IDEAL MOMENT, YIELD MOMENT, YIELD CURVATURE 
AND ULTIMATE CURVATURE 

A large number of variables can influence the moment-curvature relationships of a confined 
prestressed concrete pile cross section. Therefore the shape of a moment-curvature curve is unique for 
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each different case of pile. Fig. 4.20 shows in sketch form two distinct cases that are commonly 

found in practice. Also in the figure are shown the definition of ideal moments, yield moments, 
yield curvatures and the ultimate curvatures that are used in the analyses . . 
The first moment-curvature curve in Fig. 4.20, indicate by the full line (line 1), represents a case 
where the compressive axial load level is relatively high, cover concrete is relatively thin, 
longitudinal reinforcement ratio is relatively high and/or the transverse confinement ratio is 
relatively high. Hence spalling of the cover concrete does not significantly reduce the resisting 
moment; and the high axial load, high longitudinal reinforcement ratio plus the high transverse 
confinement levels cause the moment to increase considerably with the increase of curvature when 
the confinement takes effect. In this case the maximum moment always occurs in the region of 
curvature after the concrete cover had spalled. 

The second curve, indicated by the dashed line (line 2), represents a case where the compressive 
axial load level is relatively low, cover concrete is relatively thick, longitudinal reinforcement 
ratio and/or the transverse confinement ratio is relatively low. In this case, the moment reduces 
after the spalling of the cover concrete and then increases only a small amount during the subsequent 
increase in curvature. Generally, the maximum moment in this case occurs just before the cover 
concrete spalls, but depending on the pile variables, in some situations the maximum moment can 
occur after spalling of the cover concrete. 

My,! 
My,2 

(I) 

Moments 
obtained by 
using Method D 

¢u2 , ¢u 1 , 

Fig. 4.20 - Ideal Moments, Yield Moments and Curvatures, Ultimate Curvatures 
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4.6.1 Ideal Moment 
Two possible definitions for ideal moment, Mi, are adopted. The first possible definition of Mj is 

explained in detail in Section 2.7, and is the moment calculated using Method D with fcrn as the 

concrete compressive strain at the centre line of the spiral steel. Note that Method D calculates the 
flexural strength of a prestressed cross section after spalling of the cover concrete, using the Mander 
et a1.(21) confined concrete stress-strain properties and taking into account the slip of the 
longitudinal reinforcement. The second possible definition of ideal moment Mi is the moment before 
the concrete has spalled or the maximum moment, whichever is greater. To determine which Mj 

applies to a particular case, the moment for this case obtained by Method A (calculated using ACI 
equivalent rectangular stress block) is used as a reference. 

Referring to the moment-curvature curve of Case 1 in Fig. 4.20, Mj obtained by Method D lies on the 

ascending branch after spalling of the cover concrete has taken place; that is near the maximum 
moment where the slope of the curve is zero. Depending on the confined section properties, this Mj 

might coincide with the maximum moment. It is unlikely that this Mj is smaller than the moment 

obtained by Method A, hence it is regarded as the ideal moment. 

If applied to the moment-curvature curve of Case 2 in Fig. 4.20, Mi obtained by Method D lies in the 

ascending branch beyond spalling of the cover concrete. However, in most of the cases that can be 
categorized similar to Case 2, Mi obtained using Method Dafter spalling is smaller than that 

obtained using Method A. Hence the moment that occurs prior to spalling of the cover concrete is 
normally the ideal moment, but the moment after spalling should be calculated and taken as the 
ideal moment if it is greater than the moment calculated using Method A. 

4.6.2 Yield Curvature and Yield Moment 
The yield curvature, <Py' is defined as the curvature at the level of Mi that intersects a straight line 

joining the origin with the point (lPy',My), as shown in Fig. 4.20, and can be expressed as follows: 
Mj , 

$y=My$y (4-116) 

Several definitions concerning yield moment, My were considered. Comparative study was conducted 

on four definitions of yield moment; namely when the nonprestressed steel reached yield (Ey) in 

partially prestressed members, when the tendon reached the elastic limit strain (epa)' when the 

concrete reached a compressive strain (Eco=0.OO2), and finally using 0.75 Mi for My in Eq. 4-116. 

These four possible definitions are discussed below. 

The yield moment for partially prestressed members based on the criterion of first yielding of the 
nonprestressed steel is the moment calculated at the instant when the nonprestressed steel closest to 
the tension face of the section is yielding. This method is not preferred because in piles with high 
compressive axial load the nonprestressed steel will normally not yield before the section has lost 
significant flexural stiffness. The resulting curvature, lPy', is excessively large due to not only the 

high axial load level, btitalso to the probably high prestress level, thick cover concrete, and low 

transverse confinement level. 

The yield moment based on the tendon elastic limit strain,Epa' is the moment calculated when the 

total strain of the tendon closest to the tension face reaches its elastic limit strain. The resulting 
, curvature is even larger than the previous one because epa is higher than Ey' and the case is even 

more extreme for members that contain zero-prestressed tendons. 
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The yield moment based on the concrete compressive limit strain is the moment calculated when the 
extreme fibre concrete compressive strain reaches eco=O.002. This method, which was adopted by 

Zahn(44), is not used in this study. The reasons are explained below, together with the explanation 
of the next yield moment criterion. 

It is considered that assuming My=0.75 Mi in Eq. 4-116 gives the best definition of yield curvature and 

is used in this study. This yield curvature represents well the condition of a prestressed concrete 
confined member, since it is based on a percentage of Mi' Note that the yield curvature calculated 

using Eco is lower than that calculated using 0.75 Mi for members with high contents of prestressing 

steel, high transverse confinement level and with thin cover concrete, whereas for members with 
low content of prestressing steel, low transverse confinement level and with cover concrete, the yield 
curvature calculated using Eco is higher. The reasons are that the difference in My as CPy' calculated 

based on £co between members with high and low prestressing steel ratios, high and low transverse 

confinement ratios, thin and thick concrete cover is negligible, and thus results in the same My/cpy' 

which is the slope of the extrapolation line. However, for the 0.75 Mi method, My/ CPy' is large for 

low prestressing steel ratio, low transverse confinement level, thick cover concrete; and reverse for 
the opposite cases. Note that large My/ CPy' ratios result in low yield curvatures and small My/ CPy' 

ratios result in large yield curvatures. The difference in yield curvature, calculated based on 
My=O.75 Mi in Eq. 4-116, between members that are subjected to high axial load level and those 

subjected to low axial load level is not as large as those calculated based on Eco' 

4.6.3 Ultimate Curvature 
The ultimate curvature CPu' is defined as the curvature attained when the performance of the member 

cross section is considered to reach an unsatisfactory limit state for withstanding further external 
applied load, although the member itself may not have collapsed and might still be capable of 
resisting some load. The assumed limit state conditions that determine the magnitude of CPu are 

described below. 

A prestressed concrete pile is assumed to have attained its ultimate curvature if one of the following 
conditions applies, namely: 
(a) The member has lost more than 20% of its maximum moment capacity beyond the point in the 

moment-curvature curve where the maximum moment occurs. 
(b) The total strain of the tendon closest to the extreme tensile fibre has exceeded 90% of the 

ultimate tensile strain of tendon, Epu' 

(c) The total strain of the tendon closest to the extreme compressive fibre has exceeded 70% of the 
ultimate compressive strain of tendon, £pu-' 

(d) For partially prestressed concrete members, the strain in the nonprestressed longitudinal steel 
closest to the extreme fibre has exceeded 90% of the ultimate tensile strain for the steel. . 

(e) For partially prestressed members, the strain in the nonprestressed longitudinal steel closest to 
the extreme compressive fibre has exceeded a maximum permissible compressive strain. 

(f) The strain in the spiral reinforcement has exceeded the fracture strain of that steel. 

Due to the shape of the tendon stress-strain curve, that has a very small slope in the inelastic 
tensile zone and zero slope in the compressive inelastic zone, a strain instead of stress limit is 
adopted in (b) and (c) above. During testing of the pile - pile cap units, fracture of just one tendon in 

. Units PC4 andPC5 did not significantly reduce the flexural strengths of those units, as can be seen in 
Figs. 3.31 and 3.32. Bence, the allowance of 10% below the limit tensile strain in (b) above is 
considered to be reasonable. The allowance of 30% below the limit compressive strain in (c) above is 
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based on the test results of Units P2 to P6 and PC3 to PC6 which had an average measured maximum 
compressive strain of about 72% of the ultimate tendon strain. Unit Pl was excluded in this 
consideration because it had an S-deflected shape, and thus the results were considered inaccurate; 
and Units PCl and PC2 were also excluded because both piles were of the precast embedded type and 
hence the maximum compressive total strains were low, as expected, namely only about 40% of the 
ultimate tendon strain. Note that the limit condition in (e) above should take into account the 
spacing of the spiral steel. The ratio of the spiral spacing to the longitudinal bar diameter will 
affect the limiting strain in (e) above. Limit condition (0 reflects the condition when the strain 
energy capacity of the spiral steel is no longer adequate to cater the expansion of the core concrete 
due to compression. Fracture of the spiral steel will occur when the strain energy stored in the 
concrete as a result of confinement has exceeded the strain energy absorption capacity of the spiral 
steel. This limit condition is not discussed in this thesis (see Ref. 21). 

The nonprestressed steel limitations in conditions (d) and (e) above for partially prestressed 
members are normally not critical. In most of the cases, the limit conditions concerning the 
prestressing tendon will apply before the nonprestressed steel becomes critical. It was observed 
during the tests on Units PC2 and PC4 that in the D20 bars the measured strains obtained from the 
curvature interpolation were much less than the ultimate tensile and ultimate compressive strains 
for that steel. 

4.7 MOMENT-CURVATURE ANALYSES 

4.7.1 General Assumptions 
Two computer programs MOMENT and PSCOt<21,51) were used to obtain the monotonic and cyclic 

moment-curvature response, respectively, of octagonal prestressed concrete piles under combined 
axial load and flexure. Information regarding the input data and the program listing of both 
programs are given in Appendix B. 

The following assumptions were used in the moment-curvature analyses in both programs: 
1. Plane sections remain plane after bending. 
2. The stress-strain relationships for concrete are as described in Section 4.3. 
3. The stress-strain relationships for prestressing steel are as described in Section 4.4. 
4. The stress-strain relationships for nonprestressed longitudinal steel are as described in Section 

4.5. 
5. When the compressive strain exceeds the spalling strain (espaU)' the cover concrete is considered 

to have spaUed and thereafter has zero strength. 
6. When the concrete stress exceeds the tensile strength, the concrete is assumed to crack and 

thereafter the tensile strength is ignored. 
7. The effects of creep and shrinkage are ignored. 

Assumptions that are specially made for program MOMENT in addition to the general assumptions 

are: 
1 - The definitions of the ideal moments, yield curvature and ultimate curvature are as described in 

Section 4.6. 
2 - If the available development length of the prestressing or nonprestressed longitudinal steel is 

less than the specified development, slip is considered to occur as described in Section 4.4.6 (see 
Fig. 3.19 for nonprestressed longitudinal steel). 
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Assumptions that are specific for program PSCOL in addition to the general assumptions are: 
1. There is no bond slip between the prestressing or nonprestressed longitudinal steel and the core 

concrete. 
2. The octagonal cross section of the pile is replaced by a circular section having the same gross and 

core section areas. 

4.7.2 Monotonic Moment-Curvature Analysis 
The computer program MOMENT was written to obtain the monotonic moment-curvature response. 
For the purpose of analysis the cross section of the pile analysed is divided into a number of discrete 
laminae (strips). To calculate a point on the moment-curvature curve, the extreme fibre concrete 
compressive strain, £T, is specified. Then the computer uses an iterative procedure to determine the 

correct neutral axis depth at which the resultant internal force equals the external axial load. The 

extreme fibre concrete compressive strain is varied over a range of strains to trace out the moment
curvature relationship until failure takes place. The equations used in the moment-curvature 
analysis using program MOMENT are explained in the following. 

f'c rp 1\ 
P = .L fd Ad - .L fpi Api - L fsk Ask (4-117) 

1=1 )=1 k=l 

where: P = resultant internal axial force, 
fei = stress in the ith concrete strip (compression +ve), 

Aei = area of the ith concrete strip, 

fpi = stress in the jth prestressing tendon (compression -ve), 

Api = area of the fh prestressing tendon, 
fsk = stress in the kth nonprestressed longitudinal steel bar (compression -ve), 
Ask = area of the kth nonprestressed longitudinal steel bar, 
Ilc = number of effective concrete strips, 

tp =' number of prestressing tendons, 

~ = number of nonprestressed longitudinal steel bars. 

The neutral axis depth is then calculated from the Newton-Raphson method, given by: 
P- Pe 

C = 'UI d - ----aP (4-118) 

ac 
where: cold = neutral axis depth from the previous iteration, 

P e = external compressive axial load, 
oP ac = derivative of P with respect to c. 

If the difference between P and P e is within a specified tolerance, c is taken as the correct neutral 

axis depth, otherwise the procedure is repeated until the convergence is achieved. 

When the required convergence is reached, the computer program will calculate the corresponding 

section curvature and the bending moment as follows: 

£T 
$ = - (4-119) 

c 
It rp 1\ 

M = .L fd Ad Yd - .L fpi Api Ypi - L fsk Ask Ysk (4-120) 
1=1 )=1 k=l 

where: er = extreme fibre concrete compressive strain, 
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Yei = distance from the centroid of the ith concrete strip to the centroid of pile 

section (+ve if it lies above the centroid of pile section), 
ypj = distance from the centroid of the jth prestressing tendon to the centroid of 

pile section (+ve if it lies above the centroid of pile section), 
Ysk = distance from the centroid of the kth nonprestressed longitudinal steel bar 

to the centroid of pile section (+ve if it lies above the centroid of pile 
section). 

To calculate the yield curvature, simultaneous iteration using Newton-Raphson method is used to 
solve for the correct neutral axis depth, c, and the correct extreme fibre concrete compressive strain, 
tT; which satisfy the following criteria: 

liP = P - Pe (4-121) 

liM = M - My (4-122) 

where: M = resultant internal moment, 
My = 0.75 Mi' and Mi is the ideal moment capacity. 

liP and liM must eventually be close to zero. 
The neutral axis depth and extreme fibre concrete compressive strain are then calculated as follows: 

where: 

dM dP 
liP - -AM-

de-r ae-r 
C := "01 d - ----:--- (4-123) 

aM ap 
liP - AM-ac 

(4-124) &r = &r,old + ---=---

ET,old 
aM 
(JeT 

op 

= extreme fibre concrete compressive strain from the previous iteration, 

= derivative of M with respect to ET , 

(JeT 

aM 
ac 

= derivative of P with respect to ET , 

= derivative of M with respect to c, 

ap aM dP aM 
---

de-r de-r de 
J = Jacobian (4-125) 

If the convergence is reached, the curvature (4)y'> corresponding to My can be calculated using Eq. 4-

119, and the yield curvature, tPy, is then calculated using Eq. 4-116 as explained in Section 4.6. 

4:.7.3 Cyclic Moment-Curvature Analysis 
A computer program COLUMN was develop by Mander et al.(21) to obtain the moment-curvature 
. response of a reinforced concrete column under combined axial load and dynamic cyclic flexure. This 
program was later modified by Whittaker(51) to include the prestress and renamed PSCOL. Further 
modification in this thesis was carried out mainly to the stress-strain relationships of the 

prestressing steel. 

For the purpose of analysiS the cross section is divided into a number of discrete elements parallel to 
the neutral axis of bending. Similarly, the prestressing or nonprestressed longitudinal steel is 
divided into a number of levels. The strain distribution for the cross section is given by: 

where: 

e(y) = Eo + 4> y (4-126) 

eo = strain at the centroidal axis, 

4> = section curvature, 
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y = distance from the reference axis (note that for convenience the reference 

axis corresponds with the plastic centroidal axis). 

Hence for a given strain profile, the axial load, P, and the bending moment, M, can be calculated as 

follows: 

where: 

It rp f\; 

p = .I, fd Ad + .I, fpj Apj + I, fsk Ask 
1=1 J=l k=l 

(4-127) 

It rp f\; 

M = .I, fd Ad Yei +.I, fpjApjYpj + I, fsk Ask Ysk 
1=1 J=l k=l 

(4-128) 

fei = stress in the ith concrete strip (compression -ve), 

= stress in the jth prestressing steel level (compression -ve), fpj 

fsk 

Yei 
ypj 

= 

= 

= 

stress in the kth nonprestressed longitudinal steel level (compression -ve), 

distance from the centre of the ith concrete strip to the reference axis, 

distance from the centre of the jth prestressing steel level to the reference 

axis, 

Ysk = distance from the centre of the kth nonprestressed longitudinal steel level 

to the reference axis. 

Moment-curvature relationships are calculated for a prescribed external axial load, P e' on the cross 

section. Force and strain compatibility which are expressed by Eqs. 4-126 and 4-127, respectively, 

must be solved simultaneously. Incremental forces (~ and .1M) are related to incremental 
deformations (.1<1> and .1£0) by the instantaneous section stiffness: 

[~~l" [! :l [::J (4-1291 

By numerically integrating the instantaneous values of Young's modulus across the section, the 

section stiffness coefficients are obtained as follows: 

It rp f\; 

EA = .I, Ed Ad + .I, ~j Apj + I, Esk Ask 
1=1 J=l k=l 

(4-130) 

It rp f\; 

EZ = .I, Eei Aei Yd + .I, ~j ApjYpj + I, Esk Ask Ysk 
1=1 J=l k=l 

(4-131) 

ey = EZ/EA (4-132) 

where: EA = effective axial stiffness, 

EZ = first moment of area of stiffness, 
eccentricity from the neutral axis of the incremental section stiffness, 

modulus of elasticity of concrete at ith strip, 
ey = 

Ed = 
modulus of elasticity of prestressing steel at jth level, 

modulus of elasticity of nonprestressed longitudinal steel at kth level. 
Epj = 
Esk = 

Therefore the effective flexural stiffness, EI, about the neutral axis of the incremental section is 

defined as: 

(4-133) 

To generate moment-curvature curves for a prescribed axial load, P e' only the second row of the 

matrix from Eq. 4-129 is used, thus: 
.1P = EZ .1<1> + EA .1£0 (4-134) 

where: (4-135) 
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is the out-of-balance force and P is determined using Eq. 4-127. 

Two different approaches were used for determining the required strain profiles (Eq. 4-126) to 
provide force equilibrium (Eq. 4-135) by utilizing Eq. 4-134. 

ALGORITHM 1: To determine curvatures from a fixed section strain 
For a prescribed strain, Ex, located at a distance, Yx' from the centroidal reference axis, the correct 

strain profile to provide force equilibrium must be determined. The following method is used for 
determining the curvature at first yield of nonprestressed longitudinal steel (¢ly'> of the member 

where Ex=fy/Es' or the ideal moment capacity (Mi ) calculated at an extreme fibre compressive strain 

of 0.003. 

Eq. 4-134 is applied to obtain the correct strain profile with several iterations. For a fixed strain on 
the section, the strain profile is given by: 

EX = Co,n + <Pn Yx (4-136) 

where eo,n and ¢In are the current values of the centroidal strain and curvature, respectively. 

For any changes in the section curvature it is necessary to alter the centroidal strain to maintain the 
same value of ex, thus: 

EX = Eo + Aeo + ¢I Yx + A¢I Yx (4-137) 

It is evident from Eqs. 4-136 and 4-137 that a change in section curvature will necessitate a change in 
the strain at the centroidal axis of: 

&0 = -A¢I Yx (4-138) 

Substituting Eq. 4-138 into EqA-134 gives: 

AP = EZ A¢I + EA (A¢I Yx) (4-139) 

Therefore the incremental curvature is given by: 
AP 

A¢l = EZ - EA Yx (4-140) 

Using the above relationships, the algorithm used for the numerical solution to obtain the 
equilibrium curvature is as follows: 

Step 1 From the out-of-balance force (AP) calculate the curvature correction (A¢I) using Eq. 4-140. 
Step 2 : Calculate the corrected strain profile from: 

e(Y)n+l = Eo/n+1 + ¢In+1 y (4-141) 

where: ¢In+1 = ¢In + A¢I, 

Eo/n+1 = Coin - A¢I Yx' 
Step 3 Calculate the axial load (P) and moment (M) for the new strain profile using Eqs. 4-127 

and 4-128, respectively. At the same time calculate the current stiffness coefficients (EA, 

EZ and EI) from Eqs. 4-130 to 4-133. 
Step 4 Calculate the out-of-balance force (AP) using Eq. 4-135. If the absolute value of AP exceeds 

a specified tolerance then return to Step 1. 

ALGORITHM 2: To determine centroidal strain from a fixed section curvature 
This is the more general method for determining a complete moment-curvature curve for member 

under combined axial load and cyclic flexure. Successive curvature increments (A¢I) are applied and 
the centroidal strain (eo) is determined using the following algorithm. 

Step 1 : The curvature increment (A¢I) is added to the value of the previous total curvature (¢In-I) to 

give the new section curvature: 

<Pn = <Pn-l + A¢I (4-142) 
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Step 2 From theout-of-balance force and the curvature increment, if any, the change in the 
centroidal strain necessary to restore force equilibrium is calculated using Eq. 4-134, which 

gives: 
AP - EZ A2 

= EA (4-143) 

This value is then added to the previous total centroidal strain (Eo n-l) to give the , 
corrected centroidal strain: 

Eo/n = Eo/n-l + AEo (4-144) 

Step 3 From the revised strain profile given by e(y)n = eo n + CPn y, calculate the new axial load , 
(P) and new moment (M) using Eqs. 4-127 and 4-128, respectively. 

Step 4 Calculate the out-of-balance force (AP) using Eq. 4-135. If the absolute value of AP exceeds 
a specified tolerance, then set Acp to zero and the analysis returns to Step 2. Otherwise 
choose the next curvature increment (Acp) and return to Step 1. 

Note that increments in curvature (Acp) must be kept reasonably small to ensure numerical stability, 
but they should also be sufficiently large to minimize the computer cost. Thus, for general moment

curvature analyses the curvature increments used in the computer program PSCOL were 
progressively increased as the moment change (AM) decreased, with respect to the yield curvature, 
as follows: 
For the first 10 steps of a load cycle Acp = 0.2 ely 
For step 11 to 20 of a load cycle Acp = 0.5 ely 
For steps 21 or greater Acp = 0.2 ely 
The definition of the yield curvature, CPy' in the program PSCOL is defined by Eq. 4-116, in which: 
- Mi is the ideal moment capacity calculated using the Code approach(1,30) where an ultimate 

concrete strain of 0.003 together with a rectangular concrete stress block are assumed; 
- My, for reinforced concrete members, is the moment calculated at the first yield of the 

nonprestressed longitudinal steel, 
- My, for fully prestressed concrete members, is the moment calculated when the strain of the 

prestressing tendon closest to the extreme tensile fibre equals to Aep (effective prestressing strain . 

in tendon), 
- My, for partially prestressed concrete members, is the one of the previous two moments which is 

achieved with the smaller extreme tensile fibre strain; and 
- CPy' is the corresponding curvature at My. 

The yield displacement, Ay' in the program PSCOL is obtained by extrapolating a straight line from 
the origin, where the moment or curvature is zero, through the "first yield" displacement, Ay', to the 

moment at ideal strength: 
.~ 

Ay=AyMy 

where: Ay = Ae + As, 
Ae = elastic deformation due to flexure, 

= deformation due to shear. 

Refer to Refs. 21 and 51 for a more detail description of the program PSCOL. 

(4-145) 



CHAPTER FIVE 

RESUL TS OBTAINED FROM MOMENT ~CURV ATURE ANALYSES 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The results obtained from monotonic moment-curvature analyses of prestressed concrete piles using 
the program MOMENT are presented here. 

The cross-section configuration outlined in the standard drawings of Ministry of Works and 
Development for bridge design(25) is considered. Cases that are useful in practice are chosen in the 

analyses. The cross sections within the length of piles and at the interface of piles and their pile 
caps are considered. The influence of prestress, external compressive axial load and other variables 

on the moment-curvature relationship of piles is investigated. 

The flexural strength modification factor, the available ultimate curvature, and the yield 

curvature are calculated for each set of pile variables. The main results are presented in the form of 
graphs or tables. 

5.2 ANALYSIS OF OCTAGONAL PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILES AND PILE
CAP CONNECTIONS 

5.2.1 Flexural Strength Modification Factors 
One simple method to accurately determine the ideal flexural strength (referred to as MD in this 

thesis) of prestressed concrete piles without the full analysis involved in Method D would be to use 
various modification factors, Kv K2, K3, K4, etc. to modify the flexural strength calculated by the 
ACI approach(1) (referred to as MA in this thesis). On this basis: 

Mi = MAO Kl K2 K3 K4 KS ~ (5-1) 
where: MAO = flexural strength of the considered cross section, calculated using 

Kl = 

K2 = 
K3 = 
K4 = 

KS = 
K6 = 

Method A (see Section 2.7.3), 
modification factor dependent on the level of transverse confinement 

(fr/fe'>, 

modification factor dependent on the prestressing steel content (Pt), 

modification factor dependent on the level of prestress (fep/fe\ 

modification factor dependent on the content of nonprestressed 

longitudinal steel (Pst), 
modification factor dependent on the concrete cylinder strength (fe'),· 

modification factor dependent on the ratio of available tendon 

anchorage length to the required development length (lx/ld)' 

However, the above factors Kl to K6 are not independent variables since each factor affects the 

others. Some of the reasons that cause the multiplication resultant of Kl to K6 to be unique are: 

- The stress-strain curve of the tendon has no yield plateau, and hence for every different strain 
there is a unique stress value. Hence each strain gradient will result in a unique contribution to 

the moment capacity by the tendon, and thus the total moment capacity of the cross section will 
be unique as well. In a reinforced concrete member, the stress-strain curve of the reinforcing steel 
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normally has a long yield plateau that gives constant stress for a large range of strains. Thus for 
a large range of strain profiles, the force in the reinforcing steel is constant for an amount of steel 
and is proportional to the steel content. 

- The effect of the prestress varies depending upon the level of prestress, and the area and location 
of the tendons. 

- The compressive strain in the confined concrete at the centre line of the transverse steel, fern' . 
which was adopted to calculate Mi is a variable depending mainly upon the transverse 
confinement level and (. This concrete strain is also affected by the longitudinal steel content, 

the spacing of transverse steel, the diameter of core section, etc. 

As an alternative, Eq. 5-1 can be modified to become: 
Mi = MAO K (5-2) 

where: K = Kl K2 K3 K4 KS ~ is a unique factor determined for each set pile variables. 

It would be possible to present graphs or tables that yield the K values for all combinations of the 
cross-section properties, but this will involve a considerable number of graphs or tables. Instead, 
only the ideal flexural strengths of the standard 400 mm octagonal cross section pile recommended 
by Ministry of Works and Development(2S) were analysed considering a limited number of 

combinations of the significant variables. The combinations of variables presented here were 
considered to be useful for practical design of prestressed concrete piles and their connections to pile 
caps. 

Tables 5.1 to 5,4 contain K values calculated for the following variables: 

# R=3, where R is the ratio of strain increase to stress increase at the peak strength of the stress
strain curve for confined concrete derived by Mander et a1.(21). 

# Effective lateral confining stress level, fr/fe' = 0.12,0.09,0.06 and 0.03. Note that the effective 

lateral confining pressure accounts for the difference in diameter and yield strength of spiral 
steel,dh and fyh' respectively. The spiral spacing (s) is kept constant at 4 db' where db is the 

diameter of tendon. It was found that the difference in moment capacity of pile sections confined 
by different combination of dh, fyh and s that give the same ir value is within a few percent. 

# External compressive axial load level, Pe/fe'Ag = 0.0, 0.2, 0,4 and 0.6. Note that Pe/fc'Ag=0.6 is 

high even for a non-prestressed concrete member. In a prestressed concrete member the externally 
applied axial compressive load will be enhanced by the presence of prestress. The K values for 
Pel fe'Ag=0.6 are included here for comparison. 

# Concrete compressive strength, fe' = 30, 45 and 60 MPa. The Ministry of Works and Development 

recommended value is 45 MPa for the compressive strength of concrete. During construction 
deviation of fe' from the specified value often occurs. To give an idea as to how the trend of K 
values differ with respect to (, concrete strength below and above 45 MPa are chosen. 

# Compressive stress in concrete due to prestress, fep = 0 and 7.6 MPa. All sections considered 

contain ten 12.5 mm diameter tendons. The former case represents the case where the tendons 
have zero prestress. The connection of a pile to a pile cap where the embedded tendons from the 

pile are not prestressed (that is, the pile concrete has been stripped away to expose the tendons> 
is represented by this case. The latter case which has fep=7.6 MPa represents approximately 

the situation where the tendons are prestressed within a pile so as to give an effective stress in 
tendons after all losses in prestress equal to 0.6 fpu' 

# Content of nonprestressed longitudinal steet Pst = 0 and 0.0237. The former case represents a cross 

section without nonprestressed longitudinal steel. The latter case is a section which contains 10 
D20 bars distributed alternately between the tendons. This latter case if combined with fep=O 
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Table 5.1 - Flexural Stren&th Modification Factor (K) for Members Having fep=7.6 MPa and Pst=O 

Effective Lateral Confining Stress Level fr/fe' 
0.12 0.09 0.06 0.03 

Ix/1d lx/ld lx/~ lxlld 
1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 
1.238 1.188 *1.065 *1.052 1.175 1.154 1.035 *1.049 1.091 1.091 *1.053 *1.045 *1.068 *1.068 *1.046 *1.041 

1.129 1.077 *1.020 *1.014 1.078 1.055 *1.019 *1.013 1.010 1.009 *1.018 *1.012 *1.032 *1.032 *1.017 *1.012 

1.076 1.024 *1.005 *1.002 1.028 1.004 *1.005 *1.002 *1.027 *1.013 *1.005 *1.002 *1.014 *1.014 *1.006 *1.002 

1.307 1.306 1.230 1.178 1.250 1.250 1.190 1.140 1.146 1.146 1.105 1.058 *1.137 *1.137 *1.137 *1.113 

1.151 1.151 1.093 1.054 1.096 1.096 1.050 1.011 1.011 1.011 *1.067 *1.045 *1.054 *1.054 *1.054 *1.038 

1.071 1.071 1.025 *0.997 1.020 1.020 *1.008 *0.996 *1.005 *1.005 *1.005 *0.995 *1.002 *1.002 *1.002 *0.996 

1.674 1.674 1.628 1.552 1.556 1.556 1.526 1.461 1.351 1.351 1.339 1.290 1.048 1.048 1.048 1.018 

1.358 1.358 1.330 1.278 1.261 1.261 1.243 1.199 1.091 1.091 1.085 1.051 *1.149 *1.149 *1.149 *1.136 

1.223 1.223 1.205 1.165 1.126 1.126 1.115 1.081 *1.042 *1.042 *1.042 *1.037 *1.031 *1.031 *1.031 *1.027 

3.737 3.737 3.696 3.600 3.273 3.273 3.256 3.177 2.540 2.540 2.540 2.497 1.421 1.421 1.417 1.415 

2.174 2.174 2.161 2.112 1.894 1.894 1.891 1.851 1.435 1.435 1.435 1.416 *1.528 *1.528 *1.528 1.527 

1.757 1.757 1.751 1.720 1.511 1.511 1.511 1.486 1.114 1.114 1.114 1.105: *1.179 *1.179 *1.179 *1.178 

Note: Factors marked * are obtained from Mmax1 the remainder are obtained from the moment calculated using Method D. 
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Table 5.2 - Flexural Strength Modification Factor (K) for Members Having fcp=O and Ilst=O 

Effective Lateral Confining Stress Level frl.!.c 
0.12 0.09 0.06 0.03 

lx/ld lx/ld lx/ld lx/ld 
1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 
1.315 1.191 *1.060 *1.042 1.265 1.174 1.020 *1.042 1.199 1.136 1.003 *1.040 1.139 1.108 *1.053 *1.039 

1.271 *1.130 *1.025 *1.025 1.221 1.118 *1.024 *1.025 1.162 1.094 *1.023 *1.025 1.090 1.055 *1.024 *1.025 

1230 *1.081 *1.020 *1.013 1.181 1.072 *1.020 *1.013 1.122 1.051 *1.020 *1.013 1.051 1.018 *1.020 *1.013 

1.380 1.337 1.182 1.027 1.332 1.306 1.158 1.004 1.259 1.249 1.120 *1.091 1.164 1.164 1.085 *1.081 

1.307 1.278 1.151 1.021 1.263 1.245 1.125 *1.074 1.199 1.195 1.091 *1.067 1.106 1.106 1.046 *1.062 

1.249 1.228 1.121 1.013 1.206 1.193 1.094 *1.040 1.137 1.135 1.057 *1.039 1.050 1.050 1.008 *1.039 

1.378 1.368 1.282 1.164 1.291 1.290 1.219 1.123 1.171 1.171 1.124 1.048 1.031 1.031 1.031 *1.170 

1.270 1.266 1.207 1.122 1.188 1.188 1.139 1.076 1.076 1.076 1.056 1.000 *1.086 *1.086 *1.086 *1.086 

1.189 1.188 1.143 1.084 1.110 1.110 1.077 1.031 *1.021 *1.021 *1.021 *1.021 *1.016 *1.016 *1.016 *1.016 

1.439 1.439 1.388 1.319 1.295 1.295 1.282 1.217 1.081 1.081 1.081 1.068 *1.272 *1.272 ·*1.272 *1.272 

1.344 1.344 1.319 1.267 1.190 1.190 1.187 1.159 *1.232 *1.232 *1.232 *1.232 *1.174 *1.174 *1.174 *1.174 

1.265 1.265 1.257 1.222 1.110 1.110 1.110 1.102 *1.071 *1.071 *1.071 *1.071 *1.055 *1.055 *1.055 *1.055 
~ ----

Note: Factors marked * are obtained from Mmaxl the remainder are obtained from the moment calculated using Method D. 
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Table 5.3 - Flexural Strength Modification Factor (K) for Members Having fcp=7.6 MFa and Pst=0.0237 

Effective Lateral Confining Stress Level frlfc' ~. 

0.12 0.09 0.06 0.03 
Ix!1d lx/ld lx/ld Ix/1d 

1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 i 

1.223 1210 1.146 1.144 1.162 1.158 1.093 1.088 1.090 1.090 1.035 1.019 1.018 1.018 "'1.061 "'1.056 

1.150 1.132 1.063 1.052 1.086 1.081 1.016 1.003 1.024 1.024 "'1.040 "'1.032 "'1.042 "'1.042 "'1.033 "'1.026 

1.090 1.074 1.012 1.001 1.034 1.028 "'1.016 "'1.011 "'1.074 "'1.045 "'1.014 "'1.011 "'1.018 "'1.018 "'1.014 "'1.012 
, 

1.266 1266 1.219 1.189 1.215 1.215 1.181 1.151 1.129 1.129 1.105 1.080 1.018 1.018 1.007 *1.104 

1.167 1.167 1.128 1.100 1.122 1.122 1.092 1.065 1.042 1.042 1.023 . 1.002 *1.070 *1.070 *1.070 *1.057 

1.112 1.112 1.079 1.052 1.066 1.066 1.041 1.016 *1.031 *1.031 *1.031 *1.024 *1.028 *1.028 *1.028 *1.022 

1.501 1501 1.469 1.427 1.421 1.421 1.398 1.358 1.292 1.292 1282 1.251 1.093 1.093 1.092 1.077 

1.354 1.354 1.332 1.294 1.278 1.278 1.263 1228 1.148 1.148 1.143 1.115 *1.151 *1.151 *1.151 "'1.138 

1.271 1271 1.256 1.223 1.188 1.188 1.178 1.148 1.057 1.057 1.055 1.033 "'1.051 *1.051 *1.051 "'1.045 

1.988 1.988 1.969 1.925 1.807 1.807 1.799 1.763 1.522 1.522 1.522 1.498 1.129 1.129 1.129 1.120 

1.719 1.719 . 1.709 1.680 1.543 1.543 1.542 1.520 1.258 1.258 1.258 ·1.243 *1.255 *1.255 *1.255 "'1.255 

1.574 1574 1569 1.544 1.384 1.384 1.384 1.365 1.095 1.095 1.~5 1.084 *1.095 *1.Q~ *1.095 "'1.095 
--~ ......... --

Note: Factors marked * are obtained from Mmaxl the remainder are obtained from the moment calculated using Method D. 
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Table 5.4 - Flexural Strength Modification Factor (K) for Members Having fcp=O and Rst=0.0237 

Effective Lateral Confining Stress Level frlfc 
0.12 0.09 0.06 0.03 

lx/let Ix/1d lx/1d . lx/1d 

1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 
1.310 1.258 1.149 1.094 1.254 1.215 1.106 1.054 1.190 1.164 1.046 *1.066 1.149 1.137 1.013 *1.025

1 

1.265 1.208 1.096 1.067 1.207 1.163 1.058 1.026 1.143 1.140 1.006 *1.034 1.094 1.080 *1.044 
*1.

016
1 

1.224 1.169 1.077 1.060 1.168 1.127 1.038 1.016 1.104 1.076 *1.039 *1.018 1.054 1.042 *1.027 *1.013 
I 

! 

1.291 1.272 1.179 1.081 1.246 1.235 1.144 1.046 1.182 1.180 1.115 1.017 1.115 1.115 1.074 1.003 

1.242 1226 1.143 1.057 1.207 1.198 1.118 1.029 1.148 1.147 1.091 1.005 1.080 1.080 1.048 *1.069 

1.205 1.193 1.117 1.039 1.169 1.163 1.094 1.016 1.105 1.105 1.060 *1.033 1.035 1.035 1.016 *1.032 

1.277 1.271 1.217 1.145 1.212 1.211 1.161 1.101 1.131 1.131 1.096 1.043 1.036 1.036 1.035 1.001 

1.240 1.238 1.194 1.138 1.176 1.176 1.139 1.094 1.090 1.089 1.074 1.030 *1.102 *1.102 *1.102 *1.102 

1.219 1219 1.183 1.139 1.151 1.151 1.125 1.085 1.048 1.048 1.044 1.015 *1.056 *1.056 *1.056 *1.056 

1.376 1.376 1.335 1.284 1.276 1.276 1.256 1.210 1.133 1.133 1.132 1.115 1.020 1.020 1.020 1.020 

1.344 1.348 1.323 1.282 1.225 f225 1.221 1.196 1.077 1.077 1.077 1.076 *1.160 *1.160 *1.16.0 *1.160 

1.291 1.291 1.284 1.254 1.163 1.163 1.163 1.157 *1.064 *1.064 *1.064 *1.064 *1.053 *1.053 *1.053 *1.053 
-~-

Note: Factors marked * are obtained from Mmax, the remainder are obtained from the moment calculated using Method D. 
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simulates a cross section at the pile-cap joint of a stripped pile head type which contains mild 
steel reinforcement as starter bars. 

# The ratio of available anchorage length to required development length of tendon, Ix/ld = 1.0, 

0.8, 0.6 and 0.4. The K values resulting from these cases are useful for calculating the ideal 
moment capacity at a pile to pile cap interface where the available anchorage length of the 
embedded tendons, prestressed or nonprestressed, is short due to space limitations. 

# The inside diameter of the spiral steel is kept constant, namely 320 mm. This results in slight 
variations in the cover concrete thickness for various diameters of spiral steel, but the resulting 
ideal moment capacities differ within only a few percent. 

fr/fc 
2.2 0.12 

• Tendon ¢ 12.5mm Pro]2erties: fe' = 45MPa 

2.0 R =3 
fep = 7.6MPa 0.09 

1.8 Pst =0 
lx/ld = 1.0 

K 
1.6 0.03 

1.4 

1.2 

1.0 

0.8 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 .. 4 0 .. 5 0 .. 6 

Fe/fAg 

Fig. 5.1 - Ty]2ical Diagram for Flexural Strength Modification Factor, K 

To transform the K values which are listed in Tables 5.1 to 5.4 to graphs would result in a large 
number of figures, namely 48 graphs containing 192 curves in total. A typical example of a set of 
curves is shown in Fig. 5.1. This figure was obtained from the tables and illustrates the modification 
factor, K, for various transverse confining steel contents and external axial load levels for a 

particular case. All the information for that particular case is given on the figure. 

From Tables 5.1 to 5.4 it is obvious that in most of the cases the K decreases with decrease in the 
effective lateral confining stress level, decrease in the Ix/ld ratio, increase in concrete cylinder 

strength, and decrease in axial load level. 
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Some exceptional cases show the reverse trend when the effective lateral confining stress level, the 
axial load level and the lx/ld ratio are all low. This is because the governing criterion for the ideal 

flexural strength was different for the two cases being compared. The ideal moment for the case 
that had a low K value was governed byMD of which the value was slightly greater than MACI' 
The case nexUo it would have had K value less than 1.0 if MD had been used. However, according 

to the definition of Mi adopted here, Mmax should be used if MD is smaller than MACI' This 

resulted in an increase in the ideal moment and thus gave slightly higher K value for those extreme 

cases. 

The K values around the bottom right hand corner of Tables 5.1 to 5.4 are the same for all the lx/ld 
ratios, and were obtained from the maximum moments as Mi' The maximum moment here always 

occurred at small strains where the cover concrete had not spalled. Slip of tendons and/or 

nonprestressed tendons did not occur at high compressive axial load levels. 

The tables emphasize the effect of the neutral axis depth on the likelihood and effect of slip of the 

tendons. A low axial compressive load results in a small neutral axis depth and hence high tensile 
strains in the concrete adjacent to the tendons in the extreme tension fibre, possibly leading to tendon 
slip. A high axial compressive load leads to a large neutral axis depth and hence smaller tensile 
strains in the concrete adjacent to the tendons making slip less likely. Members having prestressed 
tendons with development length ratios less than 0.4 when subjected to an external compressive 
axial load level of 0.2 or less had K values which were close to or slightly less than 1 for the above 
reason. 

Tables 5.1 to 5.4 can be used in design to determine the real flexural strength of prestressed concrete 
piles within their length and at connections to pile caps. 

5.2.2 Available Ultimate Curvature and Curvature Ductility Factor 
Available ultimate curvature (~u) and curvature ductility factor (111ll=~u/ 4ly) were presented in the 

form of graphs for cases which are considered useful for design of prestressed concrete piles and their 
connections to pile caps. 

The variables used to obtain the points on the graphs are the same as those used in calculating the K 
values within the range of Pe/fc'Ag = 0.0 to 0.6, except that only fc'=45 MPa and Ix/ld=1.0 are 

considered. 

The failure criteria outlined in Section 4.6.3 were used to determine the section ultimate curvature, 
except that a tolerance of ±3% was given to 0.8 Mmax' so that a member was considered to fail under 

category (a) of Section 4.6.3 if 0.77 Mmax < M < 0.83 Mmax' Figs.5.2 to 5.5 show theoretical plots of 

the ultimate curvature and the curvature ductility factor versus axial load level for the variables 
considered. The tensile strain of tendon (£p) and D20 bars (£s) located closest to the extreme tensile 

fibre are also plotted on the figures. 

From the figures the influence of axial load level and transverse confining stress ratio on the 
available ultimate curvature and available curvature ductility factor is obvious. The curvature 

capacity increases with increase in transverse confining stress ratio and with decrease in axial load 
level, provided none of the tendons fracture. The fracture strains of tendons in the failure criteria 

adopted here were 0.0455 and 0.0585 due to compression and tension, respectively. Fracture of the 
tendons can drastically change the slope of the P e/ fc'Ag versus 4lu (or Il$) curves and cause the ~u or 
11", to drop. Most of the tendon fractures occur at relatively low axial load where large curvatures 
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Fig. 5.2 - Available Curvature and Curvature Ductility Factor for Members Having fcp=7.6 MPa and Ilst=O 
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exist. This is expected as with a low external axial load the neutral axis depth will bw small and 
if a relatively high compressive strain exists at the extreme core fibre (fern)' the tendons within the 

tensile region will have large tensile strains. 

For pile members considered that contain 10 D20 bars, the steel strains in the D20 bars closest to the 
. extreme tensile fibre are not critical. Hence these D20 bars will never fracture without fracture of 

the tendons, unless the content of the nonprestressed longitudinal steel is reduced, the content of 
prestressing steel is increased, or using tendons which have higher fracture strain. 

From Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, it can be seen that the available ultimate curvatures of piles having full 
prestress and zero prestress are about the same with the latter case slightly more ductile. However, 
when considering the available curvature ductility factor, piles having full prestress have much 

higher available ductility factors compared to those having zero prestress. The magnitude of the 
curvature ductility factor heavily depends on the value of its yield curvature, and the big difference 
in curvature ductility factors between piles having full prestress and those of zero prestress is 
mainly caused by the big difference in their yield curvatures. The same phenomena can be observed 

in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 for piles having nonprestressed longitudinal steel with full prestress and zero 
prestress. Note that yield curvatures will be discussed in the next section. 

Nonprestressed steel as an additional longitudinal steel to prestressed tendons in piles does increase 
the available ultimate curvatures rather considerably. It can be seen that the slopes of the 
curvature curves in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 are steeper than those in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, respectively, and the 
increase is higher for members containing high confinement levels. However, this is not always the 

case for curvature ductility factor. Some increase in the curvature ductility factor due to the 
presence of nonprestressed longitudinal steel is apparent, especially at low axial load levels, except 
for members having high confinement levels. In members having full prestress with high 
confinement levels, the presence of additional nonprestressed steel causes the tendon to fracture at 
lower ductility or at higher axial load, and therefore the curvature ductility factors in those cases 
are lower than those of fully prestressed piles. In members having zero prestress and a high 
confinement level (fr/fe'=0.12), the presence of nonprestressed longitudinal steel improves the 

curvature ductility factor even at high axial load levels. 

From Figs. 5.2 to 5.5, it is noted that the extreme tensile strains of the tendons are higher than those 
of the nonprestressed longitudinal steel. There are two reasons for this difference. First, the 
position of the extreme tendon is chosen closer to the extreme tensile fibre of concrete. Second, for 
prestressed tendons also there exists a certain initial effective tensile strain in tendons due to 

prestressing. 

Fig. 5.6 illustrates the variation in the available curvature ductility factor and the flexural 
strength with axial load level for unconfined and confined sections. The case presented in Fig. 5.6 is 
for fully prestressed (fep=7.6 MPa, Pst=O) piles. The properties of the pile section are shown in the 

figure. The external axial load level ranges from zero to the ultimate capacity of the section where 
the moment is zero. For the axial load - moment interaction diagram, two curves for unconfined piles 
are presented. The moments of the first curve (MACI) were calculated using ACI code assumptions, 

including an extreme fibre concrete compression strain of 0.003. Those of the second curve were 
calculated using unconfined concrete stress-strain curve due to Mander et al. with fern as the 

reference concrete compression strain at the outside of the tendon closest to the extreme compression 
fibre. On this basis, for the second curve the concrete compression strain at the extreme fibre ranged 
from 0.00436 for zero axial load to 0.00297 for the ultimate capacity of axial load where the moment 
or the section curvature is zero. The axial load - moment interaction diagram for the confined pile 
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shows a considerable increase of moment capacity, ultimate axial load capacity and curvature 
ductility factor due to confinement. The confinement considered, for fr/fc'=0.12 and fcp/fc'=7.6/45, is 
equal to 185, 137, 108 and 90% of that required by Eq. 2-1 for P e/ fc' Ag = 0, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6, 

respectively. 

5.2.3 Yield Curvature 
As has been explained in Section 4.6.2 and shown in Fig. 4.20, the definition of yield curvature, 4>y, 

adopted here is obtained from the moment-curvature relation by a linear extrapolation of curvature 
at point (0.75Mi,4>y'>. Thus the yield curvature is the curvature at the intersection of a horizontal 
line passing through Mi and a straight line passing through the origin and the point having 0.75 Mi 

on the moment-curvature curve. 

In order to calculate 4>y' 4>y' must be obtained first from an iterative process. The iteration to obtain 4>y' 

involves two unknown variables simultaneously, and the two variables to be solved simultaneously 
are chosen as the neutral axis depth, c, and the extreme fibre concrete compression strain, fT' 

Figs. 5.7 to 5.10 illustrate the yield curvature for variables outlined in Section 5.2.1, but only for 
sections having fc'=45 MPa and Ix/ld=1.0. Observations from the figures reveal that: 

(a) The yield curvature increases with increase in transverse confinement stress ratio, except for 
members having transverse confinement stress ratios of 0.03 and 0.06. The yield curvatures of 
the former case are larger than the latter in Fig. 5.7 for the whole range of the axial load 

levels calculated, in Fig. 5.8 up to the axial load level of 0.4, and in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 when the 
axial load levels are larger than 0.4. 

(b) The yield curvature decreases with increase in the axial load levels, except in members having 
full prestress and relatively high transverse confinement stress ratio in which the yield 
curvature increases significantly when the axial load levels are greater than 0.2 to 0.35. 

(c) The yield curvatures of members having full prestress are much smaller than those of members 

having zero prestress, except at very high axial load levels where the yield curvatures for 
members having full prestress are slightly higher. 

(d) The presence of nonprestressed longitudinal steel increases the yield curvatures in members 
having full prestress. In members with zero prestress, the yield curvatures are smaller in 
members having nonprestressed longitudinal steel up to the axial load levels of 0.25 - 0.3, and 
the other way round for the axial load levels greater than 0.2 - 0.3. 

Explanations for the above phenomena can be obtained by considering some of the aspects involved 
in calculating the yield curvatures, such as the magnitude of the ideal moment (Mi) or 0.75 Mi, the 

peak strength of the confined concrete or the area of the stress-strain curve for confined concrete, and 
the criteria for yield curvature or the iteration method used to obtain the yield curvatures. All of 
these aspects will affect the shape of the strain profile which determines the section curvature. 

The increase of yield curvature with increase of transverse confining stress ratio is expected because 
of the increase of the ideal moment due to the transverse confining effect. The opposite trend for the 
yield curvatures of piles having transverse confining ratios of 0.06 and 0.03 is because of the Mi used 
in both cases. The former uses MDas the ideal moment and the latter uses Mmax because the MD 
here is smaller than the MACI' Although some of the ideal moments of members having fr/fc'=0.06 

are larger than those having fr/fc'=0.03 in the contradicting zone of the yield curvature curves, the 

proportional increase of these moments with respect to the area of compressed concrete (between the 
neutral axis and the extreme compression concrete fibre) is not as much as the increase in the latter 
case. Given that the other section properties are identical, due to the above reasons, the yield 
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curvature of members having fr/fc'=O.03 will be larger than those of having fr/fc'=O.06 if subjected to 

the same axial load level. 

If the extreme compression concrete fibre strain were to be fixed, a higher axial load would cause a 
deeper neutral axis depth and thus a smaller curvature would be obtained. Although the criteria 
adopted for the yield curvature here results in the extreme compression concrete fibre strain being 
variable, the previous explanation is deemed valid for the phenomenon mentioned in (b). The 
exception mentioned in (b) which reverses the above phenomenon is due to the increase in the 

extreme compression fibre strain in addition to the increase in the neutral axis depth and this causes 
the yield curvature to be larger. 

Members with zero prestress have less total axial load compared to members with full prestress if 
both cases are subjected to the same external axial load. The reduction of the total axial load due to 
zero prestress will cause the curvature to rise, espedally in members subjected to low external axial 
load levels. 

Additional nonprestressed longitudinal steel in members containing tendons will increase the 
ultimate moment of resistance of the section, and this in turn results in a larger section curvature. 
However, at low axial load levels the presence of nonprestressed longitudinal steel in members 
having zero prestress results in smaller yield curvatures compared to those which have none. 

5.3 INFLUENCE OF PRESTRESS AND EXTERNAL AXIAL COMPRESSIVE 
LOAD ON MOMENT - CURVATURE RELATIONSHIPS 

It is of interest to investigate the influence of concentric prestress and external axial compressive 
load on the moment-curvature behaviour of pile members. 

Moment-curvature curves were calculated for pile cross sections: (1) having zero prestress and some 
external axial load, (2) having some prestress and some external axial load, and (3) having full 
prestress but no external axial load. The total (external+prestress) axial compressive load was 
maintained constant for the three cases. Note that to investigate item (3), the total axial load 
level could not be very high because the prestressing stress of tendons is limited at the maximum 

elastic stress of the tendon stress-strain curve. 

Fig. 5.11 shows the distinct behaviour of the theoretical moment-curvature curves with external 
axial compressive load and prestress varied as described above. The pile properties are given in the 
figure. 

The results show the following differences in the moment-curvature behaviour for pile sections 

having the same total axial load: 
- The magnitude of moments is dominated by the magnitude of the external axial compressive load. 

The increase in moment.at large curvatures due to increase in external axial load is much higher 
than that due to increase in prestress. This is because the effect of external axial load is constant 
and always present throughout the loading, whereas the effect of prestress reduces when the 

tendons are in compression. This has also been observed in the experimental tests reported in this 

thesis. 
- For members that are subjected to a high total axial load, the replacement of the external axial 

load by prestress results in the members having larger available ultimate curvatures. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions drawn as a result of the experimental and theoretical work carried out in this thesis 

are divided into three parts, namely conclusions from the prestressed concrete pile test study, 

conclusions from the experimental work on the connections of prestressed concrete piles to reinforced 
concrete caps, and conclusions drawn from the analytical studies. 

6.1.1 Conclusions Drawn from Pile Test Study 
The piles had a 400 mm octagonal cross section and were tested subjected to axial load and cyclic 
flexure which simulated severe seismic loading. The conclusions drawn from the experimental study 

of the six prestressed concrete pile units tested are as follows: 

(1) The New Zealand code equations for the volumetric ratio of spiral confining steel for ductile 
columns or piers, modified to take into account the effect of prestressing (Eq. 2-1 or 2-2) were 

found more than adequate for prestressed concrete piles, with an axial load level of 
P e/fc'Ag=0.5 or lower, confined either by Grade 275 reinforcing steel or by Grade 485 hard 

drawn steel wire. Displacement ductility factor higher than 10 were reached by Units P2, P4, 

P5 and P6 without severe loss of their load carrying capacity. 

(2) The Grade 485 hard drawn steel which has a low fracture strain is not suitable to be used as 

transverse spiral confinement steel in prestressed concrete piles having confining steel 
quantities less than 60% of that specified by the New Zealand code. The failure caused by 

fracture of the spiral steel is brittle and sudden. This is clearly shown in the behaviour of 
Unit P3. It is concluded that the magnitude of the fracture strain and the shape of the stress

strain curve of the transverse spiral steel play an important role in the behaviour and 
ductility of members. 

(3) For prestressed concrete piles having confining steel quantities less than that specified by the 

New Zealand code, Grade 275 steel which has a long yield plateau and high fracture strain is 
recommended to be used as the spiral steel. For such piles the failure is not brittle and sudden, 
and ample warning is obvious, as illustrated by Unit PI proved these phenomena. Again, the 

magnitude of the fracture strain and also the long yield plateau are concluded to have 

participated in the behaviour and ductility of Unit PI. 

(4) The development length for prestressing tendons specified by ACI 318-83 or NZS 3101 was 

shown to be sufficient to permit the development of the flexural strength in the pile series 

tested here. The pull-in of the tendons after the termination of the tests was minor and it did 

not cause a reduction of the flexural strength. 

(5) The spacing of spiral steel in prestressed concrete piles having seven-wire tendons is 
recommended to be not more than 4 db, where db is the nominal tendon diameter. This spiral 

spacing is sufficient to prevent premature buckling of tendons during cyclic loading in the 
inelastic range. Spiral spacing less than 4 db will be more advantageous in preventing the 

buckling of tendons, but such small spacing might hinder the placement of the concrete. 
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(6) Nonprestressed longitudinal steel is not needed to improve the ductility of prestressed 
concrete piles provided that enough confinement from transverse reinforcement is presence. 
However, nonprestressed longitudinal steel may be needed as starter bars at the pile - pile 

cap connection. 

(7) The length of the confined plastic hinge region adopted in all of the pile units tested here 
followed the code provision for piles (Section 12.5.2 of NZS 3101). This provision does not 
take into account the effect of the axial load. For units having external axial compressive 
load of 0.3 fc'Ag' the length of the plastic hinge where the required confinement is provided is 
barely satisfactory. The same length of plastic hinge for units subjected to 0.5 fc' Ag 

compressive axial load is not sufficient at all. It is recommended that the length of the 
confined region specified by the Code be increased by 50% when (P e/fc'Ag + fcp/fc') exceeds 

0.3. 

6.1.2 Conclusions Drawn from the Study of Connections Between Prestressed 
Concrete Piles and Reinforced Concrete Caps 

Four different details for achieving a moment resisting connection between a precast prestressed 
concrete pile end and a cast in situ reinforced concrete pile cap were tested. The connection were 
between 400 mm octagonal prestressed concrete piles and reinforced concrete pile caps. The 

. connections were tested subjected to axial load and cyclic flexure which simulated severe seismic 
loading. Conclusions reached from the test results of the six pile to pile cap connections tested are as 
follows: 

1. All connections were found to permit the flexural strength of the pile to be reached and 
permitted satisfactorily ductile behaviour of the connection. Only minor cracking was observed 
in the pile cap. The large displacement ductilities were reached before failure. 

2. For Units PCl and PC2 the ends of the precast piles were embedded over a 800 rom length (64 

tendon diameters) in the pile cap. Spiral steel was present in the end of the pile in the pile cap 
at the same pitch as in the potential plastic hinge region of the pile. The surface of the 
concrete of the pile ends was scabbled in accordance with Type B construction joints. The pile 
concrete was not broken back. The theoretical flexural of the pile calculated using the ACI 318-

83 or NZS 3101 approach was exceeded during cycles of lateral loading up to displacement 
ductility factors of at least )l=±8. The spiral steel around the prestressing strands in the pile 
end in the pile cap was evidently beneficial in assisting to maintain strand anchorage. This 
type of connection was the easiest to construct. 

3. For Units PC3 and PC4 the pile steel was exposed over the end 600 rom (48 tendon diameters) 
and embedded in the pile cap with the total embedment length of 650 mm (52 tendon 
diameters) including pile seating. The exposed longitudinal pile steel was left straight and 
surrounded by the same spiral as in the potential plastic hinge region of the pile. For Unit PC5 
the same detail was used except that the exposed length of the pile steel was 850 mm. (68 
tendon diameters) and anchorage was also aided by the use of an "olive" type anchorage on 

each tendon formed by unravelling the tendons back to the anchorage position, placing a 12.7 
mm diameter steel nut over the central wire, and twisting back the other six wires to take up 

the original strand form. The theoretical flexural strength of the pile calculated using the ACI 
318-83 or NZS 3101 approach was exceeded during cydes of lateral loading up to displacement 

ductility factors of at least )l=±9. Unit PC5 with olive type anchorage was flexurally stronger 
than the other two units, but the behaviour of Units PC3 and PC4 was adequate. The spiral 
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steel around the prestressing strands in the pile cap was evidently beneficial in assisting to 
maintain the strand anchorage. 

,4. For Unit PC6 the connection was made by four dowel bars of 20 mm diameter Grade 275 steel 
deformed bars bonded to the pile by epoxy resin in 40 mm diameter holes drilled 530 mm deep 
int'othe pile end and anchored in the pile cap by 90° standard hook. The flexural strength of 
the connection calculated using the ACI 318-83 or NZS 3101 approach was exceeded in cycles of 
lateral loading up to displacement ductility factors of up to 1!=±12. Beyond that displacement 
the flexural strength reduced and the plastic rotation concentrated undesirably at a wide crack 
at the pile - pile cap interface. 

5. On the basis of the performance of the pile-to-cap connections, the type with the precast pile 
embedded in the cast in situ pile cap is the most preferred type. Apart from the least damage 
found in the cap surrounding the joint, this type is very practical and easy to construct. Note 
that if the pile after being driven is too long, it is easy to cut the pile through the section down 
to the required length. The second most preferred connection type is the stripped pile head 
with the projecting tendons and/or nonprestressed longitudinal bars left straight within the 
cast in situ pile caps. Dowel bars as the connection device between piles and caps are not 
preferred, unless more dowel bars than that used in Unit PC6 are installed to increase the 
strength and to stiffen the connection. However, the amount of dowel bars that can be installed 
is limited by the availability of space within the concrete core and by the diameter size of the 
holes for the dowel bars. 

6. Good connections (with sufficient embedment length) between piles and caps will result in a 
better spread of yielding, and hence less damage within the plastic hinge region in the piles. 
Bad connections will result in more damage within a concentrated region in the pile and the 
damage may even penetrate into the pile cap. 

7. An embedded, length of tendons within pile caps of about 52 db (=650 mm for 12.5 mm tendons) 

could be regarded as a reasonable lower limit of length, provided sufficient spiral steel is 

present. 

8. Comparison of the lateral load - displacement hysteresis diagrams of Units PCl and PC2, also 
of Units PC3 and PC4, shows that the presence of D20 bars in the piles did not improve the 
available displacement ductility factor of the units, but did increased the flexural strength 
and the capacity for energy dissipation. Because of the large difference in fracture strain 
between the tendons and D20 bars, the failure of units that contain both will definitely govern 
by the fracture of tendons (see Unit PC4). However, the presence of nonprestressed longitudinal 

steel in the pile - pile cap connection, especially in the stripped pile head type, can help to 

minimize the damage within the connection. 

9. As concluded in the previous section, the recommended maximum spiral spacing for fully 
prestressed piles is 4 db, where db = nominal tendon diameter. This is smaller than the 

maximum spacing of 6 bar diameters recommended for nonprestressed longitudinal steel. The 

reason is that the tendon is a strand and hence is more prone to buckling than a steel bar. 

10. From the comparison of the theoretical monotonic moment-curvature diagrams and the 
experimental data points, it can be concluded that the theoretical assumptions made concerning 

the slip of tendons were reasonable, although in Unit PC5 the assumption is rather 
conservative due to the presence of the olive type anchorage which gave better performance. 
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The theoretical monotonic moment-curvature curves were found to be the envelope for the 
theoretical cyclic moment-curvature curves. 

11. Spiral steel should be provided within the region of piles that is embedded in the pile cap, 
especially in the stripped pile head type. The major role of this spiral steel isfo improve bond 
and also to assist the transfer of the lateral forces to the surrounding concrete within the pile 

caps. 

12. The lenpth of the potential plastic hinge regions for all the PC test units which were subjected 
to 0.2 fe Ag compressive axial load followed the provisions in Section 6.5.4.1 of NZS 3101. The 

code requirements were found to be adequate for this case. 

6.1.3 Conclusions Drawn from the Analytical Studies 
The analytical work carried out in this thesis included: (1) various methods of calculating the 
flexural strength at the critical sections either within the length of the pile or at the pile - pile cap 
interface, (2) flexural strength modification factors at the critical section either within the length 
of the pile or at the pile - pile cap interface, (3) moment-curvature analyses from which the 
available ultimate curvature and curvature ductility factors were derived, and (4) cyclic lateral 
load - displacement and moment-curvature analyses. The conclusions drawn from the above 

theoretical analysis are summarized as follows: 

#1. The theoretical flexural strength of prestressed concrete piles confined by spiral reinforcement 
can be calculated accurately using the Mander et al.(21) confined concrete stress-strain 

relationship and in most cases assuming that the strain at the centre line of the spirals is that 
at 0.8 fcc' on the falling branch of the stress-strain curve. The flexural strength so calculated 

gave good agreement with the measured values. The theoretical flexural strengths calculated 
using the concrete compressive stress block recommended by ACI 318-83 or NZS 3101, an extreme 
fibre concrete compression strain of 0.003, and the measured material strengths, 
underestimated the maximum measured moment capacity of the pile units. 

#2. It is concluded that the radial confinement induced by transverse steel does not help in 

preventing slip of tendons because it is a passive confinement which produces pressure only 
when the member expands. 

#3. The theoretical allowance for slip of tendons in the development length used for calculating 
the flexural strength or the moment-curvature relationship at the critical sections at the pile -
pile cap interface was found to result in reasonable predictions of strength. 

#4. The plots of the available curvature ductility factor versus axial load level showed that the 

presence of nonprestressed flexural steel bars in partially prestressed concrete piles does 
improve the curvature ductility of the members but the improvement is not large. 

#5. A large fracture strain for the seven-wire tendons is necessary in order to fully utilize the 
confined concrete core and the nonprestressed longitudinal steel in partially prestressed 

concrete piles. 

#6. The cyclic stress-strain curve of the elasto-plastic type chosen for the moment-curvature 

analyses is not suitable for seven-wire tendons in compression. For piles that contained only 
tendons the analysis overestimated the energy dissipation; that is, the theoretical hysteresis 

loops were fatter than the measured ones. For members that contained additional 
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nonprestressed longitudinal steel, the theoretical and experimental loops agreed well if the 
effect of the nonprestressed steel was dominant, since the cyclic stress-strain model for the 
nonprestressed steel is also close to an elasto-plastic form. Note that in the PC units tested 

here, the theoretical cyclic lateral load - displacement graphs of Units PC2, PC4 and PC6 

agreed well with the experimental hysteresis loops, because Units PC2 and PC4 contained 

high percentage of non prestressed longitudinal steel and PC6 contained practically only 
nonprestressed longitudinal steel. 

#7. The theoretical moment-curvature relationship assuming full development length of tendons 
was found to give an upperbound limit to the experimental values for the moments obtained 
from the PC units, except for Unit PCS which had higher experimental values for the 
moments. Theoretical moment-curvature relationship for real anchorage lengths gave a 

lowerbound limit to the experimental values for the moments obtained from the PC units. The 
theoretical ultimate curvature of prestressed concrete piles containing the New Zealand code 

quantities of hard drawn reinforcing wire were found to be greater than the maximum 
measured values, but not all units were loaded to the ultimate condition, and hence further 

deformation capacity was available. 

#8. Program PSCOL(21,51) was found to underestimate the measured maximum moments, curvatures 

and displacements. This is mainly because the program does not simulate the effects of the 
extra confinement that exist due to the proximity of the stub representing the pile cap. 

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Future research needs to be continued in the following areas: 

1. Code modified equation (Eq. 2-1 Qr 2-2) for volumetric ratio of spiral steel 

The conservatism of Eq. 2-1 or 2-2 for fully ductile prestressed concrete piles can be reduced by taking 

into account only part of the prestress, since the prestress is not constant and diminishes when cyclic 
loading is applied to the member. Further investigation is required to find a suitable reduction 

factor for the prestressing force which should be included in Eq. 2-1 or 2-2. 

2. Development length of tendons 
From the prestressed concrete pile series tested currently and previously(10,34), the development 

length of tendons was not a problem since adequate development length was available. 

It is proposed that future experimental research vary the height of the prestressed concrete pile 

specimens in order to investigate the effect of different anchorage lengths of tendons in cyclic 
flexure. The flexural strength could then be calculated and verified by the methods which take into 

account the slip of tendon proposed in this thesis. 

3. Nonprestressed flexural steel in partially prestressed concrete piles 

Experimental and analytical research should be carried out to optimize the use of tendons and 

nonprestressed longitudinal steel. In the investigation, among many variables which should be 

considered are the tensile and compressive strength of tendon and steel, the fracture strain of tendon 

and steel, the cross-section area of tendon and steel, etc. 
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4. Buckling of prestressing tendons 
This topic is difficult to investigate experimentally, especially in three- or seven-wire type of 
tendons. In. this thesis the assumption of the tendon buckling follows the elasto-plastic model and 
the magnitude of the buckling stress assumed is rather crude. Some researchers(50) determined the 
buckling stress of tendons based on the Euler's formula. However, this formula tends to result in an 
overestimate of the buckling stress in the seven-wire tendons. Alternative mathematical 
approaches should be investigated. 

5. Connection of the prestressed or partially prestressed concrete piles to cast in place reinforced 
concrete pile caps 

Further experimental research concerning different pile-to-cap connections should be carried out. A 
suggested connections to be tested in future is the stripped pile head in which each of the projecting 
unstressed strand is unravelled to form a "broom". The advantage of this broom type to a straight 
tendon is that a larger bond area is available in the former case. For example with seven-wire 12.5 
mm diameter tendons, if a broom type and a straight tendons are both embedded in concrete with the 
same development length Od)' the bond area will be 281tld and 12.51tld' respectively, assuming the 

diameter of each individual wire to be 4 mm. 

It would also be useful to investigate the seismic performance of pile - pile cap units with various 
spiral steel contents in the pile region that is embedded in the cap. A small amount of spiral steel 
would be advantageous for the broom type pile-to-cap connection. 

The actual bond stress - slip relationship of tendons and longitudinal steel embedded within the 
pile cap during cyclic flexural loading should be monitored and investigated, to give additional 
information on behaviour in the development region of the pile. 
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APPENDIX A 

DETERMINATION OF tem 

A.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Sections 2.7 and 4.6 it was proposed to use a specified "ultimate strain", Bcrn, at the extreme 

compressive fibre of the concrete core (at centre line of the spiral steel) when analysing the flexural 
strength of a confined concrete member, That strain Bcm was defined as the strain beyond the peak 

of the concrete stress-strain curve whose corresponding stress was 80% of the confined concrete peak 
strength, fcc', The confined concrete stress-strain relationship proposed by Mander et a1.(21) was 

adopted in the analysis. The definition for Bcrn is illustrated in Fig. A.1. 

It is evident that whereas the ultimate concrete compressive strain proposed by ACI building code 
that has a fixed value of 0.003 for various concrete strengths, the value of Bcm as defined here is 

heavily dependent on the shape of the concrete stress-strain curve. The calculation of fcrn for a 

particular case will involve iterations. However, by using the simple procedure explained below 
convergence is guaranteed. 

A.2 TRIAL & ERROR METHOD TO SOLVE FOR cern 

The magnitude of fcrn is dependent upon all the variables of the confined concrete stress-strain 

curve, expressed by Eq. 4-21. 

Having determined the confined concrete stress-strain curve for a particular member cross-section, 
the procedure to calculate fcm is as follows (see Fig. A.l): 

1. Initialize fcm by adding 6. to fcc. It is advisable to choose 0.5 fcc for 6., hence: 

fc =1.5fcc (A-I) 

2. Calculate fc that corresponds to the above fc from Eq. 4-21. 

3, Check that if I fc - 0.8 fcc' I < 0.001 MPa, then the above Bc is equal to f cm' otherwise fc is 

updated using the following approach: 
0.2 fcc' 

Ec=Ecc+(Ec,old-fcc)f '_ f (A-2) 
cc c 

and the process returns to step 2 to calculate a new fc for ~he updated fc until satisfactory result is 

obtained. 

A.3 EXPLANATION OF THE ASSUMPTIONS USED 

It is important to note that since there are two values of strain for 0.8 fcc', the initialization for fcrn 

must always lie beyond fcc. The assumption made in Eq. A-I guarantees that Bc at the initial value 

of fcm is always located beyond fcc. There are two possibilities for the location of fc' either 

between the actual fcrn and fcc or beyond the actual fcrn' Fig. A.1 shows both locations. 
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Eq. A-2 assumes that points (ewfee\ (ee,old,fe,old) and (eern,O.8fee') lie on a straight line. The new 

Ee is a linear extrapolation based on the values of eee and the old eo if the old ee lies between the 

actual eern and eee' If the old ec lies beyond the actual eern' interpolation is carried out. 

t 

D.Btee 
I 

(Ee/c) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Ecm E 

Fig. A.I - Extrapolation or Interpolation of &ern 



APPENDIXB 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

B.l PROGRAM MOMENT 

B.1.l Introduction 
This program is written in Fortan IV language and is for the calculation of the theoretical monotonic 
moment-curvature response and/or the axial load - moment interaction diagram of fully/partially 
prestressed concrete members having octagonal cross-sections. The flexural strength for the 
unconfined pile sections follows the provisions of ACI 318-83 or NZS 3101. For piles with cross 
sections confined by transverse spiral reinforcement, the concrete stress-strain relationship due to 
Mander et al.(21) is adopted in the program. For prestressing steel the stress-strain relationship 
used by Thompson(50) is adopted but with a modification in the buckling range. For nonprestressed 
longitudinal steel the stress-strain relationship proposed by Mander et al. is used. If the available 
development length of tendons or nonprestressed longitudinal steel is less than the required length 
stipulated by the Codes(l,30), slip of tendons or steel is taken into account. 

The program provides the option of plotting moment-curvature or axial load - moment interaction 
diagrams, using the plotting subroutine "AGRAPH"(21). However, it should be noted that this 
option is machine dependent and was written for the graphic package currently used by the 
Computer Services Centre, University of Canterbury. 

B.l.2 Data Input Procedure 
All numerical input data for this program is read using a free-format subroutine "READR", which 
has been coded by Carr(7). Each field within a series of data card is separated by a blank. Integer 
(1) and real (F) fields may be mixed on one card, and both fixed point and "E" floating point format 
may be used for the real type data. Note, the "E" format follows normal rules, except that an 
embedded blank is not permitted between the mantissa and the "E". 

Any data card beginning with an asterisk H*" in the first column is treated as a comment card, and is 
printed immediately after being read and ignored thereafter. 

Any data card which contain a field with an invalid format or character is printed with a dollar 
($) sign beneath the first offending character, and the program is then terminated. 

The valid characters for the input data are listed as follows: the digits "1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0", the plus 
and minus signs "+ _", the decimal point ".", the letter "E", and the asterisk sign "*" for comment 
card. Note that all title cards or comment cards after the first column may contain any of the normal 
alphanumeric key-punch character. Integer numbers must not have a decimal point and real numbers 

must. 

The units for all numerical input data used in this program are as follows: 
Curvature rad/m. 
Force kN. 
Length mm. 

Moment kNm. 
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Strain 

Stress 

dimensionless. 

MPa. 
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B.1.3 Variable Listing 
Some of the important variables used in the program MOMENT which are not the input data are 

listed and defined as follows: 

AC = net area of one concrete strip (excluding area of longitudinal reinforcement) 

ACC 

ACOR 
. ACORE 

ACOREl 

ACOV 
ACOVER 

AE 
AGROSS 

AREINF 

ASTEEL 

BETA1 

C 

CINIT 

CNEW 

DCORE 

DCORE1 

DELM 

DELP 

DEP 

EB 

EC 

ECC 

ECM 

ECON 

ECRUP 

EPAMIN 

EPBUCK 

EPUMIN 

ET 

ETEND 

ETNEW 

ETENS 

EY 

EYMIN 
FCAG 

FCC 

FCC80 

FCP 

FL 

== 

== 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

== 

= 

== 

= 
== 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

= 
= 
= 
== 

= 

== 

== 

= 
= 

= 
= 

= 
== 

-
== 

= 
= 

net area of the confined core, measure to the centre line of spirals 

net area of the concrete core in one strip, measured to the centre line of spirals 

area of the confined core, measured to the centre line of spirals 

area of the confined core, measured to the outer-rim of spirals 

are of the cover region in one concrete strip, measured to the centre line of spirals 

area of the cover concrete, measured to the centre line of spirals 

effectively confined concrete core area 
gross cross-sectional area of section 

total area of longitudinal reinforcement (tendon and nonprestressed longitudinal 
steel) 

area of one nonprestressed longitudinal steel bar 

ratio of the height of ACI equivalent rectangular concrete compressive stress block to 

the neutral axis depth 

neutral axis depth 

initial neutral axis depth value 

updated neutral axis depth 

diameter of spirals (centre-to-centre) 

diameter to outer-rim of spirals 

out-of-balance moment 

out-of-balance axial force 

effective prestressing strain in tendon after all losses 

extreme tensile strain 

concrete strain 

strain at maximum confined concrete compressive stress 

confined concrete strain at centre line of transverse reinforcement 

Young's modulus of concrete 

tensile rupture strain of concrete 

elastic limit compressive strain of tendon 

compressive buckling strain of tendon 

ultimate compressive strain of tendon 

concrete strain at extreme compressive fibre 

modulus of elasticity for prestressing tendon 

updated value for ET 

strain that gives axial tension capacity of section 

yield strain of nonprestressed longitudinal steel 

as for BY, but due to compression 
full axial load level of section {fc'Ag} 

maximum confined concrete compressive stress 

80% of FCC 
compressive stress in concrete due to prestress 

effective lateral confining pressure on concrete 



FPAMIN 

FPLIM 

FSLIM 

FSYMIN 

F2ECO 

HLFSTR 

HRECT 

HSTRIP 

HTRAP 

JACOB 

JSTEEL 

JTEND 

KE 

L 

LI 

LJ 

MACI 

MCONCR 

MCRACK 

MDIFI 

MDIF2 

MECM 

MIDEAL 

MI75 

MMAND 

MMAX 

MOMENT 

MSTEEL 

MTEND 

MUACI 

M80 

NGRAPH 

NSFRAC 

NSSLIP 

NSTWIS 

NTBUCK 

NTFRAC 

NTSLIP 

NTTWIS 

P 

PACI 

PCONCR 
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= elastic limit compressive stress of tendon 

= stress limit in tendon as a function of development and transfer lengths 

= stress limit in nonprestressed longitudinal steel as a function of development length 

= yield stress of nonprestressed longitudinal steel due to compression 

= unconfined concrete stress where the strain is equal to 2 EPRIME 

= one half of HS1RIP 

= height of the rectangular part in octagonal cross f'ection 

= height of concrete strip or element 

= height of the trapezoidal part in octagonal cross section 

= Jacobian value for Newton-Raphson method 

= distance of nonprestressed longitudinal steel from extreme concrete compressive fibre 

= distance of tendon from extreme concrete compressive fibre 

= confinement effectiveness coefficient 

= distance between the centroid of concrete strip to the extreme compressive fibre of 

concrete 

= distance between top edge of concrete strip to the extreme compressive fibre of 

concrete 

= distance between bottom edge of concrete strip to the extreme compressive fibre of 

= 
= 

= 

= 
= 
== 

= 
== 

= 

= 
= 
= 

== 

== 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

= 
= 
= 

= 

concrete 

resulting moments from axial load - moment interaction using ACI method 

moment due to concrete 

flexural strength at crack state 

derivative of internal moment with respect to C 

derivative of internal moment with respect to ET 

flexural strength calculated using the Mander confined concrete stress-strain 
relationship and ecm as the strain at the centre line of spirals 

ideal flexural strength of the pile section 

75% of MIDEAL 

moments from moment-curvature or axial load - moment interaction analyses using 

Mander concrete stress-strain relationship 

maximum moment 

resultant internal moment 

moment due to nonprestressed longitudinal steel 

moment due to tendons 

section moment obtained using ACI concrete equivalent rectangular compressive stress 

block 

80%ofMMAX 

number of points on graph 

number of nonprestressed longitudinal bars that fracture due to tension 

number of nonprestressed longitudinal bars that slip due to tension 

number of nonprestressed longitudinal bars that fracture due to compression 

number of tendons that buckle 

number of tendons that fracture due to tension 

number of tendons that slip due to tension 

number of tendons that fracture due to compression 

strain hardening power for nonprestressed longitudinal steel 

axial loads to be used in axial load - moment interaction using ACI method 

internal axial force due to concrete 



PCRACK = 

PCl = 
POlF1 = 
POlF2 = 
PHIACI = 
PHICRK = 
PHIM = 
PHIMI = 
PHIULT ::: 

PHIY = 
. PHI75 = 
PINT = 
PMAND = 

PMIN = 
PRATIO = 
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axial load that can be resisted by section at stage of first crack with zero strain 
gradient 
concrete strip force 
derivative of internal axial force with respect to C 
derivative of internal axial force with respect to ET 
section curvature corresponds to MUACI 
section curvature at flexural crack state 
section curvatures from moment-curvature analysis 
section curvature corresponds to flexural strength (MECM) based on fem 

ultimate section curvature 
yield curvature 
section curvature corresponds to MI75 
internal resultant axial force 
axial loads to be used in axial load - moment interaction using Mander concrete 
stress-strain relationship 
as for P, but for compressive stress-strain curve 
part of Eqs. 2.1 and 2-;2 for calculating volumetric ratio of spiral steel that takes into 
account the effect of axial load levels (including prestress force) 

PSTEEL ::: internal axial force due to nonprestressed longitudinal steel 
PTEND ::: internal axial force due to tendons 

PTENS = axial tension capacity of section 
RCRACK = level of axial load that can be resisted by section at stage of first crack with zero 

strain gradient 
RHOCC ::: ratio of total flexural steel area to concrete core area (ACORB) 
RHCODE ::: code volumetric ratio calculated from Eq. 2-1 
RHOCOD = code volumetric ratio calculated from Eq. 2-2 
RHOS = volumetric ratio of spiral reinforcement 
RHOST = ratio of total nonprestressed longitudinal steel area to gross section area of the pile 
RHOT = ratio of total area of prestressing steel to gross section area of the pile 
RINGS = pitch circle diameter of nonprestressed longitudinal steel 
RINGT = pitch circle diameter of tendon 
RLOAD = external axial load level 
RPACI = axial load levels to be used in axial load - moment interaction using ACI method 
RPMAND = axial load levels to be used in axial load - moment interaction using Mander concrete 

RPREST 

RTENS 
RTOTAL 

SCL 
TOLERM 
TOLERP 
U 

W 
WMIN 
Y 
YMIN 

stress-strain relationship 
= axial load level due to prestress 
= level of axial tension capacity of section 
::: total axial load level 
= clear spacing between spirals 
= tolerance for the moment required to reach convergence 
::: tolerance for the axial load required to reach convergence 
= slope of linear plastic branch of tendon stress-strain curve 
= coefficient in tendon stress-strain relationship for tensile region 
= coefficient in tendon stress-strain relationship for compressive region 

= coefficient in tendon stress-strain relationship for tensile region 
= coefficient in tendon stress-strain relationship for compressive region 
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B.1.4 Deck of Data 
The sequence of the data cards for program MOMENT is as follows: 

1. Tob Title 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 TITLE Alphanumeric description of job 80Al 

2. Control Parameters to Select Analysis 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 MC Parameter to select moment-curvature analysis. If not I 
required then set to 0 

2 MP Parameter to select axial load - moment interaction I 
analysis. If not required then set to 0 

3. Section Geometry 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 COVER Cover thickness (to outer-rim of spirals) F 

2 D Overall dimension of section F 

3 NSTRIP Number of strips I 

4. Tendon Properties 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 ATEND Nominal cross-section area F 
2 DTEND Nominal diameter F 

3 FPE Effective prestressing stress after all losses F 
4 NTEND Number of bars I 

5. Tendon Stress-Strain Properties 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 EPA Elastic limit tensile strain F 

2 EPB Strain at start of plasticity F 

3 EPU Ultimate tensile strain F 

4 FPA Elastic limit stress F 

5 FPB Stress at start of plasticity F 

6 FPBUCK Buckling stress F 

7 FPU Ultimate tensile stress F 
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6. Development and Anchorage Lengths of Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 LPD Required development length of tendon F 

2 LPS Available development length of tendon F 

3 LPf Transfer length of tendon F 

4 LSD Required development length of nonprestressed long. F 

steel 

5 LSS Available development length of nonprestressed long. F 
steel 

7. Nonprestressed Longitudinal Steel Properties 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 DES Initial compressive strain due to prestress F 

2 DSTEEL Diameter of bar F 

3 ESTEEL Modulus of elasticity F 

4 FSY Yield stress F 

5 NSTEEL Number of bars I 

8. Tensile Stress-Strain Properties of Nonprestressed Longitudinal Steel 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 ESH Strain at start of hardening F 

2 EH Strain hardening modulus F 

3 ESU Ultimate strain F 

4 FSU Ultimate stress F 

9. Compressive Stress-Strain Properties of Nonprestressed Longitudinal Steel 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 ESHMIN Strain at start of hardening F 

2 EHMIN Strain hardening modulus F 

3 ESUMIN Ultimate strain F 

4 FSUMIN Ultimate stress F 
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10. Transverse Steel, Concrete Strength and Axial Loading 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 DSPRL Diameter of spiral steel bar F 
2 S Spacing of spiral steel (centre-to-centre) F 
3 FC Unconfined concrete cylinder strength F 
4 FCRUP Tensile strength of concrete F 
5 FYH Yield stress of spiral steel F 
6 PHI Strength reduction factor F 
7 PEXT External axial load (compressive +ve) F 

11. Other Properties 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 EPRIME Strain at peak of unconfined concrete cylinder strength F 
2 ESPALL Spalling strain F 
3 RMAND Ratio of strain to stress increase F 

PLOTTING DATA GROUPS 
There are 6 plots in total available in the program: 
1. Moment (X-axis) versus axial load (Y-axis) for axial load - moment interaction analysis using 

AO concrete modeL 
2. Moment (X-axis) versus axial load level (Y-axis) for axial load - moment interaction analysis 

using AO concrete modeL 
3. Curvature (X-axis) versus moment (Y-axis) for moment-curvature analysis using Mander et al. 

concrete model. 
4. Curvature ductility factor (X-axis) versus moment ratio (Y-axis) for moment-curvature using 

Mander et al. concrete model. 
5. Moment (X-axis) versus axial load (Y-axis) for axialload - moment interaction analysis using 

Mander et al. concrete model. 
6. Moment (X-axis) versus axial load level (Y-axis) for axial load - moment interaction analysis 

using Mander et al. concrete modeL 

Unless the axial load - moment interaction or the moment-curvature analysis is not chosen (MP=O or 
MC=O) in the program, the plotting data for the corresponding analysis must be provided. If the 
axial load - moment interaction or moment-curvature analysis is chosen (MP:;eO or MC;t:O), but the 

plot is not needed, then insert 4 blank data for each plot. 
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Data for each plot is as follows: 

1. Plotting Scale 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 XSCALE Units of X variable per inch F 

2 YSCALE Units of Y variable per inch F 

3 XINC Scale graduation increment for X variable F 

4 YINC Scale graduation increment for Y variable F 

5 XO First non-zero scale number for XINC graduation F 

6 YO First non-zero scale number for YINC graduation F 

Note: If fields 5 and 6 are left blank, then no number will be plotted 

2. Graph Title 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 GNAME Alphanumeric caption for graph BOAl 

3. Label for X-axis 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 XNAME Label to be given to X-axis on graph BOAl 

4. Label for Y-axis 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 YNAME Label to be given to Y-axis on graph BOAl 

B.1.S Program Listing 
The program listing can be found on the next page. 
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$ RESET FREE 
$ SET LINE INFO 
$ RESET LIST 
$ SET AUTOBIND 
$ BIND ~ FROM PLOTA/= 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

******************************************************** 

* * 
* MOMENT-CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP FOR OCTAGONAL PILE * 
* * 
* AXIAL LOAD - MOMENT INTERACTION FOR OCTAGONAL PILE * 
* * 
* PRESTRESSED OR PARTIALLY PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PILE * 
* * 
* AUTHOR : PAM HOAT-JOEN * 
* * 
* J U N E 1 9 8 7 * 
* * 
******************************************************** 

C SIGN CONVENTION : +VE FOR CONCRETE COMPRESSION 
C +VE FOR STEEL/TENDON TENSION 
C 

REAL 
1 
2 
3 
4 

JACOB,JSTEEL(120),JTEND(120),KE,L(120),LI,LJ,LPD,LPS, 
LPT,LSD,LSS,MACI(90),MACIB1,MACIB2,MCRACK,MCDIF1,MCDIF2, 
MCONCR,MDIF1,MDIF2,MECM,MIDEAL,MI75,MMANB1,MMANB2, 
MMAND(200),MMAX,MOMENT,MSDIF1,MSDIF2,MSTEEL,MTDIF1, 
MTDIF2,MTEND,MTENS,MUACI,MY(200),M80 

DIMENSION AC(120),ACOR(120) ,ACOV(120),CDIF1(120),CDIF2(120), 
1 PACI(90),PC1(120) ,PHIM(200),PHIYLD(200) ,PMAND(200) , 
2 
3 
4 

PS1 (120) ,PT1 (120) ,RPACI (90) ,RPMAND (90) ,SDIF1 (120) , 
SDIF2(120),TDIF1(120),TDIF2(120),TITLE(80) , 
Xl (200) ,X2 (200) ,Yl (200) ,Y2 (200) 

COMMON /CARD/ NSTOP,NTRAP,INPUT(80) 
COMMON /KARD/ RRDR(10),IRDR(10) 
COMMON /CONCR1/ ECON,ECRUP,FC,NCONCR,PCDIF,PCONCR,PC1 
COMMON /CONCR2/ CDIF1,CDIF2,PCDIF1,PCDIF2 
COMMON /IMPAIR/ NSFRAC,NSSLIP,NSTWIS,NTBUCK,NTFRAC,NTSLIP,NTTWIS 
COMMON /MAND/ ECC,EPRIME,ESPALL,FCC,F2ECO,R1,R2 
COMMON /MOMENT/ MCDIF1,MCDIF2,MCONCR,MSDIF1,MSDIF2,MSTEEL, 

1 MTDIF1,MTDIF2,MTEND 
COMMON /REINF1/ 
COMMON /REINF2/ 

1 

ASTEEL,ATEND,NSTEEL,NTEND 
JSTEEL,JTEND,PSDIF1,PSDIF2,PS1,PTDIF1,PTDIF2, 
PT1,SDIF1,SDIF2,TDIF1,TDIF2 
ACORE,ACOVER,AGROSS,AREINF,BETA1,D,HSTRIP,NSTRIP 
DES,ESH,ESHMIN,ESS,ESSMIN,ESTEEL,ESU,ESUMIN, 

COMMON /SECTN/ 
COMMON /STEEL/ 

1 
2 

EY, EYMIN,FSLIM, FSS,FSSMIN,FSU,FSUMIN,FSY,FSYMIN, 
P,PMIN,PSTEEL 

COMMON /TENDON/ DEP,EPA,EPAMIN,EPB,EPBUCK,EPU,EPUMIN,ETEND,FPB, 
1 FPBUCK,FPLIM,FPU,PTEND,U,W,WMIN,Y,YMIN 

READ (5, 275) TITLE 
CALL READR(0,2,0,RRDR,IRDR) 

MC = IRDR(l) 
MP ... IRDR(2) 

CALL READR(2,1,0,RRDR,IRDR) 
COVER ABS(RRDR(l» 
D ABS(RRDR(2») 
NSTRIP IRDR(l) 

CALL READR(3,1,0,RRDR,IRDR) 
ATEND ABS(RRDR(l» 
DTEND = ABS(RRDR(2» 
FPE ABS(RRDR(3» 
NTEND = IRDR(l) 

CALL READR(7,O,O,RRDR,IRDR) 
EPA ABS(RRDR(l» 
EPB ABS(RRDR(2» 
EPU ABS(RRDR(3) 
FPA ABS(RRDR(4» 
FPB ABS(RRDR(5» 
FPBUCK -ABS(RRDR(6» 
FPU ABS(RRDR(7» 

CALL READR(5,0,0,RRDR,IRDR) 
LPD ABS(RRDR(l» 
LPS = ABS(RRDR(2» 

100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 

1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
1500 
1600 
1700 
1800 
1900 
2000 
2100 
2200 
2300 
2400 
2500 
2600 
2700 
2800 
2900 
3000 
3100 
3200 
3300 
3400 
3500 
3600 
3700 
3800 
3900 
4000 
4100 
4200 
4300 

4400 
4500 
4600 
4700 
4800 
4900 
5000 
5100 
5200 
5300 
5400 
5500 
5600 
5700 
5800 
5900 
6000 
6100 
6200 
6300 
6400 
6500 
6600 
6700 
6800 
6900 
7000 
7100 
7200 
7300 
7400 



LPT "" ABS (RRDR (3» 
LSD "" ABS(RRDR(4» 
LSS ABS(RRDR(5) ) 

CALL READR(4,1,O,RRDR,IRDR) 
DES -ABS(RRDR(l» 
DSTEEL = ABS(RRDR(2» 
ESTEEL ABS (RRDR (3) ) 
FSY 0= ABS (RRDR(4» 
NSTEEL IRDR(l) 

CALL READR(4,O,O,RRDR,IRDR) 
ESH ABS (RRDR(l» 
EH ABS (RRDR (2) ) 
ESU ABS(RRDR(3) ) 
FSU ABS(RRDR(4» 

CALL READR(4,O,O,RRDR,IRDR) 
ESHMIN -ABS(RRDR(l» 
EHMIN ABS (RRDR(2» 
ESUMIN 0= -ABS(RRDR(3» 
FSUMIN -ABS (RRDR (4) ) 

CALL READR(7,O,O,RRDR,IRDR) 
DSPRL ABS(RRDR(l» 
S ABS(RRDR(2» 
FC ABS (RRDR(3» 
FCRUP -ABS(RRDR(4» 
FYH = ABS(RRDR(5) 
PHI ABS (RRDR (6) ) 
PEKT ABS (RRDR(7» 

CALL READR(3,O,O,RRDR,IRDR) 
EPRIME ABS (RRDR (1) ) 
ESPALL ABS(RRDR(2) ) 
RMAND ABS (RRDR (3) ) 

C 

C ======================== 
C CROSS-SECTION PROPERTIES 
c ======================== 

PI 3.141592654 
HRECT D*TAN (PI/8.) 
HTRAP (D-HRECT) /2. 
AGROSS 2.*D*HRECT 
DCORE D-2.*COVER-DSPRL 
DCORE1 D-2.*COVER 
ACORE PI*(DCORE/2.)**2 
ACOREl PI*(DCORE1/2.)**2 
ACOVER = AGROSS-ACORE 
RHOS PI*DSPRL**2/(DCORE*S) 
ECON 4700. *SQRT (FC) 
ECRUP = FCRUP/ECON 
FCAG = FC*AGROSS 
PEKT = PEKT*1000. 
RLOAD = PEKT/FCAG 
RPREST ATEND*NTEND*FPE/FCAG 
RTOTAL RLOAD+RPREST 
CINIT 0.5*D 
TOLERP "" O.OOl*ABS(PEKT) 
IF(TOLERP .LE. 3000.) TOLERP 0= 3000. 

C 

c ========================== 

C ACI STRESS BLOCK PARAMETER 
c ========================== 

C 

BETA1 = 0.85-0.008*(FC-30.) 
IF(FC .LE. 30.) BETAl 0.85 
IF(BETAl .LT. 0.65) BETA1 = 0.65 

c ======================================= 
C CONFINEMENT RATIO ACCORDING TO NZS 3101 
C ======================================= 

PRATIO = 0.5+1.25*RTOTAL/PHI 
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RHCODE = 0.45*(AGROSS/ACORE1-1.)*FC/FYH*PRATIO 
RHOCOD = 0.12*FC/FYH*PRATIO 
IF(RHCODE .LT. RHOCOD) RHCODE = RHOCOD 

C 

7500 
7600 
7700 
7800 
7900 
8000 
8100 
8200 
8300 
8400 
8500 
8600 
8700 
8800 
8900 
9000 
9100 
9200 
9300 
9400 
9500 
9600 
9700 
9800 
9900 

10000 
10100 
10200 
10300 
10400 
10500 
10600 
10700 
10800 
10900 
11000 
11100 
11200 
11300 
11400 
11500 
11600 
11700 
11800 
11900 
12000 
12100 
12200 
12300 
12400 
12500 
12600 
12700 
12800 
12900 
13000 
13100 
13200 
13300 
13400 
13500 
13600 
13700 
13800 
13900 
14000 
14100 
14200 
14300 
14400 
14500 
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c ======~==~================ 
C LONGITODINAL REINFORCEMENT 
C ========================== 

1 

IF(NTEND .EQ. 0) GO TO 1000 
RHOT = ATEND*NTEND/AGROSS 
ETEND FPA/EPA 
DEP FPE/ETEND 
FCP FPE*RHOT 
W = EPA*EPB*(FPA-FPB)/(EPB-EPA) 
Y (FPB*EPB-FPA*EPA)/(EPB-EPA) 
U (FPU-FPB)/(EPO-EPB) 
FPAMIN FPBOCK-FPA+FPB 
EPAMIN FPAMIN/ETEND 
EPBUCK EPA-EPB+EPAMIN 
EPUMIN -EPU 
WMIN EPAMIN*EPBOCK*(FPAMIN-FPBOCK)/(EPBUCK-EPAMIN) 
YMIN (FPBUCK*EPBOCK-FPAMIN*EPAMIN)/(EPBUCK-EPAMIN) 
RINGT = DCORE-DSPRL-DTEND 
FPLIM FPU 
IF(INT(FPE) .EQ. 0) 
IF(LPS .LE. LPT) 
IF(LPS.GT.LPT .AND. 

GO TO 1010 

GO TO 1005 
FPLIM LPS/LPT*FPE 

LPS.LT.LPD) FPLIM FPE+(LPS-LPT}/(LPD-LPT) 
* (FPO-FPE) 

1005 IF(LPS .LT. LPD) 
1010 TETA = O. 

FPLIM LPS/LPD*FPO 

DO 1015 M=l,NTEND 
JTEND(M) D/2.-RINGT/2.*COS(TETA) 
TETA = TETA+2.*PI/NTEND 

1015 CONTINUE 
1000 IF(NSTEEL .EQ. 0) GO TO 1025 

ASTEEL PI/4.*DSTEEL**2 
RHOST ASTEEL*NSTEEL/AGROSS 
RINGS DCORE-DSPRL-DSTEEL 
EY FSY/ESTEEL 
FSS = FSU-FSY 
ESS ESU-ESH 
P = EH*ESS/FSS 
FSYMIN 
EYMIN 
FSSMIN 
ESSMIN 

-FSY 
FSYMIN/ESTEEL 
FSUMIN-FSYMIN 
ESUMIN-ESHMIN 

PMIN EHMIN*ESSMIN/FSSMIN 
FSLIM FSU 
IF(LSS .LT. LSD) FSLIM LSS/LSD*FSY 
TETA = PI/NSTEEL 
DO 1020 M=l,NSTEEL 

JSTEEL(M) D/2.-RINGS/2.*COS(TETA) 
TETA TETA+2.*PI/NSTEEL 

1020 CONTINUE 
1025 AREINF = NSTEEL*ASTEEL+NTEND*ATEND 

C FOR UNIT PC6 
C JSTEEL(l) 121. 8 

121. 8 
278.2 
278.2 

C JSTEEL(2) 
C JSTEEL(3) 
C JSTEEL (4) 

C 
c ===================================== 

C AREA OF CONCRETE STRIP CORE AND COVER 
c ===================================== 

115 
120 

HSTRIP = D/NSTRIP 
HLFSTR = 0.5*HSTRIP 
DO 100 M=l,NSTRIP 

L(M) (2*M-1)*HLFSTR 
LI L(M)-HLFSTR 
LJ L(M)+HLFSTR 
IF(ABS(D/2.-L(M)) .GE. DCORE/2.} GO TO 115 
TETA ARSIN(ABS(D/2.-L(M))/(DCORE/2.)) 
ACOR(M) = HSTRIP*DCORE*COS(TETA) 
GO TO 120 
ACOR(M) 
IF(L(M) 
IF (L(M) 
AC(N) 

0.0 
.GE. HTRAP+HRECT) GO TO 130 
.GT. HTRAP) GO TO 140 
= (HRECT+L(M)*2.)*HSTRIP 
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19700 
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20700 
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21600 
21700 
21800 
21900 
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GO TO 145 
140 AC(M) D*HSTRIP 

GO TO 145 
130 AC (M) (HRECT+ (D-L (M) ) *2.) *HSTRIP 
145 ACOV(M) ~ AC(M)-ACOR(M) 

IF(NTEND .EQ. 0) GO TO 2050 
DO 2040 N~l,NTEND 

IF(JTEND(N) .LT.LJ .AND. JTEND(N) .GE.LI) AC(M) ~ AC(M)-ATEND 
2040 CONTINUE 
2050 IF(NSTEEL .EQ. 0) GO TO 2055 

DO 2045 N=l,NSTEEL 
IF(JSTEEL(N) .LT.LJ.AND.JSTEEL(N) .GE.LI) AC(M) AC(M)-ASTEEL 

2045 CONTINUE 
2055 ACOR(M) AC(M)-ACOV(M) 

100 CONTINUE 
C 
c ================================ 

C STRESS-STRAIN PARAMETER : MANDER 
c ================================ 

SCL = S-DSPRL 
RHOCC AREINF/ACORE 
AE ACORE*(1.-0.5*SCL/DCORE) 
ACC ACORE*(l.-RHOCC) 
KE AE/ACC 
FL 0.5*KE*RHOS*FYH 
FCC FC*(-1.254+2.254*SQRT(1.+7.94*FL/FC)-2.*FL/FC) 
ECC «FCC/FC-l.)*RMAND+1)*EPRIME 
ESECl FC/EPRIME 
ESEC2 FCC/ECC 
Rl ECON/(ECON-ESEC1) 
R2 ECON/(ECON-ESEC2) 
F2ECO = 2.*FC*R1/(Rl-1.+2.~*Rl) 

C CALCULATION OF ECM 

C 

FCC80 0.8*FCC 
EC = 1.5*ECC 

170 FCONCR = FCC~EC/ECC*R2/(R2-1.+(EC/ECC)**R2) 

IF (ABS (FCONCR-FCC80) .LE. 0.001) GO TO 180 
EC - ECC+(FCC80-FCC)/(FCONCR-FCC)*(EC-ECC) 
GO TO 170 

180 ECM EC 

C =============== 
C ECHO PARAMETERS 
c =============== 

WRITE(6,278) TITLE 
WRITE(6,150) D,COVER,DCORE1,DCORE,AGROSS,ACORE1,ACORE, 

1 DCORE1/D,DCORE/D,NSTRIP 
WRITE(6,160) FC,FCRUP,ECON,EPRIME,ESPALL,ECRUP,BETAl 
WRITE(6,190) FCC,FCC/FC,ECC,ECM,RMAND,KE,FL,FL/FC 
WRITE(6,200) DSPRL,S,DCORE,FYH,RHOS 
IF(NTEND .EQ. 0) GO TO 800 
WRITE(6,205) NTEND,DTEND,ATEND,RHOT,ETEND,FPE,FPE/FPU,DEP,FCP, 

1 FCP/FC,LPD,LPT,LPS,LPS/LPD,EPA,FPA,EPB,FPB,EPU,FPU, 
2 U, EPAMIN, FPAMIN, EPBUCK,FPBUCK, EPUMIN 

IF(LPS .LT. LPD) WRITE(6,207) FPLIM 
800 IF(NSTEEL .EQ. 0) GO TO 810 

WRITE(6,210) NSTEEL, DSTEEL, ASTEEL, RHOST, FSY, EST EEL, LSD,LSS,DES, 
1 EY,ESH,EH, ESU,FSU,P,EYMIN, ESHMIN, EHMIN, ESUMIN, 
2 FSUMIN,PMIN 

IF(LSS .LT. LSD) WRITE(6,207) FSLIM 
810 WRITE(6,215) PHI,RLOAD,PEXT/I000.,RPREST,RTOTAL,RHCODE,RHOS/RHCODE 

C 
c ====================================== 

C TENSION CAPACITY, ZERO STRAIN GRADIENT 
c ================================~===== 
C 
C EXTREME TENSION STEEL YIELDS OR EXTREME TENDON TOTAL STRAIN 
C WHICHEVER IS THE GRATER ABSOLUTE VALUE 

IF(MP .EQ. 0) GO TO 185 
ET 0.0 
IF(NSTEEL .NE. 0) ET = EY 
IF (NTEND .NE. 0) ETTEND = EPB-DEP 
IF(NTEND.NE.O .AND. ETTEND.GT.ET) ET = ETTEND 
ET = -ET 

EPB, 

22000 
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22200 
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CALL ACIl (ET) 
CALL REBAR1 (ET) 
PTENS PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
RTENS PTENS/FCAG 
MTENS 0.0 
CTENS 999999. 
PHITEN a 0.0 

C CRACK STATE 
ET ECRUP 
CALL ACIl (ET) 
CALL REBAR1 (ET) 
PCRACK ~ PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
RCRACK a PCRACK/FCAG 
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C CHOOSE THE GREATER ABSOLUTE VALUE BETWEEN CRACK AND YIELD STATES 
IF(PCRACK .LT. PTENS) PTENS PCRACK 
IF(RCRACK .LT. RTENS) RTENS a RCRACK 
ETENS ET 

C 

C ~================== 
C ACI/NZS 3101 METHOD 
c ~================== 
C 

C ================= 
C FLEXURAL STRENGTH 
c =====~~========== 

185 ET = 0.003 
WRITE(6,27B) TITLE 
WRITE(6,3010) 
I 0 
C = CINIT 

195 I = I+1 
IF(I .GT. 20) GO TO 220 
CALL ACI2(AC,C,L) 
CALL REBAR2(C,ET) 

C CHECK EQUILIBRIUM OF FORCES 
PINT = PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
DELP = PINT-PEXT 
IF (ABS(DELP) .LE. TOLERP) GO TO 225 
PDIF1 = PCDIF-PSDIF1-PTDIF1 
CNEW C-DELP/(PDIF1+1.) 
C '" CNEW 
GO TO 195 

C CONVERGENCE IS REACHED 

C 

225 PHIACI = ET/C*1000. 
CALL MM(D,L) 
MUACI = MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 
WRITE(6,510) MUACI/1.E06,PHIACI,C,PINT/1000.,ET,I 
CALL BREAK (1) 
GO TO 230 

220 WRITE(6,3120) 

C =======================~======= 
C AXIAL LOAD - MOMENT INTERACTION 
C =============================== 

C 

230 IF(MP .EQ. 0) GO TO 600 
WRITE(6,278) TITLE 
WRITE(6,3010) 
WRITE (6, 3000) 
WRITE (6, 1095) ET 
WRITE (6, 1100) 
WRITE (6,1110) 

C ==================== 
C COMPRESSION CAPACITY 
c ==================== 

J 1 
NGRAPH 1 
I 0 
CALL ACIl (ET) 
CALL REBARl (ET) 
PACI(J) PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
Yl(NGRAPH) PACI(J)/1000. 
RPACI(J) PACI(J)/FCAG 
Y2 (NGRAPH) RPACI (J) 
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MACI (J) 
Xl (NGRAPH) 
C 

= 0.0 
MACI (J) 

= 999999. 
PHI = 0.0 
WRITE(6,3020) 
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WRITE(6,1090) J,RPACI(J),PACI(J)/1000.,MACI(J)/1.E06,C,PHI, 
1 PACI(J)/1000.,I 

c ==========~~======================================================== 
C BALANCE ULTIMATE 1, EXTREME TENSILE NONPRESTRESSED STEEL JUST YIELDS 
c ==================================================================== 

IF(NSTEEL .EQ. 0) GO TO 3200 
EB -EY 
CACIB1 ET/(ET-EB)*(D-JSTEEL(l» 
PHACI1 = ET/CACIBl*lOOO. 
CALL ACI2(AC,CACIB1,L) 
CALL REBAR2(CACIBl,ET) 
PACIBI = PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
RACIB1 = PACIB1/FCAG 
CALL MM(D,L) 
MACIB1 = MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 

c ============================================================= 

C BALANCE ULTIMATE 2, TOTAL EXTREME TENSILE TENDON STRAIN = EPB 
C ============================================================= 

3200 IF (NTEND.EQ.O) GO TO 3130 
EB - (EPB-DEP) 
CACIB2 = ET/(ET-EB)*(D-JTEND(l) 
PHACI2 = ET/CACIB2*1000. 
CALL ACI2(AC,CACIB2,L) 
CALL REBAR2(CACIB2,ET) 
PACIB2 PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
RACIB2 = PACIB2/FCAG 
CALL MM(D,L) 
MACIB2 = MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 

C ================================ 
C ARRANGING AXIAL LOAD IN SEQUENCE 
C ================================ 

3130 J 1 
3030 J = J+1 

RPACI(J) = RPACI(1)-0.05*(J-l) 
IF (RPACI(J) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 3030 
RPACI(J) 0.0 
JFIX J+1 

C TWO OR THREE EXTRA CASES FOR: BALANCE ULTIMATE 1 AND/OR 2 
C AND STUDY CASE 

JACI = JFIX+3 
IF(NSTEEL.EQ.O .OR. NTEND.EQ.O) JACI=JFIX+2 

C INSERT THE ABOVE 2 OR 3 CASES INTO THE SERIES AND REARRANGE THE 
C AXIAL LOAD SEQUENCE 

3040 J 1 
3055 J 

RTEMP 
J+1 
RTENS 

IF(RLOAD.GT.RPACI(J) .AND. RLOAD.LT.RPACI(J-l» RTEMP=RLOAD 
IF (RTEMP.EQ.RLOAD) GO TO 3060 
IF(RACIB1.GT.RPACI(J) .AND. RACIBl.LT.RPACI(J-l) RTEMP=RACIB1 
IF (RTEMP.EQ.RACIB1) GO TO 3060 
IF (RACIB2.GT.RPACI(J) .AND. RACIB2.LT.RPACI(J-l)) RTEMP=RACIB2 
IF(RTEMP .EQ. RACIB2) GO TO 3060 
IF(J.GT.JACI) GO TO 3085 
GO TO 3055 

3060 JREST = JFIX-J 
DO 3070 M=O,JREST 

RPACI (JFIX-M+1) 
3070 CONTINUE 

RPACI (J) RTEMP 
JFIX JFIX+1 
GO TO 3040 

RPACI (JFIX-M) 

C ====================================================================== 
C ITERATIVE SOLUTION TO OBTAIN MOMENT IN MOMENT - AXIAL LOAD INTERACTION 
C COMPRESSION & TENSION CAPACITIES ARE ALREADY OBTAINED 
C ====================================================================== 

3085 JEND = JACI-l 
IF(RACIB2 .LT. 0.) JEND = JACI-2 
DO 3095 J=2,JEND 

PACI(J) = RPACI(J)*FCAG 
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C 

I 
CINIT 

'" 0 
3210 I 1+1 

IF(I.GT.20) GO TO 3075 
CALL ACI2(AC,C,L) 
CALL REBAR2(C,ET) 

C CHECK EQUILIBRIUM OF FORCES 
PINT PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
DELP PINT-PACI(J) 
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IF (ABS(DELP) .LE. TOLERP) GO TO 3110 
PDIF1 '" PCDIF-PSDIF1-PTDIFl 
CNEW = C-DELP/(PDIF1+1.) 
C = CNEW 
GO TO 3210 

C CONVERGENCE IS REACHED 
3110 PHI '" ET/C*1000. 

CALL MM (D, L) 
MACI(J) MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 
IF(RPACI(J) .EO.RLOAD) WRITE(6,3080) 
IF(NSTEEL .EO. 0) GO TO 300 
IF (RPACI (J) . EO. RACIB1) WRITE (6,3090 1 

300 IF(NTEND .EO. 0) GO TO 310 
IF (RPACI(J) .EQ. RACIB2) WRITE(6,3100) 

310 WRITE(6,1090) J,RPACI(J),PACI(J)/1000.,MACI(J)/1.E06,C, 

3075 

1 PHI,PINT/1000.,I 
CALL BREAK (J) 
NGRAPH 
Xl (NGRAPH) 
Y1 (NGRAPH) 
Y2(NGRAPH) 
GO 'TO 3095 

NGRAPH+1 
MACI (J) /1. E06 
PACI(J)/1000. 
RPACI (J) 

WRITE(6,1135) J,RPACI(J) 
3095 CONTINUE 

1=0 
IF(NTEND .EO. 0) GO TO 320 
IF(RACIB2 .GT. 0.) GO TO 320 
J JACI-1 
NGRAPH NGRAPH+1 
RPACI(J) = RACIB2 
Y2(NGRAPH) RACIB2 
PACI(J) = PACIB2 
Y1(NGRAPH) = PACIB2/1000. 
MACI(J) '" MACIB2 
Xl (NGRAPH) MACIB2/1.E06 
I'IRITE (6, 3100) 
WRITE(6,1090) J,RPACI(J),PACI(J)/1000.,MACI(J)/1.E06,CACIB2, 

1 PHACI2,PACI(J)/1000.,I 
320 J '" JACI 

NGRAPH = NGRAPH+1 
RPACI(J) '" RTENS 
Y2(NGRAPH) = RTENS 
PACI(J) '" PTENS 
Y1(NGRAPH) PTENS/1000. 
MACI(J) MTENS 
Xl (NGRAPH) MTENS 
WRITE(6,3025) 
WRITE(6,1090) J,RPACI(J) ,PACI(J)/1000.,MACI(J)/1.E06,CTENS,PHITEN, 

1 PACI(J)/1000.,I 
C PLOTTING OF M-P INTERACTION DIAGRAM USING ACI CONCRETE MODEL 

CALL AGRAPH(X1,Y1,NGRAPH) 
CALL AGRAPH(X1,Y2,NGRAPH) 

C 

c =============-===================== 

C MANDER CONCRETE STRESS-STRAIN MODEL 
c ============~====================== 
C 

c ====================~======================================= 
C IDEAL MOMENT FOR EXTREME COMPRESSIVE CORE FIBRE STRAIN ECM 
C ============================================================ 

600 WRITE(6,278) TITLE 
WRITE (6, 1030) 
WRITE(6,1035) ECM 
1=0 
C = CINIT 
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614 I H1 
IF(I. GT. 20) GO TO 3320 
ET = C/(C-(COVER+DSPRL/2.»*ECM 
CALL MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,C,ET,L) 
CALL REBAR2(C,ET) 

C CHECK EQUILIBRIUM OF FORCES 
PINT = PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
DELP = PINT-PEXT 
IF (ABS(DELP) .LE. TOLERP) GO TO 612 
PDIF1 = PCDIF1-PSDIF1-PTDIF1 
CNEW C-DELP/(PDIF1+1.) 
C CNEW 
GO TO 614 

C CONVERGENCE IS REACHED 
612 PHIMI = ET/C*1000. 

CALL MM(D,L) 
MECM MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 
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WRITE(6,510) MECM/1.E06,PHIMI,C,PINT/1000.,ET,I 
CALL BREAK (1) 
GO TO 3350 

3320 WRITE(6,3120) 
C 

C =========================== 
C CRACKING MOMENT CALCULATION 
C =========================== 

3350 WRITE(6,278) TITLE 
WRITE (6,1030) 
WRITE(6,1040) 
ET 0.001 
I = 0 

3360 I = 1+1 
IF(I .GT. 20) GO TO 3370 
C ET/(ET-ECRUP)*D 
IF(INT(C) .LE. 0) GOTO 380 
CALL MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,C,ET,L) 
CALL REBAR2(C,ET) 

C CHECK EQUILIBRIUM OF FORCES 

C 

PINT = PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
DELP PINT-PEXT 
IF (ABS (DELP) .LE. TOLERP) GO TO 3380 
PDIF2 PCDIF2-PSDIF2-PTDIF2 
ETNEW = ET-DELP/(PDIF2+1.) 
ET = ETNEW 
GO TO 3360 

3380 CALL MM(D,L) 
PHICRK = ET/C*1000. 
MCRACK = MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 
WRITE(6,1050) MCRACK/l.E06,PHICRK,C,PINT/1000.,ET,ECRUP,I 
GO TO 380 

3370 WRITE(6,3120) 

C ============================================ 
C ITERATIVE SOLUTION TO OBTAIN YIELD CURVATURE 
c ========~==-======~========================= 

380 IF(MECM .LT. MUACI) GO TO 400 
390 WRITE(6,278) TITLE 

WRITE (6, 1030) 
WRITE (6, 1060) 
MIDEAL = MECM 
IF(MECM .LT. MUACI) MIDEAL = MMAX 
MI75 = 0.75*MIDEAL 
WRITE(6,1070) MIDEAL/1.E06,MI75/1.E06,PHIMI 
TOLERM 0.005*ABS(MIDEAL) 
C = CINIT 
ET = 0.001 
I = 0 

350 I = H1 
IF(I .GT. 20) GO TO 370 
CALL MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,C,ET,L) 
CALL REBAR2(C,ET) 
CALL MM(D,L) 

C CHECK EQUILIBRIUM OF FORCES 
PINT PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
DELP = PINT-PEXT 
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C 

MOMENT = MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 
DELM = MOMENT-MI75 
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IF(ABS(DELP) .LE.TOLERP .AND. ABS(DELM) .LE.TOLERM) GO TO 360 
PDIF1 PCDIF1-PSDIF1-PTDIF1 
PDIF2 PCDIF2-PSDIF2-PTDIF2 
MDIF1 MCDIF1-MSDIF1-MTDIF1 
MDIF2 MCDIF2-MSDIF2-MTDIF2 
JACOB '" PDIF1*MDIF2-PDIF2*MDIF1 
CNEW C-(DELP*MDIF2-DELM*PDIF2)/(JACOB+l.) 
C CNEW 
ETNEW - ET+(DELP*MDIF1-DELM*PDIF1)/(JACOB+1.) 
ET ETNEW 
GO TO 350 

360 PHI75 = ET/C*1000. 
PHIY '" MIDEAL/MI75*PHI75 
WRITE(6,1075) PHIY,PHI75,MOMENT/1.E06,PINT/1000.,C,ET,I 
IF(PHIULT .GT. 0.) WRITE(6,1072) PHIULT,PHIULT/PHIY 
IF(K .GT. 0) GO TO 760 
GO TO 400 

370 WRITE(6,3120) 
IF(K .GT. 0) GO TO 730 

c ~====~========================= 
C MOMENT - CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP 
c =============================== 

C 
400 IF(MECM .LT. MUACI) GO TO 235 

IF(MC .EQ. 0) GO TO 735 
235 WRITE(6,278) TITLE 

WRITE(6,1030) 
WRITE (6,228) 
WRITE (6,240) 
WRITE (6,250) 
MMAX 0.0 
K 0 
NGRAPH 1 
Xl (NGRAPH) 0.0 
Yl (NGRAPH) '" 0.0 
ET 0.0 

602 IF(ET .GT. 0.2) GO TO 
IF(ET .GE. 0,05) GO TO 
IF(ET .GE. 0.01) GO TO 
IF(ET .GE. 0.005) GO TO 
ET ET+0.0005 
GO TO 290 

282 ET '" ET+0.005 
GO TO 290 

283 ET '" ET+0.0025 
GO TO 290 

284 ET ET+0.001 
290 K K+1 

C CINIT 
I 0 

608 I '" HI 
IF(I .GT. 20) GO TO 690 

735 
282 
283 
284 

CALL MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,C,ET,L) 
CALL REBAR2(C,ET) 

C CHECK EQUILIBRIUM OF FORCES 
PINT PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
DELP = PINT-PEXT 
IF(ABS(DELP) .LE. TOLERP) GO TO 645 
PDIF1 '" PCDIF1-PSDIF1-PTDIF1 
CNEW C-DELP/(PDIF1+1.) 
C CNEW 
GO TO 608 

C CONVERGENCE IS REACHED 
645 PHIM(K) ET/C*1000. 

ECORE (C-(COVER+0.5*DSPRL»/C*ET 
CALL MM(D, L) 
MMAND(K) MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 
IF(MMAX.LT.MMAND(K) MMAX=MMAND(K) 
MBO = 0.8*MMAX 
IF(MMAX.EQ.MMAND(K» ETYLD = ET 
IF(MMAX .EQ. MMAND(K» PHIMI PHIM(K) 
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NGRAPH 
X1(NGRAPH) 
Y1 (NGRAPH) 

~ NGRAPH+1 

CALL BREAK (K) 

PHIM (K) 
MMAND(K)/1.E06 
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675 WRITE(6,480) K,ET,ECORE,C,PHIM(K),MMAND(K)/1.E06,PINT/I000.,I 
IF(PHI75 .GT. 0.0) GO TO 500 
IF(MECM .LT. MUACI) GO TO 500 
IF(K .EQ. 1) GO TO 500 
IF (MI75.GT.MMAND(K-l) .AND. MI75.LT.MMAND(K» PHI75~PHIM(K-l)+ 

1 (MI75-MMAND(K-l»/(MMAND(K)-MMAND(K-l»*(PHIM(K)-PHIM(K-l» 
ET ET+O.OOOl 
GO TO 290 

500 IF(ECORE .LT. ECM) GO TO 505 
IF(MMAND(K) .LT. M80) GO TO 725 

505 IF (NTFRAC .GT. 0) GO TO 726 
IF (NTTWIS .GT. 0) GO TO 727 
IF (NSFRAC .GT. 0) GO TO 728 
IF (NSTWIS .GT. 0) GO TO 729 
GO TO 602 

690 WRITE (6, 1135) K,ET 
GO TO 602 

725 WRITE(6,3140) 
PHIULT PHIM(K) (MMAND(K)-M80)/(MMAND(K)-MMAND(K-l»)* 

1 (PHIM(K)-PHIM(K-l» 
GO TO 735 

726 WRITE(6,3150) 
EB 0.9*EPU-DEP-l.E-08 
I 0 

405 ET C/(D-JTEND(I)-C)*EB 

415 

410 

I 1+1 
IF(I .GT. 20) GO TO 410 
CALL MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,C,ET,L) 
CALL REBAR2(C,ET) 
PINT PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
DELP PINT-PEXT 
IF (ABS (DELP) .LE. TOLERP) GO TO 415 
PDIF1 PCDIF1-PSDIFI-PTDIFI 
CNEW C-DELP/(PDIF1+1.) 
C CNEW 
GO TO 405 
PHIULT ET/C*1000. 
GO TO 735 
PHIULT PHIM(K-l) 
GO TO 735 

727 WRITE(6,3160) 
ETEND1 0.7*EPUMIN-DEP+l.E-08 
I 0 

420 ET C/(C-JTEND(l»*(-ETENDl) 
1+1 I 

IF(I 
CALL 
CALL 
PINT 
DELP 

.GT. 20) GO TO 425 
MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,C,ET,L) 
REBAR2(C,ET) 

PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
~ PINT-PEXT 

IF(ABS(DELP) .LE. TOLERP) GO TO 430 
PDIFI PCDIFI-PSDIFI-PTDIF1 
CNEW = C-DELP/(PDIF1+1.) 
C = CNEW 
GO TO 420 

430 PHIULT 
GO TO 735 

= ET/C*1000. 

425 PHIULT = PHIM(K-l) 
GO TO 735 

728 WRITE(6,3175) 
EB = 0.9*ESU 
I = 0 

435 ET = C/(D-JSTEEL(1)-C)*EB 
I = 1+1 
IF(I .GT. 20) GO TO 440 
CALL MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,C,ET,L) 
CALL REBAR2(C,ET) 
PINT PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
DELP PINT-PEXT 
IF(ABS(DELP) .LE. TOLERP) GO TO 445 
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PDIF1 PCDIF1-PSDIF1-PTDIF1 
CNEW C-DELP/(PDIF1+1.) 
C = CNEW 
GO TO 435 

445 PHIULT = ET/C*1000. 
GO TO 735 

440 PHIULT = PHIM(K-1) 
GO TO 735 

729 WRITE(6,3185) 
I 0 

450 ET = C/(C-JSTEEL(l))*(-ESUMIN) 
I = I+1 
IF(I .GT. 20) GO TO 455 
CALL MAND2 (ACOR,ACOV,C,ET, L) 
CALL REBAR2(C,ET) 
PINT = PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
DELP = PINT-PEXT 
IF(ABS(DELP) .LE. TOLERP) GO TO 460 
PDIF1 = PCDIF1-PSDIF1-PTDIF1 
CNEW = C-DELP/(PDIF1+1.) 

C CNEW 
GO TO 450 

460 PHIULT 
GO TO 735 

ET/C*1000. 

455 PRIULT PHIM(K-1) 
735 IF(MECM .LT. MUACI) MIDEAL = MMAX 
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IF(PHIY .GT. 0.0) WRITE(6,1072) PHIULT,PHIULT!PRIY 
IF(MMAX .LT. MIDEAL) MMAX = MIDEAL 
WRITE(6,1500) MMAX/1.E06 
WRITE(6,1600) MIDEAL/MUACI,MMAX/MIDEAL 

C ============================================================ 
C YIELD CURVATURE OBTAINED FROM MOMENT-CURVATURE INTERPOLATION 
c ============================================================ 

IF(PHIY .GT. 0.0) GO TO 760 
IF(PRI75 .GT. 0.0) GO TO 745 
IF(MECM .LT. MUACI) GO TO 390 

730 IF(MECM .GT. MUACI) GO TO 745 
M '" 1 
ET 

700 ET 
M 

ETYLD 
= ET-0.0001 
= M+1 

C = CINIT 
I = 0 

710 I = 1+1 
IF(I .GT. 20) GO TO 700 
CALL MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,C,ET,L) 
CALL REBAR2(C,ET) 

C CHECK EQUILIBRIUM OF FORCES 
PINT = PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
DELP = PINT-PEXT 
IF (ABS (DELP) .LE. TOLERP) GO TO 720 
PDIF1 = PCDIF1-PSDIF1-PTDIF1 
CNEW = C-DELP/(PDIF1+1.) 
C = CNEW 
GO TO 710 

C CONVERGENCE IS REACHED 

C 

C 

720 PRIYLD(M) = ET/C*1000. 
CALL MM(D,L) 
MY(M) = MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 
IF(MI75.LT.MY(M-1) .AND. MI75.GT.MY(M)) PHI75=PHIYLD(M-1)+ 

1 (MI75-MY(M-1))/(MY(M)-MY(M-1))*(PHIYLD(M)-PHIYLD(M-1)) 
IF(PRI75 .GT. 0.0) GO TO 740 
GO TO 700 

740 IF(MECM .LT. MMAX) MIDEAL = MMAX 
MI75 = 0.75*MIDEAL 

745 PHIY = MIDEAL/MI75*PRI75 
WRITE(6,278) TITLE 
WRITE (6, 1030) 
WRITE(6,1080) PRIY,PHI75 
WRITE(6,1070) MIDEAL/1.E06,MI75/1.E06,PHIMI 
WRITE(6,1072) PHIULT,PHIULT!PHIY 

C PLOTTING OF MOMENT-CURVATURE DIAGRAM USING MANDER CONCRETE MODEL 
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C 

760 DO 770 N=l,NGRAPH 
X2(N) = X1(N)/PHIY 
Y2(N) ~ Y1(N)/(MUACI/1.E06) 

770 CONTINUE 
CALL AGRAPH(X1,Y1,NGRAPH) 
CALL AGRAPH(X2,Y2,NGRAPH) 

264 

c =~~=~=~======================== 
C AXIAL LOAD - MOMENT INTERACTION 
c ===========--==============-=== 
C 

c ==============~===== 
C COMPRESSION CAPACITY 
c ==================== 

780 IF(MP .EQ. 0) GO TO 
WRITE (6,278) TITLE 
WRITE{6,1030) 
WRITE (6,3000) 
WRITE(6,1200) 
WRITE (6, 1300) 
ET ECM 
IF (MECM .LT. MUACI) 
I = 0 
J = 1 
NGRAPH = 1 
CALL MANDl (ET) 
CALL REBAR1 (ET) 

750 

ET = ETYLD 

PMAND(J) = PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
Y1(NGRAPH) = PMAND(J)/1000. 
RPMAND(J) = PMAND(J)/FCAG 
Y2(NGRAPH) = RPMAND(J) 
MMAND(J) 0.0 
Xl (NGRAPH) = MMAND(J)/1.E06 
C = 999999. 
PHI ~ 0.0 
WRITE (6,3020) 
WRITE (6, 1400) J,RPMAND(J),PMAND(J)/1000.,MMAND(J)/1.E06, 

1 ET,ET,C,PHI,PMAND(J)/1000.,I 
c ==================================================================== 

C BALANCE ULTIMATE 1, EXTREME TENSILE NONPRESTRESSED STEEL JUST YIELDS 
c ==================================================================== 

IF(NSTEEL .EQ. 0) GO TO 3500 
EB = -EY 
IF(MECM .LT. MUACI) GO TO 3520 
ECORE1 = ECM 
CMANB1 = ECM/(ECM-EB)*(D-JSTEEL(1)-COVER-0.5*DSPRL)+ 

1 (COVER+0.5*DSPRL) 
ET1 = CMANB1/(CMANB1-(COVER+0.5*DSPRL) )*ECM 
GO TO 3510 

3520 ET1 ETYLD 
CMANB1 ET1/(ET1-EB)*(D-JSTEEL(1)) 
ECORE1 (CMANB1-COVER-0.5*DSPRL)/CMANB1*ET1 

3510 PHMAN1 = ET1/CMANB1*1000. 
CALL MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,CMANB1,ET1,L) 
CALL REBAR2(CMANB1,ET1) 
PMANB1 = PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
RMANB1 = PMANB1/FCAG 
CALL MM (D, L) 
MMANB1 = MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 

c ============================================================= 

C BALANCE ULTIMATE 2, TOTAL EXTREME TENSILE TENDON STRAIN = EPB 
c ============-=====--=============-==-======================== 

3500 IF(NTEND .EQ. 0) GO TO 3400 
EB = -(EPE-DEP) 
IF(MECM .LT. MUACI) GO TO 3530 
ECORE2 ECM 
CMANB2 = ECM/(ECM-EE)*(D-JTEND(1)-COVER-0.5*DSPRL)+ 

1 (COVER+0.5*DSPRL) 
ET2 CMANB2/(CMANB2-(COVER+0.5*DSPRL))*ECM 
GO TO 3540 

3530 ET2 = ETYLD 
CMANB2 = ET2/(ET2-EB)*(D-JTEND(1) 
ECORE2 = (CMANB2-COVER-0.5*DSPRL)/CMANB2*ET2 

3540 PHMAN2 = ET2/CMANB2*1000. 
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CALL MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,CMANB2,ET2,L) 
CALL REBAR2(CMANB2,ET2) 
PMANB2 ; PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
RMANB2 = PMANB2/FCAG 
CALL MM (D, L) 
MMANB2 ; MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 

c ==============~================= 
C ARRANGING AXIAL LOAD IN SEQUENCE 
c =====================~========== 

3400 J 1 
3410 J ~ J+1 

RPMAND(J) = RPMAND(1)-0.05*(J-1) 
IF (RPMAND(J) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 3410 
RPMAND(J) = 0.0 
JFIX = J+1 

265 

C TWO OR THREE EXTRA CASES FOR: BALANCE ULTIMATE 1 AND/OR 2 
C AND STUDY CASE 

JMAND = JFIX+3 
IF(NSTEEL.EQ.O .OR. NTEND.EQ.O) JMAND = JFIX+2 

C INSERT THE ABOVE 2 OR 3 CASES INTO THE SERIES AND REARRANGE THE 
C AXIAL LOAD SEQUENCE 

3420 J = 1 
3450 J ; J+1 

RTEMP = RTENS 
IF (RLOAD.GT.RPMAND(J) .AND. RLOAD.LT.RPMAND(J-1» RTEMP = RLOAD 
IF(RTEMP .EQ. RLOAD) GO TO 3430 
IF (RMANB1.GT.RPMAND(J) .AND. RMANB1.LT.RPMAND(J-1» RTEMP RMANB1 
IF(RTEMP .EQ. RMANB1) GO TO 3430 
IF(RMANB2.GT.RPMAND(J) .AND. RMANB2.LT.RPMAND(J-1» RTEMP RMANB2 
IF(RTEMP .EQ. RMANB2) GO TO 3430 
IF(J .GT. JMAND) GO TO 3440 
GO TO 3450 

3430 JREST = JFIX-J 
DO 3460 M=O,JREST 

RPMAND(JFIX-M+1) RPMAND (JFIX-M) 
3460 CONTINUE 

RPMAND(J) = RTEMP 
JFIX ; JFIX+1 
GO TO 3420 

c ================================================================~===== 
C ITERATIVE SOLUTION TO OBTAIN MOMENT IN MOMENT - AXIAL LOAD INTERACTION 
C COMPRESSION & TENSION CAPACITIES ARE ALREADY OBTAINED 
C ====================================================================== 

3440 JEND = JMAND-1 
IF(RMANB2 .LT. 0.) JEND = JMAND-2 
DO 3470 J= 2,JEND 

PMAND(J) = RPMAND(J)*FCAG 
I = 0 
C = CINIT 

607 I = 1+1 
IF(I .GT. 20) GO TO 3480 
ET = C/(C-(COVER+DSPRL/2.»*ECM 
IF(MECM .LT. MUACI) ET = ETYLD 
ECORE (C-(COVER+DSPRL/2.»)/C*ET 
CALL MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,C,ET,L) 
CALL REBAR2(C,ET) 

C CHECK EQUILIBRIUM OF FORCES 
PINT PCONCR-PSTEEL-PTEND 
DELP = PINT-PMAND(J) 
IF(ABS(DELP) .LE. TOLERP) GO TO 640 
PDIF1 = PCDIF1-PSDIF1-PTDIF1 
CNEW C-DELP/ (PDIFl+l.) 
C - CNEW 
GO TO 607 

C CONVERGENCE IS REACHED 
640 PHI ET/C*1000. 

330 

685 

CALL MM (D, L) 
MMAND(J) = MCONCR-MSTEEL-MTEND 
IF(RPMAND(J) .EQ. RLOAD) WRITE(6,3080) 
IF(NSTEEL .EQ. 0) GO TO 330 
IF (RPMAND (J) .EQ. RMANB1) WRITE (6, 3090) 
IF(NTEND .EQ. 0) GO TO 685 
IF (RPMAND(J) .EQ. RMANB2) WRITE(6,3100) 
WRITE(6,1400) J,RPMAND(J),PMAND(J)/1000.,MMAND(J)/1.E06, 
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1 ET,ECORE,C,PHI,PINT/1000.,I 
CALL BREAK(J) 
NGRAPH 
Xl (NGRAPH) 
Yl (NGRAPH) 
Y2(NGRAPH) 
GO TO 3470 

= NGRAPH+l 
= MMAND(J)/1.E06 
'" PMAND(J)/1000. 

RPMAND (J) 

3480 WRITE(6,1135) J, RPMAND (J) 
3470 CONTINUE 

I '" 0 
IF(NTEND .EO. 0) GO TO 340 
IF(RMANB2 .GT. 0.) GO TO 340 
J '" JMAND-1 
NGRAPH '" NGRAPH+1 
RPMAND(J) = RMANB2 
Y2 (NGRAPH) RMANB2 
PMAND(J) = PMANB2 
Y1(NGRAPH) = PMANB2/1000. 
MMAND(J) = MMANB2 
Xl (NGRAPH) = MMANB2/1.E06 
WRITE (6,3100) 
WRITE(6,1400) J,RPMAND(J),PMAND(J)/1000.,MMAND(J)/1.E06, 

1 ET2,ECORE2,CMANB2,PHMAN2,PMAND(J)/1000.,I 
340 J '" JMAND 

NGRAPH = NGRAPH+l 
RPMAND(J) = RTENS 
Y2(NGRAPH) = RTENS 
PMAND(J) PTENS 
Yl(NGRAPH) = PTENS/1000. 
MMAND(J) = MTENS 
Xl (NGRAPH) = MTENS 
WRITE (6, 3025) 
WRITE(6,1400) J,RPMAND(J),PMAND(J)/1000.,MMAND(J)/1.E06, 

1 ETENS,ETENS,CTENS,PHITEN,PMAND(J)/lOOO.,I 
C PLOTTING OF M-P INTERACTION DIAGRAM USING MANDER CONCRETE MODEL 

CALL AGRAPH (Xl, Y1,NGRAPH) 
CALL AGRAPH(X1,Y2,NGRAPH) 

750 STOP 
C 

ISO FORMAT(lHO,/' OCTAGONAL PILE CROSS SECTION PROPERTIES :'// 
1 5X,38H GROSS HEIGHT (D) .................. =,F10.1,3X, 'mm'/ 
2 SX,38H CLEAR CONCRETE COVER ...•...•.•.•.. =,FlO.1,3X, 'mm'/ 
3 SX,38H CORE DIAMETER TO SPIRAL RIM (DO) •• =,FlO.l,3X, 'mm'/ 
4 SX,38H CORE DIAMETER TO SPIRAL CENTRE (DC) =,FlO.1,3X, 'mm'/ 
5 5X,38H GROSS AREA ........................ =,FlO.1,3X, 'mm2'/ 
6 SX,38H CORE AREA TO SPIRAL RIM ...•....... =,F10.1,3X, 'mm2'/ 
7 SX,38H CORE AREA TO SPIRAL CENTRE .••.•.•. =,FlO.1,3X, 'mm2'/ 
8 5X,3BH RATIO OF DO/D ••••••....••••••.•.•. =,F12.3/ 
9 5X,38H RATIO OF DC/D •.•..••••..•••.•..... =,F12.3/ 
* 5X,38H No. OF LAYERS WITHIN SECTION ...•.. =,18) 

160 FORMAT(lHO,/' UNCONFINED CONCRETE PROPERTIES :'// 
1 5X,32H IN SITU STRENGTH (FC) •••.... =,F10.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
2 5X,32H MODULUS OF RUPTURE ....•.•..• =,FlO.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
3 5X,32H MODULUS OF ELASTICITy ......• =,FlO.l,SX, 'MPa'/ 
4 5X,32H STRAIN AT PEAK STRESS ....•.. =,F14.5/ 
5 5X,32H SPALLING STRAIN •...•........ =,F14.S/ 
6 5X,32H TENSILE STRAIN •••..••••••••• =,F14.S/ 
7 5X,32H BETA1 (ACI PARAMETER) ••••••• =,F14.5) 

190 FORMAT (lHO, I , MANDER CONFINED CONCRETE PROPERTIES :'// 
1 5X,37H CONFINED PEAK STRENGTH ••....•.••• =,FlO.l,5X, 'MPa'/ 
2 5X,37H STRENGTH RATIO •••..•....•..•••••. =,F12.3/ 
3 5X,37H CONFINED PEAK STRAIN .........••.. =,F14.5/ 
4 5X,37H STRAIN AT BO% PEAK STRENGTH ...•.. "',F14.5/ 
5 5X,37H RATIO OF STRAIN TO STRESS INCREASE =,F10.1/ 
6 5X,37H CONFINEMENT EFFECTIVENESS COEFF. =,F12.31 
7 5X,37H EFFECTIVE LATERAL CONFINING STRESS =,F12.3,3X, 'MPa'/ 
B 5X,37H CONFINING STRESslIN SITU STRENGTH =,F12.3) 

200 FORMAT(lHO,/' TRANSVERSE STEEL PROPERTIES :'1/ 
1 5X,37H DIAMETER OF BAR ••••...•........•• =,F 8.l / 5X , 'mm'/ 
2 5X,37H SPIRAL PITCH .•.•.•....•.........• =,F B.1,5X, 'mm'/ 
3 5X,37H SPIRAL DIAMETER (CENTRE-TO-CENTRE) =,F B.1,5X, 'mm'/ 
4 5X,37H YIELD STRENGTH ................... =, F 8.1, 5X, 'MPa' / 
5 5X,37H ACTUAL VOLUMETRIC RATIO (VAl •.... =,F12.5) 

205 FORMAT(lHO,/' PRESTRESSING STEEL PROPERTIES: '// 
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1 5X,39H No. OF BARS .....•.•..•.••••........ "',IB/ 
2 5X,39H NOMINAL DIAMETER OF BAR ...••••••... =,F10.1,5X, 'mm'/ 
3 5X,39H NOMINAL CROSS-SECTION AREA •••.••... =,F10.1,5X, 'mm2'/ 
4 5X,39H TOTAL TENDON AREA/GROSS SECTION AREA =,F14.5/ 
5 5X,39H MODULUS OF ELASTICITy ....•..•.....• =,F10.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
6 5X,39H EFFECTIVE PRESTRESSING STRESS (FPE) =,F10.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
7 5X,39H RATIO OF FPE/FPU •......•....•.....• =,F12.3/ 
8 5X,39H EFFECTIVE PRESTRESSING STRAIN .••••. =,F14.5/ 
9 5X,39H CONCRETE STRESS DUE TO PRESTRESS(FCP)=,F11.2,4X, 'MPa'/ 
* 5X,39H RATIO OF FCP/FC' ..••••..•.••.•••... =,F12.3/ 
1 5X,39H REQUIRED DEVELOPMENT LENGTH (LD) ... =,F10.1,5X, 'mm'/ 
2 5X,39H TRANSFER LENGTH ••••••...•••••••...• =,F10.1,5X, 'mm'/ 
3 . 5X,39H AVAILABLE DEVELOPMENT LENGTH (LS) •. =,FI0.1,5X, 'mm'/ 
4 5X,39H RATIO OF LS/LD .••.•....•••....••.•• =,F12.3/ 
5 6X, 'TENSION :'/ 
6 5X,39H ELASTIC LIMIT STRAIN •.•••..••.••..• =,F14.5/ 
7 5X,39H ELASTIC LIMIT STRESS .•....•...••.•. =,FI0.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
8 5X,39H STRAIN AT START OF PLASTICITy .••... =,FI4.5/ 
9 5X,39H STRESS AT START OF PLASTICITY ....•• =,FI0.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
* 5X,39H ULTIMATE STRAIN .•••....•••••..•...• =,F14.5/ 
1 5X,39H ULTIMATE STRENGTH (FPU) .••••••••••. =,FlO.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
2 5X,39H SLOPE OF PLASTIC BRANCH ••...•..•.•• =,FI0.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
3 6X, 'COMPRESSION :'/ 
4 5X,39H ELASTIC LIMIT STRAIN ..•.....•.••... =,F14.5/ 
5 5X,39H ELASTIC LIMIT STRESS ..••......•.... =,F10.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
6 5X,39H BUCKLING STRAIN •..••......•.••.••.• =,FI4.5/ 
7 5X,39H BUCKLING STRESS ...•••......•.....•• =,FI0.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
8 5X,39H ULTIMATE STRAIN .•.••...•.•.......•. =, FH .5) 

207 FORMAT (5X, , MAXIMUM STRESS THAT CAN BE DEVELOPED AT THE CROSS', 
1 ' SECTION =',F10.1,' MPa') 

210 FORMAT (lHO,/' LONGITUDINAL NONPRESTRESSED STEEL PROPERTIES :'// 
1 5X,3BH No. OF BARS ....................... =,18/ 
2 5X,3BH DIAMETER OF BAR ................... =,F10.1,5X, 'mm'/ 
3 5X,38H CROSS-SECTION AREA ................ =,FI0.1,5X, 'mm2'/ 
4 5X,38H TOTAL STEEL AREA/GROSS SECTION AREA =,F14.5/ 
5 5X,38H YIELD STRENGTH ••.••....•••........ =,F10.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
6 5X,38H MODULUS OF ELASTICITy •••.•......•. =,FI0.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
7 5X,38H REQUIRED DEVELOPMENT LENGTH ...•... =,F10.1,5X, 'mm'/ 
8 5X,38H AVAILABLE DEVELOPMENT LENGTH =,F10.1,5X, 'mm'/ 
9 5X,' INITIAL COMPRESSIVE STRAIN DUE TO PRESTRESS =',F12.5/ 
* 6X, 'TENSION :'/ 
1 5X,3BH YIELD STRAIN ....•........•••...... =,F14.5/ 
2 5X,3BH STRAIN AT START OF HARDENING .•..•. =,F14.5/ 
3 5X,38H STRAIN HARDENING MODULUS •••....... =,F10.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
4 5X,3BH ULTIMATE STRAIN ...•.•..•..••..••.• =,FI4.5/ 
5 5X,3BH ULTIMATE STRENGTH ••••.•.••....•..• =,F10.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
6 5X,38H STRAIN-HARDENING POWER .•..••.•••.. =,F14.5/ 
7 6X, 'COMPRESSION :'/ 
8 5X,3BH YIELD STRAIN ...•.•.•.....•.•.....• =,FI4.5/ 
9 5X,38H STRAIN AT START OF HARDENING ...... =,F14.5/ 
* 5X,38H STRAIN HARDENING MODULUS •........• =,FI0.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
1 5X,3BH ULTIMATE STRAIN ................... =, FH .5/ 
2 5X,38H ULTIMATE STRENGTH ..•....•....•.•.. =,F10.1,5X, 'MPa'/ 
3 5X,38H STRAIN HARDENING POWER •......••... =,F14.5) 

215 FORMAT(lHO,/' OTHER PROPERTIES :'// 
1 5X,' STRENGTH REDUCTION FACTOR .•.•••••• =',F9.2/ 
2 5X,' EXTERNAL AXIAL LOAD (',F6.3,' fe" Ag) =',F8.1,3X, 'kN'/ 
3 5X,' AXIAL LOAD LEVEL DUE TO PRESTRESS =',F10.3,' fe" Ag'/ 
4 5X,' TOTAL AXIAL LOAD LEVEL ............ =',F10.3,' fe" Ag'/ 
5 5X,' VOLUMETRIC RATIO OF SPIRAL STEEL REQUIRED BY', 
6 ' NZS 3101 (VC) ·',F9.5/ 
7 5X,' RATIO OF VA/VC •.••••.•...•..•.•••• =',F10.3) 

22B FORMAT (lHO, 'MOMENT-CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP :') 
240 FORMAT (lHO, 'NUMBER',5X, 'TOP STRAIN',5X, 'CORE STRAIN',5X, 

1 'N.A. DEPTH',6X, 'CURVATURE',9X, 'MOMENT',8X, 
2 'INTERNAL LOAD',5X, 'ITERATION') 

250 FORMAT (3X, 'No.',10X, 'ET',12X, 'ECORE',10X, 'e (mm) ',7X, 
1 'PHI (rad/m) ',9X,' (kNm) ',11X,'PI (kN)',12X,'I'/) 

275 FORMAT (80A1) 
278 FORMAT(lH1,80A1/) 
4BO FORMAT(2X,I3,8X,2(F7.4,9X),F6.1,9X,F6.3,10X,F7.2,10X,FB.2,11X,I2) 
510 FORMAT(5X,35H FLEXURAL MOMENT ..........•.•... =,F11.2,4X, 'MPa'/ 

1 5X,35H CURVATURE ...................... =,FH.5,4X, 'rad/m'/ 
2 5X,35H NEUTRAL AXIS DEPTH ............. FI0.1,5X, 'mm'/ 
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3 5X,35H INTERNAL AXIAL LOAD ...••......• =,F11.2,4X, 'kN'/ 
4 5X,35H EXTREME COMPRESSIVE FIBRE STRAIN =,F14.5/ 
5 5X,35H No. OF ITERATIONS ••...•...•.... =,18) 

1030 FORMAT (lHO, 'MANDER CONCRETE STRESS-STRAIN MODEL') 
1035 FORMAT (lHO, 'IDEAL MOMENT CALCULATED USING Eem :'/ 

1 5X,35H EXTREME COMPR. CORE FIBRE STRAIN =,F14.5) 
1040 FORMAT (lHO, 'FLEXURAL CRACKED STATE :'/) 
1050 FORMAT(5X,35H MOMENT ...•...•...•.•.........•. =,F 9.2,4X, 'kNm'/ 

C 

1 5X,35H CURVATURE •••....•....•........• =,F12.5,' rad/m'/ 
2 5X,35H NEUTRAL AXIS DEPTH .••..•......• =,F 9.2,4X, 'mm'/ 
3 5X,35H INTERNAL AXIAL LOAD •••..••••••. -,F 9.2,4X, 'kN'/ 
4 5X,35H EXTREME COMPRESSIVE FIBRE STRAIN =,F12.5/ 
5 5X,35H EXTREME TENSILE FIBRE STRAIN ... =,F12.5/ 
6 5X,35H No. OF ITERATIONS .............. =(16) 

1060 FORMAT (lHO, 'FLEXURAL YIELD STATE :'/) 
1070 FORMAT(5X,35H IDEAL MOMENT (Mi) ..•.•......... =,F 9.2,4X, 'kNm'/ 

1 5X,35H 75% OF IDEAL MOMENT •........... =,F 9.2,4X, 'kNm'/ 
2 5X,35H CURVATURE AT Mi ................ =,F12.5,' rad/m') 

1072 FORMAT (lHO, 'ULTIMATE CURVATURE AT FAILURE ..... =',Fl0.5,' rad/m'/ 
1 lHO, 'ULTIMATE CURVATURE DUCTILITy ..•••. =',FB.3) 

1075 FORMAT(5X,35H YIELD CURVATURE ................ =,F12.5,' rad/m'/ 
1 6X, 'PROPERTIES FOR 75% Mi :'/ 
2 5X,35H CURVATURE AT 75% Mi ••........•. =,F12.5,' rad/m'/ 
3 5X,35H INTERNAL MOMENT •..•.........••• =,F 9.2,4X, 'kNm'/ 
4 5X,35H INTERNAL AXIAL LOAD ............ -,F 9.2,4X, 'kN'/ 
5 5X,35H NEUTRAL AXIS DEPTH ............. -,F 9.2,4X, 'mm'/ 
6 5X,35H EXTREME COMPRESSIVE FIBRE STRAIN =,F12.5/ 
7 5X,35H No. OF ITERATIONS (SIMULTANEOUS) =,16) 

lOBO FORMAT (lHO, 'FROM MOMENT-CURVATURE INTERPOLATION: '/ 
1 5X,35H YIELD CURVATURE ...•.•.......... -,F12.5,' rad/m'/ 
2 5X,35H CURVATURE AT 75% Mu .•....•..... =,F12.5,' rad/m') 

1090 FORMAT (4X,I3,6X,F6.3,7X,FB.2,5X,FB.2,6X,F7.1,7X,FB.4,6X,F8.2, 
1 10X,I2) 

1095 FORMAT (X, 'EXTREME CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE FIBRE STRAIN I,F12.5/) 
1100 FORMAT (lHO,2X, 'NUMBER',4X, 'P/fe" Ag',9X, 'P',10X, 'MOMENT',5X, 

1 'N.A. DEPTH',5X, 'CURVATURE',5X, 'INTERNAL PI,5X, 
2 'ITERATION' ) 

1110 FORMAT (5X, 'No. ' , 20X, , (kN) " lOX, , (kNm) " 7X, ,e (mm)', 8X, , (rad/m) " 
1 9X, , (kN) I, 12X, , I '/) 

1135 FORMAT (lHO, '***** ATTENTION!! *****'/ 
1 'DID NOT CONVERGE FOR No.',I3,',',Fl0.5) 

1200 FORMAT (lHO,' NUMBER' , 4X, 'P/fe' I Ag I, 8X, I P' , 9X, 'MOMENT' , 4X, 
1 'TOP STRAIN',4X, 'CORE STRAIN',4X, 
2 'N.A. DEPTH',4X, 'CURVATURE',5X,'INTERNAL P',4X, 
3 'ITERATION') 

1300 FORMAT (3X, 'No.', lBX, , (kN) " 9X, , (kNm) " 35X, Ie (mm)', 7X, , (rad/m) " 
1 9X, , (kN) , , 11X, 'I I/) 

1400 FORMAT (2X,I3,6X,F6.3,5X,F8.2,4X,F8.2,4X,F9.5,5X,F9.5,7X, 
1 F7.1,6X,F8.4,6X,FB.2,9X,I2) 

1500 FORMAT (lHO, 'MAXIMUM MOMENT =',Fl0.2,' kN') 
1600 FORMAT (lHO, 'RATIO OF MIDEAL/MACI=',FB.3/ 

1 lHO, 'RATIO OF MMAX/MIDEAL (OVERSTRENGTH FACTOR) =',FB.3) 
3000 FORMAT (X, 'MOMENT - AXIAL LOAD INTERACTION: ,/) 
3010 FORMAT (X, 'ACI/NZS 3101 METHOD'/) 
3020 FORMAT (X, 'COMPRESSION CAPACITY:') 
3025 FORMAT (X, 'TENSION CAPACITY:') 
3080 FORMAT (X, 'STUDY CASE: ') 
3090 FORMAT (X, 'BALANCE ULTIMATE 1 :') 
3100 FORMAT (X, 'BALANCE ULTIMATE 2 :') 
3120 FORMAT (X, '********** ATTENTION: DO NOT CONVERGE!! **********') 
3140 FORMAT (X, 'FAILURE DUE TO MOMENT CAPACITY LESS THAN MAX. MOMENT!') 
3150 FORMAT (X, 'FAILURE DUE TO IMPENDING TENDON FRACTURE IN TENSION! ') 
3160 FORMAT(' FAILURE DUE TO IMPENDING TENDON FRACTURE IN COMPRESSION') 
3175 FORMAT (X, 'FAILURE DUE TO IMPENDING FRACTURE OF NONPRESTRESSED', 

1 ' LONGITUDINAL STEEL IN TENSION!') 
3185 FORMAT (X, 'FAILURE DUE TO EXCESSIVE BUCKLING OF NONPRESTRESSED', 

1 ' LONGITUDINAL STEEL! ') 
END 
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C 

C 
C 

C 

SUBROUTINE ACI1(ET) 
******************** 

* * 
* SUBROUTINE ACI 1 * 

* * 
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C ******************** 
C 
C ================================================= 
C ACI MODEL CONCRETE FORCE FOR ZERO STRAIN GRADIENT 
c ===============================~========~======== 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

COMMON /CONCR1/ ECON,ECRUP,FC,NCONCR,PCDIF,PCONCR,PCl 
COMMON /SECTN/ ACORE,ACOVER,AGROSS,AREINF,BETA1,D,HSTRIP,NSTRIP 
DIMENSION PC1(120) 
IF(ET .LE. 0.) GO TO 3170 
FCONCR = 0.85*FC 
GO TO 3180 

3170 FCONCR = ECON*ET 
IF(ET.LT.ECRUP) FCONCR=O. 

3180 PCONCR = FCONCR*(AGROSS-AREINF) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE MANDl (ETI 
********************* 

* * 
* SUBROUTINE MAND 1 * 

* * 
********************* 

C ============================================================ 
C MANDER CONCRETE STRESS-STRAIN MODEL FOR ZERO STRAIN GRADIENT 
C ===================================~======================== 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

COMMON /CONCR1/ ECON,ECRUP,FC,NCONCR,PCDIF,PCONCR,PCl 
COMMON /MAND/ ECC,EPRIME,ESPALL,FCC,F2ECO,Rl,R2 
COMMON /SECTN/ ACORE,ACOVER,AGROSS,AREINF,BETA1,D,HSTRIP,NSTRIP 
DIMENSION PC1(120) 
IF(ET .LE. 0.0) GO TO 612 
FCORE = FCC*ET/ECC*R2/(R2-1.+(ET/ECC)**R2) 
IF(ET .GT. ESPALL) GO TO 614 
IF(ET.LE.ESPALL .AND. ET.GT.2.*EPRIME) GO TO 613 
FCOVER = FC*ET/EPRIME*Rl/(Rl-l.+(ET/EPRIME)**Rl) 
GO TO 616 

613 FCOVER = (ESPALL-ET)/(ESPALL-2.*EPRIME)*F2ECO 
GO TO 616 

612 FCORE = ECON*ET 
IF (ET • LT .• ECRUP) FCORE 0.0 
FCOVER = FCORE 
GO TO 616 

614 FCOVER = 0.0 
616 PCONCR = FCORE* (ACORE-AREINF) +FCOVER*ACOVER 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE ACI2(AC,C,L) 
******************** 

* * 
* SUBROUTINE ACI 2 * 

* * 
******************** 

c ===================================================== 

C ACI MODEL CONCRETE FORCE FOR NON ZERO STRAIN GRADIENT 
C ===================================================== 

REAL L(120),LI,LJ 
DIMENSION AC(120),PC1(120) 
COMMON /CONCR1/ ECON,ECRUP,FC,NCONCR,PCDIF,PCONCR,PCl 
COMMON /SECTN/ ACORE,ACOVER,AGROSS,AREINF,BETA1,D,HSTRIP,NSTRIP 
NCONCR 0 
PCONCR 
PCDIF 

O. 
O. 

117700 
117800 
117900 
118000 
118100 
118200 
118300 
118400 
119500 
118600 
118700 
118800 
118900 
119000 
119100 
119200 
119300 
119400 
119500 
119600 
119700 
119800 

119900 
120000 
120100 
120200 
120300 
120400 
120500 
120600 
120700 
120900 
120900 
121000 
121100 
121200 
121300 
121400 
121500 
121600 
121700 
121800 
121900 
122000 
122100 
122200 
122300 
122400 
122500 
122600 
122700 
122800 
122900 

123000 
123100 
123200 
123300 
123400 
123500 
123600 
12:3700 
123800 
123900 
124000 
124100 
124200 
124300 
124400 
124500 
124600 



ALPHA - BETAI *C 
FCONCR 0.85*FC 
HLFSTR 0.5*HSTRIP 
DO 3090 M-l,NSTRIP 

LI - L(M)-HLFSTR 
LJ = L(M)+HLFSTR 
IF(ALPHA .LT. LI) GO TO 3320 
PC1(M) = AC(M)*FCONCR 
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IF (ALPHA.GT. LI .AND. ALPHA. LT.LJ) PCl (M) (ALPHA-LI) / 
1 HSTRIP*PCIIM) 

CDIF - PC1(M)/C 
PCONCR - PCONCR+PCl(M) 
PCDIF '" PCDIF+CDIF 
NCONCR = NCONCR+l 

3090 CONTINUE 
3320 RETURN 

END 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

SUBROUTINE MAND2(ACOR,ACOV,C,ET,L) 
********************* 

* * 
* SUBROUTINE MAND 2 * 

* * 
********************* 

c ================================================================ 
C MANDER CONCRETE STRESS-STRAIN MODEL FOR NON ZERO STRAIN GRADIENT 
c ===============================================================~ 

REAL L (120) 
DIMENSION ACOR(120),ACOV(120),CDIF1(120),CDIF2(120),PCl(120) 
COMMON /CONCRI/ ECON,ECRUP,FC,NCONCR,PCDIF,PCONCR,PCl 
COMMON /CONCR2/ CDIF1,CDIF2,PCDIFl,PCDIF2 
COMMON /MAND/ ECC,EPRIME,ESPALL,FCC,F2ECO,Rl,R2 
COMMON /SECTN/ ACORE,ACOVER,AGROSS,AREINF,BETAl,D,HSTRIP,NSTRIP 
NCONCR '" 0 
PCONCR O. 
PCDIFI O. 
PCDIF2 O. 
IF (C .LE. 0.0) GO TO 625 
EB = (C-D)/C*ET 
DO 610 M=l,NSTRIP 

EC (C-L(M»/C*ET 
IF(EC .LE. 0.0) GO TO 615 
FCORE FCC*EC/ECC*R2/(R2-1.+(EC/ECC)**R2) 
FCORDI ET*L(MI/C**2*«R2-1.+(EC/ECC)**R2)*FCC/ECC*R2-R2**2* 

1 (EC/ECC)**R2/ECC*FCC)/(R2-1.+(EC/ECC)**R2)**2 
FCORD2 = (C-L(M»/C*«R2-1.+(EC/ECC)**R21*FCC/ECC*R2-R2**2* 

1 (EC/ECC)**R2/ECC*FCC)/(R2-1.+(EC/ECC)**R2)**2 
IF(EC .GT. ESPALL) GO TO 630 
IF(EC.LT.ESPALL .AND. EC.GT.2.*EPRIME) GO TO 620 
FCOVER FC*EC/EPRIME*Rl/(Rl-1.+(EC/EPRIME)**Rl) 
FCOVDl ET*L(M)/C**2*«Rl-1.+(EC/EPRIME)**Rl)*FC/EPRIME*Rl-

1 (EC/EPRIME)**Rl*FC*Rl**2/EPRIME)/ 
2 (Rl-l.+(EC/EPRIME) **Rl) **2 

FCOVD2 = (C-L(M»/C*«Rl-l.+(EC/EPRIME)**Rl)*FC/EPRIME*Rl-
1 (EC/EPRIME)**Rl*FC*Rl**2/EPRIME)/ 
2 (Rl-l.+(EC/EPRIME)**Rll**2 

GO TO 635 
615 IF(EB .LT. ECRUP) GO TO 625 

620 

630 

FCORE ECON*EC 
FCORDI 
FCORD2 
FCOVER 
FCOVDl 
FCOVD2 
GO TO 635 
FCOVER 
FCOVDl 
FCOVD2 

= ET*L(M)/C**2*ECON 
IC-L(M» /C*ECON 

= FCORE 
FCORDI 
FCORD2 

(ESPALL-EC)/(ESPALL-2.*EPRIMEI*F2ECO 
-F2ECO/(ESPALL-2.*EPRIME)*ET*L(MI/C**2 
-F2ECO/(ESPALL-2.*EPRIME)*(C-L(M)I/C 

GO TO 635 
FCOVER '" 0.0 
FCOVDl 0.0 
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128400 
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128600 
128700 
128800 
128900 
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129300 
129400 
129500 
129600 
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C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

635 
FCOVD2 
PC1 (M) 
CDIF1 (M) 
CDIF2 (M) 
PCONCR 
PCDIF1 
PCDIF2 
NCONCR 
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0.0 
ACOR(M)*FCORE+ACOV(M)*FCOVER 

'" ACOR(M) *FCORD1+ACOV(M) *FCOVD1 
ACOR(M)*FCORD2+ACOV(M)*FCOVD2 

'" PCONCR+PC1 (M) 
= PCDIF1+CDIF1(M) 

PCDIF2+CDIF2(M) 
= NCONCR+1 

610 CONTINUE 
625 RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE REBAR1(ET) 
************************ 

* * 
* SUBROUTINE REBAR 1 * 

* * 
************************ 

C =============~~======~====================== 
C STEEL/TENDON FORCES FOR ZERO STRAIN GRADIENT 
c ============================================ 

902 

904 

906 
914 

908 

912 

905 

910 
900 

810 

1 
2 

COMMON /IMPAIR/ 
COMMON /REINFl/ 
COMMON /STEEL/ 

NSFRAC,NSSLIP,NSTWIS,NTBUCK,NTFRAC,NTSLIP,NTTWIS 
ASTEEL, ATEND, NSTEEL,NTEND 
DES,ESH, ESHMIN, ESS, ESSMIN, ESTEEL, ESU, ESUMIN, 
EY, EYMIN, FSLIM,FSS, FSSMIN, FSU,FSUMIN, FSY,FSYMIN, 
P,PMIN,PSTEEL 

COMMON /TENDON/ 
1 

DEP,EPA,EPAMIN, EPB,EPBUCK, EPU,EPUMIN, ETEND,FPB, 
FPBUCK,FPLIM,FPU,PTEND,U,W,WMIN,Y,YMIN 

NSFRAC o 
NSSLIP 0 
NSTWIS = 0 
NTBUCK 0 
NTFRAC '" 0 
NTSLIP 0 
NTTWIS 0 
PSTEEL '" 0.0 
PTEND 0.0 
IF(NTEND .EQ. 0) GO TO 900 
E DEP-ET 
IF(E.GT.EPU .OR. E.LT.EPUMIN) 
IF(E.LE.EPA .AND. E.GT.EPAMIN) 
IF(E.LE.EPB .AND. E.GT.EPA) 
IF(E.GT.EPB .AND. E.LE.EPU) 
IF(E.LE.EPAMIN .AND. E. GT. EPBUCK) 

GO TO 
GO TO 
GO TO 
GO TO 
GO TO 

IF(E.LE.EPBUCK .AND. E.GE.EPUMIN) GO TO 
FTEND '" ETEND*E 
GO TO 914 
FTEND .. Y+W/E 
GO TO 914 
FTEND '" FPB+U*(E-EPB) 
IF (FTEND .GT. FPLIM) NTSLIP '" NTEND 
IF (FTEND .GT. FPLIM) FTEND FPLIM 
GO TO 910 
FTEND '" YMIN+WMIN/E 
GO TO 910 
FTEND = FPBUCK 
NTBUCK '" NTEND 
GO TO 910 
FTEND '" 0.0 
IF(E .GT. EPU) NTFRAC = NTEND 
IF(E .LT. EPUMIN) NTTWIS '" NTEND 
PTEND = FTEND*NTEND*ATEND 
IF (NSTEEL .EQ. 0) GO TO 915 
E = DES-ET 
IF(E.GT.ESU .OR. E.LT.ESUMIN) GO TO 
IF(E.LE.EY .AND. E.GT.EYMIN) GO TO 
IF(E.LE.ESH .AND. E.GT.EY) GO TO 
IF(E.LE.ESU .AND. E.GT.ESH) GO TO 
IF(E.LE.EYMIN .AND. E.GT.ESHMIN) GO TO 
IF(E.LE.ESHMIN .AND. E.GE.ESUMIN) GO 'fO 
FSTEEL = ESTEEL*E 

905 
902 
904 
906 
908 
912 

800 
810 
820 
830 
840 
850 
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132000 
132100 
132200 
132300 
132400 
132500 
132600 
132700 
132800 
132900 
133000 

133100 
133200 
133300 
133400 
133500 
133600 
133700 
133800 
133900 
134000 
134100 
134200 
134300 
134400 
134500 
134600 
134700 
134800 
134900 
135000 
135100 
135200 
135300 
135400 
135500 
135600 
135700 
135800 
135900 
136000 
136100 
136200 
136300 
136400 
136500 
136600 
136700 
136800 
136900 
137000 
137100 
137200 
137300 
137400 
137500 
137600 
137700 
137800 
137900 
138000 
138100 
138200 
138300 
138400 
138500 
138600 
138700 
138800 
138900 
139000 



C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

GO TO 860 
820 FSTEEL = FSY 

GO TO 860 
830 FSTEEL = FSU-FSS*«ESU-E)/ESS)**P 
860 IF(FSTEEL .GT. FSLIM) NSSLIP = NSTEEL 

IF(FSTEEL .GT. FSLIM) FSTEEL = FSLIM 
GO TO 8,0 

840 FSTEEL = FSYMIN 
GO TO 870 
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850 FSTEEL = FSUMIN-FSSMIN*«ESUMIN-E)/ESSMIN)**PMIN 
GO TO 870 

800 FSTEEL = 0.0 
IF(E. GT. ESU) NSFRAC = NSTEEL 
IF(E. LT. ESUMIN) NSTWIS = NSTEEL 

8,0 PSTEEL = FSTEEL*NSTEEL*ASTEEL 
915 RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE REBAR2(C,ET) 
************************ 

* * 
* SUBROUTINE REBAR 2 * 

* * 
************************ 

c ======~==============~========================== 
C STEEL/TENDON FORCES FOR NON ZERO STRAIN GRADIENT 
C ================================================ 

810 

845 

850 

REAL JSTEEL(120),JTEND(120) 
DIMENSION PS1(120),PT1(120),SDIF1(120),SDIF2(120), 

1 TDIF1 (120), TDIF2 (120) 
COMMON /IMPAIR/ NSFRAC,NSSLIP,NSTWIS,NTBUCK,NTFRAC,NTSLIP,NTTWIS 
COMMON /REINF1/ ASTEEL,ATEND,NSTEEL,NTEND 
COMMON /REINF2/ JSTEEL,JTEND,PSDIF1,PSDIF2,PS1,PTDIF1,PTDIF2, 

1 PT1,SDIF1,SDIF2,TDIF1,TDIF2 
COMMON /STEEL/ DES,ESH,ESHMIN,ESS,ESSMIN,ESTEEL,ESU,ESUMIN, 

1 EY,EYMIN,FSLIM,FSS,FSSMIN,FSU,FSUMIN,FSY,FSYMIN, 
2 P,PMIN,PSTEEL 

COMMON /TENDON/ DEP,EPA,EPAMIN,EPB,EPBUCK,EPU,EPUMIN,ETEND,FPB, 
1 FPBUCK,FPLIM,FPU,PTEND,U,W,WMIN,Y,YMIN 

PSTEEL = 0.0 
PSDIFl 0.0 
PSDIF2 = 0.0 
PTEND = 0.0 
PTDIFl 0.0 
PTDIF2 
NSFRAC 

0.0 
o 

NSSLIP 0 
NSTWIS = 0 
NTBUCK o 
NTFRAC = 0 
NTSLIP 0 
NTTWIS 0 
IF(NTEND .EQ. 0) GO TO 790 
DO 800 M=l,NTEND 

EP = (JTEND(M)-C)/C*ET+DEP 
IF(EP.GT.(0.9*EPU) .OR. EP.LT.(0.7*EPUMIN) 
IF(EP.LE.EPA .AND. EP.GT.EPAMIN) 
IF(EP.LE.EPB .AND. EP.GT.EPA) 
IF(EP.GT.EPB .AND. EP.LE.EPU) 
IF(EP.LE.EPAMIN .AND. EP.GT.EPBUCK) 
IF(EP.LE.EPBUCK .AND. EP.GE.EPUMIN) 
FTEND = ETEND*EP 
FTDIF1 -ETEND*ET*JTEND(M)/C**2 
FTDIF2 ETEND*(JTEND(M)-C)/C 
GO TO 870 
FTEND 
FTDIF1 
FTDIF2 
GO TO 870 
FTEND 
FTDIF1 

Y+W/EP 
W/EP**2*JTEND(M)*ET/C**2 
-W/EP**2*(JTEND(M)-C)/C 

FPB+U* (EP-EPB) 
-U*JTEND(M)*ET/C**2 

GO TO 805 
GO TO 810 
GO TO 845 
GO TO 850 
GO TO 860 
GO TO 865 

139100 
139200 
139300 
139400 
139500 
139600 
139100 
139800 
139900 
140000 
140100 
140200 
140300 
140400 
140500 
140600 
140700 
140800 

140900 
141000 
141100 
141200 
141300 
141400 
141500 
141600 
141700 
141800 
141900 
142000 
142100 
142200 
142300 
142400 
142500 
142600 
142700 
142800 
142900 
143000 
143100 
143200 
143300 
143400 
143500 
143600 
143700 
143800 
143900 
144000 
144100 
144200 
144300 
144400 
144500 
144600 
144700 
144800 
14 4 900 
145000 
145100 
145200 
145300 
145400 
145500 
145600 
145700 
145800 
145900 
146000 
146100 
146200 



C 

870 

860 

865 

805 

815 

800 
790 
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FTDIF2 U*(JTEND(M)-C)/C 
IF(FTEND .GT. FPLIMl NTSLIP NTSLIP+l 
IF(FTEND .GT. FPLIMl FTEND ~ FPLIM 
GO TO 815 
FTEND YMIN+WMIN/EP 
FTDIFI WMIN/EP**2*JTEND(Ml*ET/C**2 
FTDIF2 -WMIN/EP**2*(JTEND(Ml-Cl/C 
GO TO 815 
FTEND FPBUCK 
FTDIF1 0.0 
FTDIF2 0.0 
NTBUCK ~ NTBUCK+l 
GO TO 815 
FTEND '" 0.0 
FTDIFl 0.0 
FTDIF2 '" 0.0 
IF(EP .GT. (0.9*EPUll NTFRAC NTFRAC+1 
IF(EP .LT. (0.7 *EPUMINll NTTWIS NTTWIS+1 
PTl (Ml ATEND*FTEND 
TDIF1(Ml '" ATEND*FTDIFl 
TDIF2(M) = ATEND*FTDIF2 
PTEND = PTEND+PT1(Ml 
PTDIFl - PTDIFl+TDIF1(M) 
PTDIF2 '" PTDIF2+TDIF2(M) 

CONTINUE 
IF (NSTEEL .EQ. 0) GO TO 820 
DO 825 M=l,NSTEEL 

ES = (JSTEEL(M)-Cl/C*ET+DES 
IF(ES.GT.10.9*ESUl .OR. ES.LT.ESUMIN) 
IF(ES.LE.EY .AND. ES.GT.EYMIN) 
IF(ES.LE.ESH .AND. ES.GT.EY) 
IF(ES.LE.ESU .AND. ES.GT.ESH) 
IF(ES.LE.EYMIN .AND. ES.GT.ESHMIN) 
IF(ES.LE.ESHMIN .AND. ES.GE.ESUMIN) 

GO TO 
GO TO 
GO TO 
GO TO 
GO TO 
GO TO 

875 
830 
835 
840 
880 
885 

830 FSTEEL = ESTEEL*ES 

835 

840 

895 

880 

885 

1 

1 

875 

855 

825 
820 

FSDIFl = -ET*JSTEEL(M)/C**2*ESTEEL 
FSDIF2 (JSTEEL(M)-C)/C*ESTEEL 
GO TO 895 
FSTEEL 
FSDIFl 
FSDIF2 
GO TO 895 

FSY 
0.0 
0.0 

FSTEEL = FSU-FSS*«ESU-ES)/ESS)**P 
FSDIFl -ET*JSTEEL(M)/C**2*P*FSS/ESS*«ESU-ES)/ESS)**(P-l.) 
FSDIF2 = (JSTEEL(M)-C)/C*P*FSS/ESS*«ESU-ES)/ESS)**(P-l.) 
IF(FSTEEL .GT. FSLIMl NSSLIP = NSSLIP+l 
IF(FSTEEL .GT. FSLIM) FSTEEL = FSLIM 
GO TO 855 
FSTEEL FSYMIN 
FSDIFl = 0.0 
FSDIF2 0.0 
GO TO 855 
FSTEEL FSUMIN-FSSMIN*«ESUMIN-ES)/ESSMIN)**PMIN 
FSDIFI '" -ET*JSTEEL(M)/C**2*PMIN*FSSMIN/ESSMIN* 

«ESUMIN-ES)/ESSMIN)**(PMIN-l.) 
FSDIF2 (JSTEELIM)-C)/C*PMIN*FSSMIN/ESSMIN* 

«ESUMIN-ES)/ESSMIN)**(PMIN-l.) 
GO TO 855 
FSTEEL 0.0 
FSDIFl = 0.0 
FSDIF2 0.0 
IF (ES .GT. (0. 9*ESU) ) NSFRAC '" NSFRAC+1 
IF(ES .LT. ESUMIN) NSTWIS == NSTWIS+l 
PSl (M) ASTEEL*FSTEEL 
SDIFl (M) ASTEEL*FSDIFI 
SDIF2(M) ASTEEL*FSDIF2 
PSTEEL PSTEEL+PSlIM) 
PSDIF1 PSDIFl+SDIFl (M) 
PSDIF2 PSDIF2+SDIF2IM) 

CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

146300 
146400 
146500 
146600 
146700 
146800 
146900 
147000 
147100 
147200 
147300 
147400 
147500 
147600 
147700 
14 7800 
147900 
148000 
148100 
148200 
148300 
14 8400 
148500 
148600 
148700 
148800 
14 8900 
149000 
149100 
149200 
149300 
149400 
14 9500 
149600 
149700 
149800 
149900 
150000 
150100 
150200 
150300 
150400 
150500 
150600 
150700 
150800 
150900 
151000 
151100 
151200 
151300 
151400 
151500 
151600 
151700 
151800 
151900 
152000 
152100 
152200 
152300 
152400 
152500 
152600 
152700 
152800 
152900 
153000 
153100 
153200 
153300 
153400 
153500 



C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
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SUBROUTINE MM(D,L) 
******************* 

* * 
* SUBROUTINE MM * 

* * 
******************* 

MOMENTS 

REAL 
1 
2 

JSTEEL(120),JTEND(120),L(120), 
MCDIF1,MCDIF2,MCONCR,MODIF1,MODIF2,MOM,MSDIF1, 
MSDIF2,MSTEEL,MTDIF1,MTDIF2,MTEND 

DIMENSION 
1 

CDIF1(120),CDIF2(120), 
PC1(120),PS1(120),PT1(120),SDIF1(120),SDIF2(120), 

2 

1 

COMMON 
COMMON 
COMMON 

TDIF1(120),TDIF2(120) 
/CONCR1/ ECON,ECRUP,FC,NCONCR,PCDIF,PCONCR,PC1 
/CONCR2/ CDIF1,CDIF2,PCDIF1,PCDIF2 
/MOMENT/ MCDIF1,MCDIF2,MCONCR,MSDIF1,MSDIF2,MSTEEL, 

COMMON /REINF1/ 
COMMON /REINF2/ 

1 

MTDIF1,MTDIF2,MTEND 
ASTEEL,ATEND,NSTEEL,NTEND 
JSTEEL,JTEND,PSDIF1,PSDIF2,PS1,PTDIF1,PTDIF2, 
PT1,SDIF1,SDIF2,TDIF1,TDIF2 

MCONCR 0.0 
MCDIF1 "" 0.0 
MCDIF2 "" 0.0 
MSTEEL "" 0.0 
MSDIFl 0.0 
MSDIF2 0.0 
MTEND = 0.0 
MTDIF1 0.0 
MTDIF2 0.0 
DO 865 M=l,NCONCR 

MOM = PC1(M)*(D/2.-L(M» 
MODIFl = CDIF1(M)*(D/2.-L(M)1 
MODIF2 = CDIF2(M)*(D/2.-L(M» 
MCONCR MCONCR+MOM 
MCDIF1 "" MCDIF1+MODIF1 
MCDIF2 MCDIF2+MODIF2 

865 CONTINUE 
IF(NTEND .EQ. 0) GO TO 875 
DO 880 M=l,NTEND 

MOM = PT1(M)*(D/2.-JTEND(M» 
MODIF1 = TDIF1(M)*(D/2.-JTEND(M» 
MODIF2 = TDIF2(M)*(D/2.-JTEND(M» 
MTEND MTEND+MOM 
MTDIFl = MTDIF1+MODIF1 
MTDIF2 "" MTDIF2+MODIF2 

880 CONTINUE 
875 IF(NSTEEL .EQ. 0) GO TO 885 

DO 890 M=l,NSTEEL 
MOM PS1(M)*(D/2.-JSTEEL(M» 
MODIF1 "" SDIF1(M)*(D/2.-JSTEEL(M» 
MODIF2 "" SDIF2(M)*(D/2.-JSTEEL(M» 
MSTEEL "" MSTEEL+MOM 
MSDIFl "" MSDIF1+MODIF1 
MSDIF2 = MSDIF2+MODIF2 

890 CONTINUE 
885 RETURN 

END 

153600 
153700 
153800 
153900 
154000 
154100 
154200 
154300 
154400 
154500 
154600 
154700 
154800 
154900 
155000 
155100 
155200 
155300 
155400 
155500 
155600 
155700 
155800 
155900 
156000 
156100 
156200 
156300 
156400 
156500 
156600 
156700 
156800 
156900 
157000 
157100 
157200 
157300 
157400 
157500 
157600 
157700 
157800 
157900 
158000 
158100 
158200 
158300 
158400 
158500 
158600 
158700 
158800 
158900 
159000 
159100 
159200 
159300 
159400 
159500 
159600 



C 

C 

SUBROUTINE BREAK(N) 
********************** 

* * 
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C * SUBROUTINE BREAK * 
C * * 
C ********************** 
C 

c ==============~===============================~== 
C PRINTING THE AMOUNT OF DAMAGED REINFORCEMENT BARS 
c ================================================= 

COMMON IIMPAIRI NSFRAC,NSSLIP,NSTWIS,NTBUCK,NTFRAC,NTSLIP,NTTWIS 
IF(NSFRAC .GT. 0) WRITE(6,492) NSFRAC,N 
IF(NSSLIP .GT. 0) WRITE(6,493) NSSLIP,N 
IF(NSTWIS .GT. 0) WRITE(6,494) NSTWIS,N 
IF(NTBUCK .GT. 0) WRITE(6,495) NTBUCK,N 
IF(NTFRAC .GT. 0) WRITE(6,496) NTFRAC,N 
IF(NTSLIP .GT. 0) WRITE(6,497) NTSLIP,N 
IF(NTTWIS .GT. 0) WRITE (6, 498) NTTWIS,N 
RETURN 

492 FORMAT(9X,I4,' STEEL BARIs FRACTURE DUE TO TENSION FOR No. '13) 
493 FORMAT(9X,I4,' STEEL BARIS SLIP FOR No.',I3) 
494 FORMAT (9X,I4, , STEEL BARIS FRACTURE DUE TO COMPRESS. FOR No. ',13) 
495 FORMAT(9X,I4,' TENDON Is BUCKLE FOR No.',I3) 
496 FORMAT(9X,I4,' TENDON/S FRACTURE DUE TO TENSION FOR No. ',13) 
497 FORMAT (9X, 14, , TENDON/S SLIP FOR No.',I3) 
498 FORMAT (9X, 14, , TENDON/s FRACTURE DUE TO COMPRESSION FOR No.',I3) 

END 

SUBROUTINE AGRAPH(X,Y,N) 
(See the same subroutine at program PSCOL) 

SUBROUTINE READR(NR,NI,IND,A,NA) 
(See the same subroutine at program PSCOL) 

159700 
159800 
159900 
160000 
160100 
160200 
160300 
160400 
160500 
160600 
160700 
160800 
160900 
161000 
161100 
161200 
161300 
161400 
161500 
161600 
161700 
161800 
161900 
162000 
162100 
162200 
162300 
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B.2 PROGRAM PSCOL (21,51) 

B.2.1 Introduction 
This program is originally created by Mander(21) for reinforced concrete members, and later 

modified by Whittaker(51) to include the prestressing. Further modification was carried out for its 

use in this thesis. For example, the coefficient of the transition parabolic curve for the concrete 

reloading branch is corrected, the cyclic stress-strain curve in compression for prestressing steel is 

modified to an elasto-plastic form to include the buckling effect but still adopting the Ramberg

Osgood function, and also some of the data input arrangement is modified. 

All numerical input data for this program is also read using the free-format subroutine READR 

which has been explained briefly in Section B.1.2. 

In this thesis, only the deck of data and listing of the program are presented. For further detail 

about the description of this program, refer to Refs. 21 and 51. 

B.2.2 Deck of Data 
The sequence of the data cards for program PSCOL is as follows: 

1. lob Title 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 TITLE Alphanumeric description of job BOAl 

2. Control Parameter 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 NSEC Number of sub-sections: -1 for circular tube section I 

0 for circular solid section 

?: 1 for general section, max. 75 

2 NE Number of strips, maximum 75 I 

3 NSTEEL Number of levels of nonprestressed longitudinal steel, I ,I 

maxirnum22 

4 NPS Number of levels of prestressing tendon, maximum 22 I ./ 

3. Unconfined Concrete Properties 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 FPC Compressive strength, fc F 

2 FPT Tensile strength, ft ' F 

3 YOUNGC Initial modulus of elasticity, Ee F 

4 ECO Strain at maximum stress, teo F 

5 ESPALL Spalling strain, tspall F 
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4. Confined Concrete Properties 

Field Parameter Description 
1 FPCC Confined peak strength, fcc 

2 ECC Strain at confined peak strength, fcc 

3 ECU Ultimate strain capacity, feu 

4 SEHOOP Strain energy capacity of transverse steel, 
for Grade 275 or 380 steel : 105 As Lis 
for Grade 485 hard drawn steel : 70 As LI s J 

where: As = cross-section area of transverse steel 

L = length of transverse steel 

s = pitch of transverse steel 

5. Compression Properties of Nonprestressed Longitudinal Steel 

Field Parameter Description 
1 FY Yield stress, fy 
2 FSU Ultimate stress, fsu 

3 ESH Strain hardening strain, fsh 

4 ESU Ultimate strain, fsu 

5 YOUNGS Elastic Young's modulus, Es 

6 YTAN Initial strain hardening modulus, Esh 

6. Tension Properties of Nonprestressed Longitudinal Steel 
As for Data 5, with appropriate values. 

/ 

Format 
F 

F 

F 

F 

Format 
F 
F 

F 

F 

F 
F 

Note: If the section does not contain nonprestressed longitudinal steel, blank data must be 
provided in Data 5 and 6. 

7. Prestressing Steel Properties 

Field Parameter. Description Format 
1 EPA Elastic limit tensile strain, Epa F 

2 EPB Strain at beginning of upper linear branch, fpb F 

3 EPU Ultimate tensile strain, Epu F 
4 FPA Elastic limit stress, fpa F 

5 FPB Stress at beginning of upper linear branch, fpb F 

6 FPU Ultimate tensile stress, fpu F 

7 FPINIT Effective prestress, after all losses F 

8 SB Buckling stress F 
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8. Section Properties 

8a. Circular Solid Section (NSEC = 0) 

Field Parameter Description 

1 DIAM Diameter of section 

2 COVER Cover thickness to centre line of transverse steel 

3 DIAMST Pitch circle diameter of nonprestressed long. steel 

4 DIAMPS Pitch circle diameter of prestressin~ steel 

8b. Circular Tube Section (NSEC = -1) 

Field Parameter Description 

1 DOUT Outside diameter of section 

2 WTHICK Wall thickness 
3 COVER Cover thickness to transverse steel 

8c. General Section (1 ::;; NSEC ::;; 75) 

Use one data per section element. 

Field Parameter Description 

1 K Sub-section number 
2 YISEC Starting ordinate of sub-section 

3 YJSEC Finishing ordinate of sub-section 
4 XSEC Width of sub-section 

5 XSECOV Total width of cover, measured from the face of the 
concrete to the centre line of the hoops 

6 WISEC Proportion of work done by POSITIVE loading which 
is resisted by the critical cross tie 

7 WJSEC Proportion of work done by NEGATIVE loading which 
is resisted by the critical cross tie 

9. Longitudinal Reinforcement 

9a. Circular Solid Section (NSEC = 0) 

Field Parameter Description 

1 NBARS Number of nonprestressed longitudinal steel bars 
2 DBARS Diameter of nonprestressed longitudinal steel bar 

3 NPSBAR Number of prestressing steel bars 

4 DPST Diameter of prestressing steel bar 

5 AP Area of one prestressing steel bar 

Format 

F 
F 

F 
F 

Format 

F 

F 
F 

Format 

I 

F 

F 
F 
F 

F 

F 

Format 

I 

F 
I 

F 
F 
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9b. Circular Tube Section (NSEC = -1) 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 NSTEEL Number of groups of nonprestressed long. steel bars I 

2 DBARS Diameter of individual nonprestressed long. steel bar F 

3 NBARS Number of nonprestressed long. steel bars in each group I 

4 WIS Proportion of nonprestressed long. steel bars supported F 

by the critical cross tie during positive loading 

5 NPS Number of groups of prestressing steel bars I 

6 DPST Diameter of prestressing steel bar F 

7 AP Area of one prestressing steel bar F 

8 NPSBAR Number of prestressing steel bars in each group I 

9 WIP Proportion of prestressing steel bars supported by the F 

critical cross tie during positive loading 

9c. General Section if NSTEEL "# 0 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 KS Level number of non prestressed longitudinal steel I 

2 NBARS Number of nonprestressed long. steel bars at level I 

3 DBARS Diameter of nonprestressed longitudinal steel bar F 

4 YS Ordinate position of nonprestressed long. steel level F 

5 WIS Proportion of nonprestressed long. steel bars supported F 

by the critical cross tie during POSITIVE loading 

6 WJS Proportion of nonprestressed long. steel bars supported F 

by the critical cross tie during NEGATIVE loading 

9d. General Section if NPS "# 0 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 KPS Level number of prestressing steel I 

2 NPSBAR Number of prestressing steel bars at level I 

3 DPST Diameter of prestressing steel bar F 

4 AP Area of one prestressing steel bar F 

5 YPS Ordinate position of prestressing steel level F 

6 WIP Proportion of prestressing steel bars supported by the F 

critical cross tie during POSITIVE loading 

7 WJP Proportion of prestressing steel bars supported by the F 

critical cross tie during NEGATIVE loading 
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10. Member and Shear Properties 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 HEIGHT Height of member to point of contra flexure F 

2 HINGEL Length of potential plastic hinge region F 

3 SHACON Concrete shear area F 

4 FORMF Form factor for shear displacements F 

5 SHSTNH Unit area of shear steel outside the plastic hinge region F 
Avd/s 

6 SHSTPL Unit area of shear steel in the plastic hinge region, F 
Avd/s 

7 YPTRAT Length of yield penetration in plastic hinge region F 
Note: Av = total area of shear reinforcement 

d = distance from extreme compression fibre to the tension reinforcement 

In fields 5 and 6, increase A v by rei 4 for circular section. 

11. Axial Loadin~ 

Field Parameter Description Format 
1 PF Axial loading ratio P e/(fe Ag}, compression positive F 

2 PDELTA Coefficient of P-A moment at critical section F 

3 VRATIO Proposition of the lateral load which is added to the F 
axial load when a variable level of axial load 

is required 

4 PPMAX Max. external axial load level for interaction diagram F 

12. Imposed Deformation 

Use one data for each cycle displacement limit where the analysis will be stopped and the 

next data read. A blank data will stop the cyclic loading analysis and proceed with reading 

the following plotting data groups. 

12a. Initial Loading Direction Data 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 DEFNL Small deflection limit, e.g. 1.0 mm F 

2 TIME Deformation rate, see ref. 21 for detail F 

3 IPRINT If printout of results is reqUired then set to 1, I 
otherwise set to a 

12b. Actual Deformation Data for Loading Sequence 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 DEFNL Deflection limi t for loading cycle peaks F 

2 TIME Deformation rate, see ref. 21 for detail F 

3 IPRINT If printout of results is required then set to 1, I 

otherwise set to 0 
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PLOITING DATA GROUPS (follows the blank card to stop the analysis) 

1. Moment-Curvature Plot 

If no plot is required then insert 4 blank data. 

1a. Plotting Scale 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 XSCALE Units of curvature or curvature ductility per inch F 
2 YSCALE Units of moment or moment ratio (MIMi) per inch F 

3 XINC Scale graduation increment for curv. or curv. ductility F 

4 YINC Scale graduation increment for moment or moment ratio F 

5 XO First non-zero scale number for XINC graduation F 

6 YO First non-zero scale number for YINCgraduation F 

Note: If fields 5 and 6 are left blank, then no numbers will be plotted 

lb. Graph Title 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 GNAME Alphanumeric caption for graph 80A1 

le. Label for X-axis 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 XNAME Label to be given to X-axis on graph BOAl 

1d. Label for Y-axis 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 YNAME Label to be given to Y-axis on ~raph BOA1 

2. Load-Displacement Plot 

If no plot is required then insert 4 blank data 

2a. Plotting Scale 

Field Parameter Description Format 

1 XSCALE Units of displacement or displacement ductility factor F 

per inch 

2 YSCALE Units of load or load ratio per inch F 

3 XINC Scale graduation increment for displacement or F 

displacement ductility factor 

4 YINC Scale graduation increment for load or load ratio F 

5 XO As for 1a F 

6 YO As for 1a F 

Note: If fields 5 and 6 are left blank, then no numbers will be plotted. 



lb. Graph Title 

As for lb. 

le. Label for X-axis 

As for le. 

Id. Label for Y-axis 

As for Id. 

B.2.3 Program Listing 

282 

The program listing ean be found on the next page. 
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$ RESET FREE 
$ SET LINE INFO 
$ SET AUTOBIND 
$ BIND FROM PLOTA/= 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
,CC 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

MAIN PROGRAM STARTS HERE = COLUMN = 

****************************************************************** 

COLUMN ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
AUTHOR= JOHN B MANDER 
DATE / VERSION = 1983 /01 

1985 /02 D. WHITTAKER CIRCULAR TUBE SECTIONS 
PRESTRESSING 

1987 /03 H.J. PAM 

****************************************************************** 
COMMON/CARD/NSTOP,NTRAP,INPUT(80) 
COMMON/KARD/RRDR(10),IRDR(10),TITLE(80) 

REAL 
REAL 
REAL 

bREAL 
REAL 

AC(77),XPHI(1999),YMOM(1999),XDFN(1999) ,YFOR(1999) 
YISEC(77),YJSEC(77),XSEC(77) ,XSECOV(77) 
WISEC(77),WJSEC(77) ,WICONC(77),WJCONC(77) 
WIS (22) , WJS (22), IUP (22) , "fuJ.p (22) 
YP(25),XM(25) ,TNMM(99),PHIMM(99) 

DIMENSIONING VARIABLES FOR SUBROUTINE PMPHI 

INTEGER 
REAL 
REAL 

~;>REAL 

REAL 
REAL 
REAL 

MODE,KTYPE,NOTDYN,NUM,ITER,J,N,NE,NS,NPS 
ESIDE,YSIDE,PNAIM,TMAIM,PHIAIM,EQAIM 
YI(77),YJ(77),YC(77),ACOVER(77),ACORE(77) 
AS (22) , YS (22) , l\]" S (22) , Y~ S (22 ) 
EDOTF,EDOTY,DF,DY,DINDEX,TIME 
BETAI,TOLERN,TOLERM,TOLPHI,TOLREQ 
EI,EA,EZ,Sll,S12,S21,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC 

COMMON ARGUMENTS FOR SUBROUTINE CON CRT 

COMMON/CON1/EC(77),FCONC(2,77),YCONC(2,77),FCLAST(2,77),ECLAST(77) 
COMMON/CON2/ECOLD(77),FPC,FPT,YOUNGC,YKONK,ECO,ESPALL,ECTEN 
COMMON/CON3/FLAT,SRATIO,ECU,SK,FPCC,ECC 
COMMON/CON4/FPEAK(2,77),EPEAK(2,77),FCTEN(2,77),ECULT(2,77) 
COMMON/CON5/ECUN(77),FCUN(2,77),YOUNGU(2,77),ECPLAS(2,77) 
COMMON/CON6/ECLO(77),FCLO(2,77),FCNEW(2,77),ECRETN(2,77) 
COMMON/CON7/FCRETN(2,77),YCRETN(2,77) ,ECMIN(77),ECMAX(77) 

COMMON ARGUMENTS FOR SUBROUTINE REBAR 

COMMON/REBAR1/E(22) ,FS(22),YSTEEL(22),FLAST(22),ELAST(22),EOLD(22) 
COMMON/REBAR2/FY(2),FSU(2),ESH(2),ESU(2),YOUNGS(2),YTAN(2) 
COMMON/REBAR3/ES(2,22),EO(2,22),FO(2,22),EB(2,22),FB(2(22) 
COMMON/REBAR4/EOO(2,22),FOO(2,22) ,EMAX(2,22),FMAX(2,22),EMO(2,22) 
COMMON/REBAR5/YOUNGQ(2,22),FC(2,22),R(2,22),Q(2,22) 

COMMON ARGUMENTS FOR SUBROUTINE PSTEEL] 

COMMON/PSBAR1/EPA,EPB,EPU,FPA,FPB,FPU,SL1,YMP,EPINIT 
COMMON/PSBARO/EPAMIN,EBUCK,EPUMIN,FPAMIN,SB 
COMMON/PSBAR2/EP(22),FP(22),SLIMP(22),EBP(22),EPPL(22),EPZEMX(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR3/EPZEMN(22),EPZER1(22),EPZO(22),FPZO(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR4/EPKT(22),FPKT(22),EPKC(22),FPKC(22),EPMAX(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR5/RPT(22),RPC(22),RPPT(22),RPPC(22),PHIP(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR6/FCHT(22) ,FCHC(22),FCHPT(22),FCHPC(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR7/EPLAST(22),FPLAST(22),EPLST1(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR8/EPMN(22),FPMAX(22),FPMIN(22) ,NSP(22),NPC(22) 

DATA CARD INPUT 

WRITE (6,600) 

CARD 1 TITLE CARD 

READ(5,501) TITLE 
WRITE(6,601)TITLE 

100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 

1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
1500 
1600 
1700 
1800 
1900 
2000 
2100 
2200 
2300 
2400 
2500 
2600 
2700 
2800 
2900 
3000 
3100 
3200 
3300 
3400 
3500 
3600 
3700 
3800 
3900 
4000 
4100 
4200 
4300 
4400 
4500 
4600 
4700 
4800 
4900 
5000 
5100 
5200 
5300 
5400 
5500 
5600 
5700 
5800 
5900 
6000 
6100 
6200 
6300 
6400 
6500 
6600 
6700 
6800 
6900 
7000 
7100 
7200 
7300 
7400 



C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

CARD 2 CONTROL PARAMETERS 

CALL READR(O,4,O,RRDR,IRDRl 
WRITE(6,602JINPUT 
NSEC IRDR (1) 

NE IRDR(2J 
NSTEEL ~ IRDR(3J 

L vNPS '" IRDR(4) 

CARD 3 UNCONFINED CONCRETE PROPERTIES 

CALL READR(5,O,O,RRDR,IRDR) 
WRITE(6,603)INPUT 
FPC -ABS(RRDR(l) 
FPT '" ABS(RRDR(2» 
YOUNGC ~ ABS(RRDR(3» 
ECO -ABS(RRDR(4» 
ESPALL = -ABS(RRDR(5» 
YKONK YOUNGC 
EDOTF = 0.035*FPC*FPC 
EDOTY ABS(EDOTF*FPC) 
DINDEX = 1.0/6.0 
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DF 1./{1.+(0.00001/EDOTF)**DINDEX) 
DY 1./{1.+{0.00001/EDOTY)**DINDEX) 

C CARD 4 CONFINED CONCRETE PROPERTIES 
C 

C 

CALL READR(4,O,O,RRDR,IRDR) 
WRITE{6,604)INPUT 
FPCC -ABS{RRDR(l» 
ECC -ABS{RRDR(2» 
ECU -ABS(RRDR(3» 
SEHOOP ABS(RRDR(4l) 
ECTEN FPT/YOUNGC 
SK FPCC/FPC 
SRATIO (ECC/ECO-l.0)/(SK-0.9999) 
IF(SRATIO.LE.1.0) SRATIO = 5.0 

C CARD 5 STEEL PROPERTIES-COMPRESSION 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

,~ Lc 
C 

CALL READR(10,O,O,RRDR,IRDR) 
WRITE(6,605)INPUT 
FY(l) = -ABS(RRDR{l» 
FSU(l) = -ABS(RRDR(2» 
ESH(l) = -ABS(RRDR(3)) 
ESU{l) = -ABS{RRDR(4» 
YOUNGS{l~ '" ABS{RRDR(5» 
YTAN{l) = ABS(RRDR{6» 
DO 504 N=l,22 

FMAX{l,N) = FY{l) 
FB(l,N) FY(l) 

504 CONTINUE 

505 

CARD 6 STEEL PROPERTIES-TENSION 

CALL READR(10,0,0,RRDR,IRDR) 
WRITE (6, 606) INPUT 
FY(2) ABS(RRDR(l» 
FSU(2) ABS(RRDR(2J) 
ESH(2) = ABS(RRDR(3)l 
ESU(2) = ABS(RRDR(4» 
YOUNGS (2) ~ ABS(RRDR(5» 
YTAN(2) ~ ABS(RRDR(6» 
DO 505 N"'l,22 

FMAX(2,N) 
FB(2,N) 

CONTINUE 

FY (2) 
FY (2) 

CARD 7 PRESTRESSING STEEL PROPERTIES1 

CALL READR(8,0,0,RRDR,IRDR) 
WRITE{6,607) INPUT 
EPA = ABS{RRDR{l» 

7500 
7600 
7700 
7800 
7900 
8000 
8100 
8200 
8300 
8400 
8500 
8600 
8700 
8800 
8900 
9000 
9100 
9200 
9300 
9400 
9500 
9600 
9700 
9800 
9900 

10000 
10100 
10200 
10300 
10400 
10500 
10600 
10700 
10800 
10900 
11000 
11100 
11200 
11300 
11400 
11500 
11600 
11700 
11800 
11900 
12000 
12100 
12200 
12300 
12400 
12500 
12600 
12700 
12800 
12900 
13000 
13100 
13200 
13300 
13400 
13500 
13600 
13700 
13800 
13900 
14000 
14100 
14200 
14300 
14400 
14500 
14600 
14700 
14800 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

EPB ABS(RRDR(2)) 
EPU ABS(RRDR(3)) 
FPA ABS(RRDR(4)) 
FPB ABS(RRDR(5)) 
FPU ABS(RRDR(6» 
FPINIT ABS(RRDR(7») 
SB -ABS(RRDR(8)) 
IF(NPS .NE. 0) YMP FPA/EPA 
FPAMIN SB-FPA+FPB 
IF(NPS .NE. 0) EPAMIN~ FPAMIN/YMP 
EBUCK EPA-EPB+EPAMIN 
EPUMIN = -EPU 

SECTION PROPERTIES 

NCARD 8 
IF(NSEC.GE.1) GO TO 307 

\/IF(NSEC.EQ.-1) GO TO 207· 

CARD 8 CIRCULAR SECTION 

CALL READR{4,0,0,RRDR,IRDR) 
WRITE(6,6081) INPUT 
DIAM RRDR(l) 
COVER ~ RRDR(2) 
DIAMST = RRDR(3) 

I~DIAMPS RRDR(4) 
AGROSS 0.7854*DIAM**2 

285 

CARD 9 STEEL DATA FOR CIRCULAR SECTION 

NCARD NCARD+1 
CALL READR(3,2,0,RRDR,IRDR) 

WRITE (6, 6090) NCARD,INPUT 
NBARS IRDR(l) 
DBARS RRDR(l) 

~ NPSBAR IRDR (2) 
~DPST RRDR(2) 

AP RRDR(3) 
GO TO 902 

~ Y. [CARD 8 CIRCULAR TUBE SECTION 1 
C 

C 
C 

C 

207 CALL READR(3,0,0,RRDR,IRDR) ,.;:. 
WRITE (6, 6082) INPUT 
DOUT RRDR (1) 
WTHICK RRDR(2) 
COVER RRDR (3) 
DIN DOUT-2.0*WTHICK 
AGROSS 0.7854* (DOUT*DOUT-DIN*DIN) 
GO TO 7 

CARD 8+ CONCRETE SECTION-GENERAL ~ 

307 DO 700 K~l,NSEC 
CALL READR(6,1,0,RRDR,IRDR) 

NCARD = 7+IRDR(1) 
WRITE(6,6083)NCARD,INPUT 
IF(K,NE.IRDR(l) GO TO 1010 
YISEC(K) RRDR(l) 
YJSEC(K) RRDR(2) 
XSEC(K) RRDR(3) 
XSECOV(K) RRDR(4) 
WISEC(K) ABS(RRDR(5») 
WJSEC (K) ABS (RRDR (6) ) 
ASEC = (YJSEC(K)-YISEC(K)*XSEC(K) 
AGROSS = AGROSS+ASEC 
YAG = YAG+ASEC*(YJSEC(K)+YISEC(K»*0.5 
YFORC = YAG/AGROSS 

700 CONTINUE 
701 YTHICK 

YI (1) 

I 

(YJSEC(NSEC)-YISEC(l))/FLOAT(NE) 
YISEC (1) -YFORC 
o 

14900 
15000 
15100 
15200 
15300 
15400 
15500 
15600 
15700 
15800 
15900 
16000 
16100 
16200 
16300 
16400 
16500 
16600 
16700 
16800 
16900 
17000 
17100 
17200 
17300 
17400 
17500 
17600 
17700 
17800 
17900 
18000 
18100 
18200 
18300 
18400 
18500 
18600 
18700 
18800 
18900 
19000 
19100 
19200 
19300 
19400 
19500 
19600 
19700 
19800 
19900 
20000 
20100 
20200 
20300 
20400 
20500 
20600 
20700 
20800 
20900 
21000 
21100 
21200 
21300 
21400 
21500 
21600 
21700 
21800 
21900 
22000 
22100 
22200 



C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

c 
c 
c 

DO 707 K=l,NSEC 
N - IFIX«YJSEC(K)-YISEC(K»/YTHICK) 
DO 702 NN=l,N 

286 

I 
YJ(I) 
YI (1+1) 

1+1 
YISEC(K)+NN*(YJSEC(K)-YISEC(K»/N-YFORC 
YJ (I) 

702 CONTINUE 
707 CONTINUE 

NE I 
I = 0 
GO TO 8 

CARD 9 CIRCULAR TUBE STEEL GROUP DATA 

7 NCARD NCARD+l 
CALL READR(5,4,O,RRDR,IRDR) 

WRITE(6,609) NCARD,INPUT 
NSTEEL IRDR(l) 
DBARS RRDR(l) 
NBARS IRDR(2) 
WIS(1) ABS(RRDR (2» 
IF(NSTEEL.NE.O) WJS(NSTEEL/2) WIS(l) 
NPS IRDR(3) 
DPST RRDR(3) 
AP RRDR(4) 
NPSBAR = IRDR(4) 
WIP(l) = ABS(RRDR(5» 
WJP(NPS/2) WIP(l) 
GO TO 902 

CARD 9+ STEEL POSITIONS FOR GENERAL SECTION 

8 IF(NSTEEL.EQ.O) GO TO 801 
DO 800 KS=l,NSTEEL 

NCARD NCARD+1 
CALL READR(4,2,O,RRDR,IRDR) 

WRITE (6, 6091) NCARD, INPUT 
IF(KS.NE.IRDR(l» GO TO 1010 
NBARS IRDR(2) 
DBARS RRDR(l) 
AS(KS) 0.7854*FLOAT(NBARS)*RRDR(1) **2 
YS(KS) RRDR(2)-YFORC 
WIS(KS) ABS(RRDR(3» 
WJS(KS) ABS(RRDR(4» 
AST AST+AS(KS) 

800 CONTINUE 
IF(NPS.EQ.O) GO TO 902 J 
DO 802 KPS=l,NPS 

NCARD= NCARD+l 
CALL READR(5,2,O,RRDR,IRDR) 

WRITE(6,6092) NCARD,INPUT 
IF(KPS.NE.IRDR(l» GO TO 1010 
NPSBAR = IRDR(2) 
DPST = RRDR(l) 
AP = RRDR(2) 
APS(KPS) NPSBAR*RRDR(2) 
YPS(KPS) RRDR(3)-YFORC 
WIP(KPS) ABS(RRDR(4» 
WJP(KPS) ABS(RRDR(5» 
APST = APST+APS(KPS) 

CONTINUE~~ 

CARD 10+ SHEAR SECTION PROPERTIES 

902 CALL READR(7,O,O,RRDR,IRDR) 
NCARD = NCARD+l 
WRITE (6, 610) NCARD, INPUT 
HEIGHT ABS(RRDR(l» 
RINGEL· ABS(RRDR(2» 
SHACON ABS(RRDR(3» 
FORMF ABS(RRDR(4» 
SHSTNH ABS(RRDR(5» 
SHSTPL= ABS(RRDR(6» 
YPTRAT,= ABS(RRDR(7» 

22300 
22400 
22500 
22600 
22700 
22800 
22900 
23000 
23100 
23200 
23300 
23400 
23500 
23600 
23700 
23800 
23900 
24000 
24100 
24200 
24300 
24400 
24500 
24600 
24700 
24800 
24900 
25000 
25100 
25200 
25300 
25400 
25500 
25600 
25700 
25800 
25900 
26000 
26100 
26200 
26300 
26400 
26500 
26600 
26700 
26800 
26900 
27000 
27100 
27200 
27300 
27400 
27500 
27600 
27700 
27800 
27900 
28000 
28100 
28200 
28300 
28400 
28500 
28600 
28700 
28800 
28900 
29000 
29100 
29200 
29300 
29400 
29500 
29600 



C 

C 

C 

C 
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CARD 11+ AXIAL LOAD ON COLUMN (TENSION IS +VE) P-DELTA EFFECTS 

CALL READR (Wi, 0, 0, RRDR, IRDR) 
NCARD NCARD+1 
WRITE(6,611)NCARD,INPUT 
PF RRDR(1) 
PDELTA = RRDR(2) 
VRATIO RRDR(3) 

~PPMAX = RRDR(4) 

C ECHO INPUT PARAMETERS 
C ===================== 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

ECODE = -0.003 
BETAI = 0.85-0.008*(ABS(FPC)-30.0) 
IF(FPC.GE.-30.0) BETAI 0.85 
IF(BETAI.LT.0.65) BETAI 0.65 

WRITE(6,6001)TITLE 
WRITE(6,6002)FPC,FPT,YOUNGC,ECO,ESPALL,ECTEN 
WRITE(6,6003)SK,SRATIO,FPCC,ECC,ECU 
WRITE(6,6004)FY(1),FY(2),FSU(1),FSU(2),YOUNGS(1),YOUNGS(2),YTAN(1) 

1,YTAN(2) 

IF(NSTEEL.NE.O) EYLDC FY(1)/YOUNGS(1) 
IF(NSTEEL.NE.O) EYLDT FY(2)/YOUNGS(2) 
WRITE(6,6005)EYLDC,EYLDT,ESH(1),ESH(2),ESU(1),ESU(2) 

V'-WRITE(6,6015) EPA,EPAMIN,EPB,EBUCK,EPU,EPUMIN,FPA,FPAMIN,FPB,FPU, 
* SB,FPINIT 

IF(NSEC.EQ.O) GO TO 521 
IF(NSEC.GE.1) GO TO 510 

ELEMENTS FOR CIRCULAR TUBE SECTION 

NE = 40 
ROUT 
RIN 
RCOUT 
RCIN 
YI (1) 

YI(2) 
DELY 

DOUT/2.0 
ROUT-WTHICK 
ROUT-COVER 
RIN+COVER 
ROUT 
RCOUT 
(WTHICK-2.0*COVER)/5.0 

DO 410 1=3,7 
YI(I) RCOUT-DELY*FLOAT(I-2) 

410 CONTINUE 
YI (8) RIN 
YI (9) =RIN-COVER 
DELY = (RIN-COVER)/12.0 
DO 412 1=10,21 
YI(I) YI(9)-DELY*FLOAT(I-9) 

412 CONTINUE 
CALL YCOORD(ROUT,YI,YC ,21) 
CALL YCOORD(RIN ,YI,ACOVER,21) 
DO 414 1=1,21 
AC(I) = YC(I)+YC(I+1)-ACOVER(I)-ACOVER(I+1) 

414 CONTINUE 
CALL YCOORD(RCOUT,YI,YC ,21) 
CALL YCOORD(RCIN ,YI,ACOVER,21) 
DO 416 1=1,21 
ACORE(I) = YC(I)+YC(I+1)-ACOVER(I)-ACOVER(I+1) 

416 CONTINUE 
RAV (ROUT+RIN)/2.0 
W = 3.14159*RAV/FLOAT(NSTEEL) 
DO 418 1=2,6 
W1CONC(I) = 0.5*W/ACORE(I) 
WJCONC(41-I) WICONC(I) 

418 CONTINUE 
DO 420 
YI(I) 
YJ(I) 
THICK 
AC (I) 

1=1,21 
-YI (I) 

-YI (I+1) 
YJ(I)-YI(1) 
AC(I)*THICK 

29700 
29800 
29900 
30000 
30100 
30200 
30300 
30400 
30500 
30600 
30700 
30800 
30900 
31000 
31100 
31200 
31300 
31400 
31500 
31600 
31700 
31800 
31900 
32000 
32100 
32200 
32300 
32400 

v 32500 
32600 
32700 
32800 
32900 
33000 
33100 
33200 
33300 
33400 
33500 
33600 
33700 
33800 
33900 
34000 
34100 
34200 
34300 
34400 
34500 
34600 
34700 
34800 
34900 
35000 
35100 
35200 
35300 
35400 
35500 
35600 
35700 
35800 
35900 
36000 
36100 
36200 
36300 
36400 
36500 
36600 
36700 
36800 
36900 
37000 



C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

ACORE{I) = ACORE(I)*TRICK 
ACOVER(I) = AC(I)-ACORE(I) 

420 CONTINUE 

422 

DO 422 I=1,21 
YI(41-I) 
YJ(41-I) 
AC (41-I) 
ACORE (41-I) 
ACOVER (41-I) 
CONTINUE 

-YJ(I) 
= -YI(I) 
= AC(I) 

ACORE(I) 
= ACOVER(I) 

STEEL AREAS AND COORDINATES 

NSTEEL = NSTEEL/2 
NBARS NBARS*2 
DTHET 3.14259/FLOAT(NSTEEL) 
ABAR '" 3.14159/4.0*DBARS*DBARS 
AST FLOAT(NSTEEL*NBARS)*ABAR 
DO 430 I=1,NSTEEL 

TRET DTHET*(FLOAT(I)-0.5) 
YS(I) -RAV*COS(THET) 
AS(I) FLOAT(NBARS)*ABAR 

430 CONTINUE 
NPS '" NPS/2 
NPSBAR NPSBAR*2 
DTHET = 3.14159/FLOAT(NPS) 
APST FLOAT(NPS*NPSBAR)*AP, 
DO 440 I=1,NPS 

THET = DTHET*(FLOAT(I)-0.5) 
YPS(I) -RAV*COS(THET) 
APS(I) = FLOAT(NPSBAR)*AP 

440 CONTINUE 
GO TO 543 
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ELEMENTS FOR RECTANGULAR AND GENERAL SECTION 

510 K 1 
DO 515 I=1,NE 

511 IF«YJ(I)+YFORC-YJSEC(K» .LE.O.O. 
* AND. (YI(I)+YFORC-YISEC(K» .GE.O.O) 

K K+1 
GO TO 512 

512 
IF(K.LE.NSEC) GO TO 511 
AC(I) = (YJ(I)-YI(I)*XSEC(K) 

IF(NSTEEL.EQ.O) GO TO 516 
DO 513 J=1,NSTEEL 

IF(YS(J) .LE.YJ(I) .AND.YS(J) .GT.YI(I» 
513 CONTINUE 

r-i,516 IF (NPS. EQ. 0) GO TO 511 
, v DO 514 J=1, NPS ! v IF(YFS(J).LE.YJ(I) .AND.YFS(J) .GT.YI(I» 
• 1'514 CONTINUE 

ACOVER (I) 
ACORE (I) 
WICONC(I) 
WJCONC(I) 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

517 = (YJ(I)-YI(I»)*XSECOV(K) 
= AC(I)-ACOVER(I) 
= WISEC (K) 
= WJSEC (K) 

515 CONTINUE 
GO TO 560 

ELEMENTS FOR CIRCULAR SECTION 

521 PI 3.1415926536 
THICK (DIAM-2.0*COVER)/NE 
NCOVER'" 0.99+COVER/THICK 
NE 2*NCOVER+NE 
CTHICK '" COVER/FLOAT (NCOVER) 

C ELEMENT COORDINATE AND AREAS 
C 

RADCOR 0.5*DIAM-COVER 
RADCOV = 0.5*DIAM 
YI(1) = -RADCOV 
IF(NCOVER.LT.1) GO TO 526 

AC (I) AC (I) -AS (J) 

AC(I)=AC(I)-APS(J) 

37100 
37200 
37300 
37400 
37500 
37600 
37700 
37800 
37900 
38000 
38100 
38200 
38300 
38400 
38500 
38600 
38700 
38800 
38900 
39000 
39100 
39200 
39300 
39400 
39500 
39600 
39700 
39800 
39900 
40000 
40100 
40200 
40300 
40400 
40500 
40600 
40700 
40800 
40900 
41000 
41100 
41200 
41300 
41400 
41500 
41600 
41700 
41800 
41900 
42000 
42100 
42200 
42300 
42400 
42500 
42600 
42700 
42800 
42900 
43000 
43100 
43200 
43300 
43400 
43500 
43600 
43700 
43800 
43900 
44000 
44100 
44200 
44300 
44400 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
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DO 522 N=l, NCOVER 
YJ(N) YI(N)+CTHICK 
YI(N+1) YJ(N) 
RADI YI(N)/RADCOV 
RADJ YJ(N)/RADCOV 
IF (ABS(RADI) .GE.1.0) RADI SIGN(1.0,RADI) 
IF(ABS(RADJ) .GE.1.0) RADJ SIGN(1.0,RADJ) 
ANGLEI ARSIN(RADI) 
ANGLEJ ARSIN(RADJ) 
AREAl (SIN (ANGLEI) *COS(ANGLEI) +ANGLEI) *RADCOV**2 
AREAJ (SIN (ANGLEJ) *COS(ANGLEJ) +ANGLEJ)*RADCOV**2 
AC(N) ABS(AREAJ-AREAI) 
ACOVER(N) = AC(N) 

522 CONTINUE 

YI(NE-NCOVER+1) = RADCOR 
DO 524 N=(NE-NCOVER+1), NE 

YJ(N) YI(N)+CTHICK 
YI (N+1) YJ(N) 
RADI YI(N)/RADCOV 
RADJ YJ(N)/RADCOV 
IF(ABS(RADI).GE.1.0) RADI SIGN (1. O,RADI) 
IF (ABS (RADJ) .GE.1.0) RADJ SIGN (1. 0, RADJ) 
ANGLEI ARSIN(RADI) 
ANGLEJ ARSIN(RADJ) 
AREAl (SIN (ANGLEI) *COS (ANGLEI) +ANGLEI) *RADCOV**2 
AREAJ = (SIN(ANGLEJ)*COS(ANGLEJ)+ANGLEJ)*RADCOV**2 
AC(N) ABS(AREAJ-AREAI) 
ACOVER(N) = AC(N) 

524 CONTINUE 

526 YI(NCOVER+1) = -RADCOR 
DO 528 N=(NCOVER+1), (NE-NCOVER) 

YJ(N) YI(N)+ THICK 
YJ(NE-NCOVER) RADCOR 
YI (N+1) YJ(N) 
RADI = YI(N)/RADCOV 
RADJ = YJ(N)/RADCOV 
IF(ABS(RADI) .GE.1.0) RADI SIGN(1.0,RADI) 
IF (ABS (RADJ) .GE.1.0) RADJ SIGN(1.0,RADJ) 
ANGLEI ARSIN(RADI) 
ANGLEJ ARSIN(RADJ) 
AREAl (SIN (ANGLEI) *COS(ANGLEI) +ANGLEI) *RADCOV**2 
AREAJ (SIN (ANGLEJ) *COS (ANGLEJ) +ANGLEJ) *RADCOV**2 
AC(N) ABS(AREAJ-AREAI) 
RAD1 YI(N)/RADCOR 
RAD2 YJ(N)/RADCOR 
IF (ABS(RADl) .GE.1.0) RAD1 SIGN(1.0,RAD1) 
IF (ABS(RAD2) .GE.1.0) RAD2 SIGN(1.0,RAD2) 
ANGLE1 ARSIN(RAD1) 
ANGLE2 ARSIN(RAD2) 
AREAl (SIN (ANGLE1) *COS(ANGLE1) +ANGLE1) *RADCOR**2 
AREA2 (SIN(ANGLE2) *COS(ANGLE2) +ANGLE2)*RADCOR**2 
ACORE(N) ABS(AREA2-AREA1) 
ACOVER(N) AC(N)-ACORE(N) 
WICONC(N) 1.00 
WJCONC(N) 1.00 

528 CONTINUE 

STEEL AREAS AND COORDINATES 

IF (NSTEEL.EQ. 0) GO TO 533 
AST 0.7854*FLOAT(NBARS)*DBARS**2 
THETA 2. O*PI/FLOAT(NBARS) 
ANGLE 
RADST 

-0.5*PI+0.5*THETA 
0.5*DIAMST 

DO 532 N=l,NBARS 
YS(N) RADST*SIN(ANGLE) 
ANGLE ANGLE+THETA 
AS(N) 0.7854*DBARS**2 
WIS (N) 1.00 
WJS(N) 1.00 

44500 
44600 
44700 
44800 
44900 
45000 
45100 
45200 
45300 
45400 
45500 
45600 
45700 
45800 
45900 
46000 
46100 
46200 
46300 
46400 
46500 
46600 
46700 
46800 
46900 
47000 
47100 
47200 
47300 
47400 
47500 
47600 
47700 
47800 
47900 
48000 
48100 
48200 
48300 
48400 
48500 
48600 
48700 
48800 
48900 
49000 
49100 
49200 
49300 
49400 
49500 
49600 
49700 
49800 
49900 
50000 
50100 
50200 
50300 
50400 
50500 
50600 
50700 
50800 
50900 
51000 
51100 
51200 
51300 
51400 
51500 
51600 
51700 
51800 



C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

532 CONTINUE 

533 IF(NPS.EQ.O) GO TO 543 
\ APST FLOAT (NPSBAR) *AP 
~ THETA 2. O*PI/FLOAT (NPSBAR) 
\~ANGLE -0.5*PI 
'rRADPS 0.5*DIAMPS 

LDO 534 N=l,NPSBAR 
'" YPS(N) RADPS*SIN(ANGLE) 
,. ANGLE ANGLE+THETA 
" APS (N) AP 
\'WIP(N) 1.00 
"WJP (N) 1. 00 

534 CONTINUE 

CORRECTED STEEL AREAS AND COORDINATES 

IF(NSTEEL.EQ.O) GO TO 550 
L NSTEEL = NBARS 

DO 552 I=l,NSTEEL 
DO 554 J=I+l,NBARS 

290 

IF(INT(YS(I» .NE.INT(YS(J») GO TO 554 
AS(I) AS(I)+AS(J) 
NSTEEL NSTEEL-1 

554 CONTINUE 
~552 CONTINUE 
.550 IF(NPS.EQ.O) GO TO 543 

NPS = NPSBAR 
DO 556 1=1, NPS 

DO 558J=I+1,NPSBAR 
v IF(INT(YPS(I» .NE.INT(YPS(J») GO TO 558 

APS(I) APS(I)+APS(J) 
NPS = NPS-1 

558 'cONTINUE 
556 1CONTINUE 

CORRECTED CORE AREAS 

543 DO 548 1=1, NE 
DO 544 J=l, NSTEEL 
IF(YS(J) .LE.YJ(I) .AND.YS(J) .GT.YI(1» AC(I) 
IF(YS(J) .LE.YJ(I) .AND.YS(J) .GT.YI (I» ACORE(I) 

544 CONTINUE 
"DO 546 J=l,NPS 

AC(I)-AS(J) 
ACORE(I)-AS(J) 

iIF(YPS(J) .LE.YJ(I) .AND.YPS(J) .GT.YI(I) AC(I) = AC(I)-APS(J) 
'IF (YPS (J) . LE. YJ (I) . AND. YPS (J) .GT. YI (1) ) ACORE (I) =ACORE (I) -APS (J) 

546 CONTINUE 
548 CONTINUE 

ELASTIC STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS EI EZ EA 
~====================================== 

560 CONTINUE 

DO 565 N=l,NE 
YSTRIP YOUNGC*AC(N) 
YHIGH (YI(N)+YJ(N»*0.5 
YC (N) YHIGH 
SECONI SECONI+0.017*AC(N)*WICONC(N)*(SQRT(ABS(FPC») 
SECONJ SECONJ+0.017*AC(N)*WJCONC(N)*(SQRT(ABS(FPC») 
SEl SECONI+SEHOOP 
SEJ SECONJ+SEHOOP 
EA EA+YSTRIP 
EZ EZ+YSTRIP*YHIGH 
EI EI+YSTRIP*YHIGH*YHlGH+YSTRIP/12.*(YJ(N)-YI(N»**2 

565 CONTINUE 
~. EAC EA 

ElGROS EI 
NS NSTEEL 
DO 568 J=l,NS 

YSTRlP YOUNGS(2)*AS(J) 
EA EA+YSTRIP 
EZ EZ+YSTRIP*YS(J) 

51900 
52000 
52100 
52200 
52300 
52400 
52500 
52600 
52700 
52800 
52900 
53000 
53100 
53200 
53300 
53400 
53500 
53600 
53700 
53800 
53900 
54000 
54100 
54200 
54300 
54400 
54500 
54600 
54700 
54800 
54900 
55000 
55100 
55200 
55300 
55400 
55500 
55600 
55700 
55800 
55900 
56000 
56100 
56200 
56300 
56400 
56500 
56600 
56700 
56800 
56900 
57000 
57100 
57200 
57300 
57400 
57500 
57600 
57700 
57800 
57900 
58000 
58100 
58200 
58300 
58400 
58500 
58600 
58700 
58800 
58900 
59000 
59100 
59200 



C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

EI = EI+YSTRIP*YS(J)*YS(J) 
568 CONTINUE 

v EAS EA-EAC 
ICFORC = -EAC/EA 

C SFORC .. -EAS/EA 
,'-DO 569 J-1, NPS 

/ l- YSTRIP = YMP*APS (J) 
! "" EA = EA+YSTRIP 
I \~ EZ EZ+YSTRIP*YPS (J) 

( ""EI EI+YSTRIP*YPS(J)*YPS(J) 
569 CONTINUE 

vYEX EZ/EA-YB 
EZ/EA 
EI-EA*(YEX+YB) **2 

YB 
'EI 
FPCAG - FPC*AGROSS 

TABULATION OF INPUT DATA 

WRITE(6, 6006) TITLE 

ACT 
ACOV 
ACOR 

o. 
O. 
O. 

DO 615 I=l,NE 
ACT ACT+AC(I) 
ACOV = ACOV+ACOVER(I) 
ACOR = ACOR+ACORE(I) 
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WRITE(6,6007) I,YI(I),YJ(I),AC(I),ACOVER(I),ACORE(I) 
* ,WICONC(I),WJCONC(I) 

DO 613 J=l,NSTEEL 
IF(YS(J) .GT.YI(I) .AND.YS(J) .LE.YJ(I)) 

* WRITE(6,6008) AS(J),YS(J),WIS(J),WJS(J) 
613 CONTINUE 

l- DO 614 J=l, NPS 
v IF(YPS(J) .GT.YI(I) .AND.YPS(J) .LE.YJ(I)) 

* k WRITE(6,6018) APS(J),YPS(J),WIP(J),WJP(J) 
614 "'CONTINUE 
615 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6,6009) ACT,ACOV,ACOR,AST,APST,AGROSS 
RHOS .. AST/AGROSS 
RHOCOR .. AST/ACOR 

I.. REOP u APST / AGROSS 
~RHOPCR .. APST/ACOR 

-oWRITE(6,6010) RHOS,RHOCOR,RHOP,RHOPCR,FPCAG,EIGROS,EI,EA,YB 
WRITE (6,6111) SEHOOP, SEHOOP;SECONI,-SECONJ, SEI, SEJ 

SHEAR STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS 

CONSHR 4.0/YOUNGC/SHACON 
SVELAS = 0.4*YOUNGC*SHACON/FORMF 
SVCRAK 1.0/(0.000005/SHSTNH+CONSHR) 
SVPLAS = 1.0/(0.000005/SHSTPL+CONSHR) 
WRITE(6,6119) HEIGHT,HINGEL,SHACON,SVELAS,FORMF,SHSTNH,SVCRAK 

* , SHSTPL, SVPLAS 

C ~ PRESTRESS FORCE AND INITIAL STRESSES IN CONCRETE 
eLAND REINFORCEMENT 
c UNIFORM PRESTRESS ACROSS SECTION ONLY 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

IF(NPS .NE. 0) YMP FPA/EPA 
PSFORC FPINIT*APST/1000. 
CFORC CFORC*PSFORC 

I, SFORC SFORC1OPSFORC 
VIF(NPS .NE. 0) EPINIT FPINIT/YMP 
\. ECINIT CFORC/ACT/YOUNGC/1000. 
'IF(NS.NE.O) ESINIT" SFORC/AST/YOUNGS(1)/1000. 

INITIALISE 

DO 621 N=l,NE 

59300 
59400 
59500 
59600 
59700 
59800 
59900 
60000 
60100 
60200 
60300 
60400 
60500 
60600 
60700 
60800 
60900 
61000 
61100 
61200 
61300 
61400 
61500 
61600 
61700 
61800 
61900 
62000 
62100 
62200 
62300 
62400 
62500 
62600 
62700 
62800 
62900 
63000 
63100 

I 

63200 
63300 
63400 
63500 
63600 
63700 
63800 
63900 
64000 
64100 
64200 
64300 
64400 
64500 
64600 
64700 
64800 
64900 
65000 
65100 
65200 
65300 
65400 
65500 
65600 
65700 
65800 
65900 
66000 
66100 
66200 
66300 
66400 
66500 
66600 



FPEAK(l,N) 
FPEAK (2, N) 

FPC 
FPCC 

EPEAK(l,N) ECO 
EPEAK(2, N) ECC 
FCTEN(l,N) FPT 
FCTEN(2,N) FPT 
ECULT(l,N) ESPALL 
ECULT(2,N) ECU 
YC(I) (YI(I)+YJ(I»/2. 
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IF ( (2 . 0 *EPEAK (1, N) ) . LE . ECULT ( 1, N» ECULT (1, N) 
~'FCLAST(l,N) = CFORC/ACT 
'. FCLAST (2, N) CFORC/ACT 
"ECLAST(N) = FCLAS'r(l,N)/YOUNGC 

621 CONTINUE 
VIF(NSTEEL.EQ.O) GO TO 623 

I DO 622 J=l,NSTEEL " \ 
FLAST(J) SFORC/AST 

I ELAST(J) FLAST(J)/YOUNGS(l) 

2.01 *EPEAK (1, N) 

l622 CON'l'INUE 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

"623 IF(NPS.EQ.O) GO TO 627 
"'DO 626 N=l, NPS 

NSP(N) 
NPC(N) 

'EPPL(N) 
'EPZEMX(N) 
'EPZEMN(N) 
lEPZER1 (N) 
EPZO (N) 

'FPZO(N) 
'EPKT (N) 
, EPKC (N) 
. FPKT (N) 
, FPKC (N) 
, EPMAX(N) 
'RPC(N) 
'RPPC (N) 
, RPT (N) 
'RPPT (N) 
'U 
'FCRT (N) 
. FCRC (N) 

FCHPT(N) 
FCHPC(N) 

, PHIP (N) 

-1 
o 
O. 
O. 
o. 
O. 
o. 
O. 
O. 
O. 
O. 
o. 
O. 
5.003 
5.003 
57.833 
57.833 
(FPU-FPB)/(EPU-EPB) 
(FPB-EPB*U)/(1.-2.*U/YMP) 
-FCHT(N) 

FPU 
-FPU 
1. 

'626 CONTINUE 

1627 PF PF*FPCAG/1000.<r
PF*1000.0 
PFAIL/FPCAG 

~" 

~I:' 

, PFAIL 
PPPF 

'PSFORC -PSFORC 
PSF PSFORC*1000.0 

I PSFCAG PSF /FPCAG 

A 
B 
C 
D 

WRITE (6,6011) PF, PSf.()~C, PPPF, PS'!~J~G, 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

ROUTINE TO GENERATE AN INTERACTION DIAGRAM 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

PHI 0.0 
WRITE (6, 631)TITLE 

COMPRESSION CAPACITY 

EQ 

PPPUC 
CUC 

= ECODE 
CALL PMPHI(1,5,ECODE,0.O,O.,0.,0.,0., 

PN/FPCAG 
CC 

0,0,0, YI, YJ, YC,ACOVER,ACORE,AS, YS, , Y~.?, ~ 
NE,NS,!:!R§,O.o,o.o,O.o,o.O,O.o,o.o, 
BETAI,TOLERN,TOLERM,TOLPHI,TOLREQ, 
EI,EA,EZ,S11,S12,S21,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

66700 
66800 
66900 
67000 
67100 
67200 
67300 
67400 
67500 
67600 
67700 
67800 
67900 
68000 
68100 
68200 
68300 
68400 
68500 
68600 
68700 
68800 
68900 
69000 
69100 
69200 
69300 
69400 
69500 
69600 
69700 
69800 
69900 
70000 
70100 
70200 
70300 
70400 
70500 
70600 
70700 
70800 
70900 
71000 
71100 
71200 
71300 
71400 
71500 
71600 
71700 
71800 
71900 
72000 
72100 
72200 
72300 
72400 
72500 
72600 
72700 
72800 
72900 
73000 
73100 
73200 
73300 
73400 
73500 
73600 
73700 
73800 
73900 
74000 



C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
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TOC TM 
POC PN 
PKN PUC/1000. 
TKNM = TUC/1000000. 
WRITE (6, 645) PPPUC,PKN, TKNM,TKNM,PHIUC,PHIUC,CUC, CUC,EC ODE 
WRITE(6,632) 

TENSION CAPACITY 

i, EO = O. 
IF(NPS.NE.O) DELEP - EPB-EPINIT 
IF(NS.NE.O) EQ FY(2)/YOUNGS(2) 

, IF(NPS.NE.O .AND. DELEP.GT.EQ) EQ = DELEP 

A 

"j> B 
C 

D 

CALL PMPHI(2,5,EQ,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0., 
O,O,O,YI,YJ,YC,ACOVER,ACORE,AS,YS,APS,YPS, 
NE,NS,~,O.O,o.o,o.o,o.o,o.o,o.o,-- ~ 
BETAI, TOLERN, TOLERM, TOLPHI,TOLREQ, 
EI,EA,EZ,Sll,S12,S2l,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

PPPT = PN/FPCAG 
PPMIN PPPT+O.ll 
IF(PPMIN.GT.O.O) PPMIN = -0.001 
CUT 
TUT 
PYT 
PUT 
EYT 

CC 
TM 
PN 

= PN 
EQ 

SIMULTANEOUS TENSION AND COMPRESSION YIELD 

~. IF(NS.EQ.O) GO TO 92 
YSIDE YS(l) 
ESIDE = FY(l)/YOUNGS(l)-ESINIT 
PHI = (FY(2)/YOUNGS(2)-ESIDE)/(YS(NSTEEL)-YSIDE) 

!'IF(NPS.EQ.O) GO TO 96 
92, YSIDEl = YI (1) 

~ ESIDEI = ECO-ECINIT 
PHIl = (DELEP-ESIDE1)/(YPS(NPS)-YI(1» 
IF(NS.NE.0.AND.PHI1.GT.PHI) GO TO 96 

, PHI = PHIl 
, YSIDE YSIDEl 

ESIDE ESIDEI 
96 EQ ESIDE-PHI*YSIDE 

EY EQ+YI(l)*PHI 
IF(EY.LT.ECO) YSIDE YI(l) 
IF(EY.LT.ECO) ESIDE ECO 
IF(NS.NE.O) PHIYB (FY(2)/YOUNGS(2)-ESIDE-ECINIT)/ 

* (YS(NSTEEL)-YSIDE) 
vIF(NS.NE.O.AND.PHIYB.LT.PHI) PHI PHIYB 

CALL PMPHI(2,5,ESIDE,YSIDE,O.,0.,0.,O., 
"() A 0,0,0, YI, YJ, YC, ACOVER, ACORE, AS, YS, APS, YPS, 

B NE,NS,NL9,0.0,0.o,o.0,0.o,o.o,o.o,-- ~-
C BETAI,TOLERN,TOLERM,TOLPHI,TOLREQ, 
o EI,EA,EZ,Sll,S12,S2l,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

PPPYB PN/FPCAG 
PYB PN 
EYB = EQ+YI(l)*PHI 

C BALANCED ULTIMATE 
C 

~ 98 IF(NS.NE.O) PHIUBS = (FY(2)/YOUNGS(2)-ECODE-ECINIT)/ 
* (YS(NSTEEL)-YI(l» 

IF (NPS.NE.O)PHIUBP (DELEP-ECODE-ECINIT)/(YPS{NPS)-YI(l» 
~ IF(NS.EQ.O) PHIUB PHIOBP 
VIF(NPS.EQ.O) PHIUB PHIUBS 
" IF (NS. NE. 0 .AND .NPS. NE. 0 . AND . PHIUBS. LT .PHIUBP) PHIUB PHIUBS 
I IF(NS.NE.0.AND.NP5.NE.O.AND.PHIUBP.LE.PHIUBS) PHIUB PHIUBP 

PHI = PHIUB 
YSIDE = YI (1) 

CALL PMPHI(1,5,ECODE,YSIDE,0.,O.,0.,0., 
~'(7A 0,0,0, YI, YJ, YC, ACOVER, ACORE, AS, YS,APS, YPS, 

B NE,NS,kIES,O.O,O.o,o.o,O.o,o.O,o.o, - -~ 
C BETAI, TOLERN, TOLERM, TOLPHI,TOLREQ, 
D EI,EA,EZ,Sll,S12,S2l,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

PPPUB PN/FPCAG 

74100 
74200 
74300 
74400 
74500 
74600 
74700 
74800 
74900 
75000 
75100 
75200 
75300 
75400 
75500 
75600 
75700 
75800 
75900 
76000 
76100 
76200 
76300 
76400 
76500 
76600 
76700 
76800 
76900 
77000 
77100 
77200 
77300 
77400 
77500 
77600 
77700 
77800 
77900 
78000 
78100 
78200 
7B300 
7B400 
7B500 
7B600 
78700 
7BBOO 
7B900 
79000 
79100 
79200 
79300 
79400 
79500 
79600 
79700 
79BOO 
79900 
BOOOO 
80100 
80200 
B0300 
80400 
80500 
80600 
B0700 
80800 
80900 
81000 
81100 
81200 
B1300 
81400 



C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

PUB 
TUB 

PN 
TM 

TOLERANCES 

TOLERN = ABS(FPCAG*0.0005) 
TOLERM ABS(TUB*0.0005) 

XM(l) 
YP (1) 

J = 1 

TUC/TUB 
PPPUC 
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100 J = J+1 
YP(J) = PPMAX+0.2-0.1*J 
IF(YP(J) .GT.PPMIN) GO TO 100 
YP(J) PPPT 
JMIN J 
JTOTAL J+2 

102 J = 1 
103 J J+1 

105 

110 

120 

YTEMP PPPT 
IF(PPPUB.GT.YP(J) .AND.PPPUB.LT.YP(J-1)) 
IF (YTEMP.EQ.PPPUB) GO TO 105 
IF(PPPYB.GT.YP(J) .AND.PPPYB.LT.YP(J-1)) 
IF (YTEMP.EQ.PPPYB) GO TO 105 
IF(PPPF.GT.YP(J) .AND.PPPF. LT.YP(J-1)) 
IF(YTEMP.EQ.PPPF) GO TO 105 
IF(J.EQ. (JTOTAL+1)) GO TO 120 

GO TO 103 
JREST JMIN-J 
DO 110 K=O,JREST 

YP (JMIN-K+1) YP (JMIN-K) 
CONTINUE 
YP (J) YTEMP 
JMIN JMIN+1 
GO TO 102 
XM(JMIN) = TUT/TUB 

CALCULATE MU AT PNAIM = 0.4FPCAG 

YTEMP 

YTEMP 

YTEMP 

TO HELP CONVERGENCE AT HIGHER AXIAL LOAD LEVELS 

NUM 
PNAIM 

o 
0.2*FPCAG 

ESIDE ECODE 
YSIDE YI (1) 

CALL PMPHI(l, 3, ECODE,YSIDE,PNAIM, 0., 0.,0., 

PPPUB 

PPPYB 

PPPF 

A 0, 0, O,YI,YJ,YC,ACOVER,ACORE,AS,YS,APS,YPS, 
B 
C 

D 

NE, NS, NPS, 0. , 0., 0. , 0., 0.,0., 
BETAI,TOLERN,TOLERM,TOLPHI,TOLREQ, 
EI,EA,EZ,Sll,S12,S21,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

NUM ° PNAIM 0.4*FPCAG 

A 

B 

C 

D 

CALL PMPHI(1,3,ECODE,YSIDE,PNAIM,0.,0.,0., 
O,O,O,YI,YJ,YC,ACOVER,ACORE,AS,YS,APS,YPS, 
NE,NS,NPS,O.,O.,O.,O.,O.,O., 
BETAI,TOLERN, TOLERM, TOLPHI, TOLREQ, 
EI,EA,EZ,S11,S12,S21,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

NUM = ° 
ITERATIVE SOLUTION TO OBTAIN AXIAL LOAD:PNAIM 

DO 37 LOAD=2, (JMIN-l) 
PNAIM YP(LOAD)*FPCAG 

YIELD 

IF(NS.EQ.O) GO TO 302 
YSIDE YS(NSTEEL) 
ESIDE = FY(2)/YOUNGS(2) 
IF(PNAIM.LT.PYB) 
IF (PNAIM.LT.PYB) 
IF(NPS.EQ.O) GO TO 304 

YSIDE 
ESIDE 

YS (1) 
FY(l)/YOUNGS(l) 

81500 
81600 
81700 
81800 
81900 
82000 
82100 
82200 
82300 
82400 
82500 
82600 
82700 
82800 
82900 
83000 
83100 
83200 
83300 
83400 
83500 
83600 
83700 
83800 
83900 
84000 
84100 
84200 
84300 
84400 
84500 
84600 
84700 
84800 
84900 
85000 
85100 
85200 
85300 
85400 
85500 
85600 
85700 
85800 
85900 
86000 
86100 
86200 
86300 
86400 
86500 
86600 
86700 
86800 
86900 
87000 
87100 
87200 
87300 
87400 
87500 
87600 
87700 
87800 
87900 
88000 
88100 
88200 
88300 
88400 
88500 
88600 
88700 
88800 



C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

302 

304 

5 

33 

34 

35 

YSIDE1 = YPS(NPS) 
ESIDE1 DELEP 
EYB ECO 
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IF(NS.NE.0.AND.NPS.NE.0.AND.ESIDE1.GT.ESIDE) GO TO 304 
YSIDE = YSIDE1 
ESIDE = ESIDE1 
IF(PNAIM.LT.PYB) YSIDE 
IF(PNAIM.LT.PYB) ESIDE 

YI (1) 

ECO 
CONTINUE 
IF(PNAIM.LT.PYB.AND.ESIDE.LE.ECO) ESIDE 
IF(PNAIM.LT.PYB.AND.ESIDE.LE.ECO) YSIDE 
CONTINUE 

WRITE{6,403) TM,PN,PNAIM,YSIDE,ESIDE,PHI 

ECO 
YI (1) 

CALL PMPHI(2,3,ESIDE,YSIDE,PNAIM,0.,0.,0., 
A NOTDYN,NUM,ITER,YI,YJ,YC,ACOVER,ACORE,AS,YS,APS, 
B YPS,NE,NS,NPS,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O, 
C BETAI, TOLERN, TOLERM, TOLPHI, TOLREQ, 
D EI,EA,EZ,S11,S12,S21,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

EY EQ+YI(l)*PHI 
IF(EY.LT.ECO) ESIDE ECO 
IF(EY.LT.ECO) YSIDE YI(l) 
IF(EY.LT.ECO) 

* CALL PMPHI(2,3,ESIDE,YSIDE,PNAIM,0.,0.,0., 
A NOTDYN,NUM,ITER,YI,YJ,YC,ACOVER,ACORE,AS,YS,APS, 
B YPS,NE,NS,NPS,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O, 
C BETA I , TOLERN, TOLERM, TOLPHI, TOLREQ, 
D EI,EA,EZ,Sll,S12,S21,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

A 
B 
C 

D 

EY EQ+YI(l)*PHI 
YSIDE YI (1) 
IF(EC(l) .LE.ECU) ESIDE ECU 
IF(EC(l) .LT.ECU) GO TO 5 
TY TM/1000000. 
PY PN/1000. 
PHIY PHI 
CY 
YEQ 
YS11 
YS12 
YS21 
YS22 

ULTIMATE 

CC 
EQ 
Sl1 
S12 
S21 
S22 

ESIDE = BCODE 
YSIDE YI (1) 

CALL PMPHI(1,3,ECODE,YSIDE,PNAIM,0.,O.,O., 
O,O,O,YI,YJ,YC,ACOVER,ACORE,AS,YS,APS,YPS, 
NE,NS,NPS,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O, 
BETAI, TOLERN, TOLERM, TOLPHI, TOLREQ, 
EI,EA,EZ,Sll,S12,S21,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

TU TM/1000000. 
PU - PN/1000. 
PHIU 
CU 

OUTPUT 

PHI 
CC 

WRITE(6,645)YP(LOAD),PY,TU,TY,PHIU,PHIY,CU,CY,EY 
IF(PPPUB.NE.YP(LOAD» 
WRITE (6,633) 
IF(PPPYB.NE.YP(LOAD» 
WRITE (6, 634) 
IF(PPPF.NE.YP(LOAD» 
PHIYF = PHIY*TU/TY 
TYF TY*1000000. 
TUF TU*1000000. 
TOLERM ABS(0.005*TUF) 
WRITE(6,635)PHIYF 

GO TO 34 

GO TO 35 

GO TO 36 

36 XM(LOAD) = TU*1000000./TUB 
PHI PHIY 
PN 
EQ 
Sl1 

PY*1000. 
YEQ 
YS11 

88900 
89000 
89100 
89200 
89300 
89400 
89500 
89600 
89700 
89800 
89900 
90000 
90100 
90200 
90300 
90400 
90500 
90600 
90700 
90800 
90900 
91000 
91100 
91200 
91300 
91400 
91500 
91600 
91700 
91800 
91900 
92000 
92100 
92200 
92300 
92400 
92500 
92600 
92700 
92800 
92900 
93000 
93100 
93200 
93300 
93400 
93500 
93600 
93700 
93800 
93900 
94000 
94100 
94200 
94300 
94400 
94500 
94600 
94700 
94800 
94900 
95000 
95100 
95200 
95300 
95400 
95500 
95600 
95700 
95800 
95900 
96000 
96100 
96200 



C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
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S12 YS12 
S21 - YS21 
S22 '" YS22 

37 CONTINUE 

TU TUT/1000000. 
PU = PUT/1000. 
WRITE(6,645)PPPT,PU,TU,TU,PHIUT,PHIUT,CUT,CUT,EYT 
WRITE(6,644) 

CRACKING MOMENT 

PNAIM = PFAIL 
TCRACK = (FPT/YOUNGC-PNAIM/EA-FCLAST(l,NE)/YOUNGC)*EI/YJ(NE) 
IF(TCRACK.GT.TYF) TCRACK = TYF 
TMAX = TCRACK 
TCRKNM - TCRACK/1000000. 
WRITE(6,646)PF,TCRKNM 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////III/III/jIll 

ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE YIELD DEFLECTION AND LATERAL LOAD 
OF THE COLUMN WITH AXIAL LOAD(PNAIM) AND HEIGHT(HEIGHT) 
QUASI-STATIC STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS ARE USED WITH NO REVERSALS 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////III/III/jIll 

JAY = 0 
40 JAY - JAY+1 

IF (ACORE (JAY) .EQ.O.O) GO TO 40 
III '" JAY 
JJJ = NE+l 

41 JJJ JJJ-1 
IF (ACORE (JJJ) .EQ.O.O) GO TO 41 

INITIALISE 

MOM 
NUM 
PN 
TM 

1 
o 
O. 

= O. 
PHI O. 
EQ O. 
PHIONE = PHIYF*TYF/TUF 
IF(PHIONE.GT.PHIYF) PHIONE PHIYF 
DPHI '" PHIONE/20. 
PHIAIM '" -DPHI 
WRITE(6,650) 

INCREMENTAL CURVATURE ANALYSIS (DPHI) 

DO 48 MOM-1,21 

C MOMENT-CURVATURE ANALYSIS 

C -------------------------
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

PHIAIM - PHIAIM+DPHI 
CALL PMPHI(2,2,0.0,0.0,PNAIM,0.,PHIAIM,0., 

A O,NUM,ITER,YI,YJ,YC,ACOVER,ACORE,AS,YS,APS,YPS, 
B NE,NS,NPS,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O, 
C O.O,TOLERN,TOLERM,TOLPHI,TOLREQ, 
D EI,EA,EZ,Sll,S12,S21,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

44 PHIMU = PHI/PHIYF 
PKN - PN/1000. 
TKNM TM/1000000. 
TRATIO TM/TUF 

DETERMINE EFFECTIVE STIFFNESS 

TNMM(MOM) 
PHIMM(MOM) 

TM 
PHI 

96300 
96400 
96500 
96600 
96700 
96800 
96900 
97000 
97100 
97200 
97300 
97400 
97500 
97600 
97700 
97800 
97900 
98000 
98100 
98200 
98300 
98400 
98500 
98600 
98700 
98800 
98900 
99000 
99100 
99200 
99300 
99400 
99500 
99600 
99700 
99800 
99900 

100000 
100100 
100200 
100300 
100400 
100500 
100600 
100700 
100800 
100900 
101000 
101100 
101200 
101300 
101400 
101500 
101600 
101700 
101800 
101900 
102000 
102100 
102200 
102300 
102400 
102500 
102600 
102700 
102800 
102900 
103000 
103100 
103200 
103300 
103400 
103500 
103600 



C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
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DELTMM O. 
IF(MOM.EQ.1) GO TO 46 

DO 45 N=2,MOM 
FIRST PHIMM(N-1)*(TNMM(N)+2.0*TNMM(N-l» 
SECND PHIMM(N)*(2.0*TNMM(N)+TNMM(N-1» 
DENOM 6.0*TNMM(MOM) **2 
DELTMM = DELTMM+(FIRST+SECND)*(TNMM(N)-TNMM(N-1»/DENOM 

45 CONTINUE 

46 IF(MOM.EQ.1) EIEFF = EI 
IF(MOM.EQ.l) ERATIO EIEFF/EIGROS 
DELTGR ~ TNMM(MOM)/(3.0*EIGROS) 
IF(MOM.GT.l) ERATIO = DELTGR/DELTMM 
EIEFF EIGROS*ERATIO 

DEFLECTIONS 

ELASTIC DEFLECTION = DEFNE 

DEFNE TM*HEIGHT*HEIGHT/EIEFF/3.0 

APPROXIMATE SHEAR DEFLECTION DEFNS 

IF«ABS(TM».GT.TMAX) TMAX ABS(TM) 
QVELAS = TCRACK/TMAX 
QVPLAS = 1.0-QVELAS 
QVCRAK = 0.0 
IF(QVPLAS.GT. (HINGEL/HEIGHT» QVCRAK = 1.0-HINGEL/HEIGHT-QVELAS 
IF (QVPLAS.GT. (HINGEL/HEIGHT» QVPLAS = HINGEL/HEIGHT 
DEFNS = TM*(QVELAS/SVELAS+QVCRAK/SVCRAK+QVPLAS/SVPLAS) 

TOTAL DEFLECTION = DEFNT 

DEFNT = DEFNE+DEFNS 

WRITE(6,651)PHIMU,TRATIO,PHI,TKNM,CC,FS(1),FS(NSTEEL),FP(l), 
* FP (NPS) ,EC(1) ,FCONC (1, 1), EC (JAY) , FCONC (2,JAY) , 
* EIEFF,ERATIO,DEFNT,PKN,ITER 

48 CONTINUE 

YIELD DEFLECTION AT IDEAL STRENGTH 

DEFNE 
DEFNS 

DEFNE*TUF/TM 
DEFNS*TUF/TM 

DEFNY DEFNE+DEFNS 
YFORCE =~UF/HEIGHT/I000. 
WRITE(6,652) DEFNE,DEFNS,DEFNY,YFORCE 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

LATERAL LOAD-DEFLECTION AND MOMENT-CURVATURE ANALYSIS 
CYCLIC LOADING AND DYNAMIC MATERIAL EFFECTS CONSIDERED 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

TMAX = TCRACK 

INITIALISE 

MOM = 1 
NUM 0 
PN O. 
TM o. 
EQ O. 

READ CARD FOR LOADING DIRECTION 

CALL READR(2,1,0,RRDR,IRDR) 
WRITE(6,660) INPUT 
IF(RRDR(I) .EQ.O.O) GO TO 1000 
IPRINT = IRDR(l) 
SIGNN (ABS(RRDR(l»)/RRDR(l) 

103700 
103800 
103900 
104000 
104100 
104200 
104300 
104400 
104500 
104600 
104700 
104800 
104900 
105000 
105100 
105200 
105300 
105400 
105500 
105600 
105700 
105800 
105900 
106000 
106100 
106200 
106300 
106400 
106500 
106600 
106700 
106800 
106900 
107000 
107100 
107200 
107300 
107400 
107500 
107600 
107700 
107800 
107900 
108000 
108100 
108200 
108300 
108400 
108500 
108600 
108700 
108800 
108900 
109000 
109100 
109200 
109300 
109400 
109500 
109600 
109700 
109800 
109900 
110000 
110100 
110200 
110300 
110400 
110500 
110600 
110700 
110800 
110900 
111000 



C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

200 
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DPHI O.l*SIGNN*PHIYF 
PHIAIM "" -DPHI 
PHI -DPHI 
IF «ABS (RRDR (2») .GE. 0.01) 
IF (NOTDYN. EQ. 1) 

NOTDYN = 1 
TIMER -0.1*(ABS(RRDR(2») 

MOMENT-CURVATURE ANALYSIS 

A 
B 
C 

PHIAIM PHIAIM+DPHI 
IF(NOTDYN.EQ.1) 
IF (NOTDYN. EQ.1) 
TIMER "" TIMER+TIME 

PHRATE = ABS(PHIYF/RRDR(2» 
TIME ABS(DPHI/PHRATE) 

PNAIM=PFAIL+VRATIO*SFORCE*1000. 
IF«ABS(PHIMU» .GT.1.1) TOLERN = ABS(FPCAG*0.005) 

CALL PMPHI(3,2,0.,0.,PNAIM,0.,PHIAIM,0., 
NOTDYN,NUM,ITER,YI,YJ,YC,ACOVER,ACORE,AS,YS,APS, 
YPS,NE,NS,NPS,EDOTF,EDOTY,DF,DY,DINDEX,TIME, 
0.0, TOLERN, TOLERM,TOLPHI, TOLREQ, 

D EI,EA,EZ,Sll,S12,S21,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

C UPDATE STRAIN HISTORY FOR CONCRETE 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

DO 205 N=l,NE 
WCSTEP = 0.0 
IF (EC (N) . LT .ECMIN (N) .AND. FCONC (2, N) . LT. 0.00) 

* WCSTEP = ABS«EC(N)-ECMIN(N»*FCONC(2,N» 
WDI = WDI+WCSTEP*ACORE(N)*WICONC(N) 
WDJ "" WDJ+WCSTEP*ACORE(N)*WJCONC(N) 
IF(EC(N) .GT.ECMAX(N» ECMAX(N) EC(N) 
IF(EC(N) .LT.ECMIN(N» ECMIN(N) = EC(N) 
ECOLD(N) ECLAST(N) 
ECLAST(N) EC(N) 
FCLAST (1, N) FCONC (1, N) 
FCLAST(2,N) FCONC(2,N) 

205 CONTINUE 

UPDATE STRAIN HISTORY FOR STEEL 

IF(NS.EQ.O) GO TO 211 
DO 210 N=l,NSTEEL 

WSSTEP = 0.0 
IF (ELAST(N) .LE.EMAX(l,N) .AND.FS(N) .LT.O.) 

* WSSTEP = FS(N)*(E(N)-ELAST(N» 
WDI WDI+WSSTEP*AS(N)*WIS(N) 
WDJ '" WDJ+WSSTEP*AS(N)*WJS(N) 
EOLD(N) = ELAST(N) 
ELAST (N) E (N) 
FLAST(N) FS(N) 
IF(N.EQ.1) WSSTPP=WSSTEP*AS(N)*WIS(N) 

210 CONTINUE 
211 IF(NPS.EQ.O) GO TO 214 

DO 212 N=l,NPS 
WPSTEP = 0.0 
IF(EP(N) .LT.EPMN(N) .AND.FP(N).LT.O.) 

* WPSTEP = FP(N)*(EP(N)-EPLAST(N» 
WDI = WDI+WPSTEP*APS(N)*WIP(N) 
WDJ WDJ+WPSTEP*APS(N)*WJP(N) 
EPLST1(N) EPLAST(N) 
EPLAST(N) EP(N) 
FPLAST(N) FP(N) 
IF(EP(N) .LT.EPMN(N» EPMN(N) EP(N) 

212 CONTINUE 

RESULTS 

214 PHIMU PHI/PHIYF 
PKN PN/1000. 
TKNM TM/1000000. 
TRATIO TM/TUF 
IF(ITER.GE.20) GO TO 220 

111100 
111200 
111300 
111400 
111500 
111600 
111700 
111800 
111900 
112000 
112100 
112200 
112300 
112400 
112500 
112600 
112700 
112800 
112900 
113000 
113100 
113200 
113300 
113400 
113500 
113600 
113700 
113800 
113900 
114000 
114100 
114200 
114300 
114400 
114500 
114600 
114700 
114800 
114900 
115000 
115100 
115200 
115300 
115400 
115500 
115600 
115700 
115800 
115900 
116000 
116100 
116200 
116300 
116400 
116500 
116600 
116700 
116800 
116900 
117000 
117100 
117200 
117300 
117400 
117500 
117600 
117700 
117800 
117900 
118000 
118100 
118200 
118300 



C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
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DEFLECTION CALCULATION FROM MOMENT-CURVATURE 

IF «ABS (TM) ) .GT. TMAX) TMAX = ABS (TM) 

ELASTIC DEFLECTION 

DEFNE = TM*HEIGHT*HEIGHT/EIEFF/3.0 

PLASTIC DEFLECTION 

IF(TMAX.GT.TYF) HPLAST HEIGHT*(1.0-TYF/TMAX) 
. ROTATN (PHI-PHIONE*TM/TYF)* (HPLAST/3.+YPTRAT) 

DEFNP = ROTATN*(HEIGHT-HPLAST/4.0) 

SHEAR DEFLECTION 

QVELAS = TCRACK/TMAX 
QVPLAS = 1.0-QVELAS 
QVCRAK 0.0 
IF(QVPLAS.GT.(HINGEL/HEIGHT» QVCRAK = 1.0-HINGEL/HEIGHT-QVELAS 
IF (QVPLAS.GT. (HINGEL/HEIGHT» QVPLAS = HINGEL/HEIGHT 
DEFNS TM*(QVELAS/SVELAS+QVCRAK/SVCRAK+QVPLAS/SVPLAS) 

TOTAL DEFLECTION, SHEAR FORCE AND DUCTILITY 

ODEFNT DEFNT 
DEFNT DEFNE+DEFNP+DEFNS 
DUCTMU DEFNT/DEFNY 
SFORCE (TM+PN*DEFNT*PDELTA)/HEIGHT/1000. 

OUTPUT RESULTS (OR YMOM=TRATIO;XPHI=PHIMU;XDFN=DUCTMU; 
============== YFOR=SFORCE/YFORCE FOR DIMENSIONLESS GRAPHS) 

YMOM(MOM) TM 
XPHI (MOM) PHI 
XDFN(MOM) DEFNT 
YFOR(MOM) SFORCE 
WERKI WDI/SEI 
WERKJ WDJ/SEJ 
IF(IPRINT.EQ.O) GO TO 220 
WRITE(6,661)TIMER,DEFNE,ITER 
WRITE(6,662)TKNM,TRATIO,EP(1),FP(1),EP(NPS),FP(NPS),DEFNP,PKN 
WRITE(6,663) PHI,PHIMU,EC(III),FCONC(2,III),EC(JJJ),FCONC(2,JJJ), 

*DEFNS,SFORCE 
WRITE(6,664)EQ,WERKI,WERKJ,EC(1),FCONC(1,1),EC(NE),FCONC(l,NE) 

*,DEFNT,DUCTMU 

CHECK LIMI TS 

220 IF(ITER.GE.20) MOM = MOM-1 
IF(ITER.GE.20) WRITE(6,668) PHIMU 
IF(EC(III) .LT.ECU.OR.EC(JJJ) .LT.ECU) GO TO 1000 
IF«(DEFNT-DEFNL)*SIGNN) .GE.O.O) NUM = 0 
IF«(DEFNT-DEFNL)*SIGNN) .GE.O.O) DEFNO DEFNL 
IF«(DEFNT-DEFNL)*SIGNN) .GE.O.O) CALL READR(2,1,0,RRDR,IRDR) 
IPRINT IRDR(l) 
IF(NUM.EQ.O) WRITE(6,670) IPRINT,INPUT 
IF(RRDR(l) .EQ.O.O) GO TO 1000 
DEFNL = RRDR(1) 
SIGNN (ABS(DEFNL-DEFNO»/(DEFNL-DEFNO) 
IF«ABS(RRDR(2))) .GE.0.01) NOTDYN = 1 
DPHINU = 1.1*DPHI*(DEFNL-DEFNT)/(DEFNT-ODEFNT) 
DPHI 0.2*SIGNN*PHIYF 
IF(NUM.GT.10) DPHI 0.5*SIGNN*PHIYF 
IF(NUM.GT.20) DPHI = 1.0*SIGNN*PHIYF 
IF(NUM.GT.2.AND. (ABS(DPHI» .GT. (ABS(DPHINU»)) DPHI DPHINU 
MOM = MOM+1 
GO TO 200 

1000 CONTINUE 
CALL AGRAPH(XPHI,YMOM,MOM) 
CALL AGRAPH (XDFN, YFOR,MOM) 

GO TO 1020 
1010 WRITE (6, 1015) 

118400 
118500 
118600 
118700 
118800 
118900 
119000 
119100 
119200 
119300 
119400 
119500 
119600 
119700 
119800 
119900 
120000 
120100 
120200 
120300 
120400 
120500 
120600 
120700 
120800 
120900 
121000 
121100 
121200 
121300 
121400 
121500 
121600 
121700 
121800 
121900 
122000 
122100 
122200 
122300 
122400 
122500 
122600 
122700 
122800 
122900 
123000 
123100 
123200 
123300 
123400 
123500 
123600 
123700 
123800 
123900 
124000 
124100 
124200 
124300 
124400 
124500 
124600 
124700 
124800 
124900 
125000 
125100 
125200 
125300 
125400 
125500 
125600 
125700 



C 

C 
C 
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1020 STOP 

OUTPUT FORMAT STATMENTS 

501 FORMAT (80A1) 
600 FORMAT(IHO,132(lH*)//40X, 

* 36H PRESTRESSED COLUMN ANALYSIS PROGRAM/IHO, 132 (lH*l /) 
601 FORMAT(7H 1 JOB,34X,3H***,80A1,3H***/) 
602 FORMAT(22HO 2 CONTROL PARAMETERS,19X,3H***,80A1,3H***/) 
603 FORMAT(24H 3 CONCRETE -UNCONFINED,17X,3H***,80A1,3H***) 
604 FORMAT(24H 4 CONFINED,17X,3H***,80A1,3H***) 
605 FORMAT(22HO 5 STEEL -COMPRESSION, 19X,3H***,80A1,3H***) 
606 FORMAT(22H 6 -TENSION ,19X,3H***,80A1,3H***/) 
607 FORMAT(22H 7 PRESTRESSING STEEL,19X,3H***,80A1,3H***/) 

6081 FORMAT(31H 8 CIRCULAR SECTION PROPERTIES,10X,3H***,80A1,3H***) 
6082 FORMAT(36H 8 CIRCULAR TUBE SECTION PROPERTIES,5X,3H***,80A1, 

* 3H***) 
6083 FORMAT(I3,17H CONCRETE SECTION,21X,3H***,80Al,3H***) 

609 FORMAT(I3,25H CIRCULAR TUBE REBAR DATA,13X,3H***,80Al,3H***) 
6090 FORMAT(I3,24H LONGITUDINAL STEEL DATA,14X,3H***,BOA1,3H***) 
6091 FORMAT(I3,16H REBAR POSITIONS,22X,3H***,80A1,3H***) 
6092 FORMAT(I3,20H PS TENDON POSITIONS,lBX,3H***,BOA1,3H***) 

610 FORMAT(lHO,I2,17H SHEAR PROPERTIES,21X,3H***,80Al,3H***/) 
611 FORMAT(lHO,I2,11H AXIAL LOAD,27X,3H***,80A1,3H***/) 

6001 FORMAT (lHl, 132 (IH*)//11X,24HMATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR ,80Al,/ 
*lHO,132(lH*)//) 

6002 FORMAT(31HOUNCONFINED CONCRETE PARAMETERS// 
1 31X,35HCOMPRESSION STRENGTH .........•..•. =,F8.1/ 
2 31X,35HTENSION STRENGTH .................. =,F9.2/ 
3 31X,35HYOUNGS MODULUS •.....•.•.....•..•.. =,F7.0/ 
4 31X,35HSTRAIN AT PEAK STRESS ....•.....•.. =,Fll.4/ 
5 31X,35HSPALLING STRAIN ................... =,F11.4/ 
6 31X,35HTENSILE STRAIN ..•..•.............• =,Fl1.4//) 

6003 FORMAT(31HO CONFINED CONCRETE PARAMETERS// 
1 31X,35HSTRENGTH RATIO .................... =,F9.2/ 
2 31X,35HSTRAIN/STRENGTH RATIO ........•.... =,F10.3/ 
3 31X,35HCONFINED STRENGTH ......•.......... =,F8.1/ 
4 31X,35HCONFINED PEAK STRAIN ......•...•... =,F11.4/ 
5 31X,35HULTIMATE STRAIN ..............•.... =,F11.4//l 

6004 FORMAT(19HOLONGITUDINAL STEEL, 47X,20HCOMPRESSION TENSION// 
1 31X,35HYIELD STRESS ..••.......•.......... ,F8.1,FI3.1/ 
2 31X,35HULTIMATE STRESS................... , FB.1, F13 .1/ 
3 31X,35HYOUNGS MODULUS .•.................. ,F7.0,F13.0/ 
4 31X,35HSTRAIN-HARDENING MODULUS .......... ,F7.0,F13.0/) 

6005 FORMAT(31X,37HYIELD STRAIN ..•...........•....•..... ,F9.4,F13.4/ 
1 31X,37HSTRAIN-HARDENING ..•.................. ,F9.4,F13.4/ 
2 31X,37HULTIMATE STRAIN .............•........ ,F9.4,F13.4//) 

6015 FORMAT(20H PRESTRESSING STEEL ,// 
1 30X,3BH TENSILE ELASTIC LIMIT STRAIN ......... ,F9.4/ 
1 30X,38H COMPRESSIVE ELASTIC LIMIT STRAIN •.... ,F9.4/ 
2 30X,3BH UPPER BRANCH INITIAL STRAIN .......... ,F9.4/ 
* 30X,3BH BUCKLING STRAIN ..................... .,F9.4/ 
3 30X,3BH TENSILE ULTIMATE STRAIN ...........•.. ,F9.4// 
3 30X,3BH COMPRESSIVE ULTIMATE STRAIN ..•.•....• ,F9.4// 
4 30X,38H TENSILE ELASTIC LIMIT STRESS .....•..• ,F9.1/ 
4 30X,38H COMPRESSIVE ELASTIC LIMIT STRESS ...•. , F9.1/ 
5 30X,38H UPPER BRANCH INITIAL STRESS ....•..••. ,F9.1/ 
6 30X,38H ULTIMATE STRESS •...•.........•......• ,F9.1// 
* 30X,3BH BUCKLING STRESS ....•.......•.......•. ,F9.1/ 
7 30X,3BH TENDON STRESS AFTER TRANSFER ......... ,F9.1//) 

6006 FORMAT(17HISECTION ELEMENTS,9X,BOAl,/26X,BO(IH-l//// 
1/50H STRIP YI YJ ACONC ACOVER ACORE, 
2 51H ( WIC) ( WJC ASTEEL YS (WIS) ( WJS l , 
3 31H APST YPS (WIP) ( WJP )/) 

6007 FORMAT(I4,2F9.l,FI0.l,F9.1,F10.1,2H (,F5.3,2H) (,F5.3,lH» 
6008 FORMAT (lH+, 66X, F9.1,F9.1,2H (,F5.3,2H) (,F5.3,lH» 
6018 FORMAT(lH+, 97X,F10.l,F9.1,2H (,F5.3,2H) (,F5.3,lH» 
6009 FORMAT(lH ,132(lH-)/ 8H TOTALS ,14X, 

1 2F10.1,F9.1,16X,F9.1,23X,F9.1// 
2 6X,16H (GROSS AREA = ,FI0.l,lHl///) 

6010 FORMAT(lHl,26HVOLUMETRIC STEEL CONTENTS ,// 
1 10X,40H NON PRESTRESSED REINFORCEMENT 
2 10X,40H 
3 10X,40H PRESTRESSED REINFORCEMENT 

GROSS =,F7.4// 
- CORE =, F7 . 4// 
- GROSS =,F7.4// 

125800 
125900 
126000 
126100 
126200 
126300 
126400 
126500 
126600 
126700 
126800 
126900 
127000 
127100 
127200 
127300 
127400 
127500 
127600 
127700 
127800 
127900 
128000 
128100 
128200 
128300 
128400 
128500 
128600 
12B700 
128BOO 
128900 
129000 
129100 
129200 
129300 
129400 
129500 
129600 
129700 
129800 
129900 
130000 
130100 
130200 
130300 
130400 
130500 
130600 
130700 
130800 
130900 
131000 
131100 
131200 
131300 
131400 
131500 
131600 
131700 
131800 
131900 
132000 
132100 
132200 
132300 
132400 
132500 
132600 
132700 
132800 
132900 
133000 
133100 



C 
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II 10X,1I0H - CORE =, F7. 11// 
5 ,20H FPC*AG ............ =,lP,E11.3// 
6 ,20H EI-GROSS .......... =,lP,E11.3// 
7 ,20H EI .•..•••....•••.. =,lP,E11.3// 
B ,20H EA .•.•..•..•...••• -,lP,E11.3// 
9 ,20H Y-CENTROID .•..•.•. -,lP,E11.3//) 

6111 FORMAT(51H STRAIN ENERGY CAPACITY (UNITS-J/M) I J// 
1 20X,111H HOOPS (GIVEN),lP,2E11.3// 
2 20X,111H CORE CONCRETE,lP,2E11.3// 
3 20X,111H TOTAL ENERGY ,lP,2E11.3//) 

6119 FORMAT(37H COLUMN HEIGHT ......••••.•......••• =,F10.0,3H MM// 
1 37H CONFINED LENGTH ......•..•......•.•. -,F10.0,3H MM// 
2 37H CONCRETE SHEAR AREA .•...•.••••••... =,F11.0,IIH MM2, 
3 12H STIFFNESS =,E11.1I,16H ( FORM FACTOR =,F5.2,lHl// 
5 37H SHEAR STEEL OUTSIDE HINGE (AV*D/S) =,F11.0,4H MM2, 
6 12H STIFFNESS -,E11.4// 
7 37H SHEAR STEEL INSIDE HINGE (AV*D/S) =,F11.0,IIH MM2, 
B 12H STIFFNESS -,E11.4//l 

6011 FORMAT(2BH EXTERNAL AXIAL LOAD •••..•. =,F10.1,3H KN// 
1 2BH AXIAL PRESTRESS FORCE •...• =,F10.1,3H KN// 
2 2BH EXTERNAL AXIAL LOAD RATIO =,FB.4,7H FPC*AG// 
3 2BH PRESTRESS FORCE RATIO ....• =,FB.4,7H FPC*AG//l 

631 FORMAT(35H1MOMENT-AXIAL LOAD INTERACTION FOR ,BOA1// 
1 35X,BO(lH=)/// 
2 2I1X,6HFPC*AG,9X,lHP,12X,2HMU,10X,2HMY,BX,IIHPHIU,10X,4HPHIY, 
II 7X,2HCU,7X,2HCY,10X,2HEY/) 

632 FORMAT(21H+COMPRESSION CAPACITY) 
633 FORMAT(lBH+BALANCED ULTIMATE) 
634 FORMAT(19H+OUTER STEEL YIELDS) 
635 FORMAT(11H+STUDY CASE/9H PHIYF =,lP,E12.5,111(lH-» 
644 FORMAT(17H+TENSION CAPACITY) 
645 FORMAT(lHO,23X,F6.3,3F12.0,2(3X,lP,E11.3),2(lX,OP,F8.1),F12.6) 
646 FORMAT(lHO,132(lH=)// 16H CRACKING MOMENT, 

* 2BH (FOR EXTERNAL AXIAL LOAD OF,F9.0,6H KN) =,FB.1,4H KNM/) 
650 FORMAT(lHO,132(lH=),// 

1 51X,51HYIELD DEFLECTION FROM QUASI-STATIC MOMENT-CURVATURE,// 
2 16H PHI M ,27X, 
3 43HREINFORCING PS STEEL COVER CONCRETE 
4 47H CORE CONCRETE EIEFF EI DEFN AXIAL N,/ 
5 43H CURVATURE MOMENT C 
6 43H FSC FST FPC FPT EC FC 
7 47H EC FC LOAD U, / 
8 43H PHIY MI (RAD/MM) (KN-M) (MM), 

9 4 3H (MPA) (MPA) (MPA) (MPA) (MPA) 
A 47H (MPA) (N-MM2) EIG (MM) (KN) M/) 

651 FORMAT(lH ,F5.3,F7.3,2X,lP,E11.3,OP,F9.1,FB.1,4F6.0,F10.5,F6.1, 
* F10.5,F6.1,lX,lP,E9.2,OP,F6.3,F7.2,F9.0,lX,I1) 

652 FORMAT(lHO,56X,lBHYIELD DEFLECTION =,F6.2,16H MM (FLEXURAL) +, 
* F6.2,13H MM (SHEAR) =,F6.2,11H MM (TOTAL), 
* //lH ,56X,lBHYIELD FORCE =,F6.0,3H KN//1H ,132(lH=) 

660 FORMAT(lH1,132(lH*)//50X,23HCYCLIC LOADING ANALYSIS//1H ,132(lH*)/ 
* 36HO LIMIT AND RATE FOR FIRST CYCLE ***,80A1,3H***///) 

661 FORMAT(11H TIME=,F11.3,4H SEC,31X,15HI STRAIN STRESS, 
* 32H J STRAIN STRESS ELASTIC DEFN=,F7.2,I10,11H ITERATIONS) 

662 FORMAT(llR MOMENT=,F11.1,lBH KN-M (M / MI =,F7.3,9R ) TENDON 
*,F9.5,F7.0,F10.5,F7.0,15R PLASTIC DEFN=,F7.2,F11.0,10HAXIAL LOAD) 

663 FORMAT(llH CURVATURE=,lP,E11.4,lBR RAD/MM (PHI/PRIY=,OP,F7.3 
* ,9H) CORE ,F9.5,FB.1,F9.5,FB.1,14H SREAR DEFN=,F7.2, 
* lOR FORCE=,F8.1,3H KN) 

664 FORMAT(llH STRAIN EO=,F11.6,8R WORK I=,F7.3,3R J=,F7.3, 
* 9H COVER,F9.5,FB.1,F9.5,FB.1,14H TOTAL DEFN=,F7.2, 
* 15HMM DUCTILITY=,F6.2/132(lH-» 

668 FORMAT(35RO DID NOT CONVERGE FOR PRI/PHIY=,F7.3/1RO,132(lR/I/1 
670 FORMAT(I1,37H ..• LIMIT AND RATE FOR THIS CYCLE ***,SOA1,3R***/) 

1015 FORMAT (lHO, 'ATTENTION: INPUT SEQUENCE IS WRONG. PLEASE CHECK! ') 

END 

SUBROUTINE YCOORD(R,X,Y,N) 
DIMENSION X(l),Y(l) 
DO 20 I-1,N 
IF(X(II.LT.R) GO TO 10 
Y(I) = O. 

133200 
133300 
133400 
133500 
133600 
133700 
133BOO 
133900 
134000 
134100 
134200 
134300 
134400 
134500 
134600 
134700 
134BOO 
134900 
135000 
135100 
135200 
135300 
135400 
135500 
135600 
135700 
135800 
135900 
136000 
136100 
136200 
136300 
136400 
136500 
136600 
136700 
136BOO 
136900 
137000 
137100 
137200 
137300 
137400 
137500 
137600 
137700 
137800 
137900 
13BOOO 
13B100 
13B200 
13B300 
13B400 
13B500 
13B600 
13B700 
13BBOO 
13B900 
139000 
139100 
139200 
139300 
139400 
139500 
139600 
139700 
139BOO 

139900 
140000 
140100 
140200 
140300 
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GO TO 20 
10 Y(II - SQRT(R*R-X(I)*X(I)) 
20 CONTINUE 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 1 
C 2 
C 3 
C 4 
C 5 
C 6 
C 7 
C 8 
C 9 
C 10 
C 11 
C 12 
C 13 
C 14 
C 15 
C16 
C 17 
C 18 
C 19 
C 20 
C 21 
C 22 
C 23 
C 24 
C 25 
C 26 
C 27 
C 28 
C 29 
C 30 
C 31 
C 32 
C 33 
C 34 
C 35 
C 36 
C 37 
C 38 
C 39 
C 40 
C 41 
C 42 
C 43 
C 44 
C 45 
C 46 
C 47 
C 

C 

C 

C 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE 
A 

PMPHI(MODE,KTYPE,ESIDE,YSIDE,PNAIM,TMAIM,PHIAIM,EQAIM, 
NOTDYN,NUM,ITER,YI,YJ,YC,ACOVER,ACORE,AS,YS,APS,YPS, 
NE,NS,NPS,EDOTF,EDOTY,DF,DY,DINDEX,TIME, 
BETAI,TOLERN, TOLERM,TOLPHI, TOLREQ, 
EI,EA,EZ,SII,SI2,S21,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC) 

B 
C 
D 

****************************************************************** 
SECTION ANALYSIS SUBROUTINE 
TO CALCULATE THE MOMENT, CURVATURE AND AXIAL LOAD ON THE COLUMN 

AUTHOR JOHN B. MANDER 
DATE/VERSION 1983/1 

VARIABLES PASSED TO THIS SUBROUTINE (EXCLUDING CONCRT AND REBAR) 

MODE 
KTYPE 
ESIDE 
YSIDE 
PNAIM 
TMAIM 
PHIAIM 
EQAIM 
NOTDYN 
NUM 
ITER 
YI(N) 

YJ(N) 
YC(N) 
ACOVER(N) 
ACORE(N) 
AS(N) 
YS(N) 
APS(N) 
YPS(N) 
NE 
NS 
NPS 
EDOTF 
EDOTY 
DF 
DY 
DINDEX 
TIME 
BETAI 
TOLERN 
TOLERM 
TOLPHI 
TOLREQ 
EI 
EA 
EZ 
Sl1 
S12 
S21 
S22 
PN 
TM 
YB 

STRESS-STRAIN MODELS, I=ACI, 2=PLAIN, 3=CONFINED 
SOLVE TYPE,' 1=CURVATURE,2=MOMENT,3=ESIDE,4=BUCKLING 
FIXED STRAIN AT SIDE OF SECTION 
DISTANCE TO SIDE OF SECTION 
TARGET AXIAL FORCE ON SECTION 
TARGET BENDING MOMENT ON SECTION 
SPECIFIED CURVATURE ON SECTION 
SPECFIED CENTROIDAL AXIS STRAIN ON SECTION 

- DYNAMIC ANALYSIS-I, QUASI-STATIC ANALYSIS=O 
NUMBER OF INCREMENTS SINCE LAST REVERSAL 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN THIS SUBROUTINE 
STARTING ORDINATE FOR CONCRETE STRIP N 
FINISHING ORDINATE FOR CONCRETE STRIP N 
CENTROID. ORDINATE FOR CONCRETE STRIP N 

= AREA OF CONCRETE COVER IN NTH STRIP 
AREA OF CONCRETE CORE IN NTH STRIP 
AREA OF LONGITUDINAL STEEL IN NTH STEEL LAYER 
ORDINATE TO CENTROID OF NTH STEEL LAYER 
AREA OF TENDONS IN NTH PRESTRESS STEEL LAYER 
ORDINATE TO CENTROID OF NTH PRESTRESS STEEL LAYER 
NUMBER OF CONCRETE STRIPS 
NUMBER NON PRESTRESSED STEEL AREAS 

- NUMBER OF PRESTRESSED STEEL AREAS 
- STRAIN RATE AT WHICH CONCRETE STRENGTH DOUBLES 

STRAIN RATE AT WHICH CONCRETE STIFFNESS DOUBLES 
DYNAMIC MAGNIFICATION OF PLAIN CONCRETE STRENGTH 
DYNAMIC MAGNIFICATION OF PLAIN CONCRETE STIFFNESS 
POWER IN DYNAMIC MAGNIFCATION EQUATIONS, USUALLY 1/6 
TIME FROM START IN DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
ACI STRESS-BLOCK PARAMETER (NORMALLY 0.85) 
TOLERANCE ON AXIAL-LOAD CONVERGENCE 
TOLERANCE ON MOMENT CONVERGENCE 

= TOLERANCE ON CURVATURE CONVERGENCE 
TOLERANCE ON CENTROIDAL-STRAIN CONVERGENCE 

= INITIAL SECTION FLEXURAL STIFFNESS 
INITIAL SECTION AXIAL STIFFNESS 
INITIAL SECTION FIRST-MOMENT STIFFNESS 
FLEXURAL TANGENT STIFFNESS OF SECTION 
FIRST-MOMENT TANGENT STIFFNESS OF SECTION 
FIRST-MOMENT TANGENT STIFFNESS OF SECTION S12 
AXIAL TANGENT STIFFNESS OF SECTION 
CALCULATED AXIAL-LOAD ON SECTION 
CALCULATED BENDING MOMENT ON SECTION 

PHI 
CALCULATED DISTANCE TO PLASTIC CENTROID OF SECTION 
CURVATURE ON SECTION 

EQ STRAIN AT CENTROIDAL AXIS 
CC DISTANCE TO NEUTRAL AXIS FROM EXTREME COMPRESSN FIBRE 
****************************************************************** 

VARIABLES FOR THIS SUBROUTINE 

INTEGER MODE,KTYPE,NOTDYN,NUM,ITER,J,N,NE,NS,NPS 

140400 
140500 
140600 
140700 
140800 

140900 
141000 
141100 
141200 
141300 
141400 
141500 
141600 
141700 
141800 
141900 
142000 
142100 
142200 
142300 
142400 
142500 
142600 
142700 
142800 
142900 
143000 
143100 
143200 
143300 
143400 
143500 
143600 
143700 
143800 
143900 
144000 
144100 
144200 
144300 
144400 
144500 
14 4 600 
144700 
144800 
144900 
145000 
145100 
145200 
145300 
145400 
145500 
145600 
145700 
145800 
145900 
14 6000 
14 6100 
146200 
146300 
146400 
14 6500 
146600 
146700 
14 6800 
146900 
14 7000 
14 7100 
147200 
147300 
14 7400 
147500 



C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
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ESIDE,YSIDE,PNAIM,TMAIM,PHIAIM,EQAIM 
YI(NE),YJ(NE),YC(NE),ACOVER(NE),ACORE(NE) 
AS(NS),YS(NS),APS{NPS),YPS(NPS) 
EDOTF,EDOTY, DF,DY,DINDEX, TIME 
BETAI,TOLERN,TOLERM,TOLPHI,TOLREQ 
EI,EA,EZ,S11,S12,S21,S22,PN,TM,YB,PHI,EQ,CC 

COMMON ARGUMENTS FOR SUBROUTINE CONCRT 

COMMON/CON1/EC(77),FCONC(2,77),YCONC(2,77),FCLAST(2,77),ECLAST(77) 
COMMON/CON2/ECOLD(77),FPC,FPT,YOUNGC,YKONK,ECO,ESPALL,ECTEN 
COMMON/CON3/FLAT,SRATIO,ECU,SK,FPCC,ECC 
COMMON/CON4/FPEAK(2,77),EPEAK(2,77),FCTEN(2,77),ECULT(2,77) 
COMMON/CON5/ECUN(77),FCUN(2,77),YOUNGU(2,77),ECPLAS(2,77) 
COMMON/CON6/ECLO(77),FCLO(2,77),FCNEW(2,77),ECRETN(2,77) 
COMMON/CON7/FCRETN(2,77),YCRETN(2,77),ECMIN(77),ECMAX(77) 

COMMON ARGUMENTS FOR SUBROUTINE REBAR 

COMMON/REBAR1/E(22),FS(22),YSTEEL(22),FLAST(22),ELAST(22),EOLD(22) 
COMMON/REBAR2/FY(2),FSU(2),ESH(2),ESU(2) ,YOUNGS(2),YTAN(2) 
COMMON/REBAR3/ES(2,22),EO(2,22),FO(2,22),EB(2,22),FB(2,22) 
COMMON/REBAR4/EOO(2,22),FOO(2,22),EMAX(2,22),FMAX(2,22),EMO(2,22) 
COMMON/REBAR5/YOUNGQ(2,22),FC(2,22),R(2,22),Q(2,22) 

COMMON ARGUMENTS FOR SUBROUTINE PSTEEL 

COMMON/PSBAR1/EPA,EPB,EPU,FPA,FPB,FPU,SL1,YMP,EPINIT 
COMMON/PSBARO/EPAMIN, EBUCK, EPUMIN, FPAMIN, SB 
COMMON/PSBAR2/EP(22),FP(22),SLIMP(22),EBP(22),EPPL(22),EPZEMX(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR3/EPZEMN(22),EPZER1(22),EPZO(22),FPZO(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR4/EPKT(22),FPKT(22),EPKC(22),FPKC(22),EPMAX(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR5/RPT(22),RPC(22),RPPT(22),RPPC(22),PHIP(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR6/FCHT(22),FCHC(22),FCHPT(22),FCHPC(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR7/EPLAST(22),FPLAST(22),EPLST1(22) 
COMMON/PSBAR8/EPMN(22),FPMAX(22),FPMIN(22),NSP(22),NPC(22) 

INITIALISE STIFFNESS COEFICIENTS 

IF(KTYPE.EQ.5) 
ITER = 0 
IF(NUM.GT.O) 
Sl1 = EI 
S12 
S21 
S22 

= EZ 
'" EZ 
= EA 

NUM o 

GO TO 100 

100 IF(KTYPE~EQ.5) EQ = ESIDE-PHI*YSIDE 

200 

DPN PNAIM-PN 
DTM = TMAIM-TM 
DPHI = PHIAIM-PHI 
DEQ EQAIM-EQ 
IF(KTYPE.EQ.3) 

LOADING TYPES, SOLVE (F) = (K) (U) 

IF(KTYPE.EQ.2) 
IF(KTYPE.EQ.3) 
IF(KTYPE.EQ.4) 
IF (KTYrE. EQ. 5) 

DEQ 

KTYPE=l,P=CONST,M=CONST,FIND DPHI,DEQ 

(ESIDE-PHI*YSIDE)-EQ 

GO TO 200 
GO TO 300 
GO TO 400 
GO TO 2 

DPHI = (S22*DTM-S12*DPN)/(S22*S11-S12*S21) 

KTYPE=2,P=CONST,DPHI=GIVEN,FIND DEQ 

DEQ = (DPN-S21*DPHI)/S22 
IF(ITER.LT.2) GO TO 205 
DEQ1 = DEQOLD*DPN/(PN-PNOLD) 
IF«DEQ*DEQ1) .LT.O.O) DEQ DEQ1 

147600 
147700 
147800 
147900 
148000 
148100 
148200 
148300 
148400 
148500 
148600 
148700 
148800 
148900 
149000 
14 9100 
149200 
149300 
149400 
149500 
149600 
149700 
149800 
149900 
150000 
150100 
150200 
150300 
150400 
150500 
150600 
150700 
150800 
150900 
151000 
151100 
151200 
151300 
151400 
151500 
151600 
151700 
151800 
151900 
152000 
152100 
152200 
152300 
152400 
152500 
152600 
152700 
152800 
152900 
153000 
153100 
153200 
153300 
153400 
153500 
153600 
153700 
153800 
153900 
154000 
154100 
154200 
154300 
154400 
154500 
154600 
154700 
154800 
154900 



C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
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IF( (DEQ*DEQ1) .GT.O.O.AND. (ABS(DEQ» .GT. (ABS(DEQ1») DEQ = DEQ1 
205 IF«ABS(DEQ» .GT.0.001) DEQ = (ABS(DEQ»*O.OOl/DEQ 

GO TO 1 

KTYPE=3,P=CONST,ESIDE=CONST,FIND DEQ,DPHI 

300 DPHI 
PHI 
EQ 

(DPN-S22*DEQ)/(S21-S22*YSIDE) 
PHI+DPHI 
ESIDE-PHI*YSIDE 

GO TO 2 

KTYPE=4,BUCKLING ANALYSIS DEQ=GIVEN 

400 DPN S21*DPHI+S22*DEQ 
DPHI = (DTM-S12*DEQ)/Sll 
DDELTA'" SIZE*DPHI*(1.0+EQ+DEQ)**2 
DTMSEC -(PN+DPN)*DDELTA-DPN*DELTA 
DPHI '" (DTM+DTMSEC-S12*DEQ)/S11 

SECTION STRAIN PROFILE 

1 EQ 
PHI 

EQ+DEQ 
PHI+DPHI 

2 IF(PHI.EQ.O.O) 
IF(PHI.NE.O.O) 
IF(PHI.NE.O.O) 
IF(MODE.EQ.1) 
IF (YA. GE. YJ (NE) . AND.PHI. NE. 0.0) 

CC 99999999. 
STRAIN PHI*YI(l)+EQ 
CC -STRAIN/PHI 
YA = BETAI*CC+YI(l) 
MODE = 2 

AXIAL LOAD, BENDING MOMENT AND TANGENT STIFFNESS CALCULATION 

PNOLD = PN 
DPNOLD DPN 
DEQOLD DEQ 
PN O. 
TM O. 
Sl1 O. 
s12 '" O. 
S22 O. 
IF(ITER.GE.20) WRITE (6,55) 

C COVER AND CORE CONCRETE 
C ================-===-== 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

3 DO 10 N=l,NE 

ELEMENT STRAIN 

EC(N) = PHI*YC(N)+EQ 

STRAIN RATE AND DYNAMIC MAGNIFICATION FACTORS 

IF(NOTDYN.NE.1) GO TO 4 
ERATE = (EC(N)-ECLAST(N))/TIME 
DSTRES DF*(l.+(ABS(ERATE/EDOTF»**DINDEX) 
DSTIFF '" DY*(l.+(ABS(ERATE/EDOTY»**DINDEX) 
DSTRAN = (1.+SQRT(1.+3.*DSTRES*DSTRES/DSTIFF»/(3.*DSTRES) 
FPEAK(l,N) '" DSTRES*FPC 
FPEAK(2,N) = SK*FPEAK(l,N) 
EPEAK(l,N) DSTRAN*ECO 
EPEAK(2,N) EPEAK(l,N)*(1.0+SRATIO*(SK-1.0» 
YOUNGC DSTIFF*YKONK 

CONCRETE STRESS AND TANGENT MODULUS 

4 IF(MODE.LE.2) GO TO 5 
FCONC(l,N) 0.0 
FCONC(2,N) 0.0 
YCONC(l,N) = 0.0 
YCONC(2 t N) 0.0 
IF (ACOVER(N) .GT.O.O.AND.ECMIN(N) .GE.ESPALL) 

* CALL CONCRT(l t N,NE,EC,FCONC,YCONC,FCLAST,ECLAST, 

155000 
155100 
155200 
155300 
155400 
155500 
155600 
155700 
155800 
155900 
156000 
156100 
156200 
156300 
156400 
156500 
156600 
156700 
156800 
156900 
157000 
157100 
157200 
157300 
157400 
157500 
157600 
157700 
157800 
157900 
158000 
158100 
158200 
158300 
158400 
158500 
158600 
158700 
158800 
158900 
159000 
159100 
159200 
159300 
159400 
159500 
159600 
159700 
159800 
159900 
160000 
160100 
160200 
160300 
160400 
160500 
160600 
160700 
160800 
160900 
161000 
161100 
161200 
161300 
161400 
161500 
161600 
161700 
161800 
161900 
162000 
162100 
162200 
162300 



C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
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2 ECOLD, FPC, FPT,YOUNGC, YKONK, ECO, ESPALL, ECTEN, 
3 FLAT,SRATIO,ECU,SK,FPCC,ECC,FPEAK,EPEAK,FCTEN, 
4 ECULT,ECUN, FCUN,YOUNGU,ECPLAS, ECLO,FCLO, FCNEW, 
5 ECRETN,FCRETN,YCRETN,ECMIN,ECMAX) 

IF(ACORE(N) .GT.O.O) 
* CALL CONCRT(2,N,NE,EC,FCONC,YCONC,FCLAST,ECLAST, 
2 ECOLD,FPC, FPT,YOUNGC,YKONK, ECO, ESPALL,ECTEN, 
3 FLAT,SRATIO,ECU,SK,FPCC,ECC, FPEAK,EPEAK, FCTEN, 
4 ECULT, ECUN,FCUN, YOUNGU, ECPLAS, ECLO, FCLO, FCNEW, 
5 ECRETN, FCRETN, YCRETN, ECMIN, ECMAX) 

GO TO 7 

5 CALL CONCRT(l,N,NE,EC,FCONC,YCONC,FCLAST,ECLAST, 

6 

7 

2 ECOLD,FPC, FPT,YOUNGC,YKONK, ECO, ESPALL,ECTEN, 
3 FLAT, SRATIO, ECU, SK, FPCC,ECC, FPEAK,EPEAK, FCTEN, 
4 ECULT,ECUN, FCUN,YOUNGU, ECPLAS, ECLO, FCLO, FCNEW, 
5 ECRETN,FCRETN,YCRETN,ECMIN,ECMAX) 

* 

FCONC(2,N) FCONC(l,N) 
YCONC(2,N) YCONC(l,N) 
IF(MODE.EQ.2) GO TO 7 

ACI STRESS BLOCK AT ULTIMATE MOMENT 

DO 6 J=1,2 
FCONC(J,N) = 0.0 
IF(YI(N) .LE.YA) FCONC(J,N) = 0.85*FPC 
IF(YA.LE.YJ(N) .AND.YA.GT.YI(N» 
FCONC(J,N) FCONC(J,N)*(YA-YI(N»)/(YJ(N)-YI(N» 

CONTINUE 

ELEMENT FORCE AND STIFFNESS 

PSTRIP 
YSTRIP 
PN 

ACOVER(N)*FCONC(1,N)+ACORE(N)*FCONC(2,N) 
ACOVER(N)*YCONC(1,N)+ACORE(N)*YCONC(2,N) 
PN+PSTRIP 

TM TM+PSTRIP*YC(N) 
IF(ITER.GE.9.AND.N.EQ.1)WRITE(6,66) N,EC(N),FCONC(1,N),FCONC(2,N) 

Sll S11+YSTRIP*YC(N)**2+YSTRIP/12.*(YJ(N)-YI(N»**2 
S12 S12+YSTRIP*YCIN) 
S22 S22+YSTRIP 

10 CONTINUE 

LONGITUDINAL REINFORCING STEEL 

IF(NS.EQ.O) GO TO 22 
DO 20 N=l,NS 

BAR STRAIN 

EIN) = PHI*YS(N)+EQ 

C BAR STRESS AND TANGENT MODULUS 
C 

CALL REBAR(N,NS,E,FS,YSTEEL,FLAST,ELAST,EOLD, 
B FY,FSU,ESH,ESU,YOUNGS,YTAN,ES,EO,FO,EB,FB, 
C EOO,FOO,EMAX,FMAX,EMO,YOUNGQ,FC,R,Q) 

C 

C ACI STRESS AT ULTIMATE MOMENT (ELASTO-PLASTIC) 
C 

C 
C 

C 

IF(MODE.EQ.l) 
IF(MODE.EQ.l) 
IF (MODE. EQ.1.AND .FS (N) .LT. (-FY (2» ) 
IF(MODE.EQ.l.AND.FS(N) .LT. (-FY(2») 
IF(MODE.EQ.l.AND.FS(N) .GT.FY(2» 
IF (MODE. EQ.1. AND .FS (N) .GT. FY (2) ) 
IF(MODE.NE.3) 
IF(MODE.NE.3) 

YSTEEL(N) 
FS (N) 

YSTEEL(N) 
FS IN) 
YSTEEL(N) 
FS (N) 

ES (1, N) 
ES(2, N) 

STRAIN RATE AND DYNAMIC MAGNIFICATION FACTORS 

200000. 
200000.*E(N) 
1. 
-FY(2) 
2. 
FY(2) 
O. 
O. 

IF(NOTDYN.NE.1) GO TO 14 
ERATE (E(N)-ELAST(N»/TIME 
IF (FS (N) . LT. 0.) DSTEEL 0.966* (1.+ (ABS (ERATE/5000.» **DINDEX) 

162400 
162500 
162600 
162700 
162800 
162900 
163000 
163100 
163200 
163300 
163400 
163500 
163600 
163700 
163800 
163900 
164000 
164100 
164200 
164300 
164400 
164500 
164600 
164700 
164800 
164900 
165000 
165100 
165200 
165300 
165400 
165500 
165600 
165700 
165800 
165900 
166000 
166100 
166200 
166300 
166400 
166500 
166600 
166700 
166800 
166900 
167000 
167100 
167200 
167300 
167400 
167500 
167600 
167700 
167800 
167900 
168000 
168100 
168200 
168300 
168400 
168500 
168600 
168700 
168800 
168900 
169000 
169100 
169200 
169300 
169400 
169500 
169600 
169700 
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IF (FS (N) . GE. 0.) DSTEEL 0.953* (1. + (ABS (ERATE/700. 0) ) **DINDEX) 
FS(N) DSTEEL*FS(N) 
YSTEEL(N) DSTEEL*YSTEEL(N) 

C 
C BAR FORCE AND STIFFNESS 
C 

14 PSTRIP AS(N)*FS(N) 
YSTRIP AS(N)*YSTEEL(N) 
PN PN+PSTRIP 
TM = TM+PSTRIP*YS(N) 

C IF(ITER.GE.9.AND.N.EQ.l) WRITE(6,77) N,E(N),FS(N) 
S11 Sll+YSTRIP*YS(N)**2 
S12 S12+YSTRIP*YS(N) 
S22 S22+YSTRIP 

20 CONTINUE 
C 

C LONGITUDINAL PRESTRESSING STEEL 
c ~==~===========~=============== 

C 

C 

22 IF(NPS.EQ.O) GO TO 32 
DO 30 N=l,NPS 

C TENDON STRAIN 
C 

EP(N) = EPINIT+EQ+PHI*YPS(N) 
C 

C TENDON STRESS 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

* 
1 
2 
3 
4 

CALL PSTEEL(N,EPA,EPB,EPU,FPA,FPB,FPU,SL1,YMP,EPINIT, 
EPAMIN, EBUCK, FPAMIN, SB, EPUMIN, 
EP,FP,SLIMP,EBP,NSP,NPC,EPPL,EPZEMX,EPZEMN, 
EPZERl,EPZO,FPZO,EPKT,FPKT,EPKC,FPKC,EPMAX, 
RPT,RPC,RPPT,RPPC,PHIP,FCHT,FCHC,FCHPT,FCHPC, 
EPLAST,FPLAST,EPLSTl,EPMN,FPMAX,FPMIN) 

NO SIMPLIFICATION FOR ACI TYPE SIMPLIFIED 
STRESS-STRAIN BEHAVIOUR OF TENDONS 

NO DYNAMIC LOADING RATE EFFECTS FOR TENDONS 

TENDON FORCE AND STIFFNESS 

PSTRIP 
YSTRIP 
PN 
TM 
Sl1 
S12 
S22 

APS(N)*FP(N) 
APS(N)*PHIP(N)*YMP 
PN+PSTRIP 
TM+PSTRIP*YPS(N) 
S11+YSTRIP*YPS(N)*YPS(N) 
S12+YSTRIP*YPS(N) 
S22+YSTRIP 

30 CONTINUE 

32 S21 S12 
IF«ABS(S22) .LT. (EA/1000000.) S22 
IF(S22.GT.EA) S22 
S11 S11-S12*S21/S22 
IF«ABS(Sll») .LT. (EI/I000000.)) S11 
IF(S11.GT.EI) S11 
TM TM-PN*YB 
IF(MODE.EQ.3) TM 
IF(ITER.GE.20) WRITE(6,99) TM,PN,PHI 

CONVERGENCE TEST 

ITER = ITER+l 
IF(KTYPE.EQ.5) RETURN 

EA/I000000. 
EA 

E1/1000000. 
EI 

TM+(PNAIM-PN)*S12/S22 

IF(ITER.GT.20) GO TO 999 
IF(KTYPE.EQ.4) DELTA SIZE*PHI*(1.0+EQ)**2 
IF(KTYPE.EQ.4.AND.DELTA.LT.ECENT)DELTA ECENT 
IF(KTYPE.EQ.4) TMAIM -PN*DELTA 
IF(KTYPE.EQ.4.AND. (ABS(TMAIM-TM)) .GT.TOLERM) 
IF(KTYPE.LE.3.AND. (ABS(PNAIM-PN)) .GT.TOLERN) 
IF(KTYPE.EQ.l,AND. (ABS(TMAIM-TM)) .GT.TOLERM) 
IF(KTYPE.EQ.l.AND. (ABS(PNAIM-PN)) .GT.TOLERN) 

GO TO 100 
GO TO 100 
GO TO 100 
GO TO 100 

169800 
169900 
170000 
170100 
170200 
170300 
170400 
170500 
170600 
170700 
170800 
170900 
171000 
171100 
171200 
171300 
171400 
171500 
171600 
171700 
171800 
171900 
172000 
172100 
172200 
172300 
172400 
172500 
172600 
172700 
172800 
172900 
173000 
173100 
173200 
173300 
173400 
173500 
173600 
173700 
173800 
173900 
174000 
174100 
174200 
174300 
174400 
174500 
174600 
174700 
174800 
174900 
175000 
175100 
175200 
175300 
175400 
175500 
175600 
175700 
175800 
175900 
176000 
176100 
176200 
176300 
176400 
176500 
176600 
176700 
176800 
176900 
177000 
177100 
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999 NUM 
RETURN 

= NUM+1 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

55 FORMAT (36H DID NOT CONVERGE IN 10 ITERATIONS ) 
66 FORMAT (24H CONCRETE ELEMENT, 14, 9H STRAIN,F10.6, 

* 7H COVER,F10.2,12H MPA CORE,F10.2,4H MPA) 
77 FORMAT (15H STEEL LEVEL,I3,9H STRAIN,F10.6 , 9H STRESS, F9.1) 
80 FORMAT(15H TENDON LEVEL,I3,9H STRAIN,F10.6 , 9H STRESS,F9.1) 
88 FORMAT(7HO Sll =,lP, Ell.4/ 

* 7H S12 =,lP,E1l.4/ 

* 7H s22 =,lP,E1l.4/ 

* 7H TM =, 1P, Ell. 4/ 

* 7H PN =,lP,E1l.4/ 

* 7H PHI =,lP,E1l.4/ 

* 7H PHI =,lP,Ell.4/1H1) 
99 FORMAT( 9H MOMENT =,lPE10.3,16H AXIAL LOAD ,lPE10.3, 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

* 14H CURVATURE =,lP,E11.4/) 
END 

SUBROUTINE 
2 

CONCRT (J,N,NE,EC,FCONC,YCONC, FCLAST,ECLAST, 
ECOLD,FPC, FPT,YOUNGC, YKONK,ECO, ESPALL,ECTEN, 
FLAT,SRATIO,ECU, SK,FPCC, ECC,FPEAK,EPEAK,FCTEN, 
ECULT,ECUN,FCUN,YOUNGU,ECPLAS,ECLO,FCLO,FCNEW, 
ECRETN,FCRETN,YCRETN,ECMIN,ECMAX) 

3 
4 
5 

****************************************************************** 
STRESS-STRAIN SUBROUTINE FOR CONFINED CONCRETE 
UNDER CYCLIC DYNAMIC LOADING 

AUTHOR JOHN B. MANDER 
DATE/VERSION 1983/1 

VARIABLES PASSED TO SUBROUTINE 

J 
N 
NE 
EC(N) 
FCONC(J,N) 
YCONC(J,N) 
FCLAST(J,N) 
ECLAST(N) 
ECOLD (N) 
FPC 
FPT 
YOUNGC 
YKONK 
ECO 
ESP ALL 
ECTEN 
FLAT 
SRATIO 
ECU 
SK 
FPCC 
ECC 
FPEAK(J,N) 
EPEAK(J,N) 
FCTEN(J,N) 
ECULT(J,N) 
ECUN(N) 
FCUN(J,N) 
YOUNGU(J,N) 
ECPLAS(J,N) 
ECLO(N) 
FCLO(J,N) 
FCNEW(J,N) 
ECRETN(J,N) 
FCRETN(J,N) 
YCRETN(J,N) 
ECMIN(N) 
ECMAX (N) 

CONCRETE TYPE, COVER J=l(PLAIN) , CORE J=2(CONFINED) 
CONCRETE ELEMENT NUMBER 
NUMBER OF CONCRETE ELEMENTS 
CONCRETE STRAIN 
CONCRETE STRESS 
CONCRETE TANGENT MODULUS 
CONCRETE STRESS AT LAST 'INCREMENT 
CONCRETE STRAIN AT LAST INCREMENT 
CONCRETE STRAIN AT SECOND TO LAST INCREMENT 

= CONCRETE COMPRESSION STRENGTH (MPA), COMPRESSION -VE 
CONCRETE TENSION STRENGTH (MPA), TENSION +VE 

= INITIAL DYNAMIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY FOR CONCRETE 
= INITIAL STATIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY FOR CONCRETE 
= STRAIN AT PEAK STRESS (FPC) OF PLAIN CONCRETE 
= SPALLING STRAIN OF THE PLAIN COVER CONCRETE 

STRAIN AT TENSION STRENGTH (FPT) OF CONCRETE 
LATERAL CONFINING STRESS ON CONCRETE 
RATIO OF CONFINED TO UNCONFINED CONCRETE STRENGTH 
ULTIMATE STRAIN OF CONFINED CONCRETE 
RATIO OF CONFINED TO UNCONFINED PEAK CONCRETE STRAIN 
STRENGTH OF CONFINED CONCRETE 
STRAIN AT PEAK CONFINED STRENGTH 
PEAK DYNAMIC CONCRETE STRESS 
STRAIN AT PEAK DYNAMIC CONCRETE STRESS 
CURRENT TENSION STRENGTH OF CONCRETE 
CURRENT ULTIMATE CONCRETE STRAIN 
UNLOADING STRAIN OF CONCRETE (-VE TO +VE) 
UNLOADING STRESS OF CONCRETE AT REVERSAL 
UNLOADING TANGENT MODULUS OF CONCRETE ON REVERSAL 
PLASTIC STRAIN DUE TO REVERSAL 
STRAIN ON RELOADING REVERSAL 
STRESS ON RELOADING REVERSAL 
NEW STRESS AT ECUN(J,N) DUE TO RELOADING 
CONCRETE STRAIN AT RETURN TO MONOTONIC CURVE 
CONCRETE STRESS AT RETURN TO MONOTONIC CURVE 
CONCRETE MODULUS AT RETURN TO MONOTONIC CURVE 
MINIMUM CONCRETE STRAIN 
MAXIMUM CONCRETE STRAIN 

****************************************************************** 

177200 
177300 
177400 
177500 
177600 
177700 
177800 
177900 
178000 
178100 
178200 
178300 
178400 
178500 
178600 
178700 
178800 
178900 

179000 
179100 
179200 
179300 
179400 
179500 
179600 
179700 
179800 
179900 
180000 
180100 
180200 
180300 
180400 
180500 
180600 
180700 
180800 
180900 
181000 
181100 
181200 
181300 
181400 
181500 
181600 
181700 
181800 
181900 
182000 
182100 
182200 
182300 
182400 
182500 
182600 
182700 
182800 
182900 
183000 
183100 
183200 
183300 
183400 
183500 
183600 
183700 
183800 
183900 
184000 
184100 
184200 
184300 



C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
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INTEGER 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 

J,N,NE 
EC(NE),FCONC(2,NE),YCONC(2,NE),FCLAST(2,NE),ECLAST(NE) 
ECOLD(NE) ,FPC,FPT,YOUNGC, YKONK,ECO, ESPALL,ECTEN 
FLAT,SRATIO,ECU,SK, FPCC,ECC 

REAL FPEAK (2, NE) ,EPEAK(2, NE) ,FCTEN (2, NE) ,ECULT (2, NE) 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 

ECUN(NE) ,FCUN(2,NE) ,YOUNGU(2,NE),ECPLAS(2,NE) 
ECLO(NE),FCLO(2,NE),FCNEW(2,NE) 
ECRETN(2,NE),FCRETN(2,NE),YCRETN(2,NE),ECMIN(NE),ECMAX(NE) 

STRAINING DIRECTION: S=+l. (TENSION) ,S=-l. (COMPRESSION) 

DELTA = EC(N)-ECLAST(N) 
DELOLD ECLAST(N)-ECOLD(N) 
S = 1. 
SOLD 1. 
IF(DELOLD.LT.O.O) SOLD = -1.0 
IF(DELTA.EQ.O.O) S 0.0 
IF(DELOLD.EQ.O.O) SOLD 0.0 
IF(DELTA.LT.O.O) S -1.0 
IF (DELTA. EQ. 0.0) RETURN 

IF(ECMIN(N) .EQ.O.O) 
IF (ECMIN(N) .LT.ESPALL.OR.EC(N) .LT.ESPALL) 
IF(ECMIN(N) .LT.ESPALL.OR.EC(N) .LT.ESPALL) 
IF (ECMIN(N) . LT.ESPALL.OR.EC(N) .LT.ESPALL) 
IF(FPEAK(l,N) .GE.0.0.AND.J.EQ.1) 

GO TO 1 
FPEAK(1,N) 0.0 
YCONC(l,N) 0.0 
FCONC(l,N) 0.0 

IF (EC (N) .GT. (ECTEN+ECPLAS (J, N))) 

BRANCH TO GOVERNING STRESS-STRAIN EQUATION. 
~=================================~======== 

1 REVESE S*SOLD 
IF(REVESE.LT.O.O) 
IF(S.LT.O.) 
IF(EC(N) .GE.ECPLAS(J,N) 
IF (EC (N) .GT. ECUN (N) .AND. EC (N) • LT. ECPLAS (J, N» 

2 IF(EC(N) .LE.ECLO(N) .AND.EC(N) .GT.ECRETN(J,N» 
IF(EC(N) .LE.ECRETN(J,N» 

5 IF(S.GT.O.O) 

TENSION BRANCH LINEAR RELATION (S=+l) 
=========================================== 

10 IF (ECMAX(N) .NE.O.O.AND.ECMIN(N) .NE.O.O) 
YCONC(J,N) ., YOUNGC 
FCONC(J,N) = YOUNGC*EC(N) 
IF(EC(N) .GT.ECTEN) YCONC(J,N) 
IF(EC(N) .GT.ECTEN) FCONC(J,N) 
IF (FCONC (J, N) • LT. 0.0) 
GO TO 444 

15 ECLO(N) = EC(N) 
IF (ECLO(N) .GT.ECTEN) ECLO(N) 
FCLO(J,N) = 0.0 
IF(ECLO(N) .GE. (ECTEN+ECPLAS(J,N») FCTEN(J,N) 
IF (ECMIN(N) .GE.ECTEN) FCTEN(J,N) 
IF(FCLO(J,N) .EQ.O.O.AND.EC(N).GT.ECPLAS(J,N» 

*ECLO(N) ECPLAS(J,N)+ECTEN 
YCONC(J,N) FCTEN(J,N)/ECTEN 
FCONC(J,N) YCONC(J,N)*(EC(N)-ECPLAS(J,N» 
GO TO 444 

COMPRESSION BRANCH POPOVICS EQUATION (S=-l.) 

20 SECANT FPEAK(J,N)/EPEAK(J,N) 
POWER YOUNGC/(YOUNGC-SECANT) 
EX EC(N)/EPEAK(J,N) 
IF(J.EQ.1.AND.EX.GE.2.0) EX 
DENOM POWER-1.+EX**POWER 
FCONC(J,N) = FPEAK(J,N)*EX*POWER/DENOM 

RETURN 
GO TO 444 

GO TO 5 
GO TO 2 
GO TO 10 
GO TO 30 
GO TO 40 
GO TO 20 
GO TO 444 
GO TO 100 
GO TO 200 

GO TO 15 

0.0 
0.0 

GO TO 15 

ECTEN 

0.0 
0.0 

2.0 

184400 
184500 
184600 
184700 
184800 
184900 
185000 
185100 
185200 
185300 
185400 
185500 
185600 
185700 
185800 
185900 
186000 
186100 
186200 
186300 
186400 
186500 
186600 
186700 
186800 
186900 
187000 
187100 
187200 
187300 
187400 
187500 
187600 
187700 
187800 
187900 
188000 
188100 
188200 
188300 
188400 
188500 
188600 
188700 
188800 
188900 
189000 
189100 
189200 
189300 
189400 
189500 
189600 
189700 
189800 
189900 
190000 
190100 
190200 
190300 
190400 
190500 
190600 
190700 
190800 
190900 
191000 
191100 
191200 
191300 
191400 
191500 
191600 
191700 



C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
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TOP POWER*EX*POWER*EX**(POWER-1.) 
YCONC(J,N) (POWER*DENOM-TOP)*SECANT/(DENOM**2) 
IF(J.EQ.1.AND.EX.GE.2.0) 

*YCONC(l,N) = FCONC(1,N)/(2.0*EPEAK(1,N)-ECULT(1,N» 
IF(J.EQ.1.AND.EX.GE.2.0) 

*FCONC (1, N) YCONC (1, N) * (EC (N) -ECULT (1, N) ) 
IF(J.EQ.1.AND.FCONC(l,N) .GT.O.O) YCONC(l,N) = 0.0 
IF(J.EQ.1.AND.FCONC(1,N) .GT.O.O) FCONC(l,N) 0.0 
IF(ETEMPY.NE.O.O) GO TO 260 
GO TO 444 

UNLOADING CURVE, POPOVICS EQUATION (S=+l.) 

30 SECANT = FCUN(J,N)/(ECUN(N)-ECPLAS(J,N) 
POWER YOUNGU(J,N)/(YOUNGU(J,N)-SECANT) 
EX (EC(N)-ECUN(N)/(ECPLAS(J,N)-ECUN(N» 
DENOM = POWER-1.+(ABS(EX»**POWER 
FCONC(J,N) FCUN(J,N)-FCUN(J,N)*EX*POWER/DENOM 
TOP POWER*EX*POWER*(ABS(EX»**(POWER-1.) 
YCONC(J,N) (POWER*DENOM-TOP)*SECANT/(DENOM**2) 
ECLO(N) EC(N) 
IF (ECLO(N) .GT.ECTEN) ECLO(N) ECTEN 
FCLO(J,N) = FCONC(J,N) 
GO TO 444 

RELOADING, STRAIGHT LINE OR PARABOLA (S=-l.) 

40 YCONC(J,N) = YOUNGC 
IF ( (ECLO(N) -ECUN (N) ) . EQ. 0.0 .OR. (FCLO (J, N) -FCNEW (J, N» .EQ. 0.0) 

* GO TO 45 
YCONC(J,N) (FCLO(J,N)-FCNEW(J,N»/(ECLO(N)-ECUN(N» 

45 FCONC(J,N) YCONC(J,N)*(EC(N)-ECLO(N»+FCLO(J,N) 
CONST = (FCNEW(J,N)-FCRETN(J,N)-YCRETN(J,N)*(ECUN(N)-ECRETN(J,N) 
IF(ECUN(N)-ECRETN(J,N) .EQ.O.O) GO TO 48 
A2 CONST/(ECUN(N)-ECRETN(J,N)**2 
X = EC(N)-ECRETN(J,N) 
SLOPE = 2.0*A2*X+YCRETN(J,N) 
IF(SLOPE.GE.YCONC(J,N» GO TO 48 
YCONC(J,N) = SLOPE 
FCONC(J,N) = FCRETN(J,N)+A2*X*X+YCRETN(J,N)*X 

48 IF (FCONC (J,N) .LT.FCUN(J,N» FCONC(J,N) FCUN(J,N) 
GO TO 444 

REVERSAL OCCURS, THEN EVALUATE STRAIN CONTROL PARAMETERS 

100 IF (ECLAST(N) .GE. (0.999*ECMIN(Nl») GO TO 30 

C UNLOADING REVERSAL FROM COORDINATE (ECUN,FCUN) S=+1. 
C 

C 

ECUN(N) ECLAST(N) 
FCUN(J,N) FCLAST(J,N) 
ERATIO ABS(ECUN(N)/EPEAK(J,N») 
IF(ECUN(N) .LT.-0.001.AND.FCUN(J,N) .LT.O.O) 

*REDUCE (EPEAK(J,N)/ECUN(N) )**0.5 
IF(REDUCE.GT.1.0.0R.REDUCE.LT.0.1) REDUCE 1.0 
FACTR = FCUN(J,N)/FPC 
IF(FACTR.LT.1.0) FACTR 1.0 
REDUCE REDUCE*FACTR 
YOUNGU(J,N) = YOUNGC*REDUCE 
IF (ECUN(N) .GT.ECMIN(N» GO TO 150 
ALPHA 1.0/(1.0+ECUN(N)/EPEAK(J,N) 
ALPHA2 = O.25+0.0140*(3.0-(ECUN(N)/EPEAK(J,N»))**2 
IF(ALPHA2.GT.ALPHA) ALPHA = ALPHA2 
ECOMN = ALPHA*SQRT(ABS(ECUN(N)*EPEAK(J,N») 
IF(FCUN(J,N) .NE.O.O) DENOM 1. O-YOUNGC*ECOMN/FCUN(J,N) 
IF(FCUN(J,N) .NE.O.O) ECPLAS(J,N) = ECUN(N)-(ECUN(N)-ECOMN)/DENOM 
ECRETN(J,N) ECUN(N) 
FCRETN(J,N) 
FCNEW(J,N) 

FCUN (J, N) 
FCUN(J,N) 

191800 
191900 
192000 
192100 
192200 
192300 
192400 
192500 
192600 
192700 
192800 
192900 
193000 
193100 
193200 
193300 
193400 
193500 
193600 
193700 
193800 
193900 
194000 
194100 
194200 
194300 
194400 
194500 
194600 
194700 
194800 
194900 
195000 
195100 
195200 
195300 
195400 
195500 
195600 
195700 
195800 
195900 
196000 
196100 
196200 
196300 
196400 
196500 
196600 
196700 
196800 
196900 
197000 
197100 
197200 
197300 
197400 
197500 
197600 
197700 
197800 
197900 
198000 
198100 
198200 
198300 
198400 
198500 
198600 
198700 
198800 
198900 
199000 
199100 
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150 SLOPE FCUN(J,N)/(ECUN(N)-ECPLAS(J,N)) 
IF((YOUNGU(J,N)/1.5) .LT.SLOPE) YOUNGU(J,N) 
IF(FCTEN(J,N) .LE.O.O) 
FCTEN(J,N)· = FPT*(l.-ECPLAS(J,N)/EPEAK(J,N» 

1.5*SLOPE 
GO TO 180 

180 IF(FCTEN(J,N) .LE.O.O) FCTEN(J,N) 0.0 

C 
C 
C 

GO TO 30 

RELOADING REVERSAL FROM COORDINATE (ECLO,FCLO) S=-l. 

200 IF(ECUN(N) .EQ.O.O) ECUN(N) ECTEN 
ERATIO = ABS (ECUN (N) /EPEAK (J, N) ) 
IF(FCUN(J,N) .EQ.O.O) ECRETN(J,N) 0.3*FPC/YOUNGC 
IF(FCUN(J,N) .EQ.O.O) GO TO 250 
FCNEW(J,N) 0.92*FCUN{J,N)+0.08*FCLO(J,N) 
YCONK (FCLO(J,N)-FCNEW(J,N))/(ECLO(N)-ECUN(N)) 
FDROP FCUN(J,N)-FCNEW(J,N) 
EXTRA FDROP/YCONK/(2.0+FPEAK(J,N)/FPC) 
RETERN ECRETN(J,N) 
ECRETN(J,N) ECRETN(J,N) *1.001 
IF«(ECUN(N)+EXTRA) .LT.RETERN) ECRETN(J,N) ECUN(N)+EXTRA 

250 ETEMPY EC(N) 
EC(N) = ECRETN(J,N) 
GO TO 20 

260 EC(N) ETEMPY 

C 

FCRETN(J,N) FCONC(J,N) 
YCRETN(J,N) YCONC(J,N) 
IF(EC(N) .GT. (ECPLAS(J,N)+ECTEN)) FCONC(J,N) 0.0 
IF(EC(N) .GT. (ECPLAS(J,N)+ECTEN) YCONC(J,N) 0.0 
FRACTN = (ECUN(N)-ECLO(N)I/(ECRETN(J,N)-ECLO(N» 
FDIFF = FCLO(J,N)+(FCRETN(J,N)-FCLO(J,N»*FRACTN-FCNEW(J,N) 
IF(FDIFF.LT.O.O) ECRETN(J,N) FDIFF/YCONK+ECRETN(J,N)-O.OOOl 
IF(FDIFF.LT.O.O) GO TO 250 
IF(EC(N) .GT. (ECPLAS(J,N)+ECTEN)) GO TO 444 
ETEMPY = 0.0 
IF(EC(N) .LE.ECRETN(J,N) GO TO 20 
GO TO 40 

C RESULTS CHECK THEN RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM 
C 

444 IF(EC(N) .GT. (ECTEN+ECPLAS(J,N») FCONC(J,N) O. 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 1 
C 2 
C 3 
C 4 
C 5 
C 6 
C 7 
C 8 
C 9 
C 10 
C 11 
C 12 
C 13 

IF(EC(N) .GT. (ECTEN+ECPLAS(J,N») YCONC(J,N) O. 
IF(FCONC(J,N) .GT.FPT) YCONC(J,N) 1.0 
IF(FCONC(J,N) .GT.FPT) FCONC(J,N) 0.0 
IF(EC(N) .GT.O.AND.FCONC(J,N) .LT.-FPT) FCONC(J,N) -FPT 
IF(EC(N) .GT.EPEAK(J,N) .AND.YCONC(J,N) .LT.l.0) YCONC(J,N) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE REBAR(N,NS,E,FS,YSTEEL,FLAST,ELAST,EOLD, 
B FY,FSU, ESH,ESU,YOUNGS,YTAN,ES,EO,FO,EB,FB, 
C EOO,FOO,EMAX,FMAX,EMO,YOUNGQ,FC,R,Q) 

1. 

****************************************************************** 
CYCLIC LOADING STRESS-STRAIN MODEL FOR REINFORCING STEEL 

AUTHOR JOHN B. MANDER 
DATE/VERSION 1983/1 

VARIABLES PASSED TO SUBROUTINE, COMPRESSION M=l, TENSION M=2 

N 
NS 
E (N) 
FS (N) 
YSTEEL(N) 
FLAST (N) 
ELAST (N) 
EOLD(N) 
FY(M) 
FSU(M) 
ESP(M) 
ESU(M) 
YOUNGS(M) 

- STEEL ELEMENT NUMBER 
NUMBER OF STEEL LEVELS 

= STEEL STRAIN 
STEEL STRESS 
TANGENT MODULUS FOR STEEL 
STRESS AT THE LAST INCREMENT 
STRAIN AT THE LAST INCREMENT 

= STRAIN AT THE SECOND TO LAST INCREMENT 
YIELD STRESS 
ULTIMATE STEEL STRESS 
STRAIN-HARDENING STRAIN 
ULTIMATE STEEL STRAIN 
YOUNGS MODULUS FOR STEEL 

199200 
199300 
199400 
199500 
199600 
199700 
199800 
199900 
200000 
200100 
200200 
200300 
200400 
200500 
200600 
200700 
200800 
200900 
201000 
201100 
201200 
201300 
201400 
201500 
201600 
201700 
201800 
201900 
202000 
202100 
202200 
202300 
202400 
202500 
202600 
202700 
202800 
202900 
203000 
203100 
203200 
203300 
203400 
203500 
203600 
203700 
203800 

203900 
204000 
204100 
204200 
204300 
204400 
204500 
204600 
204700 
204800 
204900 
205000 
205100 
205200 
205300 
205400 
205500 
205600 
205700 
205800 
205900 
206000 
206100 
206200 
206300 



C14 
C 15 
C 16 
cn 
C 18 
C 19 
C 20 
C 21 
C 22 
C 23 
C 24 
C 25 
C 26 
C 27 
C 28 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
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STRAIN-HARDENING MODULUS FOR STEEL YTAN (M) 
ES(M,N) 
EO(M,N) 
FO(M,N) 
EB(M,N) 
FB(M,N) 
EOO(M,N) 
FOO (M, N) 
EMAX(M,N) 
FMAX(M,N) 
EMO(M,N) 
YOUNGQ(M,N) 
FC(M,N) 
R(M,N) 
Q(M,N) 

STRAIN ON SKELETON BRANCH STRESS-STRAIN CURVE 
STRAIN AT WHICH REVERSAL OCCURS 
STRESS AT WHICH REVERSAL OCCURS 
JUNCTION STRAIN AT SOFTENED - SKELETON CURVES 
JUNCTION STRESS AT SOFTENED - SKELETON CURVES 
REVERSAL STRAIN FOR REVERSALS LESS THAN YIELD STRAIN 

= REVERSAL STRESS FOR REVERSALS LESS THAN YIELD STRAIN 
= MAXIMUM STRAIN (M=1 COMPRESSION, M=2 TENSION) 

MAXIMUM STRESS (M=1 COMPRESSION, M=2 TENSION) 
= MONOTONIC ORIGIN AXIS STRAIN 
= YOUNGS MODULUS FOR SOFTENED BRANCH RELATION 
= CHARACTERISTIC STEEL STRESS FOR SOFTENED BRANCH 
= POWER FOR SOFTENED BRANCH STEEL RELATIONSHIP 
= POST-ELASTIC STIFFNESS RATIO FOR STEEL RELATIONSHIP 

****************************************************************** 

INTEGER M,N,NS 
REAL E(NS),FS(NS),YSTEEL(NS),FLAST(NS),ELAST(NS),EOLD(NS) 
REAL FY(2),FSU(2),ESH(2),ESU(2),YOUNGS(2),YTAN(2) 
REAL ES(2,NS),EO(2,NS),FO(2,NS),EB(2,NS),FB(2,NS) 
REAL EOO(2,NS),FOO(2,NS),EMAX(2,NS),FMAX(2,NS),EMO(2,NS) 
REAL YOUNGQ(2,NS),FC(2,NS),R(2,NS),Q(2,NS) 

STRAINING DIRECTION, LOADING (M,K,S)=(2,l,1.) UNLOADING (1,2,-1.) 

DELTA = E(N)-ELAST(N) 
M 2 
K 1 
S 1. 
IF(DELTA.LT.O.O) M 1 
IF(DELTA.LT.O.O) K 2 
IF(DELTA.LT.O.O) S -1. 
IF(DELTA.EQ.O.O) RETURN 
P YTAN(M)*(ESU(M)-ESH(M»/(FSU(M)-FY(M» 
IF(ES(I,N) .EQ.0.0.AND.ES(2,N) .EQ.O.O) 
IF ( ( (ELAST (N) -EOLD (N) ) *DELTA) . LT. 0.0) 

GOVERNING STRESS-STRAIN CURVES 
=~============================ 

GO TO 110 
GO TO 200 

20 IF«(E(N)-EOO(M,N»*S) .GT.O.O.AND. 
* «E(N)-EO(K,N»*S).LT.O.O) GO TO 135 

GO TO 130 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

IF ( ( (E (N) -EB (M, N) ) *S) . LT.O. 0) 
110 RATIO = (ESU(M)+EMO(M,N)-E(N»/(ESU(M)-ESH(M» 

IF(RATIO.LT.1) 
IF«(E(N)-EMO(M,N)-FY(M)/YOUNGS(K»)*S) .GT.O.O) 

ELASTIC BRANCH 

FS(N) 
YSTEEL(N) 
GO TO 444 

(E(N)-EMO(M,N»*YOUNGS(M) 
YOUNGS(M) 

YIELD PLATEAU 

GO TO 114 
GO TO 112 

112 ES (M, N) 
FS(N) 
YSTEEL(N) 
GO TO 444 

E (N) -EMO (M, N) 
FY (M) 

O. 

C 

C 
C 

WORK HARDENED SKELETON 

114 SIGNN = 1.0 
IF(RATIO.LT.O.) SIGNN -1.0 
ES(M,N) E(N)-EMO(M,N) 
PP = 1. 0-1. O/p 
FS(N) FSU(M) (FSU(M)-FY(M»*(ABS(RATIO»**P 
YSTEEL(N) YTAN(M)*SIGNN*«FSU(M)-FS(N»/(FSU(M)-FY(M)))**PP 
GO TO 444 

C 
C SOFTENED BRANCH 
C 

130 IF(FC(M,N) .EQ.FO(M,N» FC(M,N) 1.01*FO(M,N) 

206400 
206500 
206600 
206700 
206800 
206900 
207000 
207100 
207200 
207300 
207400 
207500 
207600 
207700 
207800 
207900 
208000 
208100 
208200 
208300 
208400 
208500 
208600 
208700 
208800 
208900 
209000 
209100 
209200 
209300 
209400 
209500 
209600 
209700 
209800 
209900 
210000 
210100 
210200 
210300 
210400 
210500 
210600 
210700 
210800 
210900 
211000 
211100 
211200 
211300 
211400 
211500 
211600 
211700 
211800 
211900 
212000 
212100 
212200 
212300 
212400 
212500 
212600 
212700 
212800 
212900 
213000 
213100 
213200 
213300 
213400 
213500 
213600 
213700 



C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
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CANT 
RR 

~ «E(N)-EO(M,N»*YOUNGQ(M,N)/(FC(M,N)-FO(M,N»)**R(M,N) 
l.O/R(M,N) 

SECANT 
FS(N) 
YSTEEL(N) 
GO TO 444 

= YOUNGQ(M,N)*(Q(M,N)+(l.-Q(M,N»/(l.+CANT)**RR) 
= SECANT*(E(N)-EO(M,N»+FO(M,N) 
= SECANT-(SECANT-Q(M,N)*YOUNGQ(M,N»*CANT/(1.0+CANT) 

ELASTIC LOADING FOR REVERSALS LESS THAN YIELD STRAIN 

135 FS (N) YOUNGS (M) * (E (N) -EOO (M, N) ) +FOO (M, N) 
YSTEEL(N) YOUNGS(M) 
GO TO 444 

CHANGE IN STRAINING DIRECTION FROM REVERSAL COORDINATE (EO,FO) 
EVALUATION OF REVERSAL PARAMETERS EB,FB,Q,R,YOUNGQ 

200 YIELD = FY(2) 
IF( «FO(K,N) +FLAST(N» /2 .0) .LT.O.) YIELD 
DELF ABS«FO(K,N)-FLAST(N»/YIELD) 
IF(DELF.LT.l.) FOO(M,N) 
IF(DELF.LT.1.) EOO(M,N) 
IF(DELF.LT.l.) 
EOO(M,N) = EO(K,N) 
FO(M,N) = FLAST(N) 
EO(M,N) = ELAST(N) 
IF ( (FO (M, N) /FMAX (K, N) ) . GE. 0.99999) 
IF ( (FO (M, N) /FMAX (K, N) ) .GE. 0.99999) 

FB(M,N) FMAX(M,N) 

EMAX(K, N) 
FMAX(K,N) 

FRATIO = ABS«FSU(K)-FMAX(K,N»/(FSU(K)-FY(K») 

FY (1) 

FLAST(N) 
ELAST (N) 

GO TO 135 

EO(M,N) 
FO (M, N) 

IF(FRATIO.LT.1.) PINV = (FSU(K)-FY(K»/(ESU(K)-ESH(K)/YTAN(K) 
IF(FRATIO.LT.1.) ES(K,N) = ESU(K)-(ESU(K)-ESH(K»*FRATIO**PINV 
IF ( ( (FO (M, N) -FB (K, N) ) *S) .GT. (FY (2) /10000.) ) GO TO 230 

SKELETON BRANCH REVERSAL, FIND NEW JUNCTION COORDINATE (EB,FB) 

ERATIO = ABS«ESU(M)+ES(K,N»/(ESU(M)-ESH(M») 
IF(ERATIO.LT.l.) FB(M,N) = FSU(M)-(FSU(M)-FY(M»*ERATIO**P 
FRATIO = (FSU(M)-FB(M,N»/(FSU(M)-FY(M») 
ESHIFT = (ES(K,N)**2/ESU(2)+2.0*(ABS(FY(M)/YOUNGS(M»»*S 
IF(ERATIO.GT.1.0.AND. (ABS(FO(M,N)/FY(K») .LT.1.001) ESHIFT = 0.0 
EMO(M,N) = EO(M,N)-FO(M,N)/YOUNGS(K)+ESHIFT 
EB(M,N) = EMO(M,N)-ES(K,N) 
GO TO 250 

SOFTENED BRANCH REVERSAL, FIND NEW JUNCTION COORDINATE (EB,FB) 

230 EXTRA ESU(2)*(EO(M,N)-EB(K,N»-0.5*FY(M)/YOUNGS(M) 
IF «EMAX (M, N) /ESH (M» .LT.l. 0) EXTRA = ESU(2) * (EO(M, N) -EB(K,N» 
IF(DELF.GT.1.1) EB(M,N) = EMAX(M,N)+EXTRA 
IF ( ( (EB (M, N) -EO (M, N) - (FB (M, N) -FO (M, N) ) /YOUNGS (K) ) *S) . LE. 0.0) 

*EB(M,N) EMAX(M,N)+FY(M)/YOUNGS(K)/2. 
FRATIO = (FSU(M)-FB(M,N»/(FSU(M)-FY(M» 
IF (FRATIO. LT .1.) 

*EMO(M,N) = EB(M,N)-ESU(M)+(ESU(M)-ESH(M»*FRATIO**(1.0/P) 
EMAX(K,N) EB(K,N) 
FMAX(K,N) FB(K,N) 

DETERMINATION OF Q,R, AND YOUNGQ BY ITERATION 

250 EJOIN = (FY(M)-YTAN(M)*ESH(M»/(YOUNGS(M)-YTAN(M» 
YTANG = (FB(M,N)-EJOIN*YOUNGS(M»/(EB(M,N)-EMO(M,N)-EJOIN) 
IF(FRATIO.LT.1.) YTANG YTAN(M)*FRATIO**(l.-l./P) 
YSEC = (FB(M,N)-FO(M,N»/(EB(M,N)-EO(M,N» 
YOUNGQ(M,N) YOUNGS(K) 
QSLOPE YTANG/2. 
FC(M,N) FB(M,N)-QSLOPE* 

* (YOUNGS(K)*(EB(M,N)-EO(M,N) )-FB(M,N)+FO(M,N»/(YOUNGS(K)-YTANG) 
EDF = ABS(YOUNGQ(M,N)*(EB(M,N)-EO(M,N»/(FC(M,N)-FO(M,N») 

260 R(M,N) = ALOG(ABS«YSEC-YTANG)/(YTANG-QSLOPE»)/ALOG(EDF) 
IF(R(M,N) .LT.l.O) R(M,N) 1.0 
IF(R(M,N) .GT.20.) R(M,N) = 20.0 

213800 
213900 
214000 
214100 
214200 
214300 
214400 
214500 
214600 
214700 
214800 
214900 
215000 
215100 
215200 
215300 
215400 
215500 
215600 
215700 
215800 
215900 
216000 
216100 
216200 
216300 
216400 
216500 
216600 
216700 
216800 
216900 
217000 
217100 
217200 
217300 
217400 
217500 
217600 
217700 
217800 
217900 
218000 
218100 
218200 
218300 
218400 
218500 
218600 
218700 
218800 
218900 
219000 
219100 
219200 
219300 
219400 
219500 
219600 
219700 
219800 
219900 
220000 
220100 
220200 
220300 
220400 
220500 
220600 
220700 
220800 
220900 
221000 
221100 



C 
444 

C 

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
1 
2 
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FACTOR (l.O+EDF**R(M,N»**(l./R(M,N» 
QSLOPE (QSLOPE+(FACTOR*YSEC/YOUNGQ(M,N)-1.)/(FACTOR-1.»/2. 
YOUNGQ(M,N) = YOUNGS(K)/( 

QSLOPE/YOUNGQ(M,N)+(1.-QSLOPE/YOUNGQ(M,N»/ 
(l.+«FY(M)*YOUNGQ(M,N)/YOUNGS(K»/(FC(M,N)-FO(M,N) »**R(M,N» 

**(1./R(M,N») 
IF ( (YOUNGQ (M, N) /YOUNGS (K) ) • GT.1. 50) 
YOUNGQ(M,N) = YOUNGS(K) *1.5 
Q(M,N) = QSLOPE/YOUNGQ(M,N) 
IF(R(M,N) .GT.19.) GO TO 130 
EDF YOUNGQ(M,N)*(EB(M,N)-EO(M,N»/(FC(M,N)-FO(M,N» 
EDF = ABS (EDF) 
IF(R(M,N) .EQ.1.0.AND.KOUNT.GT.3) GO TO 130 
YTEST YSEC-(YSEC-QSLOPE)/(1.+1./(EDF**R(M,N») 
ERROR = ABS(YTANG-YTEST)/YTANG 
KOUNT = KOUNT+1 
IF(ERROR.GT.0.005.AND.KOUNT.LT.10) GO TO 260 

GO TO 130 

CONTINUE 
IF(YSTEEL(N) .LE.O.) 
IF(FS(N) .LT.FSU(1» 
IF(FS(N) .GT.FSU(2» 
IF(FS(N) .LT.FSU(1» 
IF(FS(N) .GT.FSU(2» 
RETURN 
END 

YSTEEL(N) 
YSTEEL(N) 
YSTEEL(N) 
FS(N) 
FS(N) 

20. 
1.0 
2.0 
FMAX(1,N) 
FMAX(2,N) 

SUBROUTINE PSTEEL(N,EPA,EPB,EPU,FPA,FPB,FPU,SL1,YMP,EPINIT, 
EPAMIN,EBUCK, FPAMIN,SB, EPUMIN, 
EP,FP,SLIMP,EBP,NSP,NPC,EPPL,EPZEMX,EPZEMN, 
EPZER1,EPZO,FPZO,EPKT,FPKT,EPKC,FPKC,EPMAX, 

3 RPT,RPC,RPPT,RPPC,PHIP,FCHT,FCHC,FCHPT,FCHPC, 
4 EPLAST, FPLAST, EPLST1,EPMN, FPMAX,FPMIN) 

c ***************************************************************** 
~C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE STRESSES IN PRESTRESSING STEEL TENDONS 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

AUTHOR 
DATE/VERSION 

KEVIN J. THOMSPON 
1976/01 
1985/02 D. WHITTAKER REMOVED UNNECESSARY 

VARIABLES AND INCLUDED DOCUMENTATION 
CHANGED TO TENSION POSITIVE 

1987/03 H.J. PAM 
***************************************************************** 

VARIABLES 

N 
EPA 
EPB 
FPA 
FPB 
FPU 
EPU 
SB 
YMP 
W 
Y 
U 

EE 
EBUCK 
NSP 
NPC 

EPPL 
EPZEMX 
EPZEMN 
EPZO 
FPZO 
EPZER1 
RPC 

TENDON LEVEL NUMBER 
INITIAL CURVE ELASTIC LIMIT STRAIN 
STRAIN AT BEGINNING OF UPPER STRAIGHT BRANCH 
STRESS AT STRAIN OF EPA 
STRESS AT STRAIN OF EPB 
ULTIMATE STRESS 
ULTIMATE STRAIN 
BUCKLING STRESS 
INITIAL YOUNGS MODULUS (FPA/EPA) 

= FROM FP = Y+W/EZ EQN OF CORNER CURVE OF SKELETON 
= FROM FP ~ Y+W/EZ EQN OF CORNER CURVE OF SKELETON 

SLOPE OF UPPER STRAIGHT BRANCH OF SKELETON 
SPECIFIED STRAIN VALUES 
STRAIN AT BUCKLING 
SKELETON CURVE FLAG, 
LOADING TYPE FLAG 

-1 ON SKELETON, ELSE = 1 
o INITIALLY 
1 LARGE PLASTIC STRAIN REVERSAL 
2 SMALL PLASTIC STRAIN REVERSAL 

PLASTIC STRAIN FROM PREVIOUS CYCLE 
MAXIMUM VALUE OF EZERO TO DATE 
MINIMUM VALUE OF EZERO TO DATE 
STRAIN AT BEGINNING OF CURRENT CYCLE 
STRESS AT BEGINNING OF CURRENT CYCLE 
CURRENT EZERO VALUE 
RAMBERG OSGOOD PARAMETER LOADING IN COMPRESSION 

221200 
221300 
221400 
221500 
221600 
221700 
221800 
221900 
222000 
222100 
222200 
222300 
222400 
222500 
222600 
222700 
222800 
222900 
223000 
223100 
223200 
223300 
223400 
223500 
223600 
223700 
223800 

223900 
224000 
224100 
224200 
224300 
224400 
224500 
224600 
224700 
224800 
224900 
225000 
225100 
225200 
225300 
225400 
225500 
225600 
225700 
225800 
225900 
226000 
226100 
226200 
226300 
226400 
226500 
226600 
226700 
226800 
226900 
227000 
227100 
227200 
227300 
227400 
227500 
227600 
227700 
227800 
227900 
228000 
228100 
228200 
228300 



C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
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RPPC 
RPT 
RPPT 
FCHC 
FCHPC 

'" RAMBERG OSGOOD PARAMATER FROM PREVIOUS COMPRESSION 
"" RAMBERG OSGOOD PARAMETER LOADING IN TENSION 
'" RAMBERG OSGOOD PARAMETER FROM PREVIOUS TENSION 
= CHARACTERISTIC STRESS FOR COMPRESSION LOADING 
'" CHARACTERISTIC STRESS FROM PREVIOUS COMPRESSION CYCLE 

FCHT CHARACTERISTIC STRESS FOR TENSION LOADING 
FCHPT '" CHARACTERISTIC STRESS FROM PREVIOUS TENSION CYCLE 
EPKT '" PEAK TENSION STRAIN TO DATE 
FPKT PEAK TENSION STRESS TO DATE 
EPKC PEAK COMPRESSION STRAIN TO DATE 
FPKC '" P~AK COMPRESSION STRESS TO DATE 
EPMAX MAXIMUM STRAIN TO DATE 
PHIP '" YOUNGS MODULUS MODIFICATION FACTOR 
K COUNTER FOR SPECIFIED STRAINS 
NP STRAIN INCREMENT NUMBER FOR PLOTTING 
EP CURRENT STRAIN 
FP CURRENT STRESS 
EPP STRAIN COORDINATES FOR PLOTTING 
FPP STRESS COORDINATES FOR PLOTTING 
EPLAST STRAIN AT LAST INCREMENT 
FPLAST STRESS AT LAST INCREMENT 
EPLST1 = STRAIN AT LAST BUT ONE INCREMENT 
FPMAX = MAXIMUM STRESS TO DATE 
FPMIN '" MINIMUM STRESS TO DATE 
***************************************************************** 

REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
REAL 
INTEGER 

EPA,EPB,FPA,FPB,FPU,EPU,SL,SL1,YMP,W,Y,U 
EE(l) ,SLIMP(1),EBP(1),EPPLI1),EPZEMXI1) 
EPZEMN(1),EPZO(1),FPZO(1),EPKT(1),EPZER1(1) 
RPC(1),RPPCl1),RPTI1),RPPT(1) ,FCHC(l) ,FCHPC(l) 
FCHT (1) ,FCHPT (1) , FPKT (1) , FPKC (1) ,EPKC (1) ,EPMAX(l) 
PHIP (1) , EP (1) ,FP (1) , EPP 11) , FPP (1) 

EPLAST(1),FPLAST(1),EPLST1(1),FPMAX(1),FPMIN(1) 
EPMN(22) 
NSP (1) ,NPC 11), N 

TENDON STRESS-STRAIN PARAMETERS 

W 
Y 
U 
WMIN 
YMIN 

EPA*EPB*IFPA-FPB)/(EPB-EPA) 
(FPB*EPB-FPA*EPA)/(EPB-EPA) 

'" (FPU-FPB)/(EPU-EPB) 
EPAMIN*EBUCK*(FPAMIN-SB)/(EBUCK-EPAMIN) 
(SB*EBUCK-FPAMIN*EPAMIN)/(EBUCK-EPAMIN) 

IF (FPMAX(N) .GT.FPA.OR.FPMIN(N) .LE.FPAMIN) GO TO 6 
GO TO 16 

6 IF(EP(N) .LT.EPLAST(N)) GO TO 7 
GO TO 8 

7 IF (EPLAST(N) .GT.EPLST1(N») GO TO 9 
IF(NSP(N) .EQ.-1) GO TO 16 
GO TO 10 

8 IF (EPLAST (N) .LT.EPLST1(N)) GO TO 11 
IF(NSP(N) .EQ.-1) GO TO 16 
GO TO 12 

9 EPZER1(N) = EPLAST(N)-FPLAST(N)/YMP 
NSP (N) 1 
FPZO(N) FPLAST(N) 
EPZO(N) EPLAST(N) 
EPPL(N) ABS(EPZO(N)-EPKC(N)-(FPZO(N)-FPKC(N))/(YMP*PHIP(N))) 
EPX EPPL(N) 
IF(EPZER1(N) .GT.EPZEMX(N) EPZEMX(N)=EPZER1(N) 
IF(ABS(EPZO(N») .GT.EPMAX(N)) EPMAX(N) '" ABS(EPZO(N) 
PHIP(N) '" 5B.27*EPMAX(N)*EPMAX(N)-7.506*EPMAX(N)+1.043 
IF(PHIP(N) .GT.1.) PHIP(N)=1.0 
NPC(N) '" 1 
IF(EPX.LE.0.0003) NPC(N)=2 
IF(NPC(N) .EQ.2) GO TO 80 
FPKT(N) = FPZO(N) 
EPKT(N) = EPZO(N) 
FCHC(N) = SB 
RPC(N) = 5.003-194.5*EPPL(N) 
IF(RPC(N) .LT.3.5) RPC(N) = 3.5 
GO TO 17 

80 FCHPC(N) = SB 

228400 
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231100 
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231500 
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RPPC(N) = 5.003-194.5*EPX 
IF(RPPC(N) .LT.3.5) RPPC(N) = 3.5 

10 CONTINUE 
IF(NPC(N) .EQ.l) GO TO 17 
A4 = RPPC (N) -1 . 
FSUP = SB 
FSL FPZO(N) 
KP 0 

21 FSI (FSUP+FSL)/2. 
KP = KP+l 
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A5 = ABS«FS1-FPZO(N»)/(FCHPC(N)-FPZO(N)) 
IF(A5.GT.5.7) A5 = 5.7 
ESD = EPZO(N)+(FS1-FPZO(N))*(1.+A5**A4)/(PHIP(N)*YMP) 
IF(ESD.LT.EP(N) FSUP FSI 
IF(ESD.GE.EP(N» FSL = FSI 
A6 = ABS(ESD-EP(N» 
DELM = ABS(FSL-FSUP) 
IF(A6.LT.0.00001.0R.DELM.LE.0.l) GO TO 17 
IF(KP.GT.15) GO TO 17 
GO TO 21 

17 A4 = RPC(N)-l. 
FSUP SB 
FSL = FPKT (N) 
KP 0 

31 FP(N) = (FSL+FSUP)/2. 
KP = KP+1 
A5 = ABS«FP(N)-FPKT(N))/(FCHC(N)-FPKT(N))) 
IF(A5.GT.5.7) A5 = 5.7 
ESD = EPKT(N)+(FP(N)-FPKT(N))*(1.+A5**A4)/(PHIP(N)*YMP) 
IF(ESD.LT.EP(N» FSUP = FP(N) 
IF(ESD.GE.EP(N) FSL = FP(N) 
A6 = ABS(ESD-EP(N») 
DELM = ABS(FSL-FSUP) 
IF(A6.LT.0.00001.0R.DELM.LE.0.l) GO TO 27 
IF(KP.GT.15) GO TO 27 
GO TO 31 

27 IF(FS1.GT.FP(N) .AND.NPC(N) .EQ.2) FP(N) FSI 
EZ = EP(N)-EPZEMX(N) 
IF (EZ.GT.EPAMIN) FSI = EZ*YMP 
IF(EZ.LE.EPAMIN .AND. EZ.GT.EBUCK) FSI YMIN+WMIN/EZ 
IF(EZ.LE.EBUCK) FSI = SB 
IF(FP(N) .LT. FS1) FP(N) = FSI 
IF(EP(N) .LE.EPUMIN) FP(N) 0.0 
GO TO 23 

11 EPZER1(N) = EPLAST(N)-FPLAST(N)/YMP 
NSP(N) 1 
FPZO(N) = FPLAST(N) 
EPZO(N) EPLAST(N) 
EPPL(N) ABS(EPZO(N)-EPKT(N)-(FPZO(N)-FPKT(N))/(PHIP(N)*YMP)) 
EPX = EPPL(N) 
IF(EPZER1(N) .LT.EPZEMN(N)) EPZEMN(N) = EPZER1(N) 
IF(ABS(EPZO(N)) .GT.EPMAX(N)) EPMAX(N) ABS(EPZO(N)) 
PHIP(N) = 58.27*EPMAX(N)*EPMAX(N)-7.506*EPMAX(N) +1.043 
IF (PHIP (N) . GT.1.) PHIP (N) 1. . 
NPC(N) = 1 
IF(EPX.LT.0.001) NPC(N) = 2 
IF(NPC(N) .EQ.2) GO TO 90 
FPKC(N) FPZO(N) 
EPKC(N) = EPZO(N) 
FCHT(N) = PHIP(N)*YMP*U*(EPZO(N)-EPB-EPZEMN(N)+FPB/U-2.*FPZO(N) 

1 /(PHIP(N)*YMP))/(PHIP(N)*YMP-2.*U) 
RPT(N) = 57.833-59116.*EPPL(N) 
IF(RPT(N) .LT.20.) RPT(N) = 20. 
GO TO 18 

90 FCHPT(N) = PHIP(N)*YMP*U*(EPZO(N)-EPB-EPZEMN(N)+FPB/U-2.*FPZO(N) 
1 /(PHIP(N)*YMP))/(PHIP(N)*YMP-2.*U) 

RPPT(N) = 57.833-59116.*EPPL(N) 
IF (RPPT (N) . LT. 20.) RPPT (N) = 20. 

12 CONTINUE 
IF(NPC(N) .EQ.l) GO TO 18 
A4 RPPT (N)-l, 
FSUP FPU 
FSL FPZO(N) 
KP 0 
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C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
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22 FS1 (FSUP+FSL)/2. 
KP "" KP+l 
A5 = ABS«FS1-FPZO(N»/(FCHPT(N)-FPZO(N») 
IF(A5.GT.5.7) A5 = 5.7 
ESD = EPZO(N)+(FS1-FPZO(N»*(1.+A5**A~)/(PHIP(N)*YMP) 

IF(ESD.LT.EP(Nl) FSL = FS1 
IF(ESD.GE.EP(N) FSUP = FS1 
A6 ABS(ESD-EP(N») 
DELM ABS(FSL-FSUP) 
IF(A6.LT.0.00001.0R.DELM.LT.0.1) GO TO 18 
IF(KP.GT.15) GO TO 18 
GO TO 22 

18 Ail = RPT(N)-l. 
FSUP FPU 
FSL 
KP 

41 FP (N) 

- FPKC (NI 
= 0 

(FSL+FSUP)/2. 
KP KP+l 
A5 = ABS({FP(N)-FPKC(N»/(FCHT(N)-FPKC(N»)) 
IFIA5.GT.5.7) A5 = 5.7 
ESD = EPKC(N)+(FP(N)-FPKC(N)*(1.+A5**A4)/(PHIP(N)*YMP) 
IF(ESD.LT.EP(N») FSL FPIN) 
IF(ESD.GE.EP(N») FSUP = FP(N) 
A6 ABS(ESD-EP(N» 
DELM = ABS(FSL-FSUP) 
IF(A6.LE.0.00001.0R.DELM.LT.0.l) 
IFIKP.GT.15) GO TO 28 
GO TO 41 

28 IF(FS1.LT.FP(N) .AND.NPC(N) .EQ.2) 
EZ = EP(N)-EPZEMN(N) 
IF(EZ.LE.EPA) FSl EZ*YMP 
IF(EZ.GT.EPA.AND.EZ.LE.EPB) FSl 
IF(EZ.GE.EPB) FS1 
IF(FP(N) .GT.FS1) FP(N) = FSl 
IF(EP(N) .GE.EPU) FP(N) = 0.0 
GO TO 23 

MONOTONIC BRANCH 

GO TO 28 

FP(NI FSl 

Y+W/EZ 
FPB+(EZ-EPB)*U 

16 IF(EP(N) .LE.EPA .AND. EP(N) .GT.EPAMIN) FP(N) = EP(N)*YMP 
IFIEP(N) .LE.EPB .AND. EP(N) .GT.EPA) FP(N) = Y+W/EP(N) 
IF(EP(N) .GT.EPB) FP(N) = FPB+U*(EP(N)-EPB) 
IF(EP(N) .LE.EPAMIN .AND. EP(N) .GT.EBUCK) FP(N) = YMIN+WMIN/EP(N) 
IF(EP(N) .LE.EBUCK) FP(N) SB 
IF(EPIN) .GE.EPU .OR. EPIN) .LE.EPUMIN) FPCN) - 0.0 

23 IF(FP(N) .GT.FPMAX(N) FPMAX(N) FP(N) 
IF(FP(N) .LT.FPMIN(N)) FPMIN(NI = FP(N) 
RETURN 
STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE AGRAPH(X,Y,N) 

****************************************************************** 
PLOTTING PACKAGE TO PLOT AN X-Y GRAPH WITH N POINTS 
AUTHOR= JOHN B. MANDER 
DATE/VERSION 1983/1 
****************************************************************** 

COMMON/CARD/NSTOP,NTRAP,INPUT(801 
COMMON/KARD/RRDR(101,IRDR(10) 

INTEGER N 
REAL X(N),Y(N),XNAME(14),YNAME(14) ,GNAME(14) 
REAL FMTX(l),FMTY(l) 
DATA FMTX(1)/6H(F6.1)/ 
DATA FMTY(1)/6H(F6.1)/ 

READ PLOTTING DATA CARDS (FOUR CARDS) 

CALL READR(6,O,0,RRDR,IRDR) 
WRITE (6, 616) INPUT 
XSCALE RRDR ( 1) 

243200 
243300 
243400 

. 243500 
243600 
243700 
243800 
243900 
244000 
244100 
244200 
244300 
244400 
244500 
244600 
244700 
244800 
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245000 
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245300 
245400 
245500 
245600 
245700 
245800 
245900 
246000 
246100 
246200 
246300 
246400 
246500 
246600 
246700 
246800 
246900 
247000 
24 ?l00 
247200 
247300 
247400 
247500 
247600 
247700 
247800 
247900 
248000 
248100 

248200 
248300 
248400 
248500 
248600 
248700 
248800 
248900 
249000 
249100 
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249300 
249400 
249500 
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249800 
249900 
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C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

1 

11 

YSCALE RRDR(2) 
XINC RRDR(3) 
YINC RRDR (4) 
XO RRDR (5) 
YO RRDR(6) 

READ(5,555) GNAME 
READ(5,555) XNAME 
READ(5,555) YNAME 
WRITE (6, 626) GNAME 
WRITE(6,636) XNAME 
WRITE (6, 646) YNAME 

IF(N.EQ.1) 
IF(XSCALE.EQ.O.O.OR.YSCALE.EQ.O.O) 

DETERMINE MAXIMUM COORDINATES 

DO 11 K=I,N 
IF (X (K) . LT. XMIN) XMIN X(K) 
IF (X (K) .GT. XMAX) XMAX X(K) 
IF(Y(K) .LT.YMIN) YMIN Y(K) 
IF(Y(K) .GT.YMAX) YMAX Y(K) 

CONTINUE 

MESH SIZE DETERMINATION 

NXN 0.99-XMIN/XINC 
NYN 0.99-YMIN/YINC 
NXP 0.99+XMAX/XINC 
NYP 0.99+YMAX/YINC 
IXINC 100. *XINC/XSCALE+O. 5 
IYINC 100.*YINC/YSCALE+0.5 
LENGTH IXINC*FLOAT(NXP+NXN+l) +600 
IX -NXN*IXINC 
IY -NYN*IYINC 

PLOT LINE 

CALL AINIT(LENGTH) 
CALL ASPEED(5) 
CALL AORIG(-1*IX+40,-1*IY+IOO) 
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CALL ALINE(X,Y,N,O.O,O.O,XSCALE,YSCALE) 

PLOT BOXES 

CALL ABOX(OO,-l,NXP+l,Ol,IXINC,l,l) 
CALL ABOX{-l,OO,Ol,NYP+l,l,IYINC,I) 
CALL ABO~(IX,-I,NXN,Ol/IXINC,l,l) 
CALL ABOX(-l,IY,Ol,NYN,l,IYINC,l) 

WRITE THE X AND Y SCALE NUMBERS 

IF(XO.GT.O.O) CALL ASCALE 

GO TO 999 
GO TO 999 

X (1*IXINC-45, -20, l*IXINC,O, I*XO, l*XO, NXP, 1, 2,FMTX, 6) 
IF(YO.GT.O.O) CALL ASCALE 

Y (-70, 1*IYINC-05,0, l*IYINC, l*YO, 1*YO,NYP,I,2,FMTY,6) 
IF(XO.GT.O.O) CALL ASCALE 

X (-1*IXINC-45,-20,-1*IXINC,0,-I*XO,-1*XO,NXN,1,2,FMTX,6) 
IF(YO.GT.O.O) CALL ASCALE 

Y (-70,-1*IYINC-05,0,-1*IYINC,-1*YO,-1*10,NYN,1,2,FMTY,6) 

LABEL X AND Y AXES, THEN WRITE GRAPH TITLE 

CALL ALAB( 10,-40,XNAME,80,1,2) 
CALL ALAB(-75, lO,YNAME,80,1,4) 
CALL ALAB(IX,IY-60,GNAME,aO,1,2) 

CALL AEND 

999 RETURN 

555 FORMAT(13A6,A2) 
616 FORMAT(40HO PLOT VALUES XSCALE,YSCALE,XINC,YINC ,/2H (,80Al,lH)) 
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C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

626 FORMAT(23HO GRAPH CAPTION 
636 FORMAT(33HO LABEL TO BE GIVEN TO 
646 FORMAT(33HO LABEL TO BE GIVEN TO 

END 

SUBROUTINE READR(NR,NI,IND,A,NA) 
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,/2H (,13A6,A2,lH)) 
X AXIS ,/2H (,13A6,A2,lH)) 
Y AXIS ,/2H (,13A6,A2,lH)) 

****************************************************************** 
FREE-FORMAT INPUT DECODER ROUTINE A.J.CARR 1971 
****************************************************************** 

COMMON/cARD/NSTOP,NTRAP, INPUT (80) 
DIMENSION 1'.(1) ,NAIl) 
DIMENSION N (10) 
INTEGER BLANK,DOT,BAR,E,DOLLAR,PLUS1,PLUS2 
DATA N(1)/6HO I,N(2)/6Hl I,N(3)/6H2 

* N(S)/6H4 I,N(61/6HS I,N(7)/6H6 
* N(9)/6HB I,N(101/6H9 I,BLANK/6H 
* BAR/6H- I,E/6HE I,DOLLAR/6H$ 
* PLUS/6H$ I,STAR/6H* I 

NSTOP=O 
Il=O 
12=0 
IFLAG=-l 
IF(NR.EQ.O) GO TO 4 
DO 1 1=1, NR 

1 A (I) =0. 0 
4 IF(NLEQ.OI GO TO 3 

DO 5 I=1,NI 
5 NA(I)=O 
3 1=0 

READ(5 ,2,END=1010)INPUT 
2 FORMAT(80A1) 

IF(IND.EQ.-l) RETURN 

IF(INPUT(l) .NE.STAR)GO TO 10 
GO TO 3 

10 1=1+1 
IF(I.LE.80) GO TO 11 
IF(IND.EQ.O) RETURN 
GO TO 3 

11 ID"'INPUT (I) 
IF(ID.IS.BLANK) GO TO 10 
IOP=O 
FOP=O.O 
KP=O 
ISIGN=l 
IF(ID.EQ.PLUS1.0R.ID.EQ.PLUS2) GO TO 60 
IF(ID.IS.BAR) GO TO 40 
GO TO 41 

40 ISIGN=-l 
GO TO 60 

41 IF(IFLAG.EQ.1.0R.ID.NE.DOT) 
IFLAG=O 
GO TO 60 

44 IF(ID.EQ.E.AND.IFLAG.EQ.O) 
45 IF (ID. IS. BLANK) GO TO 70 

DO 46 M=1,10 
46 IF(ID.EQ.N(M) ) GO TO 47 

GO TO 1020 
47 ICHAR=M-1 

IF (IFLAG.EQ. 0) KP=KP+1 
IOP=IOP*10+ICHAR 
FOP=FOP*10.0+FLOAT(ICHAR) 

60 1=1+1 
IF(I.GT.BO) GO TO 70 
ID= INPUT (I) 
IF(IFLAG)41,44,45 

70 IF(IFLAG)71,75,B5 
71 IF(I2.EQ.NI) GO TO 90 

12=12+1 

GO TO 44 

GO TO 70 

I,N(4)/6H3 
I,N(8)/6H7 

I,DOT/6H. 
I,PLUSl/6H+ 

I, 
I, 
I, 

I, 
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264900 



C 

NA(I2)=IOP*ISIGN 
GO TO 90 

75 IFLAG--1 
IF(I1.EQ.NR) GO TO 90 
I1=I1+1 
A (I1)-FOP*FLOAT(ISIGN) 
IF(KP.EQ.O) GO TO 82 
DO 81 IOP=l,KP 

81 A(I1)=A(I1)/10.0 
82 IF(ID.NE.E) GO TO 90 

IFLAG=l 
GO TO 10 

85 IFLAG=-l 
KP=IOP*!SIGN 
A(I1)=A(I1)*(10.0**KP) 

90 IF(I1.EQ.NR.AND.I2.EQ.NI) RETURN 
GO TO 10 

1010 I e 1 
1020 WRITE(6,1021) 
1021 FORMAT(18HOCARD FORMAT ERROR 

WRITE (6, 1022) INPUT 
1022 FORMAT(4H ***,80A1,3H***) 

DO 1023 KP=1,80 
1023 INPUT(KP)=BLANK 

INPUT (I) =DOLLAR 
WRITE (6, 1022) INPUT 
INPUT (I) eBLANK 
IF(NTRAP.EQ.O) STOP 
NSTOP=l 
RETURN 
END 
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